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Introduction 
The Annual Performance Plan (APP), 2017/2018 of the SAPS, identifies the predetermined objectives and 

targets that the South African Police Service (SAPS) intends to achieve during the reporting period, 

linked to the annual budget. To provide progress on the implementation of these predetermined 

objectives and targets, quarterly performance reports are submitted to the Department for Planning, 

Monitoring and Evaluation (DPME) and to National Treasury. An annual report is tabled in Parliament 

within six months after the financial year end that provides an overview of the SAPS’s performance and 

expenditure for the entire financial year, relative to the predetermined objectives and targets as set out 

in the APP. Reporting on both financial and non-financial performance is important in measuring the 

performance of government institutions. Whilst financial information (expenditure and revenue) is 

critical for determining the costs and efficiencies of programmes, non-financial information 

(performance information) is equally important to assess progress towards predetermined objectives 

and targets set in the APP to enhance transparency, accountability and oversight that is important for 

effective management, including planning, budgeting, implementation, monitoring, reporting and 

evaluation. The management of non-financial performance can be described as the process to collect, 

verify, analyse and report statistical data to determine results. The DPME is the lead institution 

responsible for the managing of programme performance information. Its responsibilities include, 

ensuring that institutions have performance information, strategies and procedure manuals for 

gathering performance data that can inform management decisions; establishing a central point for 

recording institutional performance against core indicators for easy access by all role-players and 

encouraging the standardisation of performance information within sectors. 

Objectives of the Technical Indicator Description 

The Technical Indicator Description (TID) aims: 

 to describe the purpose of each indicator, the collection, calculation and interpretation of data; 

 to indicate systems used to generate performance information to report on performance 

indicators; 

 to institute a common understanding on the procedures that must be followed to record, 

collect, collate, verify and report on the actual performance on predetermined objectives 

outlined in the APP 

 to indicate the responsibilities at all organisational levels from the level where the performance 

information originates, up to the point where it is recorded in the SAPS quarterly performance 

reports and the annual report;  

 to ensure an audit trail (supporting evidence) 

 to facilitate effective monitoring and evaluation  

Applicability of the Technical Indicator Descriptions 

The Technical Indicator Descriptions are applicable to all organisational levels in the SAPS, including 

police stations, units, provincial and national level. It is also provided to internal and external assurance 

providers for audit purposes. 
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Amendments to the Technical Indicator Descriptions 

The Technical Indicator Description is reviewed on an annual basis to provide for all predetermined 

objectives included in the APP for the upcoming financial year. 

Regulatory Framework 

The management of predetermined objectives is informed by the following policy frameworks: 

Public Finance Management Act, 1999 

Section 38(1)(a)(i) of the PFMA require all department’s to have and maintain an effective, efficient and 

transparent system of internal controls, regarding performance management, which describe and 

represent how the institution’s processes of performance planning, monitoring, measurement, review 

and reporting would be conducted, organised and managed. 

Framework for Managing Programme Performance Information, 2010 

The Framework for Managing Programme Performance Information issued in August 2010 aims to: 

clarify definitions and standards for performance information in support of regular audits of such 

information where appropriate; improve integrated structures, systems and processes required to 

manage performance information; define roles and responsibilities for managing performance 

information and to promote accountability and transparency by providing parliament, provincial 

legislatures, municipal councils and the public with timely, accessible and accurate performance 

information. In terms of this Framework the accounting officer of an institution is accountable for 

establishing and maintaining the systems to manage performance information, line managers are 

accountable for establishing and maintaining the performance information processes and systems 

within their areas of responsibility and officials are responsible for capturing, collating and checking 

performance data related to their activities. 

Policy Framework for the Government-wide Monitoring and Evaluation System, 2007 

In 2004, Cabinet initiated plans for a monitoring and evaluation system for government. The Presidency 

subsequently, developed the Policy Framework for the Government-wide Monitoring and Evaluation 

System to provide an integrated, encompassing framework of monitoring and evaluation principles, 

practices and standards to be used throughout government and function as an apex-level information 

system which draws from the component systems in the Framework to deliver useful monitoring and 

evaluation products for its users. 

In terms of this Framework accounting officers are accountable for the quality of information and the 

integrity of the systems responsible for its production and utilisation. Line managers and officials are 

responsible for establishing and maintaining the monitoring and evaluation systems, especially 

collecting, capturing, verifying and using data and information. 

DPME Guidelines on the Preparation of Quarterly Performance Reports 

The guidelines on the Preparation of Quarterly Performance Reports issued by the DPME provide 

instructions on how to complete quarterly performance reports; outlining requirements as per the 

Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans (APP). The Guideline requires departments 

to collate the quarterly performance information internally from line managers and different sources in 
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line with the targets set out in the APP, as well as verify the information and input into the quarterly 

reporting template. Departments should complete and submit quarterly performance reports to the 

Department for Planning and Monitoring: the Presidency (DPME) and to National Treasury using the 

quarterly performance report template model pre-populated by the DPME. Institutions are required to 

develop a Technical Indicator Description which provides for the establishment of systems and 

processes to collect and store data, calculate, analyse and interpret data, as well as identify 

responsibilities for the management of performance indicators described in its Annual Performance Plan. 

Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans, August 2010 

The Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans issued by the National Treasury in 

August 2010, outlines key concepts that should be considered by departments when developing 

Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans. In terms of the framework, departments are required to 

develop Strategic and Annual Performance Plans that reflect their goals, objectives, indicators and 

targets. Strategic Plans should include high level information on goals and objectives with five-year 

targets and annual performance plans that provide details of objectives and indicators with targets for 

the current year and the medium term period. Targets for the current year can be measured quarterly or 

annually. Based on these targets, progress should be reported on a quarterly basis in a quarterly 

performance report. 

A Technical Indicator Description must also be developed by departments for each performance 

indicator that is described in the Annual Performance Plan. This will describe the purpose of each 

indicator, the collection, calculation and interpretation of data applicable to the said performance 

indicator. The Technical Indicator Descriptions contained in this document was developed in 

consultation with line managers in the relevant business units and the National Office: Strategic 

Management. Further granularities of the Technical Indicator Description may be accessed through the 

respective official directives. 

Auditing of Predetermined Objectives against Targets (AOPO) by 

Internal Audit and the Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) 

In terms of National Treasury Regulation 3.2.11, the internal audit function must assist the accounting 

officer in maintaining efficient and effective controls by evaluating those controls to determine their 

effectiveness and efficiency and by developing recommendations for enhancement or improvement. The 

controls, subject to evaluation should encompass the following: 

(a) the information systems environment; 

(b) the reliability and integrity of financial and operational information; 

(c) the effectiveness of operations; 

(d) safe guarding of assets; and 

(e) compliance with laws, regulations and controls. 

 

National Treasury Regulation 3.2.12 stipulates that the internal audit function must assist the accounting 

officer in achieving the objectives of the institution by evaluating and developing recommendations for 

the enhancement or improvement of the processes through which: 

(a) objectives and values are established and communicated; 
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(b) the accomplishment of objectives is monitored; 

(c) accountability is ensured; and 

(d) corporate values are preserved. 

 

The Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) has a constitutional mandate to strengthen the country’s 

democracy by enabling oversight and accountability in the public sector through auditing and must 

prepare an audit conclusion on the SAPS Annual Report in terms of financial information (if the 

department’s annual financial statements are fairly presented) and non-financial performance (if 

reported performance relating to predetermined objectives and targets are useful and reliable). 

Predetermined objective audits are conducted in terms of the Public Audit Act, 2004 and include the 

review of policies, systems, processes and procedures that are in place to manage predetermined 

objectives against targets. The audit involves procedures to obtain evidence to audit compliance with 

applicable legislation and to test (a) the usefulness of reported performance (if the reported information 

is presented in accordance with the requirements of the relevant reporting frameworks, if the reported 

performance is consistent and relevant with the planned objectives and if the performance indicators 

and targets are measurable) and (b) the reliability (the validity, accuracy and completeness) of reported 

performance information to determine if it is adequately reflected in the quarterly and annual 

performance reports. This entails: 

 the understanding and testing of internal policies, procedures and controls relating to the 

management of and reporting of performance information, 

 evaluating and testing the processes, systems and control of documentation to support the 

generation, collation, monitoring and reporting on performance indicators and targets, as well as 

conducting detailed audit testing to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence. 

 

Locations subjected to auditing are randomly selected by the AGSA on an annual basis. A specific police 

station/unit can be selected for auditing more than once in consecutive years. The selection is based on: 

 specific predetermined objectives e.g. Ports of Entry, Vehicle Safeguarding Section, etc.; 

 materiality (usually large police stations where the expenditure is above the materiality amount), 

and 

 average materiality (police stations/units where the expenditure is lower than the materiality 

amount), with a remainder that does not form part of the aforesaid. 

 

Conclusion 

The effective management of non-financial performance information within the SAPS, requires a clear 

understanding of the different roles, responsibilities and the structures and systems involved in 

managing and reporting performance information on each performance indicator described in the 

Annual Performance Plan, 2017/18. To ensure standardisation, the Technical Indicator Description must 

be utilised at all applicable levels responsible for capturing and reporting on performance information. 

An array of officials within the SAPS is responsible for capturing, collating and ensuring quality 

assurance over performance data related to their activities. The integrity of performance data depends 

on the compliance by these officials to ensure the accuracy and completeness when updating the 

various electronic and manual systems. It is therefore important that commanders at all levels exercise 

oversight responsibility and quality assurance to ensure data integrity and that the data on the systems 
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correlate with supporting documents e.g. case docket with data captured on the Crime Administration 

System (CAS), CAS with SAPS 13 Register, SAPS 13 Register with Operational Planning and Monitoring 

(OPAM) system, Incident Reporting Information (IRIS) system with the IRIS Register. The efficient 

management of supporting evidence e.g. monthly/quarterly returns, case dockets, pocket books, 

registers, forms, etc., are equally important to ensure easy retrieval during audits by internal and external 

service assurance providers.  

Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Monitoring and Evaluation 

Section at National Office: Strategic Management for the verification and subsequent inclusion in the 

prescribed Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template issued by the Department for Performance 

Monitoring & Evaluation. A Quarterly/Annual Performance Report is submitted to Internal Audit for 

audit purposes and the issuing of a quality assurance certificate and/or a report issued by Internal Audit. 

The Quarterly/Annual Performance Report is submitted to the National Commissioner, for approval. The 

approved Quarterly/Annual Performance Report is submitted to the Department for Performance 

Monitoring & Evaluation, National Treasury, the Auditor-General of South Africa, the Audit Committee, 

office of the Minister and internal and external role-players. 
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FINANCIAL PROGRAMMES 

Programme 1: Administration 
Purpose: Provide strategic leadership, management and support services to the South African Police 

Service; and provide for the functions of the Civilian Secretariat for Police. 

Strategic objective: To regulate the overall management of the department and provide centralised 

support services. 

Performance indicators 

 Percentage of filled posts in terms of the approved establishment 

 Percentage of vacant funded posts filled within the prescribed time frame from the date of 

advertisement 

 Percentage of finalised service terminations submitted to Government Pensions Administration 

Agency (GPAA) within 60 working days from date after the employee’s exit from the service 

 Percentage of people with disabilities employed in relation to the total workforce 

 Percentage of learners declared competent upon completion of their training in terms of the Training 

Provisioning Plan (TPP) 

 Percentage of learners declared competent upon completion of their training in the following 

prioritised areas: - Training relating to Public Order Policing, crimes committed against women and 

children, Crime Investigations and training relating to Forensic Science investigations 

 Percentage of operational personnel declared competent in the modules: Legal principles and the 

use of firearms: handguns 

 Number of internships undertaken 

 Percentage of disciplinary cases finalised 

 Percentage of Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) recommendations initiated 

 Percentage of Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) related disciplinary cases finalised 

 Percentage of planned police facility projects completed, as per the SAPS infrastructure development 

plan in respect of: Capital Works, Planned Maintenance 

 Number of new mobile contact points distributed 

 Number of detention facilities maintenance completed 

 Ratio of personnel to vehicles 

 Percentage of operational vehicles available for policing in relation to the total vehicle fleet 

 Percentage of firearms and bullet-resistant vests distributed in relation to the demand 

 Percentage of identified Information Communication Technology (ICT) Infrastructure deliverables 

achieved 

 Percentage of prioritised Information Systems (IS) Solutions deliverables achieved 

 Percentage of IS/ICT Governance deliverables achieved 

 Percentage of legitimate invoices paid 

 Percentage of audits completed in terms of the approved Internal Audit Plan 

 Percentage of approved management interventions executed 

 Percentage reduction in material audit findings issued by the Auditor-General of South Africa 
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Information Systems used to generate performance 

information on predetermined objectives 
Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance 

information  

Establish an adequate human 

resource capability with emphasis 

on the following areas: Investigative 

capacity, Intelligence gathering and 

Operational environment 

Percentage of filled posts in terms of the approved 

establishment 

PERSAP (quarterly reporting) 

Vulindlela (annual reporting) 

System Name  System Description  

PERSAP PERSAP is an in-house HR/Financial system to address SAPS unique requirements in order to 

ensure appropriate managerial and reporting capability on human resource and financial 

processes and procedures whilst the PERSAL system remains the system utilised to report 

personnel and salary information. The PERSAP system reconciles with the PERSAL system on 

monthly processing runs. 

Besides extensive reporting on PERSAL information and various ad hoc enquiry functions, 

PERSAP also hosts independent personnel and salary subsystems such as police 

qualifications, establishment management, state guarantee payment, Police Medical Aid 

(POLMED) membership administration, tax administrative processes, shooting incidents by 

members, pensions administration, senior appointments system, promotions system, 

qualifications verification, and a career planning system. 

Vulindlela Vulindlela represents a reporting tool used to assist the users in compiling their annual 

reports. A Vulindlela Oversight Reporting System was developed and implemented in 2002. A 

data warehouse with a user-friendly ‘front end’, known as ‘Vulindlela’, has been developed to 

extract relevant data from the various accounting systems, in order to facilitate reporting by 

the departments. In addition to facilitating monthly reporting practices, Vulindlela contains 

monthly (and yearly) expenditure and revenue information (budget, actual and forecast) and 

human resource information. It is used to monitor assets and liability information and to 

assist in the eventual financial consolidations required in terms of section 8 and 19 of the 

PFMA and HR consolidation requirements in terms of the Public Service Regulations, 2001 

(Chapter 1, Part III, Section J). 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator System used for performance 

information  

Establish an adequate human 

resource capability with emphasis 

on the following areas: Investigative 

capacity, Intelligence gathering and 

Operational environment  

Percentage of vacant funded posts filled within 

prescribed time frame from the date of advertisement 

Manual System 

System Name  System Description  

Manual System All posts approved are recorded on a manual spreadsheet categorised by the business unit 

and salary level and it is maintained by the National Head Office. 
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Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance 

information  

Establish an adequate human 

resource capability with emphasis 

on the following areas: Investigative 

capacity, Intelligence gathering and 

Operational environment 

Percentage of people with disabilities employed in 

relation to the total workforce 

PERSAP  

VULINDLELA 

System Name  System Description 

PERSAP PERSAP is an in-house HR/Financial system to address SAPS unique requirements in order to 

ensure appropriate managerial and reporting capability on human resource and financial 

processes and procedures whilst the PERSAL system remains the system utilised to report 

personnel and salary information. The PERSAP system reconciles with the PERSAL system on 

monthly processing runs. 

Besides extensive reporting on PERSAL information and various ad hoc enquiry functions, 

PERSAP also hosts independent personnel and salary subsystems such as police 

qualifications, establishment management, state guarantee payment, Police Medical Aid 

(POLMED) membership administration, tax administrative processes, shooting incidents by 

members, pensions administration, senior appointments system, promotions system, 

qualifications verification, and a career planning system. 

VULINDLELA Vulindlela represents a reporting tool used to assist the users in compiling their annual 

reports. A Vulindlela Oversight Reporting System was developed and implemented in 2002. A 

data warehouse with a user-friendly ‘front end’, known as ‘Vulindlela’, has been developed to 

extract relevant data from the various accounting systems, in order to facilitate reporting by 

the departments. In addition to facilitating monthly reporting practices, Vulindlela contains 

monthly (and yearly) expenditure and revenue information (budget, actual and forecast) and 

human resource information. It is used to monitor assets and liability information and to 

assist in the eventual financial consolidations required in terms of section 8 and 19 of the 

PFMA and HR consolidation requirements in terms of the Public Service Regulations, 2001 

(Chapter 1, Part III, Section J). 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Establish an adequate human 

resource capability with emphasis 

on the following areas: Investigative 

capacity, Intelligence gathering and 

Operational environment  

Percentage of finalised service terminations submitted 

to Government Pensions Administration 

Agency(GPAA)within 60 working days from date after 

the employee’s exit from the service 

PERSAP  

PERSAL 

PCM 

E-CHANNELING 

System Name  System Description  

PERSAL An integrated human resource, personnel & salary system, designed to provide for all aspects 

of Government including regulations, prescripts, treasury regulations and policy. The PERSAL 

system is used throughout government by all National and Provincial Departments.  

PERSAP PERSAP is an in-house HR/Financial system to address SAPS unique requirements in order to 

ensure appropriate managerial and reporting capability on human resource and financial 

processes and procedures whilst the PERSAL system remains the system utilised to report 

personnel and salary information. The PERSAP system reconciles with the PERSAL system on 

monthly processing runs. 

Besides extensive reporting on PERSAL information and various ad hoc enquiry functions, 

PERSAP also hosts independent personnel and salary subsystems such as police 
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qualifications, establishment management, state guarantee payment, Police Medical Aid 

(POLMED) membership administration, tax administrative processes, shooting incidents by 

members, pensions administration, senior appointments system, promotions system, 

qualifications verification, and a career planning system. 

PCM Pension Case Management System - Government Pension Administration System which is 

utilised to capture pension claims and to monitor the status of claims submitted.) 

E-CHANNELING E- Channel is the Electronic System developed by GPAA on which SAPS is required to capture 

the Z102 document together with relevant exit documents for GPAA to process the pension 

pay out of employees who have exited the Service. GPAA has implemented an upgraded 

version of E-Channel namely the Pension Case Management (PCM) System. The SAPS still has 

access to the E-Channel System but the PCM System is the preferred channel for submissions. 

The PCM and E-Channel Systems are maintained by GPAA. All exit documents are stored 

electronically on the GPAA internal systems. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Transform and professionalise the 

Service  

Percentage of learners declared competent upon 

completion of their training in terms of the Training 

Provisioning Plan (TPP 

Training Administration System 

System Name  System Description  

Training Administration System The Training Administration System captures information relating to different training courses 

provided in terms of the Training Provisioning Plan (TPP). The Training Administration System 

is the source system in respect of the competency of personnel that have attended and 

completed training interventions. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Transform and professionalise the 

Service  

Percentage of learners declared competent upon 

completion of training in the following prioritised 

areas:- Training relating to Public Order Policing, 

crimes committed against women and children, Crime 

Investigations and training relating to Forensic Crime 

Investigations 

Training Administration System 

System Name  System Description  

Training Administration System The Training Administration System captures information relating to different training courses 

provided in terms of the Training Provisioning Plan. The Training Administration System is the 

source system in respect of the competency of personnel that have attended and completed 

training interventions. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Transform and professionalise the 

Service  

Percentage of operational personnel declared 

competent in the Modules: Legal Principles and the 

Use of Firearms: handgun 

Training Administration System 

System Name  System Description  

Training Administration System The Training Administration System captures information relating to different training courses 

provided in terms of the Training Provisioning Plan. The Training Administration System is the 

source system in respect of the competency of personnel that have attended and completed 

training interventions. 
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Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Transform and professionalise the 

Service 

Number of internships undertaken Manual system 

PERSAL 

System Name  System Description  

Manual system 

 

Internships are advertised and potential interns submit their applications to the Division: 

Human Resource Development. Potential interns’ applications are scrutinised and interviews 

arranged. Successful interns are then appointed from the 1
st
 of a month and their details 

captured on PERSAL function #5.8.11(01) – Extraordinary Appointments. 

PERSAL An integrated human resource, personnel & salary system, designed to provide for all aspects 

of government including regulations, prescripts, treasury instructions and policy. The PERSAL 

system is used throughout government by all National and Provincial departments. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Transform and professionalise the 

Service 

Percentage of disciplinary cases finalised  

 

Manual Register 

System Name  System Description  

Manual system Provinces and Divisions use a manual designed excel spread sheet to capture data regarding 

disciplinary cases finalised and pending within SAPS 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Transform and professionalise the 

Service 

Percentage of Independent Police Investigative 

Directorate (IPID) recommendations initiated 

Manual system 

System Name  System Description  

Manual system A monthly template is completed by Provinces/Divisions to update on the progress regarding 

steps initiated on received IPID recommendations 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Transform and professionalise the 

Service 

Percentage of Independent Police Investigative 

Directorate (IPID) related disciplinary cases finalised  

Manual system 

System Name  System Description  

Manual system Provinces and Divisions use a manual designed excel spread sheet to capture data regarding 

IPID investigations finalised which have been and are pending within SAPS 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Improvement of Infrastructure 

development and public access to 

policing services. 

Percentage planned police 

facility projects completed, as 

per the SAPS infrastructure 

development plan in respect 

of: 

Capital Works Reporting is based on approved 

project plans (SAPS projects), 

information obtained from the 

POLFIN System or information 

obtained from the Works Control 

System (WCS) as maintained by the 

Department of Public Works. 

Planned 

Maintenance. 
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System Name  System Description  

Approved project plans (SAPS 

projects) and the POLFIN System. 

There is no formal SAPS system to manage police facility projects. A project office has been 

established within Facility Management to maintain information pertaining to the 

progress/finalisation of projects. The POLFIN System is used to manage and monitor 

expenditure of police facility projects.  Individual project codes are created and are constantly 

generated for new projects. Several enquiry functions and reports are available on the POLFIN 

System to obtain detail as well as summary information on project allocations, expenditure 

and commitments. The breakdown per project allocation is continuously adjusted by Facility 

Management and it is therefore not feasible to load the budget per project code on the 

POLFIN System. The budget allocation per project is however controlled and managed closely 

on excel computer spreadsheets by the SCM Financial Office to prevent the occurrence of any 

over commitment. Project expenditure is forwarded on a weekly basis to the project office 

within Facility Management that is responsible to maintain information pertaining to the 

progress/finalisation/expenditure of projects. 

Works Control System (WCS) The WCS is a tool used by the Department of Public Works to monitor projects and the 

status, cost projections and milestones of projects. It is also used to monitor the budget 

allocation to the Department of Public Works. Each Project’s budget is loaded against the 

project and will get a project code or WCS Number (e.g. WCS 040404). 

Statements/downloads can be generated to see the expenditure on the project, as well as the 

cash flow, per project. The South African Police Service only receive downloads of the system 

from DPW to view the statuses of all Capital Works and Planned Maintenance Projects that 

are currently in site clearance, planning & design or execution by DPW on behalf of SAPS. 

 

The performance of SAPS cannot be calculated by the WCS due to the fact that it is the 

responsibility of NDPW to conclude contract with consultants and contractors on behalf of 

SAPS. 

UAMP (User Asset Management 

Plan) 

The preparation of the UAMP, as indicated in Section 6(1) (b) is the responsibility of the user. 

A user is described as a national or provincial department that use or intends to use an 

immovable asset in support of its service delivery objectives. 

For the purpose of compilation of the UAMP, each Provincial- and Divisional Commissioner 

must assist the Accounting officer by completing templates 1 to 12 of the UAMP for all 

immovable assets in use or intended use. Template 1 must be completed on the highest 

strategic level. All other templates must be in line with the strategic plan, objectives and 

direction. The completed and finalized UAMP document must be endorsed by the National 

Commissioner or delegated Deputy National Commissioner. 

PEP (Project Execution Plan) The Project Execution Plan is a reporting document which is used internally to receive the 

information of the project; this is from the start to finish with all problems and milestones 

included. The bar chart and scope of work with the full financial documentation is included in 

the package. 

IDP (Infrastructure Development 

Plan) 

The IDP is the complete document which is used to place the different building projects in 

the current financial year and the outer years. You always work over a five year plan with the 

castings and projected targets. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Improvement of Infrastructure 

development and public access to 

policing services 

Percentage planned police facility 

projects completed, as per the SAPS 

infrastructure development plan in 

the following prioritised areas: 

Number of 

new mobile 

contact points 

distributed 

Provisioning Administration System 
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System Name  System Description  

Provisioning Administration System 

(PAS) 

The PAS captures the life cycle management of an item, from the identification of the need 

until the final disposal of the item in order to support the logistical environments. This entails 

codification, acquisitioning, accounting and disposal of moveable and immoveable 

government property such as vehicles, uniform, firearms, ammunition, equipment, assets, 

stock and expendable items. 

The actual number of Mobile Community Service Centres distributed at the end of a financial 

year. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Improvement of Infrastructure 

development and public access to 

policing services 

Percentage planned police 

facility projects completed, as 

per the SAPS infrastructure 

development plan in the 

following prioritised areas: 

Number of 

detention 

facilities 

maintenance 

completed 

Reporting is based on approved 

project plans (SAPS projects) and 

information obtained from the 

POLFIN System. 

System Name  System Description  

Approved project plans (SAPS 

projects) ) and the POLFIN System 

There is no formal SAPS system to manage police facility projects. A project office has been 

established within Facility Management to maintain information pertaining to the 

progress/finalisation of projects. The POLFIN System is used to manage and monitor 

expenditure of police facility projects.  Individual project codes are created and are constantly 

generated for new projects. Several enquiry functions and reports are available on the POLFIN 

System to obtain detail as well as summary information on project allocations, expenditure 

and commitments. The breakdown per project allocation is continuously adjusted by Facility 

Management and it is therefore not feasible to load the budget per project code on the 

POLFIN System. The budget allocation per project is however controlled and managed closely 

on excel computer spreadsheets by the SCM Financial Office to prevent the occurrence of any 

over commitment. Project expenditure is forwarded on a weekly basis to the project office 

within Facility Management that is responsible to maintain information pertaining to the 

progress/finalisation/expenditure of projects. 

User Asset Management Plan 

(UAMP ) 

The preparation of the UAMP, as indicated in Section 6(1) (b) is the responsibility of the user. 

A user is described as a national or provincial department that uses or intends to use an 

immovable asset in support of its service delivery objectives. 

For the purpose of compilation of the UAMP, each Provincial- and Divisional Commissioner 

must assist the Accounting Officer by completing templates 1 to 12 of the UAMP for all 

immovable assets in use or intended use. Template 1 must be completed on the highest 

strategic level. All other templates must be in line with the strategic plan, objectives and 

direction. The completed and finalised UAMP document must be endorsed by the National 

Commissioner or delegated Deputy National Commissioner.  

Project Execution Plan (PEP) The Project Execution Plan is a reporting document which is used internally to receive the 

information of the project; this is from the start to finish with all problems and milestones 

included. The bar chart and scope of work with the full financial documentation is included in 

the package.  

Infrastructure Development Plan 

(IDP) 

The IDP is the complete document which is used to place the different building projects in 

the current financial year and the outer years. Work is over a five year plan with the castings 

and projected targets. 
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Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Improvement of requisite resources 

to sustain quality service delivery on 

strategic priorities 

Ratio of personnel to vehicles Provisioning Administration System 

(LOGWEB) and PERSAP/Vulindlela 

System Name  System Description  

Provisioning Administration System 

(PAS) 

The PAS captures the life cycle management of an item, from the identification of the need 

until the final disposal of the item in order to support the logistical environments. This entails 

codification, acquisitioning, accounting and disposal of moveable and immoveable 

government property, such as vehicles, uniform, firearms, ammunition, equipment, assets, 

stock and expendable items. 

A monthly active vehicle report DR 0021 is generated directly from PAS based on the 

category motor vehicles. The ratio is determined against the total number of members, as per 

the personnel report generated from PERSAL (quarterly) or Vulindlela (annually) – and 

published on LOGWEB. 
 

LOGWEB (Logistics Website of SAPS) 

This web site was developed in order to give all users access to information and services 

related to the Supply Chain Management (Logistics) environment within the South African 

Police Service. 

It provides the following information:- 

 Description of the Provisioning Administration System (PAS) 

 User Manuals/Training Manuals 

 Online Training Section 

 Documentation 

 TMS Information 

 SAPS Management Reports on Assets 

 SAPS ERP Environment 

 Location Maps 

 PAS Technical 

PERSAP PERSAP is an in-house HR/Financial system to address SAPS unique requirements in order to 

ensure appropriate managerial and reporting capability on human resource and financial 

processes and procedures whilst the PERSAL system remains the system utilised to report 

personnel and salary information. The PERSAP system reconciles with the PERSAL system on 

monthly processing runs. 

Besides extensive reporting on PERSAL information and various ad hoc enquiry functions, 

PERSAP also hosts independent personnel and salary subsystems such as police 

qualifications, establishment management, state guarantee payment, Police Medical Aid 

(POLMED) membership administration, tax administrative processes, shooting incidents by 

members, pensions administration, senior appointments system, promotions system, 

qualifications verification, and a career planning system. 

Vulindlela Vulindlela represents a reporting tool used to assist the users in compiling their annual 

reports. A Vulindlela Oversight Reporting System was developed and implemented in 2002. A 

data warehouse with a user-friendly ‘front-end’, known as ‘Vulindlela”, has been developed to 

extract relevant data from the various accounting systems in order to facilitate reporting by 

the departments. In addition to facilitating monthly reporting practices, Vulindlela contains 

monthly (and yearly) expenditure and revenue information (budget, actual and forecast) and 

human resource information. It is used to monitor assets and liability information and to 

assist in the eventual financial consolidations required in terms of section 8 and 19 of the 

PFMA and Human Resource (HR) consolidation requirements in terms of the Public Service 

Regulations, 2001 (Chapter 1, Part III, Section J). 
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Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Improvement of requisite resources 

to sustain quality service delivery on 

strategic priorities 

Percentage of operational vehicles available for 

policing in relation to the total vehicle fleet. 

Provisioning Administration System 

(LOGWEB) and Workshop 

Accounting System 

System Name  System Description  

Provisioning Administration System The PAS captures the life cycle management of an item, from the identification of the need 

until the final disposal of the item in order to support the logistical environments. This entails 

codification, acquisitioning, accounting and disposal of moveable and immoveable 

government property such as vehicles, uniform, firearms, ammunition, equipment, assets, 

stock and expendable items. 

The Provisioning Administration System (PAS) for the actual number of active motor vehicles. 

The Workshop Accounting System (WAS) for the actual number of open job cards is utilised 

for the quarterly feedback. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Improvement of requisite resources 

to sustain quality service delivery on 

strategic priorities 

Percentage of firearms and bullet-resistant vests 

distributed in relation to the demand 

Provisioning Administration System 

System Name  System Description  

Provisioning Administration System The PAS captures the life cycle management of an item, from the identification of the need 

until the final disposal of the item in order to support the logistical environments. This entails 

codification, acquisitioning, accounting and disposal of moveable and immoveable 

government property such as vehicles, uniform, firearms, ammunition, equipment, assets, 

stock and expendable items. 

For the distribution of firearm and BRV’s, PAS Report R0375’, per date is used for the total 

number distributed from store to provinces and divisions. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Enhancing Information Systems and 

Information and Communication 

Technology (IS/ICT) to support the 

business objectives of the SAPS 

Percentage of identified Information Communication 

Technology (ICT) Infrastructure deliverables achieved 

 

Microsoft Project Tool 

System Name  System Description  

Microsoft Project Tool A Microsoft Project schedule is updated by the Project/System Manager on progress made 

during a specific quarter on all identified Information and Communication initiatives. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Enhancing Information Systems and 

Information and Communication 

Technology (IS/ICT) to support the 

business objectives of the SAPS 

Percentage of prioritised Information Systems (IS) 

Solutions deliverables achieved 

 

Microsoft Project Tool 

System Name  System Description  

Microsoft Project Tool A Microsoft Project schedule is updated by the Project/System Manager on progress made 

during a specific quarter on all identified Information and Communication initiatives. 
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Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Enhancing Information Systems and 

Information and Communication 

Technology (IS/ICT) to support the 

business objectives of the SAPS 

Percentage of IS/ICT Governance deliverables 

achieved 

 

 

Microsoft Project tool 

System Name  System Description  

Microsoft Project tool A Microsoft Project schedule is updated by the Project/System Manager on progress made 

during a specific quarter on all identified Information and Communication initiatives. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Inculcate a culture of 

uncompromising compliance and 

performance management 

Percentage of legitimate invoices paid POLFIN 

System Name  System Description  

POLFIN POLFIN is the financial administration system which hosts subsystems such as electronic 

funds transfer, PERSAL expenditure and budgeting processing, civil claims system, payment 

advices, medical claims and stock transport. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Inculcate the culture of 

uncompromising compliance and 

performance management  

Percentage of audits completed in terms of approved 

internal audit plan  

Manual system  

System Name  System Description  

Monthly progress reports Manual progress reports submitted by sections/provinces are used to generate performance 

information 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Inculcate a culture of 

uncompromising compliance and 

performance management 

Percentage of approved management interventions 

executed. 

Manual system 

System Name  System Description  

Manual system MS Excel Spreadsheet and electronic and/or hard copy of intervention project plans executed 

at sites. 

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Inculcate a culture of 

uncompromising compliance and 

performance management 

Percentage reduction in material audit findings 

issued by the Auditor-General of South Africa 

Combined Assurance Database in 

Microsoft Access. 

System Name  System Description  

Combined Assurance Database in 

Microsoft Access. 

 

The Combined Assurance Database in Microsoft Access, is a purpose-specific database, 

designed to capture and correlate all findings in any functional area and geographic location, 

made by any external or internal assurance provider at any location in the SAPS. 
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Technical Indicator Description and information flow 

Indicator title Percentage of filled posts in terms of the approved establishment 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to the relation between the actual workforce of SAPS compared to the establishment 

target as indicated in the Estimates of National Expenditure (ENE): Vote 23, issued by National Treasury. 

The Division: Financial & Administration Services issues an Enlistment Plan every financial year, compiled 

according to the budget available and in accordance with the set targets and priorities, as indicated in the 

ENE, in order to ensure that SAPS will be able to achieve the targets by the end of the financial year.  

Purpose/importance 

It is imperative that SAPS manages its Human Resources to ensure the effective, economic and equitable 

distribution and utilisation of all human resources to ultimately be able to deliver on the core objectives of 

SAPS, and to manage the establishment within the framework, as indicated in the ENE to ensure alignment 

with the budget provided and achievement of set targets in this regard. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Enlistments, appointments, promotions, transfers, service terminations, leave administration, etc. are 

captured on the PERSAL/PERSAP systems in accordance with relevant instructions and prescribed 

procedures, influencing the data displayed and to be used for this indicator. Appointment documentation. 

System used for 

performance 

information 

The workforce information is obtained from the PERSAL/PERSAP (in year reporting)/Vulindlela systems 

(end year reporting). 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

PERSAP/Vulindlela system generated report 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The actual workforce total of SAPS, as at the end of the current financial year divided by the establishment 

target for the specific financial year (as indicated in the Estimates of National Expenditure: Vote 23). 

Multiply by 100 , expressed as a percentage 

Data limitations 

There will always be a time delay between actual personnel movements (appointments, transfers, 

promotions, service terminations, etc.) and the reflection, thereof on the PERSAL/PERSAP system. 

Reporting is dependent on the updating of the PERSAL/PERSAP system. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and Annually 

Desired performance Maintain a minimum workforce of 98% in terms of the approved establishment (193 431) 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Personnel Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 
Component Head: Human Resource Practices and Administration (HRPA) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Finance Management Act (PFMA), 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999 as amended) 

SAPS Employment Regulations, 2008 and HR consolidation requirements in terms of the Public Service 

Regulations, 2001 (Chapter 1, Part III, Section J) 

Information flow 

Personnel information relating to each employee’s SAPS 96 is captured on the PERSAL/PERSAP systems 

and subsequently reflected on Vulindlela. A report indicating the establishment figure is generated from 

PERSAL. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of vacant funded posts filled within the prescribed time frame from the date of 

advertisement 

Short definition 

The post must exist on the fixed establishment and must be vacant due to an actual incumbent exiting the 

service/was promoted or appointed in another post at a higher level or a newly created post on the 

establishment. Notwithstanding the existence of the vacancy such vacant post should only be considered 

funded upon receipt of confirmation from the Financial Management. 

Purpose/importance To ensure that the Department has sufficient human resources to execute the departments core functions. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 Application from the Business Unit 

 Confirmation from Organisational Development (post exist/equated)  

 Financial authority 

 Approval letter 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual system ( Excel spreadsheet) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Excel spreadsheet report 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of vacant funded posts advertised (A) minus posts withdrawn (C) minus posts still pending within 

6 months (D) is equal to Total (E).  Number of posts filled within 6 months divide by Total (E) multiply by 

100 expressed as a percentage. Calculation starts from the date of advertisement. 

Data limitations 

Verification of qualifications, candidates not accepting posts, delay in verification of criminal records, 

notice period to be given by applicants to current employers, unavailability of top management in 

selection committees and  medical assessments 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 90% of vacant funded posts to be filled within six months from date of advertisement  

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Personnel Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component Head (HRPA) and Section Heads: Recruitment and Staffing, Senior Management Services and 

all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 2 of 2005: Advertisement of posts 

National Instruction 6/2005: Selection and Appointment (Levels 1-12) 

National Instruction 4 of 2010: Appointments to posts (Salary levels 13 to 15) 

National Instruction 2 of 2005: Assessment Centres 

Head Office’s letter 5/3/1 dated 26 January 2015 

Promotion National instruction3/2015 & SSSBC Agreement 2/2011 
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Information flow 

Application for the filling of vacant posts is received from provinces, divisions and stations and submitted 

to OD to confirm the levels. 

The post is thereafter submitted to the Human Resources Committee for approval.  

The approved list is sent to Division: Personnel Management for advertisement internally and/or 

externally,  

The process may differ according to the different post levels. Detailed information of the process is 

outlined in the official directives. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of finalised service terminations submitted to Government Pensions Administration 

Agency (GPAA) within 60 working days from date after the employee’s exit from the service 

Short definition 
Submission of ex-employees’/ deceased employees’ exit documents to relevant pension fund within 60 

working days from the date after employees exit the service. 

Purpose/importance To coordinate the submission of complete exit documents to GPAA 

New indicator A continuation from the previous year  

Type of indicator Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 Service termination exit documents, per category. 

 PERSAP and PERSAL.  

 Manual System (Excel spreadsheet) report. 

 System Generated Excel Spreadsheet 

 Electronic Submission (E-Channel) of Z102 to GPAA. 

System used for 

performance 

information 

PERSAP, PERSAL and E-Channel 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Manual System (Excel spreadsheet) report. 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Total number of service terminations with correct documents forwarded to the relevant pension fund 

within 60 working days divided by total number of service terminations forwarded to the relevant pension 

fund multiply by 100, expressed as a percentage. 

Data limitations 

 Disputed cases where dismissed employees refuse to sign exit forms. 

 Beneficiaries delaying the completion and/or the submission of exit forms due to family disputes.  

 Incomplete documents received from applicants. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 
65% finalised service terminations submitted to GPAA within 60 working days from date after employee’s 

exit from the service 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Personnel Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component Head: Employee Relation Life Cycle Management (ERLCM) and Section Head: Service Absence 

and Terminations and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

SAPS Act, 1995 (Act No. 68 of 1995) (Sections 35,36,37 & 45) 

Public Service Act, 1994 (Act No. 103 of 1994) (Section 16) 

Information flow 

Information is obtained from the service termination file containing documents of members terminating 

their service from provinces, divisions and stations. Upon receipt it is captured on the PERSAP and manual 

excel spreadsheet by Head Office Service Termination section and submitted to Finance to check for any 

loss management and leave gratuity. The document is returned to service termination, and upon receiving 

documents from finance they are sent to GPAA on e-filing for payment. The document is returned as paid.  
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Indicator title Percentage of people with disabilities employed in relation to the total workforce 

Short definition 
The indicator relates to the number of people with a long-term mental or physical impairment which 

substantially limits their prospects of entry into, or advancement in employment.   

Purpose/importance 

This indicator shows the percentage of people with disabilities who are employed in the SAPS. Cabinet 

instruction, dated 24 March 2006 states that, the Public Sector is required to set a minimum target of 

2% of the total workforce to represent persons with disabilities, thereby ensuring the promotion of 

equal opportunities in employment 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year  

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

PERSAP 5.3.53 / Vulindlela System 

Business Unit Section 21 Reports and National Section 21 report 

System used for 

performance information 

PERSAP 5.3.53 (Quarterly reporting) / Vulindlela System (Annual reporting) 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly/annual 

reporting 

PERSAP 5.3.53 (Quarterly reporting) / Vulindlela System (Annual reporting) 

Consolidated Spreadsheet 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

People with disabilities / (Total workforce ) x 100 expressed as a percentage 

 

Data limitations 

PERSAP is updated on a regular basis and some records are backdated. It implies that data retrieved 

for a specific period may differ if it was retrieved on different dates.  

The disclosure of a disability is a voluntary process and therefore personnel with a disability tend not to 

disclose. This impacts the correctness of the data retrieved from PERSAP vis-à-vis the actual personnel 

with disabilities.   

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 
2% of persons with disabilities in relation to the total workforce (excluding operationally deployed 

personnel) 

Reporting responsibility Division: Human Resource Utilisation and all business units 

Implementation 

responsibility 

All Business Units are responsible for the implementation of this indicator. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

 Employment Equity Act, 55 of 1998  

 Job Access Strategic Framework on the recruitment , employment and retention of persons 

with disabilities in the Public Service;  

 White Paper on Affirmative Action in the Public Service, 1998 5) Code of Good Practice on 

Employment Equity 

 White Paper on Integrated National Disability Strategy, 2001  

 Technical Assistance Guideline on the Employment of People with Disabilities, 2003  

 Code of Good Practice : Employment of People with Disabilities, 2002  

 Strategic Framework for Gender Equality within the Public Service, 2007   

 White Paper on the Transformation of the Public Service, 1995 

 Management Performance Assessment Tool (MPAT), prescripts 

 

Information flow 

1. Sensitise all business units of policy directives (Section 20 plan, Job Access Strategic Framework). 

2. All business units to develop and submit yearly EE implementation Section 20 plans (Employment 

Equity Act) in line with the National Section 20 Plan and Job Access Implementation Plan. 

3. Monitoring ( PERSAP 5.3.53 ) 

a. All Business units submit Quarterly Section 21 reports (Employment Equity Act) and Bi Annual 

Job Access reports. 

b. Assess and consolidate Section 21 reports. 

c. Provide feedback and guidance. 

d. Intervene where there is underperformance. 

4. Annual monitoring is done with the Vulindlela system. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of learners declared competent upon completion of their training in terms of the 

Training Provisioning Plan (TPP) 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to the total number of personnel who are found to be or declared to be 

competent upon completion of a specific learning programme or course, according to the Skills 

Development Act [Act 97 of 1998] 

Purpose/importance 

The indicator is aimed at ensuring professionalism and enhancing the competency of the workforce of 

the SAPS through skills development thereby rendering an effective and efficient service to clients.  

The measurement of competency of learners according to various set criteria is a method by which the 

competency of learners can be demonstrated. 

New indicator 
 

Continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Course files are kept and maintained at the Academy responsible for the provisioning of the training 

System used for 

performance information 

 

Training Administration System 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report is generated from the Training Administration System which is then processed into an Excel 

spread sheet. 

Calculation type Cumulative  

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The Training Administration System shows the total number of learners who have been declared 

competent and those who have been declared as not yet competent. The information is then manually 

transferred from the Training Administration System to a spread-sheet which calculates the 

competency rates of all learners whose particulars have been captured on the Training Administration 

System by calculating the number of learners achieving competency divided by the number of learners 

that attended the programme. 

Data limitations -  

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 96,5% of learners to be declared competent 

Reporting responsibility Division: Human Resource Development  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component Head: In-Service Police Development 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Finance Management Act [Act 1 of 1999 as amended]; Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998], 

National Skills Development Strategy III 

Information flow 

Learners complete their learning programmes and a course report is filed at the relevant academy or 

by the relevant course co-ordinator. The results are then captured on the Training Administration 

System. A report detailing the number of personnel trained and found competent is drawn from the 

Training Administration System’s Function #8.20.67 and transferred to an Excel spread sheet which is 

then used to compile the report that is required. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of learners declared competent upon completion of their training in the following 

prioritised areas: - Training relating to Public Order Policing 

Short definition 

This indicator relates to the total number of personnel who are found to be or declared to be competent 

upon completion of learning programmes and courses related to Public Order Policing according to the 

Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998] 

Purpose/importance 

The indicator is aimed at ensuring professionalism and enhancing the competency of the workforce of the 

SAPS through skills development thereby rendering an effective and efficient service to clients.  

The measurement of competency of learners according to various set criteria is a method by which the 

competency of learners can be demonstrated. 

Linked to the NDP, Chapter 12, 13 and Outcome 3 on the MTSF 2014-2019 

New indicator New indicator. 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Course files are kept and maintained at the Academy responsible for the provisioning of the training 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Training Administration System 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report is generated from the Training Administration System on Function 8.20.67 which is then 

processed into an Excel spread sheet. 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The Training Administration System shows the total number of learners who have been declared 

competent and those who have been declared as not-yet competent. The information is then manually 

transferred from Training Administration System to a spread-sheet which calculates the competency rates 

of all learners whose particulars have been captured on the Training Administration System, by calculating 

the number of learners achieving competency divided by the number of learners that attended the 

programme. 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 96.5% (6 770) 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Human Resource Development  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component Head: In-Service Police Development and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Finance Management Act [Act 1 of 1999 as amended]; Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998], 

National Skills Development Strategy III 

Information flow 

Learners complete their learning programmes and a course report is filed at the relevant academy or by 

the relevant course co-ordinator. The results are then captured on the Training Administration System. A 

report detailing the number of personnel trained and found competent is drawn from the Training 

Administration System’s Function #8.20.67 and transferred to an Excel spread sheet which is then used to 

compile the report that is required. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of learners declared competent upon completion of their training in the following 

prioritised areas: - Training relating to crimes against women and children 

Short definition 

This indicator relates to the total number of personnel who are found to be or declared to be competent 

upon completion of learning programmes and courses related to crimes against women and children 

according to the Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998] 

Purpose/importance 

The indicator is aimed at ensuring professionalism and enhancing the competency of the workforce of the 

SAPS through skills development thereby rendering an effective and efficient service to clients.  

The measurement of competency of learners according to various set criteria is a method by which the 

competency of learners can be demonstrated. 

Linked to the NDP, Chapter 12, 13 and Outcome 3 on the MTSF 2014-2019. 

New indicator New indicator 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Course files are kept and maintained at the Academy responsible for the provisioning of the training 

System used for 

performance 

information 

 

Training Administration System 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report is generated from the Training Administration System which is then processed into an Excel 

spread sheet 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The Training Administration System shows the total number of learners who have been declared 

competent and those who have been declared as not-yet competent. The information is then manually 

transferred from Training Administration System to a spread-sheet which calculates the competency rates 

of all learners whose particulars have been captured on the Training Administration System by calculating 

the number of learners achieving competency divided by the number of learners that attended the 

programme. 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 96.5% (9 480) 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Human Resource Development  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component: In-Service Police Development and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Finance Management Act [Act 1 of 1999 as amended]; Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998], 

National Skills Development Strategy III 

Information flow 

Learners complete their learning programmes and a course report is filed at the relevant academy or by 

the relevant course coordinator. The results are then captured on the Training Administration System. A 

report detailing the number of personnel trained and found competent is drawn from the Training 

Administration System’s Function #8.20.67 and transferred to an Excel spread sheet which is then used to 

compile the report that I required. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of learners declared competent upon completion of their training in the following 

prioritised areas: - Training relating to Crime Investigations 

Short definition 

This indicator relates to the total number of personnel who are found to be or declared to be competent 

upon completion of learning programmes and courses related to the investigation of crime in general, 

according to the Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998] 

Purpose/importance 

The indicator is aimed at ensuring professionalism and enhancing the competency of the workforce of the 

SAPS through skills development thereby rendering an effective and efficient service to clients.  

The measurement of competency of learners according to various set criteria is a method by which the 

competency of learners can be demonstrated. 

Linked to the NDP, Chapter 12, 13 and Outcome 3 on the MTSF 2014-2019. 

New indicator New indicator 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Course files are kept and maintained at the Academy responsible for the provisioning of the training 

System used for 

performance 

information 

 

Training Administration System 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report is generated from the Training Administration System which is then processed into an excel 

spread sheet. 

Calculation type Cumulative  

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The Training Administration System shows the total number of learners who have been declared 

competent and those who have been declared as not yet competent. The information is then manually 

transferred from the Training Administration System to a spread-sheet which calculates the competency 

rates of all learners whose particulars have been captured on the Training Administration System, by 

calculating the number of learners achieving competency divided by the number of learners that attended 

the programme. 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 96.5% (6 562) 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Human Resource Development  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component: In-Service Police Development and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Finance Management Act [Act 1 of 1999 as amended]; Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998], 

National Skills Development Strategy III 

Information flow 

Learners complete their learning programmes and a course report is filed at the relevant academy or by 

the relevant course coordinator. The results are then captured on the Training Administration System. A 

report detailing the number of personnel trained and found competent is drawn from Training 

Administration System’s Function #8.20.67 and transferred to an Excel spread sheet which is then used to 

compile the report that is required. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of learners declared competent upon completion of their training in the following 

prioritised areas: - Training relating to Forensic Science investigations 

Short definition 

This indicator relates to the total number of personnel who are found to be or declared to be competent 

upon completion of learning programmes and courses related to forensic the investigation of crime in 

general according to the Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998] 

Purpose/importance 

The indicator is aimed at ensuring professionalism and enhancing the competency of the workforce of the 

SAPS through skills development thereby rendering an effective and efficient service to clients.  

The measurement of competency of learners according to various set criteria is a method by which the 

competency of learners can be demonstrated. 

Linked to the NDP, Chapter 12, 13 and Outcome 3 on the MTSF 2014-2019. 

New indicator New indicator 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 

Course files are kept and maintained at the Academy responsible for the provisioning of the training 

 

System used for 

performance 

information 

 

Training Administration System 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report is generated from the Training Administration System which is then processed into an excel 

spread sheet. 

Calculation type Cumulative  

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The Training Administration System shows the total number of learners who have been declared 

competent and those who have been declared as not yet competent. The information is then manually 

transferred from the Training Administration System to a spread-sheet which calculates the competency 

rates of all learners whose particulars have been captured on the Training Administration System by 

calculating the number of learners achieving competency divided by the number of learners that attended 

the programme. 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 96.5% (10 061)  

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Human Resource Development  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component: In-Service Police Development and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Finance Management Act [Act 1 of 1999 as amended]; Skills Development Act [Act 97 of 1998], 

National Skills Development Strategy III 

Information flow 

Learners complete their learning programmes and a course report is filed at the relevant academy or by 

the relevant course coordinator. The results are then captured on the Training Administration System. A 

report detailing the number of personnel trained and found competent is drawn from Training 

Administration System’s Function #8.20.67 and transferred to an Excel spread sheet which is then used to 

compile the report that is required. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of operational personnel declared competent in the modules: Legal principles and 

the use of firearms: handgun 

Short definition 
This indicator relates to the total number of operational personnel who have been declared competent in 

the Modules: Legal Principles and the Use of Firearms: Handguns. 

Purpose/importance 

The Firearms Control Act, 2000 [Act No. 60 of 2000] stipulates that all persons who wish to possess 

firearms need to be declared competent to do so and must possess a competency certificate declaring 

such. Employees of the South African Police Service employed under the South African Police Service Act, 

1995 [Act No. 68 of 1995] are also expected to comply.  

The indicator is further aimed at ensuring professionalism and enhancing the competency of the 

workforce of the SAPS through skills development. 

New indicator Revised performance indicator   

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Course files are kept and maintained at the SAPS Academy responsible for the provisioning of the training 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Training Administration System 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report is generated from the Training Administration System which is then processed into an Excel 

spreadsheet 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The Training Administration System provides the number of operational members who have been 

declared competent in the Modules: Handgun and Legal Principles. The total number of operational 

members of the SAPS declared competent in the Modules: Use of Firearm (Handgun) and Legal Principles 

is then divided by the total number of operational members in the South African Police Service in order to 

obtain an overall percentage of operational members declared competent in the Modules: Handgun and 

Legal Principles. 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle 
Quarterly and annually 

 

Desired performance 92% (3 985)  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Human Resource Development 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component: In-Service Police Development (ISPD) and all business units  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Firearms Control Act, 2000 (Act no. 30 of 2000). 

National Instruction 4 of 2016: The Firearm Permit System and Firearm Training 

Standing Order (S) 48: Official Firearms and Ammunition. 

Head Office Directive: “Firearm Competency in the South African Police Service”, with reference 4/19/02, 

dated 2013-07-30. 

Head Office Directive: “Issuing of Competency Declarations and Firearm Permits: Firearms Permit System”, 

with reference 3/21/3/1/229, dated 2013-03-27. 
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Indicator title Number of internships undertaken 

Short definition 
This indicator relates to the total numbers of personnel who are employed as interns within the SAPS. 

According to the Skills Development Act 

Purpose/importance 

 

The presence of learnerships is indicative of the organisation’s commitment to the development of not 

only its personnel but also, to a limited extent, the unemployed persons of South Africa. The King III 

Report on Corporate Governance clearly recommends the establishment of such workplace skills 

programmes. As a token of its social responsibility, the SAPS aims to increase the number of learnerships it 

offers, per year by 10%  

New indicator Continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator 
 

Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The contracts kept at Personnel Management [Head Office] and information from the documents are 

loaded onto PERSAL, as well as a spread sheet database kept at Division HRD for record purposes 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Microsoft Excel Database/Spreadsheet 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Files are kept by the Component: Education, Training and Development (ETD) Standards 

Calculation type 
 

Cumulative  

Method of calculation 

(formula) 
Number of interns placed from 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018 

Data limitations -  

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance Increase by 10% to 936 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Human Resource Development  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component: ETD Curriculum Development and Standards and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Finance Management Act {Act 1 of 1999 as amended ); Skills Development Act (Act 97 of 1998 as 

amended), NSDS III, King III Report on Corporate Governance 

Information flow 

The budget for purposes of recruiting interns is received from Head Office. Divisional management 

decides upon how many interns can be recruited and how many each Province and Division may get. 

Provinces receive equal numbers whilst Divisions receive interns according to their size. Advertisements 

are then placed in newspapers calling for persons interested in completing an internship, to apply. 

Application forms are then completed and forwarded to Division HRD. Final approval is then granted and 

Division: Finance and Administration is then notified. The internship runs for a total of 12 months.   
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Indicator title Percentage of disciplinary cases finalised 

Short definition 
Finalisation of disciplinary hearings in line with the SAPS Disciplinary Regulation from date placed on roll 

until sanction is pronounced. 

Purpose/importance 
To ensure that disciplinary hearing cases against members are finalised speedily and within the required 

time frame. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Case files kept at provinces and divisions 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual Register  

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Excel spreadsheet  

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Total number of disciplinary hearings placed on roll minus total cases pending within 60 calendar days = 

Total (A). Total number of cases finalised within 60 calendar days divided by the total (A), multiply by 100 

expressed as a percentage. 

Data limitations __ 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 90% disciplinary cases finalised within 60 calendar days 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Personnel Management  

Implementation 

responsibility 
Component head: ERLCM and Section Head: Employee Relations and all business units. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Disciplinary Regulations, 2016 
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Indicator title Percentage of Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) recommendations initiated 

Short definition 

Recommendations of the Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) refer to disciplinary 

recommendations made to the SAPS by the IPID in respect of an alleged criminal offences by members of 

the SAPS which have been investigated by the Directorate. Initiation means that the SAPS initiated 

disciplinary proceedings. 

Purpose/importance 

To ensure that SAPS implements disciplinary proceedings referred to by IPID and that IPID is informed 

accordingly. 

Linked to the NDP, Chapter 12 and Outcome 3 on the MTSF 2014-2019. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Actual recommendations received from IPID in terms of Sections 28 and 30 of the IPID Act No 1 of 2011. 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual register – IPID excel spreadsheet (monthly template).  

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Excel spreadsheet. Information generated from monthly reports submitted by provinces and divisions is 

recorded on an excel spreadsheet. 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The total number of IPID cases initiated within 30 calendar days of receipt minus service terminations 

minus recommendations pending within 30 calendar days equal to difference(A). Total initiated divide by 

difference (A) recommendations multiply by 100, expressed as a percentage.   

Data limitations The list of recommendations received from IPID Head Office and SAPS Head Office may differ 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 100% of IPID cases initiated within 30 calendar days 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Personnel Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component Head: Employee Relation and Life Cycle Management ERLCM and Section Head: Employee 

Relations and all business units  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

IPID Act, 2011 (Act No. 1 of 2011) 

Protocol Arrangement reference 4/14/1 date 2013-11-06, 2014-02-03 and 2015-01-22 

Circular reference 4/14/1 date 2015-03-02 

Information flow 

 Receipt of the recommendation from IPID. 

 Verify the recommendation. 

 Forward to relevant Commander. 

 Commander compiles comprehensive report of taking steps or not. 

 Commander invokes SAPS Discipline Regulation 2016. 

 Invoke progressive discipline, notice of intended suspension, appointment of detective, 

appointment of functionaries 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID) related disciplinary cases 

finalised 

Short definition 

Disciplinary hearings linked to Independent Police Investigation (IPID) recommendations in respect of 

alleged criminal offences by members of SAPS to be finalised within 60 calendar days. To finalise means 

from the date the case is placed on roll until a sanction is pronounced. 

Purpose/importance 

To ensure that IPID recommendation disciplinary hearings against members are finalised speedily and 

within the required timeframe. 

Linked to the NDP, Chapter 12 and Outcome 3 on the MTSF 2014-2019. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Actual recommendations received from IPID in terms of Sections 28 and 30 of the IPID Act No 1 of 2011. 

 

System used for 

performance 

information 

 

Manual register – IPID excel spreadsheet (monthly template).  

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Excel spreadsheet. Information generated from monthly reports by provinces and divisions is recorded on 

an excel spreadsheet. 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Total number of IPID related disciplinary hearings placed on roll minus total disciplinary hearings pending 

within = Total (A). Total number of IPID disciplinary hearings finalised within 60 calendar days divided by 

the total (A) supra, multiply by 100 expressed as a percentage. 

Data limitations The list from IPID and SAPS may differ.  

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 90% finalised within 60 calendar days 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Personnel Management  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component Head: ERLCM and Section Head: Employee Relations and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

IPID Act, 2011 (Act No. 1 of 2011) 

Protocol Arrangement reference 4/14/1 date, 2014-02-03 and 2016/11/03 

Circular reference 4/14/1 date 2015-03-02 

Information flow 

 IPID Recommendations Disciplinary hearing placed on roll(deny/admit) 

 Employer leading evidence 

 Employee leading evidence 

 Closing arguments by Employer and Employee 

 Findings 

 Aggravation 

 Mitigation 

 Sanction  
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Indicator title 
Percentage of planned police facility projects completed as per the SAPS infrastructure 

development plan in respect of: Capital Works, Planned maintenance 

Short definition 

SAPS Infrastructure is planned for specific phases to be completed in a financial year. The Infrastructure 

Development Plan of which then cascades to that of the Annual Performance Plan (APP) for the said 

Reporting Cycle.  

Purpose/importance 

 

It shows the status of completion of a project. It provides the status of the project, an early warning system 

in terms of progress and/or expenditure for management to decide on the project management principles 

of time, cost, utilities and quality of the project against the original and approved scope.  

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year. 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Approved Project Execution Plan (PEP) for each Project on the approved SAPS Infrastructure Plan and 

information obtained from the POLFIN System. 

System used for 

performance 

information 

(DPW) projects (non-devolved); Works Control System(WCS); User Asset Management Plan (UAMP) & 

SAPS Infrastructure Development Plan 2017-2022 (IDP); POLFIN System(SAPS) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Manual spreadsheet information obtained from the POLFIN System 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Actual work completed against the work that is planned to be completed in a financial year. The 

completion status of each planned phase is obtained, as per the work completed against an approved 

Project Execution Plan (PEP), at any given time. 

Data limitations 

 The execution of construction projects occurs in a natural occurring dynamic environment with various 

external dependencies for example, weather, performance of contractor, workforce availability, etc. 

 The performance of SAPS cannot be calculated by the WCS due to the fact that it is the responsibility 

of NDPW to conclude a contract with consultants and contractors on behalf of SAPS. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and Annually 

Desired performance 
Capital Works 80% (133) 

Planned maintenance 80% (120) 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division Supply Chain Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 
Component Head: Facility Management 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Joint Building Contract Committee (JBCC) and Public Financial Management Act, 1999 (Act No 1 of 1999) 
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Indicator title Number of new mobile contact points distributed 

Short definition 
The indicator provides the number of new Mobile Community Service Centres deployed in rural and other 

remote areas.  

Purpose/importance 
To ensure that Mobile Community Service Centres are deployed in rural and other remote areas in order 

to address the demand for policing. 

New indicator New Indicator 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Provisioning Administration System (PAS) C.4.1 and relevant Information Notes. 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Provisioning Administration System (PAS) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Provisioning Administration System C.4.1 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The actual number of Mobile Community Service Centres distributed at the end of the current financial 

year. 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and Annually 

Desired performance 14 mobile contact points distributed 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Supply Chain Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 
Component Head: Vehicle Fleet Management 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Contract 19/1/9/1 16 TV (16) dated 2016-10-13 and specification for Mobile Community Service Centre 

(CSC) built on a chassis cab truck SPEC 3123/2016 dated 2016-07-18 REV: 005 for 2017/2018 Financial 

Year 
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Indicator title Number of detention facilities maintenance completed 

Short definition 

The South African Police Service Infrastructure is planned for specific phases to be completed in a financial 

year. The Infrastructure Development Plan then cascades to that of the Annual Performance Plan (APP) for 

the said reporting cycle.  

Purpose/importance 

It shows the status of completion of a project. It provides the status of the project, an early warning system 

in terms of progress and/or expenditure for management to decide on the project management principles 

of time, cost, utilities and quality of the project against the original and approved scope.  

New indicator New indicator 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Approved Project Execution Plan (PEP) for each Project on the approved SAPS Infrastructure Plan and 

information obtained from the POLFIN System 

System used for 

performance 

information 

DPW projects (non-devolved); Works Control System(WCS); User Asset Management Plan (UAMP) & SAPS 

Infrastructure Development Plan 2017-2022 (IDP); POLFIN System(SAPS) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Manual spreadsheet and information obtained from the POLFIN System 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Actual work completed against the work planned to be completed in a financial year. The completion 

status of each planned phase is obtained, as per the work completed against and approved Project 

Execution Plan (PEP) at any given time.  

Data limitations 

The execution of construction projects occurs in a natural occurring dynamic environment with various 

external dependencies for example, weather, performance, performance of contractor, workforce 

availability, etc. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and Annually 

Desired performance Three devolved police stations for repairs and renovations  

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division Supply Chain Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 
Component Head: Facility Management 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Joint Building Contract Committee (JBCC) and Public Financial Management Act, 1999 (Act No 1 of 1999) 
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Indicator title Ratio of personnel to vehicles 

Short definition 
The indicator provides a measurement for the average number of personnel who utilise an active police 

vehicle. 

Purpose/importance 
To provide SAPS Management with a ratio of personnel to motor vehicles in the SAPS. This is important in 

determining the need and deciding on the allocation of motor vehicles for policing. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year. 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Provisioning Administration System (PAS), LOGWEB Report DR0052B, PERSAP Report (5.3.53) 

System used for 

performance 

information 

The Provisioning Administration System (PAS) for the actual number of active motor vehicles. The PERSAP 

for the actual number of personnel on strength is utilised for the quarterly feedback. The personnel figures 

contained in the Vulindlela tables provided by SAPS Personnel Services are utilised to determine the ratio 

for the SAPS Annual Report. 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Provisioning Administration System (LOGWEB Report DR0052B), PERSAP Report 5.3.53, Vulindlela (HR 

Oversight Report) – Annual Reporting. 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The actual number of personnel at the end of a quarter/financial year, divided by the actual number of 

active motor vehicles at the end of a quarter/financial year, expressed as a ratio. 

Data limitations 

The indicator only measures the active motor vehicles which are counted in the indicator and excludes all 

other types of transport, for example, aeroplanes, trailers and boats. Senior Management Service (SMS) 

vehicles are not used to determine the ratio, only SAPS owned vehicles. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance Maintain a ratio of 4.51.1 personnel to vehicles. 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Supply Chain Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Component Head: Vehicle Fleet Personnel and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 4 of 2011  
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Indicator title Percentage of operational vehicles available for policing in relation to the total vehicle fleet 

Short definition The indicator provides a measurement for the average number of vehicles available for policing. 

Purpose/importance To provide SAPS with an average number of vehicles available for policing. 

New indicator A new indicator. 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Provisioning Administration System (PAS), Workshop Accounting System (WAS 8.7.5 – D6060177, LOGWEB 

Report DR0052B,  

System used for 

performance 

information 

The Provisioning Administration System (PAS) for the actual number of active motor vehicles. The 

Workshop Accounting System (WAS) for the actual number of open job cards is utilised for the quarterly 

feedback. 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Provisioning Administration System (LOGWEB Report DR0052B), Workshop Accounting System (WAS 8.7.5 

– D6060177. 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The actual number of active vehicles minus the open job cards at the end of a quarter/financial year, 

divided by the actual number of active motor vehicles at the end of a quarter/financial year available for 

policing expressed as a percentage.  

Data limitations 
Only active motor vehicles are counted. It excludes all other types of transport for example, aeroplanes, 

trailers and boats. (SMS vehicles are not used to determine the ratio, only SAPS owned vehicles.) 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and Annually 

Desired performance 85% from a total of 41 281 operational vehicles  

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Supply Chain Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 
Component Head: Vehicle Fleet Personnel (Mechanical Services) and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 4 of 2011  
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Indicator title Percentage of firearms and bullet-resistant vests distributed in relation to the demand 

Short definition 
SAPS Firearms and Bullet Resistant Vests (BRV) are assets that need to be distributed to all end users 

within the SAPS  

Purpose/importance 
The purpose is to ensure that firearms and bullet resistant vests are distributed to all end users in the 

SAPS. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial years. 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

PAS Report RI0003D4 for ordering 

PAS Report R0375 for distribution 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Provisioning Administration System (PAS) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

PAS function #8.7.16: DR0058 – “Needs Assessment Captured” and DR0072 – Report for Needs Assessment 

is summarised 

PAS Report RI0003D4 for ordering 

PAS Report R0375 for distribution 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Percentage of Firearms and Bullet Resistant Vests distributed in relation to the demand. (Total distributed 

x 100 / by total on demand.  

(e.g.: 150 distributed x 100 / 150 on demand = 100%) 

Data limitations 

The firearm equipment and the BRV tiles, Inners and Outers are included in the PAS Reports but are not 

calculated on the total number of active firearms and BRV’s in the SAPS. 

No demand report for Firearms on PAS 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 100% of 3000 firearms procured and 15 132 bullet-resistant vests planned for procurement and 

distributed 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Supply Chain Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 
SCM and all business units within SAPS  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders (Stores) 2, 3, 12, 48. 

19/1/1 dated 2013-03-04: Submission of annual needs for procurement purposes: Supply Chain 

Management. 

19/1/1 dated 2014-04-29: Government Property: Control over: Issuing of stock by Provisioning Stores and 

Receipt of stock by Accounting Functionaries. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of identified Information Communication Technology (ICT) Infrastructure 

deliverables achieved 

Short definition 

The ICT Infrastructure plans focuses on modernisation, implementation and maintenance of the following: 

 The National Network; 

 Radio Communication Services; 

 Expand Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) infrastructure and Access Control Systems capacity 

 Converged Communication Services; 

 Establishment of the Network Operations Centre; 

 Restructure and expand Hosting Services; and 

 Expand and maintain End User Equipment. 

Purpose/importance To ensure a stable, reliable and secured operating environment for ICT services. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Approved business cases and project schedules signed by the Component Head. 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Quarterly report templates completed by the Project/System Managers/TMS Provincial Heads for progress 

made during a specific quarter on all identified Information and Communication initiatives. Systems 

utilised to create reports are POLFIN, PAS and Action Request System (SITA). 

 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report generated from MS Project. 

Calculation type Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Planned deliverables achieved against the planned project deliverables to be achieved, per quarter. MS 

Project is utilised to calculate the relative weight of each deliverable out of a 100%. The achievement 

status of each planned deliverable is obtained, as per the project deliverables completed against an 

approved project plan at any given time. 

Data limitations The anticipated percentage completion of deliverables by Section Commanders.  

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 95% 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Technology Management Services  

Implementation 

responsibility 
Division: Technology Management Services 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

ECA Act, 1989 (Act No. 73 of 1989), ICASA Act, 2000 (Act No.13 of 2000), Broadband policy 2013, Spectrum 

policy, PFMA, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999 as amended by Act 29 of 1999), Treasury Regulations 2005, Public 

Service Act, 1994 (Act No. 103 of 1994), Public Service Regulations, Minimum Information Security 

Standards (MISS), Minimum Interoperability standards, SITA Act, 1998 (Act No. 88 of 1998), as amended by 

Act No. 38 of 2002 and all Governance structures existing within SAPS.  
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Indicator title Percentage of prioritised Information Systems (IS) Solutions deliverables achieved 

Short definition 

The Information System (IS) Solution plan ensure; 

 Maintain and manage the data and information resources in order to ensure reliable and up to date 

strategic information is available for strategic management and operations. 

 Plan and execute the integration of all business systems and applications in order to improve and 

increase the efficient use of systems.  

 Development of new Information Systems using a System Development Lifecycle methodology. 

 Acquire; configuration (where applicable); and implementation of new IS solutions.  

Purpose/importance To provide, integrate and sustain IS/Solutions to support business processes and objectives. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

SAPS IJS approved business cases (MTEF Project Summary Sheets) by the National Commissioner, IJS 

Board and National Treasury. 

TMS CJS approved business cases (MTEF Project Summary Sheets) by the National Commissioner and 

National Treasury. 

TMS Operational projects approved business cases (Project Summary Sheets) and project schedules signed 

by the Component Head. 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Quarterly report templates completed by the Project/System Managers/TMS Provincial Heads for progress 

made during a specific quarter on all identified Information System/Solution initiatives. Systems utilised to 

create reports are POLFIN, PAS and Action Request System (SITA). 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

MS Project schedules are submitted. 

Calculation type Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Planned deliverables achieved against the planned project deliverables to be achieved, per quarter. MS 

Project is utilised to calculate the relative weight of each deliverable out of a 100%. The achievement 

status of each planned deliverable is obtained, as per the project deliverables which are completed against 

an approved project plan at any given time. 

Data limitations The anticipated percentage completion of deliverables by System Managers. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 80% 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Technology Management Services  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Division: Technology Management Services 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

ECA Act, 1989 (Act No. 73 of 1989), DNA Act, 2013 (Act No. 37 of 2013), Goods and Services Act, 1982, 

Firearm Act, 2000 (Act No. 60 of 2000), SAPS Act, 1995 (Act No. 65 of 1995), ICASA Act, 2000 (Act No. 13 of 

2000), Broadband policy 2013, Spectrum policy , PFMA, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999 as amended by Act 29 of 

1999), Treasury Regulations 2005, Public Service Act, 1994 (Act No. 103 of 1994), Public Service 

Regulations, Minimum Information Security Standards (MISS), Minimum Interoperability standards, SITA 

Act, 1998 (Act No. 88 of 1998) as amended by Act No. 38 of 2002 and all Governance structures existing 

within SAPS. 
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Indicator title Percentage of IS/ICT Governance deliverables achieved 

Short definition 

The implementation and improvement of IS/ICT Governance supports the SAPS strategic objectives by 

ensuring: 

 The effective and efficient management of IS/ICT and 

 The use of technology as an enabler in support of policing capabilities.  
 

The IS/ICT Governance Plan will provide an understanding of the current state of IT Governance within 

SAPS; determine improvements and compliance to DPSA Corporate Governance of Information and 

Communication Technology Policy Framework (CGICTPF) implementation 

Purpose/importance 

To guide and support the approach to the development, implementation, monitoring, evaluation, and 

improvement of IS/ICT Governance. 

 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Input 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Planned key requirements to develop and implement IS/ICT Governance for SAPS in line with the Public 

Sector IT Governance Framework 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Quarterly report templates completed by the Project/System Managers/TMS Provincial Heads for progress 

made during a specific quarter on all identified Information and Communication initiatives. Systems 

utilised to create reports are POLFIN, PAS and Action Request System (SITA). 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

A report generated from MS Project. 

Calculation type Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Planned deliverables achieved against the planned project deliverables to be achieved, per quarter. MS 

Project is utilised to calculate the relative weight of each deliverable out of a 100%. The achievement 

status of each planned deliverable is obtained, as per the project deliverables which are completed against 

an approved project plan at any given time. 

Data limitations 
SAPS Corporate Governance to provide effect to legislative requirement and improve IS/ICT Governance. 

 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 80% 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Technology Management Services 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Division: Technology Management Services 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Public Service Act, 1994 (Act No. 103 of 1994), Public Service Regulations, Electronic Communications and 

Transactions Act, 2002 (Act No. 25 of 2002), Minimum Information Security Standards (MISS), Minimum 

Interoperability standards, SITA Act, 1998 (Act No. 88 of 1998) as amended by Act No. 38 of 2002, Public 

Sector Risk Management Framework, Department of Public Service and Administration Corporate 

Governance of ICT Framework and all Governance structures existing within SAPS. 
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Indicator title Percentage of legitimate invoices paid 

Short definition Provides information on the extent of invoices captured and paid within 30 days by SAPS 

Purpose/importance The purpose is to ensure that invoices received by SAPS are paid within the prescribed 30 days period 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Invoices paid 

System used for 

performance 

information 

POLFIN 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

POLFIN Report#B.16.1 and excel spreadsheet. Data from monthly Polfin reports is recorded on an excel 

spreadsheet  

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The actual number of invoices received, scheduled and paid within the prescribed 30 days period divided 

by total number of all invoices paid per month, expressed as a percentage 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 99% paid within 30 days 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Division: Financial Management and Administration 

Implementation 

responsibility 
Division: Financial Management and Administration  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Section 38(1)(f)of the Public Finance Management Act,1999  

Treasure Regulation8.2.3. issued in terms Section 76 of the PFMA 

The National Treasury’s instruction Note No. 34 of 30 November 2011 
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Indicator title Percentage of audits completed in terms of the approved Internal Audit Plan 

Short definition The indicator relates to the number of final reports issued for Risk Based Compliance, Information 

Technology and Performance Audits in relation to planned audits  

Purpose/importance 

To monitor and track progress on the implementation of the approved Internal Audit Plans to ensure that 

audits are completed in accordance with planned timeframes and to enable Internal Audit management to 

take remedial measures, where necessary, during the financial year in order to ensure completion of the 

planned audits and to add value to the department 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Final audit reports 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual system 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Internal Audit progress are compiled by Provinces and Sections based on status of the audits 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 
Number of audit reports finalised divided by number of planned audits, expressed as a percentage 

Data limitations Audit documents not provided on time by clients, clients cancelling entry and exit meetings and delay in 

provision of management comments/responds 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 100% (250) 

Reporting 

responsibility 
Component Head: Internal Audit 

Implementation 

responsibility 
Provincial and Section Heads 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Section 38(1) (ii) of the PFMA, 1999 (Act No. 1 1999) and Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal 

Auditing 2017, Treasury Regulation, 2005 as amended  
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Indicator title Percentage of approved management interventions executed 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to the number of approved management intervention projects executed at the 

business units by the relevant role players (of the said business units) and Management Intervention 

Teams under the direction of the Regional Commissioners: Management Intervention in order to prevent 

or correct a performance and/or compliance dysfunction that has, is or may materialise. 

The need for a management intervention is identified by means of prioritisation criteria and approved by 

all role players in terms of a project intent plan. An in-house methodology, consisting of 12 milestones
1
, is 

used for the execution of management intervention projects. Milestones 1 to 8 refers to the compliance 

evaluation (excluding quality assurance) at the intervention site, including identification of the root causes 

of performance and/or compliance dysfunctions and the compilation of a project plan to address these 

findings. 

Milestone 8 towards 12 entails the quality assurance, approval and execution of the developed project 

plans in consultation with the relevant Provincial Commissioners, Cluster Commanders and Station 

Commanders. The approval of the project plans will be in respect of, but not limited to, time, cost and 

resources in order to at least provide a reasonable chance of the outcomes of the executed approved 

intervention plan.  

During 2017/18, milestones 8–12 (including quality assurance) will be executed for the 2016/17 

management interventions that completed milestones 1-8 (excluding quality assurance). 

Purpose/importance 

The SAPS expectation regarding Management Intervention is to intervene at any business unit, regardless 

of level or functional responsibility, of the SAPS to correct non-compliance and/or poor policing 

performance towards achieving the constitutional objectives of the SAPS. 

Therefore management interventions have a diversification focus addressing not only compliance, but also 

service delivery, capacity development and crime combating at an intervention site. 

New indicator 
Revised performance indicator. (Rephrased from planned management interventions completed to 

approved management interventions that have been executed) 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 

Management intervention project plans executed at sites  

System used for 

performance 

information 

MS Excel Spreadsheet 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Manual – MS Excel Spreadsheet 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The total number of approved management intervention projects executed divided by the total number of 

projects approved for execution, expressed as a percentage.  

Executed include implementation initiated and will not count the actual closing of a project since 

management intervention projects against the original scope run across financial years. 

Data limitations 

This is a new indicator with no mainframe system to track the different phases of a management 

intervention. The standard times for the start and end of interventions may differ and due to the naturally 

occurring challenges in management intervention projects the original scope may need to change. This 

may cause a management intervention project that had been approved to be executed within a fiscal 

period to be carried forward to another period. These may not be counted under approval. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 
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Desired performance 100% (270) approved management interventions executed 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Deputy National Commissioner: Management Intervention  

Implementation 

responsibility 

The Deputy National Commissioner: Management Intervention in conjunction with Regional 

Commissioners: Management Intervention and the Deputy Provincial Commissioners: Management 

Intervention will be responsible for facilitating, monitoring and evaluation of the approval and execution of 

the management intervention project plan, while the relevant Divisional Commissioner, Provincial 

Commissioner, Head, Cluster Commander, Station Commander and/or other official will be responsible 

and accountable for execution in their relevant business areas. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 9 of 2017 on Performance and Compliance Monitoring and Evaluation by 

Management Intervention 

Information Flow 

 A management intervention is conducted by the appointed Management Intervention Team in 

conjunction with the relevant role players at the approved site. (Milestones 1 to 8 – excluding 

quality assurance)1  

 After the first phase of the management intervention has been conducted, a compliance 

assessment report is completed together with a project plan for execution, to address 

performance and/or compliance dysfunctions. 

 The Management Intervention Team Leader signs the report and submits to the relevant Deputy 

Provincial Commissioner for sign off. 

 The signed off compliance assessment report and proposed project plan is then forwarded to the 

relevant Regional Commissioner, for approval. 

 A copy of the approved compliance assessment report and project plan is then forwarded to the 

Project Office, Management Intervention Analysis Centre and Service Complaints. 

 A designated officer at the Project Office, Management Intervention Analysis Centre and Service 

Complaints verify the received compliance assessment report and project plan against the 

approved list of identified priority management intervention sites, registered project intent plans 

and if all is in order the copy of the report and project plan is filed on the designated file for the 

project. 

 The second phase of the management intervention (Milestones 8 to 12; including quality 

assurance)
 1
, commence with the quality assurance of the content of the evaluation and project 

plan (phase one) by another Management Intervention Team. 

 After the quality assurance process, a copy of the approved quality assurance report is filed at the 

Project Office, Management Intervention Analysis Centre and Service Complaints. 

 Subsequently the execution of the intervention takes place which includes preparation for the 

intervention, site visit, intervention execution and close out. 

 Regular written progress and when there is an adjustment to any action or dimension of the 

project in terms of time, resources, outcomes, cost and quality, is reported to the respective 

Deputy Provincial Commissioner Management Intervention, Regional Commissioner and Head: 

Management Intervention Analysis Centre and Service Complaints.  

 Such reports are filed on the designated file for the project. 

 Quarterly, a designated officer at the Project Office, Management Intervention Analysis Centre 

                                                           
1Milestones:   

 Consult with role players and define the problem statement. 

 Characterise the problem statement (diagnostic analysis). 

 Repair immediately – Identify alternatives to prevent the problem from getting worse. 

 Repair immediately – alternatives approved. 

 Repair immediately planned and executed. 

 Identify real root causes that gave rise to the problem statements. 

 Manufacture intervention – medium / long term interventions to resolve each problem statement. 

 Manufacture intervention – plan for execution and approval of interventions (including quality assurance). 

 Execute and evaluate – execute with time, cost, utilities and quality dimensions. 

 Set standards – set and execute sustainable standards. 

 Hand over to line functionary. 

 Project closure. 
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and Service Complaints compiles a report (Excel Spreadsheet) on the progress of approved 

projects received during the quarter and submit it together with the relevant files to the Section 

Head: Operational Monitoring and Strategic Planning for verification and approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at Management Intervention for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the business unit’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Deputy National Commissioner: Management Intervention and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title 
Percentage reduction in material audit findings issued by the Auditor-General of South 

Africa 

Short definition 
The indicator relates to the number of material findings issued by the AGSA on the predetermined 

objectives. 

Purpose/importance 
To reduce the number of material findings made by AGSA on the predetermined objectives for 

programme 1, 2 and 3. 

New indicator New performance indicator 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Final Management Report issued by the AGSA 

System used for 

performance information 

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Comparison and or analysis of two consecutive financial year’s final management report from AGSA. 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Current financial year’s number of material findings divided by the previous financial year’s number of 

material findings minus 1 times 100 

Data limitations 
AGSA’s Finding Rectification Plan is issued only to audited stations and units. 

Audited stations and units do not timeously submit feedback on the material findings issued. 

Reporting cycle Annually 

Desired performance 50% 

Reporting responsibility National Office: Strategic Management 

Implementation 

responsibility 

National Office: Strategic Management and all business units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Auditor-General of South Africa’s (AGSA) annual Audit Strategy; 

AGSA’s Interim and Final Audit Reports; and 

Draft Combined Assurance Policy. 

Information Flow 

 The Audit Strategy is issued by AGSA to the Department on an annual basis, via an engagement 

with SAPS management, which usually occurs during October of a financial year. 

 The AGSA requests raw data from either manual or corporate information systems related to the 

performance indicators published in SAPS’s Annual Performance Plan (APP) 

 The AGSA conducts “walk through” at selected audit locations and conducts formal audits at 

specified audit locations at all levels within the organisation. 

 Raw data is compared with reported performance and the SAPS’s TID’s. 

 The AGSA reports any misstatements detected in either manual or electronic information 

sources/systems to the management of the audit location and to the National Nodal Point. 

 Management corrects the detected misstatements and provide action to either resolve the 

detected misstatement or prevent it from re-occurring. 

 The AGSA provides the Department with an audit opinion both in respect of the misstatement and 

management’s response to those misstatements, reflected in the final Auditor’s Report and which 

is published in the Department’s Annual Report.  The audit opinion will indicate if the detected 

misstatement is material in nature, i.e. it exceeds the stipulated error rate and whether it is related 

to an internal control deficiency or it is a matter of concern. 

 The misstatements are disseminated to the various functional areas of responsibility, with the 

express intention that the misstatements detected are corrected and are populated 

comprehensively on the Combined Assurance Dashboard, including the misstatement itself, the 

audit location/s at which the misstatement was detected and the organisational control/s that are 

or should be in place to correct the misstatement and prevent it from reoccurring  

 Management of the Department develops and implements a plan of action to prevent the 

detected material misstatements from occurring at other similar audit locations.  
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Programme 2: Visible Policing  
Purpose: Enable police stations to institute and preserve safety and security; and to provide for 

specialised interventions and the policing of South African borders. 

Strategic objective: To discourage all crimes by providing a proactive and responsive policing service 

that will reduce the levels of priority crime. 

Subprogramme: Crime Prevention 

 Number of reported serious crime 

 Number of reported contact crime 

 Number of reported crimes against women 

 Number of reported crimes against children 

 Number of reported contact-related crime 

 Number of reported property-related crime 

 Number of reported other serious crime 

 Number of crimes reported for unlawful possession of and dealing in drugs   

 Number of stolen/lost and illegal firearms recovered 

 Number of SAPS-owned firearms reported as stolen/lost 

 Number of identifiable stolen/lost SAPS firearms recovered 

 Number of stolen/robbed vehicles recovered 

 Percentage of escapees from police custody versus arrested and charged 

 Percentage of applications for new firearm licenses finalised within 90 working days  

 Percentage of police stations compliant with the set criteria applicable to the rendering of a victim-

friendly service 

 Average national police reaction time to Alpha complaints 

 Average national police reaction time to Bravo complaints 

 Average national police reaction time to Charlie complaints 

 Percentage of functional Community Police Forums (CPFs) implemented at police stations according 

to set guidelines 

 Percentage of identified police stations where sector policing has been implemented according to 

the set implementation criteria 

 Number of rural and rural/urban mixed police stations implementing the set criteria of the four pillars 

of the Rural Safety Strategy 

 Number of community outreach campaigns conducted 

 Number of schools identified for implementation of the School Safety Programme 

 

Subprogramme: Border Security 

 Percentage of crime-related hits reacted to as a result of the Movement Control System and 

Enhanced Movement Control System screening on wanted persons/circulated stolen or robbed 

vehicles (Reaction to hits - wanted persons and stolen or robbed vehicles) 

 Percentage of profiled vehicles/containers and cargo consignment searched for illicit drugs, firearms, 

stolen/robbed vehicles, consignment, smuggled persons, and counterfeit goods/contraband 
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Subprogramme: Specialised Interventions 

 Percentage of medium to high-risk incidents responded to in relation to requests received by the 

National Intervention Unit (NIU) 

 Percentage of medium to high-risk incidents responded to in relation to requests received by the 

Special Task Force (STF) 

 Percentage of peaceful crowd management incidents policed 

 Percentage of unrest crowd management incidents stabilised 

 Percentage of safe delivery of valuable and/or dangerous cargo in relation to the number of cargo 

protection provided. 
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Information Systems used to generate performance 

information on predetermined objectives 

Subprogramme: Crime Prevention 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance 

information  

Contribute to the reduction of serious 

crime 

Number of reported serious crimes  Crime Administration System (CAS) 
2
(women and children)  

 

SAPS 6 

17 serious crimes and crimes for 

unlawful possession of and dealing in 

drugs  

 

Number of reported contact crime 

Number of reported crimes against women 

Number of reported crimes against children 

Number of reported contact-related crime 

Number of reported property-related crime 

Number of reported other serious crime 

Number of crimes for unlawful possession of 

and dealing in drugs  

System Name  System Description  

Crime Administration System (CAS)  

 

The Crime Administration System (CAS) is used to register, manage, control and keep 

record of case dockets (SAPS 3M) that are reported to the Service. 

 

The objective of the CAS is to: administer reported incidents, crime and persons involved 

in crime; to alleviate crime administration tasks; to supply in time crime management 

information and administer the flow of case dockets.  

 

It makes for provision for the audit trail in respect of the crime administration process, i.e. 

from the reporting and registration of crime to the court process and outcome thereof. It 

ensures that crime management information is made available at different management 

levels to support decision making by management in instances of operational planning 

and crimes trends. 

The Crime Management Information 

System (CMIS)(SAPS 6)  

 

The Crime Management Information (CMI) System also known as the SAPS 6 System, is a 

tool that:  

 processes captured data with regards to crime codes,  

 displays the reporting of crime and the status thereof within the different columns, 

 supply statistics regarding the total number of complaints reported, the status of such 

complaints, e.g. referred to court, withdrawn, etc. It also makes provision for the crime 

code per police station. 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Contribute to the reduction of serious 

crime 

Number of stolen/lost and illegal 

firearms recovered  

Enhanced Firearms Register System (EFRS) and 

J-Trac (stolen/lost and illegal firearms 

recovered  

                                                           
2 CAS is currently validating against PERSAL and only active component codes can register cases; receives dockets for investigation, etc. The system also 
validates PERSAL numbers against PERSAL before access is allowed (only active PERSAL numbers with certain statuses (as from PERSAL) are allowed to 
sign on. At this stage CAS only integrates with the Vehicle Circulation System to circulate a stolen vehicle during the case registration process. Circulation of a 
vehicle is thus taking place on the Circulation System. No validations against other systems are taking place.   
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 Crime Administration system 

Number of SAPS-owned firearms 

reported as stolen/lost  

Enhanced Firearms Register System (EFRS) 

Provisioning Administration System (PAS) 

(SAPS firearms) 

Crime Administration system 
Number of identifiable stolen/lost SAPS 

firearms recovered  

System Name  System Description  

Enhanced Firearms Register System 

(EFRS)  

 

The EFRS keeps record of all firearms and firearm owners, i.e. private persons, non-official 

institutions [companies] and official institutions [state departments] in order to effectively 

control the possession of firearms in the country. All firearms that are reported to SAPS, as 

lost, stolen or recovered are circulated on the EFRS.  

J-Trac  

 

J-Trac is a database where detailed firearm reports for the Central Firearm Register (CFR) 

are stored. 

Provisioning Administration System 

(PAS) 

 

The PAS captures the life cycle management of an item, from the identification of the 

need until the final disposal of the item, in order to support the logistical environment of 

the department. This entails codification, acquisitioning, accounting and disposal of 

moveable and immoveable government property, such as vehicles, uniforms, firearms, 

ammunition, equipment, assets, stock and expendable items.  

Crime Administration system A description of the system is reflected under the Objective statement above : Contribute 

to the reduction of serious crime. 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Contribute to the reduction of serious 

crime 

 

Number of stolen/robbed vehicles 

recovered  

 

CAS Circulation System (Vehicles)
3 

(identifiable vehicles)  

Manual data base from Division: Visible 

Policing (unidentifiable vehicles)  

System Name  System Description  

CAS Circulation System (Vehicles) (CSV)  

 

The CAS Circulation System (Vehicles) (CSV) is a nationally centralised data base which 

holds information of stolen vehicles and vehicles concerned in the commission of crime.  

Prior to the circulation of any of the above vehicles, a case or enquiry docket must be 

registered on the Crime Administration System (CAS), implicating such vehicles. As a 

result of the interface between the CSV and CAS, the above vehicles are circulated, via the 

CAS onto the CSV.  

If a circulated vehicle is recovered, it is cancelled directly on the CSV.  

The circulation and cancellation of above vehicles, each consists of two phases. The CSV 

as well as internal and external systems create outstanding requirements which must first 

be updated on the system by a detective. In order to ensure data integrity, the National 

Vehicle Information Control Centre (NaVICC) will manually ensure that all outstanding 

requirements are attended to, prior to verifying the final phase.  

Manual data base from Division: Visible 

Policing (unidentifiable vehicles)  

A manual excel spread sheet containing the number of unidentified vehicles is provided 

monthly by the provinces from the relevant VSS facilities. Monthly returns, certified by the 

                                                           
3 The CSV is interfaced with the electronic National Traffic Information System (eNaTIS) as the Department of Transport’s national vehicle registration system 

which is an external system. If a vehicle’s information is recorded onto the eNaTIS, the interface will update the vehicle’s information on the CSV.   
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 respective provinces, whereby the information is then captured on the national 

unidentified data base.  

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Contribute to the reduction of serious 

crime 

Percentage of escapees from police 

custody, versus arrested and charged  

Manual Escapes from SAPS Custody 

Database  

System Name  System Description  

Manual Escapes from SAPS Custody 

Database  

 

 

 

 

 

The escapes from SAPS custody database is a manual system maintained by the Division: 

Visible Policing. Information regarding escapes from SAPS custody captured, per province 

on the database is: the number of incidents, as well as the number of escapees involved in 

these incidents, divided into different categories from when/where escaped (e.g. during 

arrest before taken to police station, police station cells, CSC/temporary holding facility, 

processing offices at police stations, court, court cells, loading zones, hospital, in transit, 

during investigation and wrongful release) and the number of escapees immediately re-

arrested after the escape. A Business Information (BI) report is generated from CAS with 

all the escape incidents verified by Division: Visible Policing stating that it is an escape 

from police custody and only then is the information captured on the manual database. 

This is confirmed by a notification form completed by the relevant police station for each 

escape incident. A CAS ad hoc report (hot seat) report is generated by TMS, reflecting all 

the persons charged on CAS and this information is captured on the database to calculate 

the percentage of persons escaped.  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Quality service delivery and 

responsiveness  

 

Percentage of applications for new 

firearm licenses finalised within 90 

working days 

Enhanced Firearms Register System (EFRS)  

 

System Name  System Description  

  

Enhanced Firearms Register System 

(EFRS)  

 

The EFRS is utilised to capture and process all applications for firearm licenses and 

certificates, as stipulated in the Firearms Control Act, 2000 (Act No 60 of 2000) to 

effectively control the possession and licensing of firearms in the country.  

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance information  

Quality service delivery and 

responsiveness  

 

Percentage of police stations compliant 

with the set criteria applicable to the 

rendering of a victim-friendly service  

 

Manual Victim-Friendly Service database  

 

System Name  System Description  

Manual Victim-Friendly Services (VFS) 

database  

 

The Manual VFS database includes information generated from certificates received from 

provincial level at the end of each month and quarter to certify if police station/service 

points are rendering Victim-Friendly services and if a functional Victim-Friendly Room is 

established at the police station/service point. The system also provides for Victim-

Friendly Services and Victim-Friendly Rooms established at satellite police stations, 

contact points, international airports, railway police stations and FCS Units.  
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Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Quality Service Delivery and 

responsiveness  

 

Average national police 

reaction time to Alpha, 

Bravo and Charlie 

complaints  

Alpha  Efficiency Index System  

 Bravo  

Charlie  

System Name  System Description  

Efficiency Index System  

 

“A performance measurement system developed to reflect the fulfilment of the South 

African Police Service’s mission and the accomplishment of targeted results”  

The SAPS Efficiency Index is a reporting system that enables performance measurements 

of SAPS components based on crime and other factors that influence performance. The 

Efficiency Index extracts data from source systems (CAS, PERSAL/PERSAP and PAS).  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Enhancing partnership policing  

 

Percentage of functional Community 

Police Forums (CPFs) implemented at 

police stations according to set 

guidelines  

Manual Community Policing Implementation 

database  

 

System Name  System Description  

Manual Community Policing 

Implementation database  

 

The percentage of operational community policing forums is a manual database  

maintained by Division: Visible Policing and it will receive information from provincial 

offices on a quarterly basis containing the following:  

• Total number of police stations.  

• Total number of CPFs established.  

• Total number of CPFs operational  

• Total number of police stations where CPFs are not operational and actions taken to 

correct the situation.  

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance information  

Enhancing partnership  

policing  

 

Percentage of identified police stations 

where sector policing has been 

implemented according to the set 

implementation criteria.  

Manual sector policing database  

 

System Name  System Description  

Manual Sector Policing database  

 

The Manual Sector Policing database originates at police station level and then progress 

from cluster to provincial and ultimately Divisional level for approval.  

The reporting template is designed to include the minimum implementation requirements 

for sector policing at police station level.  

Before the report is sent to the next level, it must be certified by the commander at each 

level.  

The report evaluate compliance in terms of the number of sectors, per police station, the 

appointment of a sector commander, the availability of sector profiles, establishment of 

community sector structures, and the allocation of dedicated physical and human 

resources for each sector.  

A consolidated Sector Policing database on national implementation is maintained by the 

Section Head: Partnership Policing 
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Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Enhancing partnership policing  

 

Number of rural and rural/urban mixed 

police stations implementing the set 

criteria of the four pillars of the Rural 

Safety Strategy  

Manual Rural Safety database  

 

System Name  System Description  

Manual Rural Safety database  

 

The Rural Safety database is a manual data base maintained by the Division: Visible 

Policing and includes information received from provincial level at the end of each quarter 

in respect of the following and includes information in respect of all police stations 

categorised by Organisational Development as Rural or Rural-Urban mix police stations:  

 Functioning of Rural Safety Priority Committee meetings at provincial and cluster 

levels  

 Appointment of Rural Safety Coordinators  to coordinate all policing activities and 

actions in the policing precinct  

 Development and implementation of Rural Safety Plans  

 Facilitation of rural safety meetings  

 Availability of a capability to respond to incidents in the rural community, as well as to 

plan and execute joint crime prevention operations to address crime in the rural 

community, including stock theft (Visible Policing members, Tactical Response Team, 

Public Order Policing Unit and/or Stock Theft Unit)  

 Implementation of joint crime prevention programmes/projects and operations  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Enhancing Partnership Policing  

 

Number of Community outreach 

campaigns conducted  

 

Manual Community Outreach Campaign 

database  

 

System Name  System Description  

Manual Community Outreach 

Campaign database  

 

The manual Community Outreach Campaign database is maintained at the Division: 

Visible Policing.  

Reported campaigns are updated when reported as well as reported on quarterly.  

The database makes provision for the recording of the type of intervention and who the 

target of the intervention is  

At provincial level, Corporate Communication must maintain a database with provincial 

interventions.  

 

Objective Statement 

 

Performance Indicator  

 

System used for performance 

information  

Enhancing Partnership Policing  

 

Number of schools identified for implementation 

of the School Safety Programme  

Manual Safe Schools database  

 

System Name  System Description  

Manual Safe Schools database  

 

The manual Safe Schools database is maintained at the Division: Visible Policing.  

The reporting template is designed to include the linkage between schools and the local 

police station in terms of a formal established partnership and/or interventions or 

initiatives that took place at a school.  

Monthly reporting originates at police stations, to clusters and then to provinces.  

The quarterly consolidated report must be verified by the Visible Policing Head and 

Deputy Provincial Commissioner: Policing.  
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After verification of the quarterly provincial report, the report is sent to the office of the 

Section Head: Children and Vulnerable Groups for final consolidation and submission for 

the quarterly and annual reports.  

Subprogramme: Border Security 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Effective Border Security Management Percentage of crime-related hits reacted 

to as a result of Movement Control 

System (MCS) and Enhanced Movement 

Control System (EMCS) screening on 

wanted persons/circulated stolen or 

robbed vehicles (Reaction to hits - wanted 

persons and stolen or robbed vehicles) 

Manual quarterly report template and 

MCS/EMCS 

(Detail MSC/EMCS report – process into a user 

friendly (table spread sheet)) 

 

System Name  System Description  

Manual quarterly report template  All stolen/robbed vehicles and wanted/missing persons are recorded on the EMCS 

which generates information from the Circulation and INKWAZI system. These hits are 

registered on the local hit register. 

 The units report on the weekly success report and monthly on the monthly activity 

report and forward the relevant information to Border-Coordination.  

 The Border Coordination on a divisional level, consolidate and compile weekly, 

monthly, quarterly and annual reports. 

Movement Control System/ Enhanced 

Movement Control System 

 All stolen/robbed vehicles and wanted/missing persons are recorded on the EMCS 

which generates information from the Circulation and INKWAZI system. These hits are 

register on the local hit register. 

 The units report on the weekly success report and monthly on the monthly activity 

report, and forward the relevant information to Border-Coordination.  

 The Border Coordination on divisional level consolidate and compile weekly, monthly, 

quarterly and annual reports. 

Ports of Entry where the Enhanced Movement Control System is in use. 

Alexander Bay Bram Fisher Int. Airport Mananga Beitbridge 

Caledonspoort Cape Town Int. Airport Durban Harbour King Shaka Int. Airport 

Derdepoort Ficksburgbridge Groblersbridge Giriyondo 

Golela Emahlathini OR Tambo Int. Airport Jeppes Reef 

Kopfontein Kosibay Lanseria Int. Airport Lebombo 

Mahamba Maserubridge Mc Carthysrest Nakop 

Kruger Mpumalanga Int. Airport Oshoek Sani pass Polokwane Int. Airport 

Port Elizabeth Harbour Pekabridge Pilansberg Int. Airport Port Elizabeth Int. Airport 

Qacha’snek Tweerivieren Ramathlabama Skilpadsgate 

Stockpoort Swartkopfontein Upington Int. Airport Vioolsdrift 

Van Rooyensgate Nerston Cape Town Harbour Makhalengbridge 

Ramatselisogate Tellebridge Sephapusgate Zanzibar 

Onverwacht Pafuri Platjan Pontdrift  

Bothashoop Josefsdal Rietfontein Waverley 

Middelputs Sendelingsdrift Makgobistad  

Mokopong Bray Waterkloof Military Base  
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Ports of Entry where the Movement Control System are in use. A low percentage of hits are generated at these ports - 

approximately one +percent of all hits. The MCS is finalised at the port and the hit provides only a printout of a 

wanted person. 

Onseepkans Boesmansnek Sannipas, Ongeluksnek 

Ramatsiliso,  
 

Ports of entry where neither of the systems is installed at the port of entry but monitored at the Home Affairs offices 

close to the port.  

Richard’s Bay Harbour Mossel Bay Harbour Saldanha Bay Harbour East London Harbour 

 

Ngqura/Coega 
 

 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Effective Border Security Management Percentage of profiled vehicles
4
 

/containers
5
 and cargo

6
/ consignment 

searched for illicit drugs, firearms, 

stolen/robbed vehicles, consignment, 

smuggled persons, and counterfeit 

goods/contraband  

Manual quarterly report template 

System Name  System Description  

Manual quarterly report template  All profiled vehicles, containers, cargo, consignment are registered into a profiling 

register, after conducting the searches the relevant information is captured in the 

search register. 

 The units report weekly and monthly on the weekly/monthly activity report and forward 

the relevant information to Border-Coordination.  

 The Border Coordination on divisional level consolidate and compile weekly, monthly, 

quarterly and annual reports. 

Subprogramme: Specialised Interventions 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Police incidents of a security nature 

which are not deemed to be “normal” 

crime 

Percentage of medium to high-risk incidents responded to in relation to requests received 

by the following units: National Intervention Unit and Special Task Force Unit 

National Intervention Unit (NIU) Manual Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template 

Special Task Force (STF) Manual Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template 

System Name  System Description  

                                                           
4  The percentage profiled vehicles is relevant to Land Borders. 
5 The percentage profiled containers is relevant to the Sea Borders 
6 The percentage profiled cargo is relevant to the Air Borders 
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NIU manual quarterly report template Performance information relating to interventions in medium to high risk incidents, 

operational support, and protection provided for VIP’s and/or events, high-risk protection 

provided during the escorting of dangerous awaiting trial detainees or sentenced prisoners 

and national deployments. Providing medium to high risk responses to SAPS role-players, 

other government departments, as well as stakeholders and these tasking’s are recorded in 

a manual Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template by utilising a Task Register, kept 

at each National Intervention Unit. 

STF Manual quarterly report template Performance information relating to hostage situations, interventions to combat terrorism
7
, 

organised and/or serious and violent crime, protection of VIP
8
 and high-risk persons

9
, 

search and rescue operations, as well as the provision of specialised operational support to 

stations and other government departments is recorded in a manual quarterly report 

template. The Task Register, kept at each STF Unit, is used to complete the quarterly report. 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Police incidents of public disorder 

and crowd management 

 

Percentage of peaceful crowd 

management incidents policed
10

. 

 Incident Reporting Information System 

(IRIS) 

 Incident Reporting Information System 

Register (IRISR) 

 IRIS Back-up Hand system Incident 

Report
11

 

Percentage of unrest crowd management 

incidents stabilised
12

 

System Name  System Description  

Incident Reporting Information 

System (IRIS)
13

 

The IRIS is utilised by Public Order Policing Units to capture peaceful crowd management 

incidents, unrest-related crowd management incidents, crime prevention actions, support 

activities and other unrest incidents, where available (nearest Police Station). 

Incident Reporting Information 

System (IRIS) Register 

The IRIS Register is utilised by Public Order Policing Units to capture peaceful crowd 

management incidents, unrest-related crowd management incidents, crime prevention 

actions, support activities and other unrest incidents.  

IRIS Back-up Hand system Incident 

Report 

The IRIS Back-up Hand system Incident Report is utilised by Public Order Policing Units to 

capture peaceful crowd management incidents, unrest-related crowd management 

incidents, crime prevention actions, support activities, other unrest incidents. (Only to be 

completed/written whenever mainframe system is not accessible. Once the mainframe is 

accessible the relevant incident must be captured on IRIS)  

 

                                                           
7
  Terrorism refers to acts of violence, destruction and/or sieging structures or other strategic targets, or the imminent threat thereof being  planned or 

underway by individuals or groups with radicalised ideologies (political, religious or similar), with the intention to coerce the Government, society or groups 

therein in order to advance their cause. 
8   VIP’s refer to the protection of the President and or Deputy President when requested by the Presidential Protection Services on, request to protect any 

other person(s) of interest where there is a verified and/or inherent threat.  
9 High risk person refer to the protection of a person whose life is in danger and the STF and or NIU is requested to ensure the protection of such a person. 

An example is where an investigator’s life is threatened while investigating a high profile case. 
10 Policed refers to the policing approach “maintenance”  in terms of crowd peaceful meaning, no damage to property, no injuries, no loss of life and all 

citizens are afforded an opportunity to exercise their democratic right. 
11  IRIS Back-up Hand system Incident Report: to be completed/written whenever mainframe system is not accessible. 
12  Stabilise –refers to the policing approach “restoration” in terms of crowd unrest, meaning to reach a stage where   there are no longer major challenges 

problems to the extent that Public Order policing is no longer required and that it is unlikely that the situation will get worse and can be managed   through 

normal day-to-day policing. 
13 The IRIS consists of the mainframe application (used for data capturing) and a reporting system on GACS (used to generate statistical information of 

captured incidents). 
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Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Safeguarding of valuable and/or 

dangerous cargo 

Percentage of safe delivery of valuable 

and/or dangerous cargo in relation to 

the number of cargo protection 

provided. 

 Manual system  

 Incident Reporting Information System (IRIS) 

Register 

 IRIS back-up Hand System Incident Report 

System Name  System Description  

Manual system All requests for cargo protection operations are recorded in the Index Register with a serial 

number. Information on the number of cargo protection operations and security breaches is 

generated from the Index Register and recorded in a Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

from Unit to Divisional level. These reports are consolidated into a letter from the Head: 

Specialised Operations, indicating the number of cargoes protected and the number of 

security breaches. 

 IRIS Register The IRIS Register is utilised by Mobile Operations Units to capture the safe delivery of 

dangerous and/or valuable cargo in relation to the number of cargo protection provided. 

IRIS Back-up Hand System Incident 

Report 

The IRIS Back-up Hand System Incident Report is utilised by Mobile Operations Units to 

capture the safe delivery of dangerous and/or valuable cargo, in relation to the number of 

cargo protection provided. 
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Technical Indicator Description and Information Flow 

Subprogramme: Crime Prevention 

Indicator title 

Number of reported serious crime (contact crime, contact-related crime, property-related 

crime and other serious crime, crimes against women and children, crimes for unlawful 

possession of and dealing in drugs) 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to all reported: 

• Serious crime including contact crimes (murder, attempted murder, sexual offences, assault 

Grievously Bodily Harm (GBH), common assault, robbery with aggravating circumstances and 

common robbery), contact-related crimes (arson and malicious damage of property), property-

related and other serious crime (burglary at residential and business premises, theft of motor 

vehicles and motorcycles, theft of or from motor vehicles, stock theft, fraud, shoplifting and other 

theft)  

• Crimes against women and children (murder, attempted murder, sexual offences, common assault 

and assault GBH where the victim is a either a woman or a child)  

• Crimes for unlawful possession of and dealing in drugs includes offences under the Drugs and 

Drug Trafficking Act, 1992 (Act No. 140 of 1992) 

• Incidents regarding crime will be reported by telephone, in person at the Community Service 

Centre (CSC), or to members patrolling in sectors. 
 

An Incident Report (IR) number is generated on the Crime Administration System (CAS) Incident 

Report Register for all complaints received where a vehicle or a member is dispatched to attend the 

complaint. Walk-in complaints at police stations are either dealt with by means of an OB or IR number. 

An IR number will only be generated when a vehicle is dispatched to attend to the complaint. The 

result of the complaint is recorded as P (positive), N (negative), G (no prosecution) or B (refer 

accident). 

• P (Positive): SAPS assistance required on the scene, whereby it will be determined whether a crime 

was committed or not. If it is determined that a crime has been committed, a case docket must be 

opened and registered on the CAS. 

• N (Negative): false calls, false complaints, complainants cannot be traced, false addresses, etc. 

• G (No Prosecution): no crime was committed or where the complainant/victim does not require 

police action (no case docket required). 

• B (Refer Accident): refers to when a vehicle attends to an accident scene and only an accident 

report needs to be opened. 
 

Only positive complaints resulting in a positive case will necessitate that a docket be opened or 

registered on the Crime Administration System. In all other state cases a docket will be registered, e.g. 

a murder case, whereby the state acts for the deceased. (IR numbers are generated for complaints 

received telephonically, including complaints transferred from CSC to the Call Centre). 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to combat crime, to deliver quality 

services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

It is therefore critical to work towards reducing the levels of serious crime, (including contact crime 

and crimes against women and children), which remains a government priority Contact crime, 

including trio crime, is an area of crime which by its nature leads to serious feelings of fear and 

insecurity because it is this form of crime with which violence is normally associated. 
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New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Impact 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 Incident Report Register, Crime Administration System (CAS), Case Docket (SAPS 3M) and Occurrence 

Book (OB) 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Crime Administration System (CAS) 

Crime Management Information System (CMIS) 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Quarterly and Annual Crime statistical report generated by the Crime Registrar for Quarterly and 

Annual reporting purposes., processed into a user friendly table 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of crimes reported for serious crime, crimes against women, crimes against children and 

number of crimes for unlawful possession of and dealing in drugs. 
 

The percentage increase/decrease is calculated by using the number of crimes for serious crime, 

contact crime, contact-related crime, property-related crime, other serious crimes, crimes against 

women, crimes against children and number of crimes for unlawful possession of and dealing in drugs. 

 

Percentage increases and decreases are measures of percentage change in reported crime statistics. 

These percentages are computed by comparing the previous and current (period under review) 

financial year figures. 

 

Percentage change= Current figure-Previous figure x 100 

                                             Previous figure 

Data limitations  

Data excludes crimes that are not reported to the SAPS or in cases where the complainant does not 

wish to open a case. 

Not all IR numbers will result in a case docket. A positive complaint may also not necessarily result in a 

positive case for which a docket must be opened, for example; in cases where a complaint is positive, 

which means a complaint does exist, but the complainant does not wish to open a case docket; in 

cases where only police assistance is required, breakdown, serving of interdicts, etc. In other cases a 

complaint does not exist; the complainant could not be traced upon arrival of the police or when a 

complainant forgot where he/she had parked his/her vehicle, but later finds that the vehicle was 

wrongly parked, no case docket will be opened or registered. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly  

Desired performance  

Serious crime          Reduce by 3,14% to 1 704 885  

Contact crime           Reduce by 3,14% to 596 001 

Contact-related crime     Reduce by 3,13% to 119 585 

Property-related crime     Reduce by 3,14% to 530 149 

Other serious crime       Reduce by 3,14% to 459 150 

Crimes against women    Reduce by 8,16% to 168 894  

Crimes against children    Reduce by 2,00% to 41 841  

Number of crimes for unlawful 

possession of and dealing in drugs  

Increase with 29,28% to 371 986 

Reporting responsibility  
The Crime Registrar will provide statistics for the performance indicators. 

The Division: Visible Policing will report progress on the performance indicators  
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Implementation 

responsibility  

All police stations 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 3 of 2011: Registration of Case Dockets on the Crime Administration System (CAS) 

National Instruction 13 of 2016: Duties of a Station Commander 
 

SO (G) 259:  Rapid Response Services and Radio Equipped Vehicles  

SO (G) 301:  Registers, Books and Forms 

SO (G) 303:  The Occurrence Book (SAPS 10) 

SO(G) 252:  The Pocket Book (SAPS 206) 
 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) 10111 Call Centre and Police Stations, Circular with reference 

3/1/5/1/188 dated 2013-05-03  

Circular with reference 3/21/3/1/77 over 3/1/5/1/188 over 3/1/5/1/203 dated 2006-10-13 

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/158 dated 2013-04-29  

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/158 dated 2014-01-27  

Information flow 

Attending to a complaint 
 

Complaints received directly at a 10111 Call Centre  

• The call taker at the 10111 Call Centre receives, analyses and prioritises the complaint (Alpha, 

Bravo, Charlie), and captures the complaint on the Case Administration System (CAS) 

CAS/MDS/GEMC3 (CAS function 1.2) and verifies the completion of all relevant fields. (A SAPS 

297 form must be manually completed by the call taker if the system is off-line and 

immediately captured on the system when the system is back on-line). 

• An IR reference number is generated by the CAS/MDS/GEMC3. The call taker transfers the 

complaint, via the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 to the relevant dispatcher at the 10111 Call Centre. 

• The dispatcher receives the complaint, via the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 from the call taker. 

• The dispatcher transmits the complaint to a Flying Squad/police station vehicle/other 

response vehicles, which has booked on air to respond to/attend to complaints and the IR 

reference number and details of the complaint and complainant is provided to the member. 

• The dispatcher electronically captures the call sign of the vehicle responding to the complaint 

against the IR number on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3. 

• The member who responded to the complaint provides the dispatcher (a) with the stand-off 

time and (b) with a situation report. The dispatcher updates the IR, accordingly. 

• If the complaint is “positive” and the opening of a case docket is required, the member who 

attended the complaint opens a docket at the relevant police station. The IR number is 

manually recorded, in red on the face of the case docket. 

• The member who attended to the complaint records the CAS and IR numbers in his/her 

pocket book. 

• The case docket is handed over to the CSC Commander to verify the completeness of the 

case docket. 

• The data capturer registers the case docket on the CAS and indicates on the CAS whether an 

IR number is available, “Yes” or “No”. If “Yes” the IR number is recorded.  

• A CAS number is generated by the system. 

• The CSC/Relief Commander checks the case docket to ensure that the case docket has been 

correctly registered on the CAS. 

• The member who attended to the complaint and opened the case docket obtains the CAS 

number from the relevant police station and informs the dispatcher/dispatcher who 

determines from the member, if a case docket for the complaint was opened. The dispatcher 

must link the CAS number to the respective IR number. 

• If the complaint is “negative”, “refer accident” or “no prosecution” the dispatcher will make an 

endorsement in the results field against the IR number. 

• The dispatcher verifies that all relevant fields on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 are completed. There 
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must be a correlation between the IR reference number and the CAS number or an applicable 

endorsement in the results field to ensure completeness on the CAS system. 

 

Stations linked to a 10111 Call Centre 

• The station receives the complaint, prioritises the complaint (Alpha, Bravo or Charlie), 

captures the complaint on the CAS function 1.2 and verifies the completion of all relevant 

fields. (A SAPS 297 form must be manually completed by the call taker if the system is off-line 

and immediately captured on the system when the system is back on-line).  

• An IR reference number is generated by the CAS, an Occurrence Book (SAPS 10) entry is 

made for the complaint in accordance with SO (G) 303 (IR reference number incorporated 

into the entry made).  

• The complaint is transferred to the 10111 Call Centre, via the CAS. 

• The dispatcher receives the complaint, via the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 from the police station. 

• The dispatcher transmits the complaint to a Flying Squad/police station vehicle/other 

response vehicles which have booked on air to respond to/attend to complaints and the IR 

reference number and details of the complaint and complainant is provided to the member. 

• The dispatcher electronically captures the call sign of the vehicle responding to the complaint 

against the IR number on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3. 

• The member who responded to the complaint provides the dispatcher (a) with the stand-off 

time and (b) with a situation report. The dispatcher updates the IR accordingly. 

• If the complaint is “positive” and the opening of a case docket is required, the member who 

attended the complaint opens a docket at the relevant police station. The IR number is 

manually recorded, in red on the face of the case docket. 

• The member who attended to the complaint records the CAS and IR numbers in his/her 

pocket book. 

• The case docket is handed over to the CSC Commander to verify the completeness of the 

case docket. 

• The data capturer registers the case docket on the CAS and indicates on the CAS whether an 

IR number is available, “Yes” or “No”. If “Yes” the IR number is recorded. 

• A CAS number is generated by the system. 

• The CSC/Relief Commander checks the case docket to ensure that the case docket has been 

correctly registered on the CAS. 

• The member who attended to the complaint and opened the case docket obtains the CAS 

number from the relevant police station and informs the dispatcher who determines from the 

member if a case docket for the complaint was opened. The dispatcher must link the CAS 

number to the respective IR number. 

• If the complaint is “negative”, “refer accident” or “no prosecution, then” the dispatcher will 

make an endorsement in the results field against the IR number. 

• The dispatcher verifies that all relevant fields on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 are completed. There 

must be a correlation between the IR reference number and the CAS number or an applicable 

endorsement in the results field to ensure completeness on the CAS system. 

 

Stations not linked to a 10111 Call Centre 

• The member at the station receives the complaint, prioritises the complaint (Alpha, Bravo, 

Charlie), captures the complaint on the CAS function 1.2 and verifies the completion of all 

relevant fields. (A SAPS 297 form must be manually completed by the call taker if the system 

is off line and immediately captured on the system when the system is back on line).  

• An IR reference number is generated by the CAS an Occurrence Book (SAPS 10) entry is made 

for the complaint in accordance with SO (G) 303 (IR reference number incorporated into the 

entry made).  
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• The complaint is transmitted to a police station vehicle responding/attending to complaints 

and the IR reference number and details of the complaint and complainant is provided to the 

member. 

• The member at the station electronically captures the call sign of the vehicle responding to 

the complaint against the IR number on the CAS. 

• The member who responded to the complaint provides the station with a situation report 

(whether the complaint is “negative”, “positive”, “refer accident” or “no prosecution”). The 

station updates the IR accordingly.  

• If the complaint is “positive” and the opening of a case docket is required, the member who 

attended the complaint opens a docket at the relevant police station. The IR number is 

manually recorded in red, on the face of the case docket. If the complaint is “negative”, “refer 

accident” or “no prosecution,” then the data capturer must make an endorsement in the 

results field against the IR number. 

• The member who attended to the complaint records the CAS and IR numbers in his/her 

pocket book. 

 

NB! The procedure followed by the station is similar to that of the 10111 Call Centre, with the 

exception that the station is required to fulfil the roles of call taker, dispatcher and data capturer. This 

responsibility rests within the confines of a station to ensure effective command and control. 

Opening of case docket 

The case docket is handed over to the CSC Commander to verify the completeness of the case docket. 

• The data capturer registers the case docket on the CAS and indicates on the CAS whether an 

IR number is available, “Yes” or “No”. If “Yes” the IR number is linked. There must be a 

correlation between the IR reference number and the CAS number or an applicable 

endorsement in the results field to ensure completeness on the CAS system. 

• A CAS number is generated by the system. 

• The CSC/Relief Commander checks the case docket to ensure that the case docket has been 

correctly registered on the CAS. 

• An OB entry must be made with regard to the final result of the attendance to the complaint 

and cross indexed with the original OB entry made.  

 

Reporting of performance 

• The Crime Registrar at national level continuously verifies crime data through face value and 

consistency checks.  

• An ad hoc report is requested from Technology Management Services and provided to the 

Crime Research and Statistics Component.  

• Statistical data is analysed and processed into a user-friendly table. The ad hoc report CAS 

report is kept at Crime Registrar. 

• Performance information is submitted to the Component Head: Crime Research and 

Statistics, for approval.  

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to Head: Strategic 

Management for inclusion in the prescribed Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template.. 
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Indicator title Number of stolen/lost and illegal firearms recovered 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of stolen and lost firearms for individuals and organisations 

circulated on the Enhanced Firearms Register System (EFRS)  

 

A ‘‘firearm’’ in terms of the Firearms Control Act, 2000 means any :  

(a) device manufactured or designed to propel a bullet or projectile through a barrel or cylinder by 

means of burning propellant, at a muzzle energy exceeding 8 joules (6 ft. lbs);  

(b) device manufactured or designed to discharge rim-fire, centre-fire or pin-fire ammunition;  

(c) device which is not at the time capable of discharging any bullet or projectile, but which can be 

readily altered to be a firearm within the meaning of paragraph (a) or (b);  

(d) device manufactured to discharge a bullet or any other projectile of .22 calibre or higher at a 

muzzle energy of more than 8 joules (6 ft.lbs), by means of compressed gas and not by means of 

burning propellant; or  

(e) barrel, frame or receiver of a device referred to in paragraphs (a), (b), (c) or (d). 

Purpose/importance  

Firearms are often instrumental in the commission of violent crime. In many of these crimes, criminals 

use firearms as an instrument to force their will on victims.  The relationship between the availability of 

firearms and their use in crime becomes evident when one looks at different categories of violent 

crime, namely; bank robberies, hijacking vehicles, cash-in-transit robberies, gang violence and the 

spate of attacks on farms and small-holdings. The circulation of reported stolen/lost firearms, plays a 

key role in the prevention and investigation of firearm-related crimes. 

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’ 

Revised performance 

indicator  

  

The indicator was amended to only measure the recovery of stolen/lost and illegal firearms 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS 3M) or an Enquiry File 

Cancellation of recovery on CAS-First Phase (Printout) 

Cancellation of recovered firearm on EFRS (printout or endorsement with reference number on SAPS 

521(f) 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Enhanced Firearms Register System (EFRS) & J-Trac 

 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

J-Trac
14

 report reflecting information generated from the Enhanced Firearm Register System (EFRS) 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of stolen and lost firearms circulated which was recovered as on the EFRS.  

Performance includes: 

 Firearms owned by individuals, dealers, institutions and firearms forfeited to other government 

State-owned excluding SAPS which were circulated on the EFRS. 

 Firearms recovered that were stolen/lost within the reporting period and firearms recovered that 

were stolen/lost prior to the reporting period. 

 Unidentifiable firearms
15

 

                                                           
14 J-Trac is not a system but a database where information from the EFRS is captured 
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Performance excludes: 

Firearms legally in possession of the owner but voluntary surrendered to the SAPS for destruction. 

Data limitations  

In the following circumstances, a firearm cannot be immediately circulated as lost or stolen and as a 

result will delay the circulation process:  

 If the reported firearm is not registered in the name of the person claiming to be the legal owner 

 If the serial number of the recovered firearm corresponds with another firearm already registered 

on the system (duplicated serial numbers); 

 If the serial number of the recovered firearm has been removed or the firearm does not have a 

serial number; or 

 Any firearm that is illegal or for which the owner is not registered on the system (unlicensed 

firearms) 

 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  Increase the number of firearms recovered by 1% to 5 297 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station:  

• CSC: Records the recovery of the firearm in the SAPS 13 & conducts first phase cancellation on 

CAS. 

• Detectives: Verify information of recovered firearm and report to the Designated Firearms Official 

(DFO). 

• DFO: Does second phase (final) cancellation of recovered firearm on EFRS. 
 

National:  

• Section: Data Integrity and Quality Control receives the last copy of SAPS 521(f) and verifies that 

all firearms were correctly circulated on the EFRS. 

• Firearms Compliance and Enforcement at the Central Firearm Register monitors the circulation 

and cancellation of recovered firearms.  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

The Firearms Control Act, 2000 (Act No. 60 of 2000)  

The Firearms Control Act, 2000 Regulations, 2004 

National Instruction 3 of 2011: Registration of Case Dockets on the Crime Administration System (CAS) 

SO (G) 332: Found Property 

SO (G) 334: Property Register (SAPS 13) 

Circular with reference 27/5/2 dated 2012-11-07 

Information flow 

Opening of case docket for the loss/theft of the firearm 

• Firearm is reported stolen/lost by the holder of a licence, permit or authorisation to possess a 

firearm, or any other person who was in possession of or who had control of a firearm when it 

was stolen / lost. 

• The complainant completes a SAPS 521(f) “Notification of lost, stolen or found firearms” in 

quadruplicate. 

• A case docket for the theft and/or negligent loss of a firearm and ammunition is opened. If there 

were no negligence by the firearm owner, an enquiry will be opened. 

• The Relief Commander verifies the completeness of the case docket against the docket checklist.  

• The case docket is registered on the CAS and a notification number is generated.  

• The CSC commander circulates the firearm as stolen/lost on the CAS (first phase circulation) and a 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
15 A number of firearms without serial numbers are recovered after being used in illicit activities. It might be that some of these firearms were reported and 

circulated as stolen or lost firearms on the EFRS. If serial numbers cannot be retrieved, the firearm cannot be identified and linked to a firearm owner and 
therefore, the status of the firearm on the name of the original owner cannot be amended from ‘stolen/lost’ to ‘found’. These unidentified firearms are issued 
with Weapon Registration (WR) Numbers and are included in the total of recoveries for this indicator. 
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notification is generated for this circulation. 

• The Detective receives the docket for investigation and obtains the prescribed supporting 

documents from the person who reported the firearm as stolen/lost and attaches it to the SAPS 

521(f).  

• The Detective takes the confirmation details to the DFO for circulation of the stolen/lost firearm 

on the EFRS. 

• The DFO does the second phase circulation of the firearm on the EFRS. The SAPS 521(f) is 

endorsed “firearm circulated” and filed in the case docket/enquiry file. 

• A legible copy of the SAPS 521(f) is forwarded to the CFR for control purposes. 

• If the firearm cannot be circulated at station level, the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are 

forwarded to the Provincial Commander: Firearm, liquor and Second-hand goods (FLASH) for 

circulation. If the firearm is circulated at provincial level, an acknowledgement of receipt is signed 

on the notification form and forwarded to the police station of origin, as well as a legible copy of 

the notification form to the CFR for control purposes. 

• If the firearm cannot be circulated at provincial level the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are 

forwarded to the CFR for circulation. If the firearm is circulated at the CFR, an acknowledgement 

of receipt is forwarded to the police station of origin. 

• The returned copy of the SAPS 521(f) is filed in the case docket at the station. 

• All reported lost/stolen /robbed firearms that can be identified must be reported within 24 hours 

at the lowest organisational level and be circulated within seven days after reporting in terms of 

Circular: Guidelines: Notification of lost, stolen and found firearms with reference no 27/5/2 dated 

2012-11-07. The responsibility to ensure that a firearm is circulated, is that of the detective 

assigned to the case 

 

Recovery of a stolen/lost firearm 

• The firearm is recovered. 

• A SAPS 521(f) “Notification of lost, stolen or found firearms” is completed in quadruplicate by the 

CSC Commander. 

• The CSC Commander does a first phase cancellation of the recovered firearm on the CAS. 

• The details of the firearm are verified by the detective investigating the recovery of the firearm 

and the case number is obtained, if a case was opened for the loss/theft of the firearm. 

• The detective who is investigating the loss/theft of the firearm is informed that the firearm has 

been recovered. If the loss of the firearm was not reported, a case of theft/negligent loss of 

firearm is opened and investigated. 

• The detective who is investigating the recovery of the firearm informs the DFO of the recovery of 

the firearm after the verification of the firearm details. 

• The firearm is circulated as found on the EFRS (second phase – final circulation) by the DFO. The 

SAPS 521(f) is endorsed “firearm circulated”. 

• A legible copy of the SAPS 521(f) is forwarded to the Central Firearms Register for control 

purposes. 

• Section Commander: Data Integrity and Quality Control (at the Central Firearm Register) verifies 

that all firearms were correctly circulated on the EFRS.  

• The original of the SAPS 521(f) remains in the case docket. 

• One copy of the SAPS 521(f) remains at the DFO who did the second phase cancellation. 

• One copy of the SAPS 521(f) remains at the Central Firearm Register. 

• If the firearm cannot be circulated at station level, the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are 

forwarded to the Provincial Commander: FLASH for circulation. If the firearm is circulated at 

provincial level, an acknowledgement of receipt is signed on the notification form and forwarded 

to the police station of origin and a legible copy of the notification form to the CFR. 

• If the firearm cannot be circulated at provincial level the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are 
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forwarded to the CFR for circulation. If the firearm is circulated at the CFR, an acknowledgement 

of receipt is forwarded to the police station of origin. 

• The returned copy of the SAPS 521(f) is filed in the case docket file at the station of origin. 

• The firearm is booked in the SAPS 13 and a copy of the SAPS 521(f) is filed with the SAPS 13 clerk 

where the firearm is kept. 

• The firearm is transferred to the station where the case was opened for the theft/loss and the 

SAPS 13 Register is endorsed as such.  
 

Recovery of all firearms without serial number or which the serial number has been removed 

• If a firearm is recovered and does not have a serial number, or of which the serial number has 

been removed, the police official at the police station must forward the firearm for etching. 

• Once the etching report has been received, the SAPS 521(f) form must be forwarded with the 

etching report to the Central Firearm Register (CFR). 

• A copy of the etching report must be retained in the case docket or enquiry file at the respective 

police station which shall serve as proof that the firearm was forwarded for etching. 

• If the etching was unsuccessful and serial number was not obtained during the etching process, 

the Central Firearm Register (CFR) will issue a Weapon Register (WR) number for the firearm that 

was found. 
 

Recovery of all firearms with duplicate serial numbers without serial number or which the serial 

number has been removed 

• If a firearm is found of which the description (type, calibre, serial number and make) corresponds 

with a similar firearm which is already licensed in another person’s name on the system, enquiries 

must be conducted to establish whether that firearm is still in the possession of the lawful owner.  

• If it is found that it is indeed a duplicate firearm, a SAPS 521 (f) form must be forwarded to Central 

Firearms Register (CFR), together with the proof of enquiries that was conducted. 

• The Central Firearms Register (CFR) will verify the details of the found firearm, together with the 

information on the enquiries that were conducted.  

• If it is found that it is a duplication of the firearm, a WR number will be issued to the firearm that 

was found. 
 

Reporting of performance 

• An ad hoc report is generated by Technology Management Services and published on the J-Trac. 

• The J-Trac report indicates if the firearm reported is a firearm owned by an official (SAPS and 

other government departments) or a non-official institution. 

• A designated person at the office of the Section Commander: Management Information Centre: 

Firearms, Liquor and Second Hand Goods Control, retrieves the relevant reports from the J-Trac 

and process the raw data. 

• Performance information is submitted to the Section Head: Firearm, Liquor Control and Second 

Hand Goods Control for approval. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting documentation and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Number of SAPS-owned firearms reported as stolen/lost 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of SAPS firearms stolen and lost.   

A ‘‘firearm’’ in terms of the Firearms Control Act, 2000 means any –  

(a) device manufactured or designed to propel a bullet or projectile through a barrel or cylinder by 

means of burning propellant, at a muzzle energy exceeding 8 joules (6 ft.-lbs);  

(b) device manufactured or designed to discharge rim-fire, centre-fire or pin-fire ammunition;  

(c) device which is not at the time capable of discharging any bullet or projectile, but which can be 

readily altered to be a firearm within the meaning of paragraph (a) or (b);  

(d) device manufactured to discharge a bullet or any other projectile of .22 calibre or higher at a 

muzzle energy of more than 8 joules (6 ft.-lbs), by means of compressed gas and not by means of 

burning propellant; or  

(e) barrel, frame or receiver of a device referred to in paragraphs (a), (b), (c) or (d). 

 

Purpose/importance  

Firearms are often instrumental in the commission of violent crime. In many of these crimes, criminals 

use firearms as an instrument to force their will on their victims. The relationship between the 

availability of firearms and their use in crime becomes evident when one looks at different categories 

of violent crime, namely, bank robberies, hijacking vehicles, cash-in-transit robberies, and the spate of 

attacks on farms and small-holdings. The circulation of reported stolen / lost plays a key role in the 

investigation of firearm-related crime and ultimately, the efficient control of firearms.  

 

New indicator   A continuation from previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Report generated by Technology Management Services (TMS) by extracting the number of firearms 

reported stolen/lost on the Enhanced Firearms Register System    

 Case docket (SAPS 3M) or an enquiry file 

 SAPS 521(f) 

 1st phase Circulation of reported lost/stolen firearm (printout from CAS) 

 2nd phase Circulation of reported lost/stolen firearm on the EFRS (printout from EFRS) 

 PAS (printout of report on PAS)16 

 EFRS (excel spreadsheet) 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

EFRS 

PAS
17 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

J-Trac
18

 report reflecting information generated from the Enhanced Firearm Register System (EFRS) 
 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The sum of the number of SAPS owned firearms reported as stolen/lost for the reporting period. 

 

Performance includes: 

 SAPS firearms issued to police officers and secured in SAPS safes which were circulated on the 

EFRS as stolen or lost  

 SAPS firearms reported stolen/lost within the reporting period and firearms that were stolen/lost 

prior to the reporting period. 

Data limitations  

In the following circumstances, a firearm cannot be immediately circulated as lost or stolen and as a 

result will delay the circulation process:  

 If the reported firearm has not yet been registered on the PAS system   

 If the serial number of the recovered firearm correspond with another firearm already registered 

                                                           
16 Data from the PAS will be provided by Supply Chain Management who is the custodian of the Provisioning Administration System (PAS) and responsible for 

the accuracy, verification and completeness of the performance information. 
17 Note comment in footnote number 16 
18 J-Trac is not a system but a database where information from the EFRS is captured 
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on the system (duplicated serial numbers) 

 If the serial number of the recovered firearm has been removed or the firearm does not have a 

serial number 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and Annually 

Desired performance  Reduce the number of SAPS-owned firearms reported as stolen/lost by 5% to 670 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station:  

• Community Service Centre (CSC):  A case docket for the theft and/or negligent loss of a firearm 

and ammunition is opened. If there were no negligence by the firearm owner, an enquiry will be 

opened case docket is opened  

• CSC records the theft/loss of the firearm on the SAPS 521(f), & conducts the first phase circulation 

on CAS. 

• Detectives: Verify information of theft/loss of firearm and report to DFO. 

• DFO: Does second phase (final) circulation of the theft/loss of firearm on EFRS. 

• SAPS member who reported the firearm lost/stolen must report the incident to SCM with a CAS 

number for recording on PAS. 

• The Detective investigating the case docket is to report the case to the commander of the 

respective SAPS member. 

 

National:  

• Section: Data Integrity and Quality Control receives the last copy of SAPS 521(f) and verifies that 

all firearms were correctly circulated on the EFRS. 

• Firearms Compliance and Enforcement at the CFR, monitors the circulation and cancellation of 

recovered firearms.  

• Firearm, Liquor & Second-Hands Goods (FLASH) is to provide information to SCM for correlation 

and quality control on PAS 

• SCM will verify and submit a signed report to the MISP office at the Division: Vispol 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

The Firearms Control Act, 2000 (Act No. 60 of 2000)  

The Firearms Control Act, 2000 Regulations, 2004 

National Instruction 3 of 2011: Registration of Case Dockets on the Crime Administration System (CAS) 

SO (G) 332: Found Property 

SO (G) 334: Property Register (SAPS 13) 

Circular with reference 27/5/2 dated 2012-11-07 

 

 

Opening of case docket for the loss/theft of the firearm 

• Firearm is reported stolen/lost by the member who lost the official firearm, or by the holder of a 

licence, permit or authorisation to possess a firearm, or any other person who was in possession 

of or who had control of a firearm when it was stolen/lost at the nearest police station on the 

Crime Administration System. 

• The complainant completes a SAPS 521(f) “Notification of lost, stolen or found firearms” in 

quadruplicate. 

• A case docket for the theft and/or negligent loss of a firearm and ammunition is opened. If there 

were no negligence by the firearm owner, an enquiry will be opened. 

• The Relief Commander verifies the completeness of the case docket against the docket checklist.  

• The case docket is registered on the CAS and a notification number is generated.  

• The CSC commander circulates the firearm as stolen/lost on the CAS (first phase circulation) and a 

notification is generated for this circulation. 

• The Detective receives the docket for investigation and obtains the prescribed supporting 

documents from the person who reported the firearm as stolen / lost and attaches it to the SAPS 

521(f).  

• The Detective takes the confirmation details to the DFO for circulation of the stolen / lost firearm 

on the EFRS. 

• The DFO does the second phase circulation of the firearm on the EFRS. The SAPS 521(f) is 

endorsed “firearm circulated” and filed in the cased docket/enquiry file. 
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• A legible copy of the SAPS 521(f) is forwarded to the Central Firearms Register (CFR) for control 

purposes. 

• If the firearm cannot be circulated at station level the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are 

forwarded to the Provincial Commander: FLASH for circulation. If the firearm is circulated at 

provincial level, an acknowledgement of receipt is signed on the notification form and forward to 

the police station of origin and a legible copy of the notification form to the CFR for control 

purposes. 

• If the firearm cannot be circulated at provincial level the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are 

forwarded to the CFR for circulation. If the firearm is circulated at the CFR, an acknowledgement 

of receipt is forwarded to the police station of origin. 

• The returned copy of the SAPS 521(f) is filed in the case docket at the station. 

• All reported lost/stolen /robbed firearms that can be identified must be reported within 24 hours 

at the lowest organisational level and be circulated within seven days after reporting in terms of 

Circular: Guidelines: Notification of lost, stolen and found firearms with reference no 27/5/2 dated 

2012-11-07. The responsibility to ensure that a firearm is circulated, is that of the detective 

assigned to the case.  

• The member report the loss/theft of firearm to Supply Chain Management/Accounting 

Functionary or store master by completing Annexure A for loss/theft within 24 hours. 

• Supply Chain Management/Accounting Functionary or store master completes Annexure B for 

liability investigation for lost/theft. 

• The loss/theft of firearm is registered on PAS within 24 hours as reported on CAS and EFRS 

  

Reporting of Performance 

• An ad hoc report is generated by Technology Management Services and published on the J-TRAC.   

• This J-TRAC report indicates if the firearm reported is a firearm owned by SAPS. 

• A designated person at the office of the Division: Visible Policing delegated to Central Firearms 

Register receives the relevant reports from the J-TRAC and processes the raw data. 

• The Division: Visible Policing communicates the status of SAPS-owned firearms that have been 

reported on a monthly basis to the Division: Supply Chain Management for verification and 

capturing on PAS. 

• If the recovered firearm was not reported stolen/lost, the Division: Supply Chain Management is 

to identify the origin of the station and open a case against the member who lost the firearm. 

• Upon verification, performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section 

Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for 

comparison with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s quarterly/annual report 

template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Number of identifiable stolen/lost SAPS firearms recovered 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of identifiable SAPS firearms that were recovered and positively 

linked as a SAPS firearm by means of serial number/ other identifiers. 

 

A ‘‘firearm’’ in terms of the Firearms Control Act, 2000 means any –  

(a) device manufactured or designed to propel a bullet or projectile through a barrel or cylinder by 

means of burning propellant, at a muzzle energy exceeding 8 joules (6 ft.-lbs); 

(b) device manufactured or designed to discharge rim-fire, centre-fire or pin-fire ammunition;  

(c) device which is not at the time capable of discharging any bullet or projectile, but which can be 

readily altered to be a firearm within the meaning of paragraph (a) or (b);  

(d) device manufactured to discharge a bullet or any other projectile of .22 calibre or higher at a 

muzzle energy of more than 8 joules (6 ft.-lbs), by means of compressed gas and not by means of 

burning propellant; or  

(e) barrel, frame or receiver of a device referred to in paragraphs (a), (b), (c) or (d). 

 

Purpose/importance  

Firearms are often instrumental in the commission of violent crime. In many of these crimes, criminals 

use firearms as an instrument to force their will on victims. The relationship between the availability of 

firearms and their use in crime becomes evident when one looks at different categories of violent 

crime, namely, bank robberies, hijacking vehicles, cash-in-transit robberies, and the spate of attacks on 

farms and small-holdings. 

 

The State as the protector of the inhabitants of South Africa has an even greater responsibility to 

ensure that the firearms entrusted to protect the communities of South Africa do not fall in the 

criminal hands and are used against these communities. 

 

New indicator  Revised performance indicator  

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Report generated by Technology Management Services (TMS) by extracting the number of reported   

stolen/lost firearms recovered from the EFRS System and exporting it to the JTRAC.  

Case docket  (3M) 

SAPS 521(f)  

Cancellation on CAS (Recovery) 

EFRS- endorsement of cancellation with reference number on SAPS 521(f) 

PAS
19

  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

EFRS 

PAS
20 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Data generated from EFRS consolidated into a single final reporting table 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of stolen/lost SAPS firearms that were recovered in the reporting period. 

Performance includes all SAPS firearms recovered in the reporting period i.e. firearms recovered that 

were stolen/lost within the reporting period & firearms recovered that were stolen/lost prior to the 

reporting period. 

Data limitations  The only manner to identify a recovered firearm as a state firearm is by means of the serial number as 

                                                           
19 Data from the PAS will be provided by Supply Chain Management who is the custodian of the Provisioning Administration System (PAS) and responsible for 

the accuracy, verification and completeness of the performance information. 
20 Note comment in footnote number 19 
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the serial number is the only identification mark to link the firearm with an owner. 

 

If serial numbers cannot be retrieved, the firearm cannot be identified and linked to a firearm owner 

and therefore the status of the firearm on the name of the original owner cannot be amended from 

‘stolen/lost’ to ‘found’. 

A number of firearms are recovered without serial numbers but due to the aforementioned limitation, 

it cannot be linked to a specific firearm stolen. 

This has an impact on the reporting figure for State-owned firearms recovered which appears lower 

than the actual recovery rate. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  Increase the number of SAPS identifiable firearms recovered by 10% to129 

Reporting responsibility  The Division: Visible Policing will manage and report on the indicator 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station:  

• CSC: Records the recovered firearm in the SAPS 13 & first phase cancellation on CAS. 

• Detectives: Verify information of recovered firearm and report to DFO. 

• DFO: Does second phase (final) cancelation of recovered firearm on EFRS. 

National:  

• Section Commander: Data Integrity and Quality Control receives last copy of 521 (f) and verifies 

that all firearms were correctly circulated on the EFRS. 

• Central Firearm Register: Section Head: CFR monitors circulation of firearms and monitors the 

cancellation of recovered firearms. 

• Division: Supply Chain Management: Report on the number of SAPS firearms reported as 

recovered on PAS 

 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

The Firearms Control Act, 2000 (Act No. 60 of 2000)  

The Firearms Control Act, 2000 Regulations, 2004 

 

National Instruction 3 of 2011: Registration of Case Dockets on the Crime Administration System (CAS) 

 

SO 48 (Stores)(13): Official Firearms and Ammunition 

SO (G) 332:  Found Property 

SO (G) 334:  Property Register (SAPS 13) 

 

Circular with reference 27/5/2 dated 2012-11-07  

Loss Management Manual Chapter C  

 

Recovery of a stolen/lost  firearm 

• The firearm is recovered. 

• A SAPS 521(f) “Notification of lost, stolen or found firearms” is completed in quadruplicate by the 

CSC commander. 

• The CSC Commander does a first phase cancelation of the recovered firearm on the CAS. 

• The details of the firearm is verified by the detective, investigating the recovery of the firearm and 

the case number is obtained, if a case was opened for the loss/theft of the firearm. 

• The detective who is investigating the loss/theft of the firearm is informed that the firearm has 

been recovered. If the loss of the firearm was not reported, a case of theft/negligent loss of 

firearm is opened and investigated. 

• The detective who is investigating the recovery of the firearm informs the DFO of the recovery of 

the firearm after the verification of the firearm details within 24 hours upon receiving the docket. 

• The firearm is reported as found on PAS by a delegated SCM official at the respective SAPS 

offices. 

• A legible copy of the SAPS 521(f) is forwarded to the Central Firearms Register for control 

purposes. 

• The original of the SAPS 521(f) remains in the case docket. 

• One copy of the SAPS 521(f) remains at the DFO who did the second phase cancelation. 
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• One copy of the SAPS 521(f) remains at the Central Firearm Register. If the firearm cannot be 

circulated at station level, the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are forwarded to the Provincial 

Commander: FLASH for circulation. If the firearm is circulated at provincial level, an 

acknowledgement of receipt is signed on the notification form and forward to the police station 

of origin and a legible copy of the notification form to the CFR. 

• If the firearm cannot be circulated at provincial level the original SAPS 521(f) and two copies are 

forwarded to the CFR for circulation. If the firearm is circulated at the CFR, an acknowledgement 

of receipt is forwarded to the police station of origin. 

• Region Commander (at the Central Firearm Register) verifies that all firearms were correctly 

circulated on the EFRS.  

• The returned copy of the SAPS 521(f) is filed in the case docket file at the station of origin. 

• The firearm is booked in the SAPS 13 and a copy of the SAPS 521(f) is filed with the SAPS 13 clerk 

where the firearm is kept. 

• The firearm is transferred to the station where the case was opened for the theft/loss and the 

SAPS 13 Register is endorsed as such.  

 

SAPS procedures (Reporting the recovery) 

• The recovery is reported to the member’s immediate commander. 

• The recovery is reported to the Supply Chain Management office to update the Provisioning 

Administration System (PAS). 

• The Supply Chain Management office reports the recovery to the relevant Loss Management 

office, after the PAS was updated. 

 

Reporting of Performance 

 

• An ad hoc report is generated by Technology Management Services and published on the J-TRAC. 

• This J-TRAC report indicates if the firearm reported is a firearm owned by (SAPS. 

• A designated person at the office of the Division: Visible Policing delegated to Central Firearms 

Register retrieves the relevant reports from the J-TRAC and processes the raw data. 

• All SAPS firearms are identified and are reported on in terms of the EFRS report. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s quarterly/annual report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title Number of stolen/robbed vehicles recovered 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of vehicles circulated as stolen or robbed on the CAS Circulation 

System (vehicles) and recovered and cancelled on the CAS Circulation System (Vehicles).  
 

A “motor vehicle" in terms of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996, means any self-propelled vehicle and 

includes- (a) a trailer; and (b) a vehicle having pedals and an engine or an electric motor, as an integral 

part thereof, or attached thereto; and which is designed or adapted to be propelled by means of such 

pedals, engine or motor or both such pedals and engine or motor. 

 

Purpose/importance  
To limit the opportunity that stolen and robbed vehicles are being dismantled for spares, exported to 

other countries or re-circulated back into the market 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 For identifiable vehicles: Ad hoc report from the Crime Administration System (CAS) Circulation 

System (Vehicles) 

 For unidentifiable vehicles: Manual database kept by the Division: Visible Policing on recovery of 

unidentified vehicles as reported by the VSS units. 

 For Cross Border Vehicles: Manual database kept by Division Detective Service on Transnational 

Crime Investigations for vehicles stolen in the RSA and recovered in other countries. 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

 For identifiable vehicles: Crime Administration System (CAS) Circulation System (Vehicles) 

 For unidentifiable vehicles: Manual database maintained by the Division: Visible Policing 

 For Cross Border Vehicles: Manual database maintained by Division Detective Service 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Ad hoc reports information generated into a user-friendly table, as a single final reporting table 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

Identified vehicles 

By adding the figures to the different categories from an ad hoc report from the Crime Administration 

System (CAS) Circulation System (vehicles) to obtain a total for each category. (The ad hoc report is 

categorised in categories 1 to 4 - Category 1 and 2 (number of vehicles circulated for theft and 

robbery per province) Category 3 (number of circulated vehicles recovered within any province – 

circulated within the same period) Category 4 (number of circulated vehicles recovered within any 

province – vehicles were circulated before the reporting period). The calculation is Cat 3 + 4 divided by 

Category 1 + 2  

Unidentified vehicles 

A number of vehicles without vehicle identifiers are recovered. It might be that some of these vehicles 

have been circulated as stolen or robbed vehicles on the CAS Circulation System (vehicles). If vehicle 

identifiers cannot be retrieved, the vehicle cannot be identified and linked to a vehicle owner and 

therefore, the vehicle cannot be cancelled as recovered on the CAS circulation system (vehicles). These 

vehicles will reflect as “Unidentified vehicles recovered” and are included in the performance. 
 

Cross Border vehicles 

The number of vehicles stolen in the RSA and recovered by either SAPS members or members from 

the relevant police agencies in the respective countries during police operations and captured on a 

database as identified vehicles 
 

Performance includes vehicles recovered that were stolen/lost prior to the reporting period. 

Data limitations  
A number of vehicles without vehicle identifiers are recovered. It might be that some of these vehicles 

have been circulated as stolen or robbed vehicles on the CAS Circulation System (vehicles). If vehicle 
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identifiers cannot be retrieved, the vehicle cannot be identified and linked to a vehicle owner and 

therefore, the vehicle cannot be cancelled as recovered on the system. 
 

Performance information includes vehicles that could be positively identified through a vehicle 

identifier and cancelled on the CAS Circulation System (vehicles) as recovered (identified vehicles) and 

vehicles without vehicles identifiers (unidentified vehicles). 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance  Maintain the number of stolen/robbed vehicles recovered at 36 548 

Reporting responsibility  

The Division: Detective Service must acquire system data from the Crime Administration System (CAS) 

Circulation System (vehicles) on identified vehicles and submit it to the Division: Visible Policing 

(Identified vehicles). 

 

VSS Units report successes to the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing (Unidentified vehicles). 

The Division: Visible Policing to manage and report on the performance indicator.  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station:  Station Commander, Receiving, storage, reporting, disposal of vehicle 

Province: Provincial Head: Visible Policing: Monitoring and evaluating successes  

VSS: VSS Commander at VSS facility: Receive, storage, monitor and evaluate, disposal 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 3 of 2011: Registration of Case Dockets on the Crime Administration System (CAS) 

National Instruction 8 of 2015: Vehicle Safeguarding Services 
 

SO (G) 332: Found Property 

SO (G) 333: Exhibits  

SO (G) 334: Property Register (SAPS 13) 

Information flow 

Recovery of the stolen/robbed vehicle: Vehicles that could be positively identified (At police 

stations) 

• After a stolen/robbed vehicle has been recovered and the vehicle is impounded at a police 

station, a SAPS 430(a) - Vehicle Seizure Statement - is compiled. 

• The vehicle is booked in the SAPS 13 Register. 

• The investigating official is informed that the vehicle has been recovered. 

• The owner of the vehicle is contacted for vehicle recognition and completion of a SAPS 430(g) - 

Vehicle Recognition Statement.  

• Vehicle Identification Section (VIS) to examine the vehicle and complete a SAPS 430 (f) - Vehicle 

Investigation Statement 

• A SAPS 430 (h) “Confirmation Statement regarding Vehicle Recognition” is completed by the 

detective. 

• The vehicle owner needs to provide supporting documents for proof of vehicle ownership, such as 

a vehicle registration document, ID copy of the owner, letter of authority, etc. 

• A SAPS 430 (i) “Vehicle Disposal Order” is issued by the disposal officer  

• Vehicle is cancelled on the SAPS Circulation System (vehicles) once it is disposed of. 

• The cancellation computer printout and above statements are forwarded to the station where the 

case docket was opened. 

• The vehicle is disposed of in the SAPS 13 Register at the police station 
 

Recovery of the stolen/robbed vehicle: Vehicles that could be positively identified (At VSS and 

or VIS) 
 

Booking in of vehicle 

• If the vehicle is impounded at the Vehicle Safeguarding Services (VSS) a SAPS 430 (a) Vehicle 

Seizure form is completed. 

• The vehicle is recorded in the SAPS 13 register, as well as on the Property Control System 

(vehicles). 
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• A SAPS 430 (b) “Vehicle Safeguarding Section File” (yellow file) is opened. 

• The SAPS 430 (b) is registered in the SAPS 430 (d) “Vehicle Safeguarding Section Case Control 

Register.”  

• The SAPS 430 (b) is assigned to a VSS detective, who records it in the SAPS 430 (e) “Case Book”. 
 

Identification and disposal of vehicle by Routine Examination - First Examination of vehicle: 

• The Vehicle Crime Investigation Unit (VIS) examines the vehicle and records the examination on a 

SAPS 430 (f) “Vehicle Investigation Statement” and files it in the SAPS 430 (b). 

• Any tampering, cloning, erasing, or any alteration on identifiers of the vehicle must be recorded 

on the SAPS 430(f) 

• The Property Control System (vehicles) is updated after examination of the vehicle to amend or 

confirm the vehicle identifiers. 

Note: 

• If the vehicle can be identified by routine examination and identified as original, the file is 

processed by the Vehicle Safeguarding Section (VSS). 
 

Disposal of vehicle to owner (VSS) 

• When the vehicle has been identified, the owner of the vehicle is contacted for the vehicle 

recognition session. 

• A SAPS 430 (g) “Vehicle Recognition Statement” is completed when the owner identifies the 

vehicle. 

• A SAPS 430 (h) “Confirmation Statement regarding Vehicle Recognition” is completed by the 

detective. 

• The vehicle owner needs to provide supporting documents of proof of vehicle ownership, such as 

a vehicle registration document, ID copy of owner, letter of authority, etc. 

• These documents are filed in the SAPS 430 (b) (Yellow file). 

• If the owner of the vehicle cannot be traced, the VSS will forfeit the vehicle to the State and the 

vehicle will either be compacted or taken up into the vehicle fleet of the SAPS for use in the SAPS 

as a Regulation 80(6) vehicle. (The VSS will handle the compacting process and initiate the 

Regulation 80(6) process). 

• A SAPS 430 (i) “Vehicle Disposal Order” is issued by the disposal officer. 

• The disposal order on the cover page of the SAPS 430(b) is completed by the disposal officer. 

• The disposal order is also captured on the Property Control System (vehicles). 

• Authority to hand back the vehicle to the owner 

• A cancellation form is signed by the disposal officer and the vehicle is cancelled on the SAPS 

Circulation System (Vehicles). 

• The cancellation computer printout is filed on the SAPS 430(b) file. 
 

Identification and disposal of vehicle by further investigation 
 

First examination of vehicle 

• The Vehicle Investigation Section (VIS) examines the vehicle and records the examination on a 

SAPS 430 (f) “Vehicle Investigation Statement” and files it in the SAPS 430 (b). 

• Any tampering, cloning, erasing or any alteration on identifiers of the vehicle must be recorded on 

the SAPS 430(f). 

• The Property Control System (vehicles) is updated after examination of the vehicle to amend or 

confirm the vehicle identifiers. 

 

Note: 

• If the vehicle cannot be identified by routine examination, a SAPS 430 “VIS Enquiry file” (blue file) 

is opened and the file is processed by the Vehicle Identification Section (VIS). 
 

Vehicle Crime Investigation Unit (VIS) processes 
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• The VSS makes a copy of the SAPS 430 (b) file for its own record, whilst awaiting further 

instruction from the VIS on disposal. The original file is transferred to the VISS. 

• The VIS opens a SAPS 430 “VIS Enquiry file” and registers this file on the CAS system. 

• The CAS number is recorded on the cover of the SAPS 430. 

• The VIS Commander books the SAPS 430 to a VIS investigator on the CAS system who 

acknowledges receipt thereof on the CAS. 

• The VIS investigator follows various processes e.g.: etching, to find the original vehicle identifiers 

i.e.: VIN/chassis or engine numbers or any other unique markings. 

• The Property Control System (vehicles) is updated after examination of the vehicle to amend or 

confirm the vehicle identifiers. 
 

Unidentified Vehicles 

• The efforts to find the original vehicle identifiers are not all successful and some vehicles that 

were recovered were not identifiable.  

• These vehicles are reported under “Unidentified Vehicles Recovered”. 

• If the vehicle cannot be identified, the VIS will forfeit the vehicle to the State and the vehicle will 

either be compacted or taken up into the vehicle fleet of the SAPS for use in the SAPS, as a 

Regulation 80(6) vehicle. (The VSS will handle the compacting process and initiate the Regulation 

80(6) process). 

• VSS Units maintain the information of the number of unidentified vehicles at unit level. 

• VSS report unidentified vehicles monthly to Division: Visible Policing where after a manual 

database is compiled and maintained by Visible Policing. 
 

Disposal of vehicle to owner (VIS) 

• When the vehicle has been identified, the owner of the vehicle is contacted for the vehicle 

recognition session. 

• A SAPS 430 (g) “Vehicle Recognition Statement” is completed when the owner identifies the 

vehicle. 

• A SAPS 430 (h) “Confirmation Statement regarding Vehicle Recognition” is completed by the 

detective. 

• The vehicle owner needs to provide supporting documents for proof of vehicle ownership, such as 

a vehicle registration document, ID copy of owner, letter of authority, etc. 

• These files are filed in the SAPS 430 (Blue file). 

• A SAPS 430(i) Vehicle Disposal Order is issued by the VIS 

• A cancellation form is approved by a VIS Officer and the vehicle is cancelled on the SAPS 

Circulation System (vehicles). 

• The cancellation computer printout is filed on the SAPS 430 file. 

• VIS supplies the VSS with the original SAPS 430 (i) “Vehicle Disposal Order”, vehicle owner 

documents (Vehicle registration document, ID copy of owner, letter of authority, etc.) and a copy 

of the cancellation notice is sent to VSS for processing. 

• The VSS disposes of the vehicle and submits a copy of the SAPS 136 indemnity form to the VIS. 

• The VIS will update and close the CAS entry upon which the VISS will close the SAPS 430 (Vehicle 

Enquiry File. 

• The VSS will update then close and file the SAPS 430(b) VSS file The SAPS 430 is inspected by a 

VIS Officer for completeness then closed and filed. 
 

Final administrative processes 

• The vehicle is disposed of in the SAPS 13 Register (to the owner) by completing column 5 and 6 

of the SAPS 13 register. 

• The vehicle owner signs a SAPS 136 “Indemnity Form”. 

• The vehicle is disposed of on the Property Control System (vehicles), as handed back to the owner 

• A SAPS 430 (j) “Vehicle Safeguarding Unit Exit Control Permit” is issued to the owner after which 
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the owner takes possession of his vehicle. 

• The SAPS 430 b) is inspected by an Officer for completeness and to include at least: 

- A disposal order. 

- A cancellation notice. 

- A SAPS 136. 

- An access control permit, and 

• If complete and finalised, the file is closed and filed. 
 

Reporting of performance 

All vehicles that have been identified 

• The Systems Principal: Vehicle Crime Investigation at the Division: Detective Services requests a 

statistical ad hoc report for a specified period from Technology Management Services.  

• The raw data on the ad hoc report is processed into a user-friendly table format. 
 

All Vehicles that have not been identified in terms of process iii (b) (ii) above: 

• Monthly reports received from VSS are incorporated in a manual database of all unidentified 

vehicles received. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting documents and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title Percentage of escapees from police custody versus arrested and charged 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the percentage of escapees that escaped from lawful SAPS custody, in terms of 

the Criminal Procedure Act, 1997 (Act No. 51 of 1997), or the Correctional Services Act, 1998 (Act No. 

111 of 1998) or the Prisons Act, 1959 (Act No. 8 of 1959). A person is regarded to be in lawful custody 

according to Section 39(1) of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1997 (Act No. 111 of 1997). The act provides 

that arrests may be effected with or without a warrant, and which envisages that the arrestee will 

submit to custody; that he/she must have his/her body touched by the arrestor; or that, if need be, 

his/her body must be forcibly confined. He/she is then to be informed of the cause of the arrest or, in 

case of an arrest with a warrant, to be given on demand a copy of the warrant. The effect of the arrest 

is that the arrestee is now in lawful custody. 

Purpose/importance  

Escapes from SAPS custody have been identified as a strategic priority risk. One of the objectives of 

policing is to protect and secure the inhabitants of the Republic. In order to comply with this, the SAPS 

must implement measures to prevent these incidents from occurring because of the risk of another 

crime being committed by the escapee. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
For number of persons arrested and charged: CAS ad hoc reports reflecting the number of persons 

arrested and charged and notification of an escape from police custody. 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  
Manual Escapes from SAPS custody database maintained by the Division: Visible Policing 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Number of escapes: Manual database kept by the Division: Visible Policing on the number of persons 

who escaped and that was reported by the Stations. 

BI reports reflecting the number of person arrested and charged. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  
The number of persons who escaped from lawful police custody for a specific period divided by the 

number of persons arrested and charged on CAS for the same period, expressed as a percentage. 

Data limitations  
Escapes from persons not in custody of the SAPS are not included in the performance information. 

These include escapes from Correctional Services and safe houses. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  Not exceeding 0,061% 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing will manage  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Police stations are responsible for the registration of escape cases, completion of notification forms 

and the forwarded it to the Division: Visible Policing. 

Division: Visible Policing maintains a data base of all escapes from police custody incidents, file the 

notification forms and generates the MIS information relating to escapes. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

The Criminal Procedure Act, 1997 (Act No. 51 of 1997) 

The Correctional Services Act, 1998 (Act No. 111 of 1998) 

National Instruction 3 of 2011: Registration of Case Dockets on the Crime Administration System (CAS) 
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SAPS Detention Management Strategy 2016/17  

National Instruction 13 of 2016: Duties of a Station Commander 

 

SO (G) 301: Registers, Books and Forms 

SO (G) 303: The Occurrence Book (SAPS 10)  

SO (G) 341: Arrest and the treatment of an arrested person until such person is handed over to the 

community service centre commander 

SO (G) 342: Detention of Persons in Custody - Suspected Persons 

SO (G) 343: Circulation Of Wanted Persons 

SO (G) 345: Transportation of Persons in Custody of the Service and Related Matters 

SO (G) 350: Use of Restraining Measures 

SO (G) 361: Handling of Persons in the Custody of The Service from their arrival at the Police Station 

SO (G) 381: Release of a Person in the Custody of The Service 

 

Circular with reference 37/1/8 dated 2011-07-14 

Circular with reference 37/1/8 dated 2013-06-04  

Circular with reference 37/1/8 dated 2013-11-25  

Circular with reference 37/1/8 dated 2016-08-05 

Information flow 

• A case docket for an escape from lawful police custody is opened for each escapee. 

• The Relief Commander/CSC Commander/ other immediate commander/member specifically 

designated for this purpose, verifies the captured information against the A1 statement, inspects 

the docket for completeness and ensures that the case is correctly registered. 

• A prescribed notification of an escape incident from police custody is completed and forwarded 

to the office of the Section Head: Custody and Exhibit Management at the Division: Visible 

Policing. The notification includes the number and the names of all escapees that escaped during 

the incident. 

• The notification form is filed in the case docket opened for each escapee. 

• A designated official at the office of the Section Head: Custody and Exhibit Management receives 

all escape notifications and verifies that all reported incidents are classified as an escape from 

lawful police custody. Each reported incident is registered on the escapes from the police custody 

database.  

• The notification form received from police stations is filed at the Section: Custody and Exhibit 

Management. 

• A designated official at the Section: Custody and Exhibit Management obtains a daily MI report 

from the Management Information system and checks the circumstances of each case registered 

on the CAS and ensure that all incidents from lawful police custody were reported, via the 

notification and registered on the Escapes from Police Custody database. 

• To verify, a dedicated member from the Section Custody and Exhibit Management generates a 

monthly report from the Management Information System, reflecting all escape cases registered 

in terms of the Criminal Procedure Act, or the Correctional Services Act or the Prisons Act, during 

a specific month.  

• A designated official at the Section: Custody and Exhibit Management obtains a monthly ad hoc 

report, reflecting all the number of persons arrested and charged during the specific month. This 

information is captured on the escapes from the police custody database. 

• Information for a specific period on the database is submitted to the Section Head: Custody and 

Exhibit Management, for approval.  
 

Reporting of performance 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 
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with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management 
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Indicator title Percentage of applications for new firearm licenses finalised within 90 working days 

Short definition  The indicator relates to the percentage of applications for new firearm licenses, finalised by 

the SAPS. All new firearm licenses, are regarded as finalised once they are approved, 

refused, completed or cancelled on the EFRS system. Performance includes applications 

that are finalised which/and were carried over (received prior to 1 April 2017) 

Purpose/importance  To measure the improvement of service delivery by the SAPS in terms of the number of new 

firearm licenses, finalised in terms of the Firearms Control Act, 2000 (Act No. 60 of 2000) 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The number of firearm related applications received: 

Station level: 

• SAPS 86 Register only (There is no instruction to keep copies of the application forms 

at station level. The application is sent to Provincial level to follow the process) 
 

Provincial Level: 
 

• The original applications SAPS 217 (Application for license to possess a firearm) are 

sent to the Central Firearm Register to follow the process. 

 

Central Firearm Register (CFR) or archived at Division: Supply Chain Management: 

• SAPS 271 “Application for a license to possess a firearm” (Original copies) 

 

The number of firearm related applications finalised: 
 

Report generated by Technology Management Services (TMS) by extracting the number of 

finalised firearm applications from the EFRS and exporting it to J-Trac database.  

System used for 

performance 

information 
EFRS and J-Trac database 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly/annual 

reporting 

J-Trac report reflecting information generated from the Enhanced Firearm Register System 

(EFRS)  

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The total number of applications for firearm licenses finalised (approved, refused, 

completed and cancelled) on the EFRS divided by the total number of applications for 

firearm licenses, received and expressed as a percentage. 

Data limitations  __ 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  90% of applications finalised within 90 working days 

 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing 

Implementation The DFO at the police station receives, captures, conducts background checks, conducts 

safe inspection, recommends and forwards applications to the Provincial Office. 
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responsibility  Provincial: DFO receives, conducts quality checks and forwards applications to the Central 

Firearm Register 

Central Firearms Register: receives, quality checks, considers and finalises applications. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions that directly 

relates to the 

performance indicator 

The Firearms Control Act 2000, (Act No. 60 of 2000) 

The Firearms Control Amendment Act, 2003 (Act No. 43 of 2003) 

The Firearms Control Amendment Act, 2006 (Act No. 28 of 2006) 

The Firearms Control Regulations, 2004 

Information flow 

Application for license to possess a firearm 

• The applicant completes an application for a license to possess a firearm (SAPS 271) 

and delivers the application to the DFO at a police station
21

. 

• The DFO checks the application and the required supporting documentation for 

completeness. 

• If the application is fully completed the DFO records the details of the application in 

the SAPS 86 register. (If the application is incomplete the DFO refers the application/s 

back to the applicant)  

• The DFO captures the application on the EFRS, payment is then made and a remittance 

advice is issued to the applicant. 

• The proof of payment by the applicant is attached to the application form and the 

EFRS is updated, thereafter an acknowledgement of receipt (SAPS 523) is issued. 

• The DFO visits the premises and conducts inspection of safekeeping facilities, and 

makes a recommendation on the application and updates the EFRS. 

• The application and supporting documentation is forwarded to the Provincial Office. 

• The application is received at the Provincial Office and is updated on the EFRS 

(Received at Provincial DFO). 

• The Provincial DFO checks the completeness of the application and updates the 

application on the EFRS. 

• If the application is fully completed it is forwarded to CFR and the EFRS is updated. (If 

the application is incomplete it is referred back to the DFO, who refers the 

application/s back to the applicant). 

• The CFR updates the application on the EFRS (application received) and checks the 

completeness of the application. 

• If the application is fully completed, the application is taken for processing. (If the 

application is incomplete, the application/s is referred back to the applicant Provincial 

DFO). 

• The application is prepared for consideration by attaching the necessary computer slips 

generated from the EFRS, e.g. firearms per, owner enquiry, firearm owner status 

enquiry. 

• The application is considered after verifying all the supporting documents and a 

decision is made on the application. 

• The outcome is captured on the EFRS. 

• If approved, a license card is printed at CFR and at Provincial Office 

• The licence card is forwarded to the Station DFO.  

• The applicant is contacted to collect the licence card.  

• On receipt, the applicant signs the SAPS 86 register  

• If they refuse, a refusal letter will be printed at the station and forwarded to the 

applicant. 

                                                           
21 The police station is responsible for the Area in which the applicant ordinarily resides or in which the applicant’s business is or will be situated, in this regard. 
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• The refusal letter is printed then filed with the refused application and forwarded to 

archives. 
 

Application for license to possess a firearm for business purposes 

• The applicant/responsible person complete an application for a license to possess a 

firearm (SAPS 271) and deliver the application to the DFO at a police station. 

• The DFO checks the application and the required supporting documentation for 

completeness. 

• If the application is fully completed, the DFO records the details of the application in 

the SAPS 86 register. (If the application is incomplete, the DFO refers the application/s 

back to the applicant). 

• The DFO captures the application on the EFRS, payment is made and a remittance 

advice is issued to the applicant. 

• The proof of payment by the applicant/responsible person is attached to the 

application form and the EFRS is updated thereafter an acknowledgement of receipt 

(SAPS 523) is issued. 

• The DFO performs a visit to the premises for inspection of safekeeping facilities, then 

makes a recommendation on the application and updates the EFRS. 

• The application and supporting documentation is forwarded to the Provincial Office. 

• The application is received at the Provincial Office and is updated on the EFRS 

(Received at Provincial DFO). 

• The Provincial DFO checks the completeness of the application and updates the 

application on the EFRS. 

• If the application is fully completed it is forwarded to CFR and it is updated on the 

EFRS. (If the application is incomplete, it is referred back to the DFO Provincial DFO, 

who refers the application/s back to the applicant Station). 

• The CFR updates the application on the EFRS (application received) and checks the 

completeness of the application. 

• If the application is fully completed, the application is taken for processing. (If the 

application is incomplete, the application/s is referred back to the applicant Provincial 

DFO). 

• Application is prepared for consideration by attaching necessary computer slips drawn 

from the EFRS e.g. firearms, per owner enquiry, firearm owner status enquiry. 

• The application is considered after verifying all the supporting documentation and a 

decision is made on the application and the outcome is captured on the EFRS. 

• If approved, a license card is printed and forwarded to the Provincial DFO.  

• The licence card is forwarded to the Station DFO.  

• The applicant is contacted to collect the licence card.  

• On receipt, the applicant signs the SAPS 86 register  

• If they refused, a refusal letter will be printed at the station and provided to the 

applicant.  

• Refusal letter is printed then filed with the refused application and forwarded to 

archives. 
 

Reporting of performance 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section 

Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible 

Policing for comparison with the supporting documentation and inclusion in the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management 
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Indicator title  
Percentage of police stations compliant with the set criteria

22
 applicable to the rendering a 

Victim-Friendly Service. 

Short definition  

The SAPS must provide a professional, accessible and sensitive service to victims of crime and violence 

during the reporting and investigation of crime. This is done through the rendering of Victim-Friendly 

Services (VFSs) at police stations. 

 

A police station renders a Victim-Friendly service if the station complies to at least two of the following 

three criteria:  

1) Standing orders/instructions guiding members on the provision of Victim-Friendly services is 

available;  

2) a Victim Friendly Room (VFR) must be available at all times for e.g. statement taking in private or an 

alternative arrangement (the alternative arrangement can include a vacant office, conference room or 

any other room situated at the station. If offices are shared, other occupants will be asked to vacate 

the office while the victim is being assisted); and  

3) If frontline members at the station are trained to ensure that victims are treated with respect, to 

ensure that their dignity is preserved and to convey the necessary information. 

 

A VFR refers to a private, furnished room used for statement taking of traumatised and vulnerable 

victims. It also provides a facility for victim support by volunteers from the community to provide 

assistance/support to victims of crime and violence who have been referred by the local SAPS for 

assistance. These services include practical support, emotional support and information regarding the 

criminal investigation process (Volunteers provide services that complement or enhance SAPS services 

but the availability of volunteers at a police station or VFR is not a necessity for the provision of a 

Victim-Friendly service). 

Purpose/importance  

The rendering of VFS is a government priority which is linked to Outcome 3 of the JCPS priorities, 

namely; that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’ and is measured to improve an accessible 

service to victims of crime and violence during the reporting and investigation of crime. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

A quarterly certificate (template) for data integrity on VFS to certify whether a Victim-Friendly service is 

rendered at the station. The training of members can be confirmed on a member’s SAPS 96. Training 

includes members who received Basic Training and In-Service Training after the inception of Domestic 

Violence, First Responder to Sexual Offences, Victim Empowerment and Vulnerable Group Learning 

Programmes.  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual VFS database 

                                                           
22 A station is deemed capable of rendering a Victims-Friendly Service if it meets two of the following three requirements:  Firstly, that at least 50% of its 

operational members must have completed one or more of the following training courses: Victim Empowerment Learning Programme, Domestic Violence 
Learning Programme, Vulnerable Children Learning Programme and First Responders to Sexual Offences Learning Programme. Secondly, that it must 
have a dedicated Victim-Friendly Room or if space does not allow for that, specific alternate arrangements must be made to provide for privacy during 
statement taking in cases of gender based or intimate violence. Third, a station order has to be issued to direct the management of victim services at the 
police, station including referral to other service providers, management of the VFR and or the alternate arrangements referred to above, and where 
applicable management of volunteers. 
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Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Printouts from the Victim-Friendly Service Database 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The total number of stations meeting the requirements for rendering Victim-Friendly services. A mark 

(1) is given for each dimension achieved: 1 - official directives and station orders; 2 - average of 50% 

of frontline members trained in VE related courses (Domestic Violence, First Responder to Sexual 

Offences, Victim Empowerment and Vulnerable Group Learning Programmes), and 3 - a Victim-

Friendly room or an alternative arrangement). Stations that score 2/3 or 3/3 are considered to render 

Victim-Friendly services. 

Data limitations  
Information certified correct and submitted, which is identified when analysed to be incorrect – 

information, must then be corrected and certified again 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance  100%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station: Station Commander; responsible for implementation according to the National Instructions 

and Circulars 

Cluster: Cluster Commander, responsible for adherence and compliance to the relevant National 

Instructions and Circulars 

Province: Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head, responsible for adhering and 

complying with the relevant National Instructions and Circulars 

Division: Visible Policing, responsible for adherence and compliance to the relevant National 

Instructions and Circulars 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

The Domestic Violence Act, 1998 (Act No. 116 of 1998) 

National Instruction 1 of 2014: Protection Of Older Persons 

National Instruction 2 of 2012: Victim Empowerment 

National Instruction 3 of 2008: Sexual Offences  

National Instruction 3 of 2010: The Care and Protection of Children in terms of The Children’s Act 

National Instruction 7 of 1999: Domestic Violence 

Station order for each National Instruction listed above to guide members when assisting victims of 

crime. 

Circular with reference 26/3/3/1 dated 2013-03-27 

Information flow 

• A member receiving a complaint from a victim at the CSC must determine whether the victim 

should be interviewed in the CSC or in the VFR or in an alternative space (the alternative 

arrangement can include a vacant office, conference room or any other room situated at the 

station where a victim can be interviewed in private, act accordingly depending on the nature of 

the crime or the condition of the victim.  

• During the interview and statement taking, the victim is informed about other available victim 

support services, such as; professional counselling, health services or legal advice and the 

importance of utilising such services and whether he/she is willing to be referred to such support 

services. 

• The station submits a quarterly certificate (template for data integrity on VFS) to certify whether 

VFS are rendered at the station, signed by the Station Commander/designated member. 

• The certificate is submitted to the Cluster Commander. 
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• The Cluster Commander analyses and verifies the information received from the stations under 

his/her command and submits a certificate (template), listing all the stations in the cluster where 

VFS are rendered and signed by the Cluster Commander or designated member. 

• The certificate is submitted to the Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head or 

designated member at provincial level.  

• The Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head/designated member analyses and 

verifies the information received from cluster level, consolidates and submits a certificate 

(template) listing the names of all stations in the province where VFS are rendered, signed by the 

Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head or designated member. 

• The certificate is submitted to the Division: Visible Policing. 

• A designated official at the Division: Visible Policing receives, verifies and analyses the 

information and all provincial certificates (templates) and captures the information on a manual 

database. 

• The database is approved by the Component Head: Proactive Policing Services  

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting documents and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title Average national police reaction time to Alpha, Bravo and Charlie complaints 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the reaction time to attend to Alpha complaints (all complaints in progress and 

all serious crime which requires immediate police response/action), Bravo complaints (crimes that have 

already taken place and are less serious in nature, with no immediate threat to the caller/ complainant 

or other person/s or property, e.g. housebreaking which already occurred) and Charlie complaints 

(crimes or offences of a less serious nature, e.g. drunkenness, loitering and trespassing, etc.) 

Purpose/importance  

Police reaction time has been identified as a strategic priority risk and needs to be measured in order 

to ensure compliance with the vision and mission statement of the SAPS. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Recordings between the dispatcher and members of the responsive vehicle CAS, Mobile Data System 

or GEMC3 (10111 Call Centre and stations linked to a 10111 Call Centre).
23

 

In terms of walk-in complaints at stations - OB 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Efficiency Index System 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Quarterly and Annual Efficiency Index System Report, reflecting the Average National Police Reaction 

Time to complaints 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The reaction time is calculated as the time (in minutes) from the date and time a complaint is 

registered on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3, until the date and time that the police arrive at the complaint. 

Data limitations  Nuisance, abusive and hoax calls are not regarded as complaints. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  

Alpha : 19:05  

Bravo:  24:33  

Charlie :  21:45  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station: Station Commander responsible for the implementation of the 10111 Call Centre SOG 

Cluster: Cluster Commander responsible for the implementation of the 10111 Call Centre SOG 

10111 Call Centres And Flying Squad: 10111 Call Centre Commander responsible for the 

implementation of the 10111 Call Centre  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 3 of 2011: Registration of Case Dockets on the Crime Administration System (CAS) 

SO (G) 28:  Duties of a Station Commander  

SO(G) 252:  The Pocket Book (SAPS 206)  

                                                           
23 Complaints are recorded on the Crime Administration System (CAS), the Mobile Data System (MDS) or the Global Emergency Command and Control 

System (GEMC3) where after an IR number is generated by the relevant system. Complaints recorded on the MDS or the GEMC3 is transferred to the CAS. 

Enquiries and reports are thus available on the CAS and the SAPS Efficiency Index. 
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SO (G) 259:  Rapid Response Services and Radio Equipped Vehicles  

SO (G) 301:  Registers, Books and Forms 

SO (G) 303:  The Occurrence Book (SAPS 10) 
 

SOP 10111 Call Centre and Police Stations, dated 2013-05-03 

Circular with reference 3/21/3/1/77 over 3/1/5/1/188 over 3/1/5/1/203 dated 2006-10-13 

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/158 dated 2013-04-29  

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/188 dated 2013-05-03  

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/158 dated 2014-01-27 

Information flow 

Attending to a complaint 

Complaints received directly at a 10111 Call Centre  

• The call taker at the 10111 Call Centre receives analyses and prioritises the complaint (Alpha, 

Bravo, Charlie), captures the complaint on the Case Administration System (CAS) 

CAS/MDS/GEMC3 (CAS function 1.2) and verifies the completion of all relevant fields. (A SAPS 

297 form must be manually completed by the call taker if the system is off-line and immediately 

captured on the system when the system is back on line). 

• An IR reference number is generated by the CAS/MDS/GEMC3. The call taker transfers the 

complaint, via the *CAS/MDS/GEMC3, to the relevant dispatcher at the 10111 Call Centre. 

• The dispatcher receives the complaint, via the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 from the call taker. 

• The dispatcher transmits the complaint to a Flying Squad/police station vehicle/other response 

vehicles which have booked on air to respond to/attend to complaints, the IR reference number 

and details of the complaint and complainant is provided to the member. 

• The dispatcher electronically captures the call sign of the vehicle responding to the complaint 

against the IR number on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3. 

• The member who responded to the complaint provides the dispatcher (a) with the stand-off time 

and (b) with a situation report. The dispatcher then updates the IR accordingly. 

• If the complaint is “positive” and the opening of a case docket is required, the member who 

attended the complaint opens a docket at the relevant police station. The IR number is manually 

recorded in red, on the face of the case docket. 

• The member who attended to the complaint records the CAS and IR numbers in his/her pocket 

book. 

• The case docket is handed over to the CSC Commander to verify the completeness of the case 

docket. 

• The data capturer registers the case docket on the CAS and indicates on the CAS whether an IR 

number is available, “Yes” or “No”. If “Yes” the IR number is recorded.  

• A CAS number is generated by the system. 

• The CSC/Relief Commander checks the case docket to ensure that the case docket has been 

correctly registered on the CAS. 

• The member who attended to the complaint and opened the case docket obtains the CAS 

number from the relevant police station and informs the dispatcher who determines from the 

member if a case docket for the complaint was opened. The dispatcher links the CAS number to 

the respective IR number. 

• If the complaint is “negative”, “refer accident” or “no prosecution” the dispatcher will make an 

endorsement in the results field against the IR number. 

• The dispatcher verifies that all relevant fields on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 are completed. There 

must be a correlation between the IR reference number and the CAS number or an applicable 

endorsement in the results field to ensure completeness on the CAS system. 
 

Stations linked to a 10111 Call Centre 

• The station receives the complaint, prioritises the complaint (Alpha, Bravo or Charlie), captures 

the complaint on the CAS function 1.2 and verifies the completion of all relevant fields. (A SAPS 
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297 form must be manually completed by the call taker if the system is off-line and immediately 

captured on the system when the system is back on line).  

• An IR reference number is generated by the CAS. 

• An Occurrence Book (SAPS 10) entry is made for the complaint in accordance with SO (G) 303 (IR 

reference number, incorporated into the entry made).  

• The complaint is transferred to the 10111 Call Centre, via the CAS. 

• The dispatcher receives the complaint, via the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 from the police station. 

• The dispatcher transmits the complaint to a Flying Squad/police station vehicle/other response 

vehicles which has booked on air to respond to/attend to complaints and the IR reference 

number and details of the complaint and complainant is provided to the member. 

• The dispatcher electronically captures the call sign of the vehicle responding to the complaint 

against the IR number on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3. 

• The member who responded to the complaint provides the dispatcher with (a) the stand-off time 

and (b) with a situation report. The dispatcher updates the IR, accordingly. 

• If the complaint is “positive” and the opening of a case docket is required, the member who 

attended the complaint opens a docket at the relevant police station. The IR number is manually 

recorded in red on the face of the case docket. 

• The member who attended to the complaint records the CAS and IR numbers in his/her pocket 

book. 

• The case docket is handed over to the CSC Commander to verify the completeness of the case 

docket. 

• The data capturer registers the case docket on the CAS and indicates on the CAS whether an IR 

number is available, “Yes” or “No”. If “Yes” the IR number is recorded. 

• A CAS number is generated by the system. 

• The CSC/Relief Commander checks the case docket to ensure that the case docket has been 

correctly registered on the CAS. 

• The member who attended to the complaint and opened the case docket obtains the CAS 

number from the relevant police station and informs the dispatcher who determines from the 

member, if a case docket for the complaint was opened. The dispatcher then links the CAS 

number to the respective IR number. 

• If the complaint is “negative”, “refer accident” or “no prosecution” the dispatcher will make an 

endorsement in the results field against the IR number. 

• The dispatcher verifies that all relevant fields on the CAS/MDS/GEMC3 are completed. There 

must be a correlation between the IR reference number and the CAS number or an applicable 

endorsement in the results field to ensure completeness on the CAS system. 
 

Stations not linked to a 10111 Call Centre 

• The member at the station receives the complaint, prioritises the complaint (Alpha, Bravo, 

Charlie), captures the complaint on the CAS function 1.2 and verifies the completion of all 

relevant fields. (A SAPS 297 form must be manually completed by the call taker, if the system is 

off-line and immediately captured on the system when the system is back on line).  

• An IR reference number is generated by the CAS. 

• An Occurrence Book (SAPS 10) entry is made for the complaint in accordance with SO (G) 303 (IR 

reference number, incorporated into the entry made).  

• The complaint is transmitted to a police station vehicle responding/attending to complaints and 

the IR reference number and details of the complaint and complainant is provided to the 

member. 

• The member at the station electronically captures the call sign of the vehicle responding to the 

complaint against the IR number on the CAS. 

• The member who responded to the complaint provides the station with a situation report, 

(whether the complaint is “negative”, “positive”, “refer accident” or “no prosecution”). The station 
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then updates the IR accordingly.  

• If the complaint is “positive” and the opening of a case docket is required, the member who 

attended the complaint opens a docket at the relevant police station. The IR number is manually 

recorded in red on the face of the case docket. If the complaint is “negative”, “refer accident” or 

“no prosecution”, the data capturer makes an endorsement in the results field against the IR 

number. 

• The member who attended to the complaint records the CAS and IR numbers in his/her pocket 

book. 
 

NB! The procedure followed by the station is similar to that of the 10111 Call Centre, with the 

exception that the station is required to fulfil the roles of call taker, dispatcher and data capturer. This 

responsibility rests within the confines of a station, to ensure effective command and control. 

 

Reporting performance 

• The Section: Emergency Response Service at Division: Visible Policing generates performance 

information from the Performance Chart.  

• The raw data is processed into user-friendly table format.  

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance information is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and 

forwarded to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title  
Percentage of functional Community Police Forums (CPFs) implemented at police stations 

according to set guidelines
24

 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of police stations where Community Policing Forums are 

implemented and which is functioning, as directed by the South African Police Service Act, 1995 (Act 

No. 68 of 1995) Chapter 7 (Sec 18 to 23) and the South African Police Service Interim Regulation for 

Community Policing Forums and boards (GN R384 in GG 22273 of 11 May 2001). 

This indicator does not relate to cluster or provincial community police boards. 

Purpose/importance  

According to Section 215 of the Constitution, 1996 (Act 108 of 1996), sections 19, 20 and 21, the SAPS 

has a duty to liaise with the community through Community Police Forums at station, cluster and 

provincial community police boards. This indicator measures that responsibility. 

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Signed quarterly reports from Station, Cluster, Provincial and National;  

CPF approved Constitution 

Minutes of meeting 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual database 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Quarterly and annual reports from the nine provinces as supported, by the national reporting template 

for Community Police Forums. 

Calculation type  Cumulative  

Method of calculation  
Total number of police stations with functional CPF’s, divided by the total number of operational 

police stations, expressed as a percentage. 

Data limitations  

The implementation in accordance with the set criteria may not be realised and the cumulative 

calculation type becomes unscientific, as the performance may drop during the quarters. This indicator 

does not relate to cluster or provincial community police boards. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and Annually. 

Desired performance  99%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station: Station Commanders to implement and report to Cluster Commanders 

Cluster: Cluster commanders to verify implementation, monitor implementation and report to Province 

Province: Provincial Head: VISPOL to monitor implementation and report to the Division: Visible 

Policing 

Division: Visible Policing Component Head: Proactive Policing Services to monitor national 

implementation and report to the accounting officer 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

The SAPS Act, 1995 (Act No. 68 of 1995) of 1995 Chapter 7 Sec 18 to 23 Community Police Forums 

and Boards 

                                                           
24 The following police stations: Kubusiedrieft, Mokopong and Boetsap cannot implement CPFs as these policing precincts are farm areas with no community 

but only seasonal workers. Instead the Rural Safety Strategy is implemented at these stations.  
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instructions The SAPS Interim Regulation for Community Police Forums and Boards GN R384 in GG 22273 of 11 

May 2001 

Manual for the SAPS Community Policing, 1997 

Information flow 

• The Station Commander identifies all community based organisations, institutions and interest 

groups in the station precinct, who has a direct interest in the policing of the precinct and invites 

them to a meeting.  

• He takes reasonable steps (e.g.; an article in local newspaper, letters and emails to identified role-

players or visits to organisations, to communicate the date, time and venue of an initiation 

meeting to the identified role-players. 

• The purpose of the meeting is to establish a Community Police Forum (CPF) for that station. 

• During the initiation meeting, the Station Commander must explain to the attendees: 

- What the objective of a CPF is? 

- Invite nominations for persons to serve on the steering committee of the CPF establishment. 

- Communicate to the Steering Committee that they need to compile a draft constitution for 

the CPF and he/she is available for assistance during the draft process. 

- A communication plan is compiled to communicate the intent to establish a CPF for the 

policing precinct. This communication plan includes invitations to identified role-players. 

- Determine a suitable date, time and venue to conduct an inaugural meeting for the 

establishment of the CPF. 

• The progress of the meeting is minuted and filed in the Portfolio of Evidence for the CPF of that 

station.  

• During the inaugural: 

- The Steering Committee present the draft constitution to those who are present. 

- The constitution is adopted by a majority vote by those present. 

 

Note: 

It may take more than one meeting to adopt the constitution due to amendments, as proposed by 

those present at the meeting. If amendments to the constitution are proposed, it might be necessary 

for the steering committee to effect the amendments and call a follow-up inaugural meeting. 

• After the constitution has been adopted, a CPF chairperson and an executive committee are 

elected to manage the affairs of the CPF. 

• The progress of the meeting is minuted and filed in the Portfolio of Evidence for the CPF of that 

station. 

• Within 30 days of adoption, the Station Commander submits a copy of the approved constitution 

to the Cluster Commander. 

• The CPF must in consultation with the Station Commander, develop a Community Safety Plan and 

indicate how it will promote its objectives, as set out in section 18(1) of South African Police 

Service Interim Regulation for Community Policing forums and boards. 

• This plan must be completed before each financial year and submitted to the relevant cluster 

community board. 

• The Station Commander confirms that the correct procedure with regards to the establishment of 

the CPF has been followed, by completing and signing the prescribed template. He submits the 

certificate to the office of the Cluster Commander. 

• The Cluster Commander verifies, on the prescribed template that they have received a copy of the 

CPF constitution for each station within the cluster. 

• The Cluster Commander verifies on the prescribed template, that they have received a copy of the 

annual Community Safety Plan for each station, within the cluster. 

• A designated official at the office of the Cluster Commander consolidates the input from all 

stations within the cluster, on the prescribed reporting template and submits the quarterly report 

to the Deputy Provincial Commissioner: Policing and or Visible Policing Head, after sign-off by the 
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Cluster Commander. 

• A designated official at the office of the Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head, 

consolidates the input from the clusters within the province on the prescribed reporting template 

and submits the quarterly report to the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing after sign-off by 

the Deputy Provincial Commissioner: Policing or Visible Policing Head.  
 

Reporting performance 

• The Performance information is submitted to the Section Head: Partnership Policing for approval. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of identified police stations where sector policing has been implemented 

according to the set implementation criteria
25 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of police stations where sector policing is implemented as a 

community centred policing approach, in accordance with the prescribed minimum implementation 

criteria, as determined in the Sector Policing National Instruction. National Instruction 3/2013: Sector 

Policing 

Sector Policing is a policing approach that adopts a decentralised and geographical approach to 

policing by dividing a station area into sectors; to enhance policing, response, service delivery and 

community involvement/interaction.  

The following minimum implementation criteria are set for the implementation of sector policing: 

• The police station area must be demarcated into sectors of at least two sectors. 

• A permanent member must be appointed as a sector commander to manage and coordinate all 

crime related activities in the demarcated sectors. If adequate capacity is available, a sector 

commander may be appointed for each sector or alternatively, one Sector Commander can be 

appointed to coordinate all activities in the sectors. 

• A sector profile must be compiled for each demarcated sector by the appointed sector 

commander(s). 

• Operational members and physical resources must be deployed in accordance with the crime 

pattern and threat analysis in one or more sectors, to perform policing duties in the demarcated 

sectors to enhance service delivery. 

• A sector forum must be established or an alternative arrangement should be in place to facilitate 

community interaction (established and acknowledged community structures). 

Purpose/importance  

To support the implementation of the philosophy of Community and Partnership Policing by dividing 

a policing area into smaller manageable sectors to improve policing, response time, service delivery 

and community involvement/interaction. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Demarcation of sectors: Demarcated map of policing area  

Appointment of permanent members as Sector Commander: Written appointment letter / Job 

description 

Sector Profiles: Sector Profile Template 

Deployment of operational members: tasking and minutes of Station Crime Combatting Forum and/or 

in accordance with the Crime Pattern and Threat Analysis, compiled by the Crime Information Official, 

supported by the SAPS 15 (Report by the Commander) 

Sector Forum established: Minutes of Sector Forum meetings or invitations and attendance of 

structured community meetings 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual Sector Policing database 

                                                           
25 The set criteria for the implementation of sector policing are as follows: the police station area must be demarcated into at least two sectors; a permanent 

member must be appointed as a sector commander(s) to manage and coordinate all crime-related activities in the demarcated sector(s); sector profile must 
be compiled for each demarcated sector by the appointed sector commander; operational members and physical resources must be deployed in 
accordance with the crime pattern and threat analysis to perform policing duties in the demarcated sectors to enhance service delivery, based on the 
available resources; and a sector forum(s) must be established or existing community structures may be utilised as long as it facilitates community 
interaction and participation   
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Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Provincial feedback reports signed off by the Deputy Provincial Commissioner: Policing or Visible 

Policing Head 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  
The total number of police stations where sector policing is implemented according to the minimum 

criteria divided by the total number of operational police stations, expressed as a percentage. 

Data limitations  

The implementation in accordance with the set criteria may not be realised and the cumulative 

calculation type becomes unscientific, as the performance may drop during the quarters. Selected 

police stations in rural areas allocated with limited resources are not able to implement Sector 

Policing. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  95%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Police stations 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 1 of 2005: Performance Enhancement Process JD & PEP 

National Instruction 3 of 2013: Sector Policing  

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/342 dated 2013-08-19 

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/342 dated 2013-12-30 

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/342 dated 2014-01-20 

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/342 dated 2014-02-11 

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/342 dated 2014-04-17 

Circular with reference 3/1/5/1/342 dated 2014-07-10 

Information flow 

• The station commander consults with station management and divides the station precinct into at 

least two manageable sectors, at least two, depending on the availability of resources after 

considering the following: 

- Resources 

- Geographical size and topographical features 

- Infrastructure 

- Demographic features 

- Community profile 

• The Station Commander obtains a map of the police station area and indicates the demarcated 

sectors on the map. The map must also be available in the Client Service Centre. 

• The Station Commander consults with station management and appoints a suitable member as 

Sector Commander for each sector to manage and coordinate the policing of all crime-related 

activities in the sector, if adequate resources are available or otherwise, appoint one sector 

commander to manage all the sectors. 

• The sector commander must be appointed in writing and the job description is amended to affirm 

the appointment as a Sector Commander. 

• The establishment of a Sector Forum(s) is coordinated by the Sector Commander or an alternative 

arrangement(s) is put in place for each demarcated sector with the assistance of the Station 

Commander, to facilitate community interaction. The CPF may be used to facilitate the 

establishment and effective functioning of a sector forum. 

• A Constitution for each Sector Forum must be approved during the establishment of the forum  

• A Code of Conduct for each Sector Forum must be approved during the establishment of the 
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forum and minutes of all meetings must be kept on of all Sector Forum meetings, approved and 

signed off by the Chairperson. 

• A relief commander must, in cooperation with the Commander: Visible Policing, ensure that 

operational members are posted in the demarcated sectors on the SAPS 15 to render policing 

services to the community, including police patrols, crime prevention activities and responding to 

complaints. The posting of operational members must be in accordance with the Station Crime 

Combatting Forum (SCCF) tasking and take account of the crime pattern and threat analysis.  

• A Sector File is established and maintained by the appointed Sector Commander(s) in respect of 

the demarcated sector(s) containing at least the following: 

• A copy of National Instruction 3 of 2013: Sector Policing 

• Copies of National, Divisional, Provincial, Cluster and Station directives, issued in respect of Sector 

Policing 

• Copy of the appointment letter of the Sector Commander 

• Demarcated map of the police station area, indicating the specific sector(s) 

• Approved and signed minutes of the Sector Forum meeting(s) or proof of alternative 

arrangements that have been put in place: If a dedicated Sector Forum has not been established 

to facilitate community interaction, such as interaction, invitations to meetings facilitated by 

accepted community structures and minutes of accepted established community structures 

• Records of daily activities, such as meetings attended, planned/implemented crime prevention 

projects/programmes 

• Proof of crime prevention programmes and projects implemented in the sector(s), such as 

approved project plans, reports, media clippings, photographs  

• Constitution of the Sector Forum(s) 

• Code of Conduct of the Sector Forum(s)  

• An updated sector profile for the sector, including the particulars of sector human and physical 

resources and force multipliers 

- The sector commander(s) must, in consultation with the member responsible for gathering 

crime statistics at the station, compile a sector profile for each demarcated sector by using the 

station profile as a basis.  

- Each sector profile must be reviewed, at least quarterly, to provide for changes that may occur 

in the demarcated sectors. 

- Copies of SCCF minutes and tasking during the SCCF meetings. 

• The station commander ensures that regular meetings are held by the Sector Forum, that signed 

minutes are kept in the sector file and distributed to all role players, and that the Sector File is 

inspected on a regular basis, at least quarterly.  

• The Sector Commander compiles a quarterly feedback report required in terms of the following 

minimum criteria: 

- that a map is available indicating the demarcated sectors in the police station area and 

that at least two sectors are demarcated; 

- that a permanent member(s) is appointed as a sector commander (as per his/her job 

description) to manage and coordinate all crime related activities in the demarcated 

sectors;  

- that updated sector profiles are available for demarcated sector(s); 

- that operational members and physical resources are deployed in accordance with the 

crime pattern and threat analysis to perform policing duties in the demarcated sectors to 

enhance service delivery; and 

- that a Sector Forum is functional and minutes of the meetings are available or that 

structured community meetings are attended, as alternative arrangement and that proof 

of such attendance is available. 

• The quarterly feedback report is submitted to the Visible Policing Commander for verification and 
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to the Station Commander for verification and approval. 

• The quarterly feedback report and certificate of compliance is forwarded to the Cluster 

Commander. 

• The Cluster Commander verifies and confirms that sector policing is/is not implemented at all the 

police stations in the cluster, approves the quarterly feedback report and forwards the report and 

certificate of compliance to the Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head. 

• The Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head verifies and confirms that sector 

policing is/is not implemented at all the police stations in the province and forwards the quarterly 

feedback report and certificate of compliance to the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing. 

 

Reporting performance 

• A designated official in the Section: Partnership Policing consolidates the quarterly feedback 

reports received from the respective province and updates the Sector Policing Data Base manual. 

• Performance information is submitted to the Section Head: Partnership Policing for approval.  

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting documents and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management 
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Indicator title 
Number of rural and rural/urban mixed police stations implementing the set criteria of the 

four pillars of the Rural Safety Strategy
26

 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of rural police stations (police stations classified as rural and rural-

urban-mix police stations) where the Rural Safety Strategy is implemented in accordance with the 

determined strategy pillar implementation criteria 

A police station/service point will be serving a rural area if the area on the whole, or a part thereof, 

meets with the following criteria: 

• an area which is not urbanised, in other words located outside big cities or towns; 

• an area which typically consists of land which is devoted to agriculture, whether commercial or 

subsistence; 

• an area which lacks infrastructure or infrastructure development, such as tarred roads, public 

transport, adequate sanitation and electricity, built up areas or communication networks 

• an area which encompasses large settlements in former homelands, which depend on migratory 

labour and remittance for their survival, and 

• an area with a population of less than 150 000 

 

The Rural Safety Strategy will be implemented if the following determined strategy pillar 

implementation criteria are met: 

• If Rural Safety Priority Committee meetings are facilitated quarterly at provincial and/or cluster 

levels (clusters may combine their Rural Safety Priority Committee meetings). 

• If a Rural Safety Coordinator has been appointed to coordinate all policing activities and actions 

in the policing precinct (the appointed Sector Commander in a rural sector may perform this 

function). 

• If a Rural Safety Plan has been developed at police station level in consultation with all 

stakeholders to address crime in the rural community in an integrated manner. 

• If rural safety meetings are facilitated with the rural community to create awareness and enhance 

access, response and service delivery (the Community Police Forum meeting or Sector Forum 

meeting may be used for this purpose, as long as rural safety is a matter for discussion on the 

agenda). 

• If a capability has been established to respond to incidents in the rural community, as well as to 

plan and execute joint crime prevention operations, to address crime in the rural community, 

including stock theft (Visible Policing members, Tactical Response Team, Public Order Policing 

Unit and/or Stock Theft Unit). 

• If joint crime prevention programmes/projects and operations have been implemented in 

cooperation with all role players to address contributing factors influencing crime and crime in 

general (Government, Non-Governmental Organisations and the rural community). 

 

Purpose/importance  To support the implementation of the Rural Safety Strategy 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 
Quarterly Provincial feedback template and letter signed by the Deputy Provincial Commissioner or 

Visible Policing Head.  

                                                           
26 The set criteria for the implementation of the four pillars of the Rural Safety Strategy are as follows: Functional Rural Safety Priority Committee at provincial 

and cluster levels; a permanent member must be appointed as a Rural Safety Coordinator( may be the Sector Commander appointed in the rural sector) to 
coordinate all policing activities and actions in the policing precinct; a joint Rural Safety Plan must be implemented to address crime in the rural community 
in an integrated manner; rural safety meetings must be facilitated with the rural community to create awareness and enhance access, response and service 
delivery( CPF or Sector Forum may be used for this purpose); a capability must be available to respond to incidents in the rural community, as well as to 
plan and execute joint crime prevention operations to address crime in the rural community, including stock theft ( Visible Policing members, Tactical 
Response Team, POP Unit and/or Stock Theft Unit in accordance with the approved Standard Operational Procedure); and joint crime prevention 
programmes/projects and operations must be implemented in cooperation with all role players to address contributing factors influencing crime in general 
(Government, Non-Governmental Organisations and the rural community.  
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audit purpose) Minutes of Rural Safety Priority Committee meeting 

Appointment of Rural Safety Coordinator 

Rural Safety Plan 

Minutes of Rural Safety meetings 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual database maintained by the Division: Visible Policing 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual database, Quarterly Provincial Feedback template and letter signed by the Deputy Provincial 

Commissioner or Visible Policing Head. 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The total number of rural police stations where the Rural Safety Strategy is implemented according to 

the determined strategy pillar implementation criteria divided by the total number of identified rural 

and rural/urban mixed police stations 

Data limitations  
Selected police stations in rural areas are allocated with limited resources will impact on the successful 

implementation of the Rural Safety Strategy 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  
A total of 888 of the 888 identified have implemented the set criteria of the four pillars of Rural Safety 

Strategy. 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Station: Station Commander and the Rural Safety Coordinator implement, coordinate and report 

Cluster: Cluster Commander and the Rural Safety Coordinator monitor implementation and report 

Province: Provincial Commissioner and the Rural Safety Coordinator monitor implementation and 

report 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Rural Safety Strategy: 2011 to 2014 

Rural Safety Strategy Implementation Guidelines: As issued by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible 

Policing 
 

National Joint Operational and Intelligence (NATJOINT) Operational Instruction 19 of 2011 with 

reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2011-10-10 
 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2012-03-19 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2012-06-12 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2013-04-03 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2013-10-16 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2014-05-15 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2016-03-02 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2016-08-29 

Circular with reference 3/5/2/290 dated 2017-03-24 

Information flow 

• If a station has been classified as a rural or rural-urban mix police station the Rural Safety Strategy 

must be implemented at that station. 

• The Station Commander must appoint a Rural Safety Coordinator to coordinate all rural safety 

related policing activities and actions in the policing precinct (A Sector Commander appointed at 

a rural police station may also be appointed as the Rural Safety Coordinator and perform the 

function of the Rural Safety Coordinator). 
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• The Rural Safety Coordinator must be appointed in writing and the Job Description must be 

amended to affirm the appointment as a Rural Safety Coordinator. 

• The station commander with the assistance of the Rural Safety Coordinator develops a rural safety 

plan in terms of the guidelines under paragraph 3.7 of the Rural Safety Strategy Implementation 

Guide.  

• The Station Rural Safety Plan must be updated annually. 

• The Station Commander with the assistance of the Rural Safety Coordinator develops contingency 

plans and mobilisation orders to deal with disasters, response to emergencies and incidents at the 

police station, such as veld fires, incidents of violence on farms and small holdings and public 

disorder. 

• The Station Commander with the assistance of the Rural Safety Coordinator must facilitate rural 

safety meetings at station level (If adequate resources are not available Rural Safety may be 

added as an agenda point during the CPF, Sector Forum or other structured meetings at police 

station level to address rural safety) 

• Attendance registers and minutes of all meetings must be kept, approved and signed off by the 

Chairperson. 

• The Rural Safety Coordinator must initiate programmes and projects in the station area to address 

rural safety, as well as causes and contributing factors to crime, create awareness, share safety 

hints and facilitate crime prevention initiatives, such as farm watches and patrollers to create 

safety networks.  

• The Rural Safety Coordinator must initiate joint crime prevention operations with the assistance of 

the Visible Policing Head.  

• The Rural Safety Coordinator must establish and maintain a Rural Safety File which contains 

copies of the  following documentation: (If the Rural Safety Coordinator is also the Sector 

Commander of the sector the Sector File and Rural Safety File may be combined) 

- Rural Safety Strategy 

- Divisional, provincial and station directives dealing with rural safety 

- Approved Rural Safety Plan  

- Approved station contingency plan and mobilisation orders 

- The minutes of meetings, project plans, activation orders and any other supporting 

documentation, such as media clippings, photographs of events, approved operational 

plans, communication material to confirm the above 

• Rural Safety Priority Committee meetings are facilitated quarterly at provincial and cluster levels.  

• The minutes of these meetings must be available at the level of execution.  

• The functioning of these committees must be reported on to the next higher level (i.e.: Cluster to 

Province and Province to the National Priority Committee).  

• The Station Rural Safety Coordinator completes the quarterly reporting template, as provided by 

the Division: Visible Policing verifying implementation of the Rural Safety Strategy against the set 

criteria.  

• The completed template is submitted to the Visible Policing Commander for verification and to 

the Station Commander for verification and approval. 

• The completed templates of all police stations in the cluster are forwarded to the Cluster 

Commander for, consolidation. 

• The Cluster Commander further indicates whether a Cluster Rural Safety Priority Committee has 

been established and is functioning. 

• The Cluster Commander verifies and confirms that the Rural Safety Strategy is/is not implemented 

at all the police stations in the cluster, approves the completed template and forwards the 

completed template to the Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head. 

• A designated rural safety coordinator in the Office of the Deputy Provincial Commissioner or 

Visible Policing Head, consolidates the completed templates of all police stations in the province 
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and further indicates whether a Rural Safety Priority Committee was established and is functioning 

at provincial level and submits the consolidated template to the Provincial Commissioner under a 

letter for consideration and signature. 

• The Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head verifies and confirms that the Rural 

Safety Strategy is/is not implemented at all the police stations in the province and forwards the 

consolidated template and letter personally signed by him/her to the Divisional Commissioner: 

Visible Policing. 

 

Reporting performance 

• A designated rural safety coordinator in the Section: Crime Prevention Operations consolidate the 

quarterly completed templates received from the respective Deputy Provincial Commissioner or 

Visible Policing Head and update the manual Rural Safety data base. 

• Performance information is submitted to the Section Head: Crime Prevention Operations for 

approval. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting documents and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management 
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Indicator title Number of community outreach campaigns conducted 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to community outreach campaigns/public education relating to policing issues. 
 

At National level it refers to campaigns of national importance which involve the Minister and/or 

Deputy Minister and the National Commissioner or a senior officer, duly nominated to represent 

him/her. 
 

At Provincial level it refers to: 

• campaigns initiated by the Provincial Commissioner and the Provincial Member of the Executive 

Council (MEC) for Safety and Security/the Head of Department of the MECs office or  

• a crime awareness campaign initiated at provincial level managed by Corporate Communication. 

Purpose/importance  

National community outreach campaigns are effective interactive tools to communicate important 

messages and provide a platform for communities to raise their concerns and complaints with regard 

to service delivery and are effective in the prevention of crime. 

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year. 

Type of indicator  Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

National level: 

• an approved awareness campaign project document or  

• an impact report on the community outreach campaign or 

• a media released speech by the Minister and/or Deputy Minister and the National Commissioner 

or a senior officer duly nominated to represent him/her during the awareness campaign. 
 

Provincial level: 

• an approved awareness campaign project document or  

• an impact report on the community outreach campaign or 

• a media released speech by the MEC and/or HOD and/or the Provincial Commissioner. 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual database maintained by the Division: Visible Policing 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

National level: 

• An approved awareness campaign project document or  

• An impact report on the community outreach campaign or 

• A media released speech by the Minister and/or Deputy Minister and the National Commissioner 

or a senior officer duly nominated to represent him/her during the awareness campaign. 
 

Provincial level: 

• Feedback Report (Information Note) sign by the Provincial Commissioners/Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners or 

• Media Release by Organisational or Corporate Communication 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  Cumulative total number of  community outreach campaigns for a specific period 

Data limitations  Delay in the submission of reports 
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Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance  65  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Province: Provincial Commissioner (initiation and reporting to the Division: Visible Policing) 

Divisional Commissioner: Divisional Commissioner to report performance 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National policing strategy (Draft) 

National outreach project (Draft) 

Information flow 

National Campaigns 

• The Minister or Deputy Minister directs a request for assistance by the National Commissioner for 

an intended campaign to the Division: Visible Policing. (The intended campaign will be aligned 

with the calendar of events or it will be as a result of a request from communities which requires 

an urgent intervention by authorities) or  

The province initiate a project and invite the Minister or Deputy Minister directs a request for 

assistance by the National Commissioner      

• The National Commissioner authorises the participation and approve the resources based on the 

request. 

• The approval by the National Commissioner will indicate the level of support, including financial 

authorisation by the Division Visible Policing.   

• Visible Policing communicate the intended campaign to the hosting province. In cases where 

Provinces are aware of the intended campaign, the Division: Visible Policing will be requested to 

support the event by obtaining authorisation from the National Commissioner.  
 

Provincial Campaigns 

• The MEC/HOD invite the Provincial Commissioner to participate in a community outreach 

campaign (the intended campaign will be aligned with the calendar of events or it will be as a 

result of a request from communities which requires an urgent intervention by authorities) 

OR 

• The Provincial Commissioner initiates a Community outreach campaign which is aligned with the 

calendar of events or as a result of a request from communities which require an urgent 

intervention by the SAPS. 

• The Provincial Corporate communication office compile a project plan that at least entails the 

project objective/s, target audience, budget requirements, start and end dates and intended 

outcomes.  

• The Provincial Commissioner approves the project plan and undertakes the campaign. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Component Head: 

Proactive Policing Services for consolidation.  
 

Reporting performance 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for comparison 

with the supporting documents and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

• Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management 
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Indicator title Number of schools identified for implementation of the School Safety Programme 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of identified schools where school safety programmes have to be 

implemented. This supports the implementation of the Crime and Violence in Schools Collaborative 

Partnership Protocol between the Department of Basic Education (DBE) and SAPS.  

 

The aims of this Protocol are to develop and support the implementation of school-based crime 

prevention programmes. These school-based crime prevention programmes aim to: 

a) strengthen Safe School Committees to curb crime and violence in schools. 

b) encourage all role players at schools and communities to play an active role as members of 

Safe School Committees. 

c) link all schools to local police stations. 

d) establish reporting systems at schools. 

e) raise awareness amongst learners regarding crime and violence and its impact on individuals, 

families and education. 

f) establish a school-based crime prevention service and interventions, which will deter 

potential offenders and empower potential victims and past victims. 

g) extend crime prevention programmes to Early Childhood Development Centres in order to 

raise awareness amongst young children. 

h) mobilise communities to take ownership of schools; and 

i) to promote the image of the South African Police Service and to build positive relationships 

between schools, police stations, children, school communities and the police. 

Schools are identified on the basis of crime prevalence, therefore formal linking has to be established 

with the school and interventions must focus on these schools in order to ensure that they are 

stabilised and that normalisation is maintained. Elements of safe school programmes are crime 

prevention operations, schools-based crime awareness campaigns and community crime awareness 

educative programmes which have aimed at schools. 

 

It is critical that on-going formalised relationships through official linking between the police stations 

and schools are established and maintained for crime prevention initiatives to be implemented.  

Purpose/importance  

School-based crime prevention is an essential aspect of Public Education and the Values Pillar of the 

National Crime Prevention Strategy adopted by Cabinet in 1996.  

It supports building resilience, resistance and positive values against crime and violence among the 

young and the communities that nurture them. 

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output and Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Approved plan indicating the identified schools. 

Quarterly certificates from province to National Head Office regarding the number of identified 

schools where school safety programmes have been implemented.  

Quarterly certificate signed off by the Provincial Commissioner, Deputy Provincial Commissioner: 

Policing or Visible Policing Head. 

Systems used for 
Manual database  
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processing and reporting 

performance information  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting  

Division VISPOL: List of schools identified, per province and a quarterly certificate from Province to 

National Head Office regarding the percentage of identified schools where safety programmes were 

implemented and links established with these schools. 
 

Provinces:  

• List of schools identified in the province with the police stations to which it will be linked and  

• A copy of the linkage certificate and a list of schools where initiatives were undertaken. The list of 

initiatives must also include the type of event hosted at the school. 
 

Cluster:  

• List of schools identified in the cluster with the police stations to which it will be linked and  

• A copy of the linkage certificate and a list of schools where initiatives were undertaken. The list of 

initiatives must also include the type of event hosted at the school. 
 

Stations 

• At each station, proof of the programme (event/initiative) that took place at the linked school in 

the portfolio of evidence. 

(Proof can include: project plan, budget and/or resource allocation plan for the project at each 

school, confirmation letter from school acknowledging that the event took place, attendance 

register, impact report, address of SAPS representative, agenda and minutes of School Safety 

Committee meetings, news clippings of specific events at schools, OPAM report printouts of 

operations) 

 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  

Number of programmes conducted at identified schools against the number of schools identified in 

each province, expressed as a percentage. 

(At least 1 programme, per school at all identified schools must be executed) 

Data limitations  
Verifying the number of schools submitted from the DBE which may change due to mergers and 

closures of schools.  

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  

100% of school safety programmes implemented at 1 250  identified schools  

 

The table below indicates the number of schools identified per Province for the 2017/2018 

financial year: 

Eastern Cape           282 

Free State                  66 

Gauteng                 112 

KwaZulu-Natal        308 

Limpopo                  207 

Mpumalanga             89 

North West                79 

Northern Cape           29 

Western cape             78 
 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Visible Policing 
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Implementation 

responsibility  

Station: Implementation of Safe Schools Programmes 

Cluster: Monitoring implementation of safe schools programmes in the cluster 

Province: Identifying schools on the basis of crime prevalence, monitoring implementation of Safe 

Schools Programmes 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act No. 108 of 1996, Sec 205) 

The Children’s Act, 2005 (Act No. 38 of 2005) 

The Child Justice Act, 2008 (Act No. 75 of 2008) 

The South African Schools Act (Act no. 84 of 1996) 

National Instruction 2 of 2010: Children in conflict with the law 

National Instruction 3 of 2010: Children in need of care and protection 

SAPS Guidelines on School-Based Crime Prevention 

Safety in Education Partnership Protocol between the Department of Basic Education (DBE) and SAPS 

Circular with reference number 3/1/5/1/343(2) dated 2009/09/23 

Circular with reference number 3/1/5/1/343)(14) dated 2011/07/05  

Circular with reference number 3/1/5/1/343(14) dated 2012/05/02 

Circular with reference number 3/1/5/1/343 (14) dated 2015/10/22 

Circular with reference number 3/1/5/1/343 (14) dated 2016/03/02 

Information flow 

Linking of schools 
 

Station  

• The Station Commander appoints a member(s) for the “Safety in Education Partnership Protocol 

between the Department of Basic Education (DBE) and SAPS”. The member Job Description is 

updated to reflect the appointment.  

• The member(s) establishes a partnership with the identified school/s and records the details of 

the linkage (including the details of the school’s liaison official) on the prescribed template 

(Annexure A).  

• The Station Commander confirms the establishment of the linkage by signing off the linkage 

certificate.  

• The Annexure A is filed in the “School Safety Programme” Portfolio of Evidence of the station and 

a copy of it is forwarded to the Cluster Commander. 
 

Cluster 

• The Cluster Commander confirms that the Annexure A received are completed correctly and are 

complete (full details of school and police station and correctly signed off as stipulated above)  

• The Cluster Commander consolidates the number of schools linked in the cluster onto the 

reporting template. 

• The Cluster Commander signs off the consolidated report and submits it to the Deputy Provincial 

Commissioner or Visible Policing Head.  
 

Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head 

• The Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head confirms that all monthly reports 

have been signed off by the cluster commanders and consolidates the information into a 

quarterly return. 

• The signed provincial report and supporting information is submitted to the Divisional 

Commissioner: Visible Policing (Section Head: Vulnerable Groups and Victim Empowerment). 
 

 

 

Implementation of the safe schools programmes 
 

Station  
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• Once a school is linked to a police station, the appointed member(s) for the “Safety in Education 

Partnership Protocol between the Department of Basic Education (DBE) and SAPS” can engage 

with the school to initiate programmes in terms of the protocol. 

The appointed member identifies the needs of each school and conducts the safe schools 

programme interventions/events at the identified schools. These may include participation on the 

safe schools committee, crime awareness projects of campaigns, conducting crime prevention 

operation (e.g. searches and seizures of contraband items such as weapons and drugs).  

• The proof of evidence that the activity (event/initiative) that took place at the linked school is filed 

in the Portfolio of Evidence of the station. 

• The details of all interventions/events at linked schools are captured on the reporting template 

(Annexure B). 

• The Station Commander confirms that the interventions/events had taken place by signing off the 

reporting template.  

• The Annexure B is filed in the “School Safety Programme” Portfolio of Evidence of the station and 

a copy of it is forwarded to the Cluster Commander.  
 

Cluster  

• The Cluster Commander confirms that the Annexure B received, are completed correctly and are 

complete (full details of interventions/events and correctly signed off as stipulated above)  

• The Cluster Commander consolidates the number of interventions/events conducted in the 

cluster, onto the reporting template. 

• The Cluster Commander signs off the consolidated report and submits it to the Deputy Provincial 

Commissioner or Visible Policing Head.  
 

Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head 

• The Deputy Provincial Commissioner or Visible Policing Head confirms that all 

interventions/events reports have been signed off by the cluster commanders and consolidates 

the information into a quarterly return.  

• The signed provincial report and supporting information is submitted to the Divisional 

Commissioner: Visible Policing (Section Head: Vulnerable Groups and Victim Empowerment). 

 

Reporting performance 

• Section Head: Vulnerable Groups and Victim Empowerment compare the reported performance 

with the submitted supporting information to verify the actual performance. 

• The Section Head: Vulnerable Groups and Victim Empowerment sign off the actual verified 

performance report. 

• The verified performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section 

Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible Policing for 

capturing on the Divisional Quarterly Report.  

• The Section Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Visible 

Policing captures the reported performance on the Divisional Quarterly Report.  

• The performance report is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Visible Policing and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management 
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Subprogramme: Border Security 

Indicator title 

Percentage of crime-related hits reacted to as a result of the Movement Control System and 

Enhanced Movement Control System screening on wanted persons/circulated stolen or robbed 

vehicles (Reaction to hits - wanted persons and stolen or robbed vehicles) 

Short definition 

The performance indicator relates to crime-related hits reacted to as a result of hits generated from the 

Movement Control System (MCS) or Enhanced Movement Control System (EMCS) screening on wanted 

persons and circulated, stolen or robbed vehicles at the various identified Ports of Entry.  

A hit can comprise of: 

 wanted persons for whom a warrant of arrest has been issued (wanted database); 

 vehicles circulated as stolen/robbed Crime Administration System (CAS) Circulation System (vehicles); 

and 

 INKWAZI hits (related to reports on movement, obtain travel information, etc.) 
 

The hit received will stipulate the action required for instance:  

 wanted for arrest (warrant of arrest available)  

 movement of a person  

 searching of a person  

 Stolen/robbed vehicle.  

Crime prevention activities along South African borders will contribute towards the reduction of illegal 

cross-border movement of people, goods, and services as well as hostile elements that threaten the 

territorial integrity of the state and the well-being of its people.  

Purpose/importance 

The reaction to crime-related hits of circulated persons and stolen/robbed vehicles as a result of MCS or 

EMCS screening will contribute towards a safe and secure environment for all within South Africa. Policing 

activities along South Africa’s borders contribute towards the reduction of illegal cross-border movement 

of people, goods and services, as well as hostile elements that threaten the territorial integrity of the state 

and the well-being of its people.  

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial years. 

Type of indicator Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 Hits Register 

 Hit printout  

 Occurrence Book  

 Unit Monthly Activity Reports 

 Detail MSC/EMCS report – process into a user friendly (table spread sheet) 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual Quarterly report template and a detailed report from the MCS/EMCS 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Manual Database and a detailed MCS/EMCS report  

(Detail MSC/EMCS report – process into a user friendly (table spread sheet) 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of crime-related hits reacted to, divided by the number of hits received, expressed as a 

percentage 
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Data limitations 

 The custodian (owner) of the hit printer is the Department of Home Affairs who is responsible for the 

maintenance and provision of cartridges for the printer. Malfunction
27

 of the system may prevent 

printing of hits. 

 An immigration officer could record an incorrect name/registration number that can incorrectly 

generate a hit. Should the incorrect name/registration number generate a hit on the MCS or EMCS, the 

SAPS members at the border post must react in terms of the action required. Therefore, these hits are 

included in the performance. The details of the vehicle/person will be verified by SAPS members and 

released if it does not match the instruction on the hit. 

 Natural disasters – floods e.g. Pafuri - affecting reception/telephone lines/electronic systems 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 100%  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Operational Response Service 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Ports of Entry, Provincial Commanders Border Policing, Component Border Policing and the Divisional 

Commissioner: Operational Response Service in terms of OR Tambo International Airport and Durban 

Harbour. 

 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on EMCS, National Instruction 2/2002, National Instruction 8/2011 

(Durban Harbour and OR Tambo International Airport) 

Information flow 

 When a person or vehicle enters or exits the RSA at the port, the details of the person and registration 

number of the vehicle would be captured on the MCS/EMCS
28

 by the immigration officer or SAPS 

member
29

. 

 If the person or vehicle is circulated as a wanted person or stolen/robbed vehicle on the MCS/EMCS, 

the system will recognise it as such and will generate a hit through the hit printer located in the SAPS 

administration office. 

 The SAPS receive the hit, via the hit printer, check the instruction and react accordingly on the hit 

printout e.g. arrest person, obtain contact details, report movement, stolen/hijacked vehicle, etc; and 

trace/track the person/vehicle. 

 The hit is verified against the person’s passport or identification document or vehicle registration 

number/other vehicle identifiers. 

 An enquiry is conducted on SAPS systems to verify if person is still wanted/vehicle is still sought. 

 The hit is recorded in the Hits Register after the hit (printout) was reacted to.  

 The reaction on the hit is recorded in the Occurrence Book. 

 The hit printout is filed. 

 Number of hits generated from the Hit Register and the Occurrence Book is recorded into a monthly 

report template.  

 After approval, the Unit Commander submits the Monthly Activity Report to the Provincial 

Commander: Border Policing. (OR Tambo and Durban Harbour report directly to the Division: 

Operational Response Service, since they are National Sections). 

 The Provincial Commander: Border Policing collects and verifies the monthly reports from all Ports of 

Entry within the province and submits a consolidated monthly report to the Border Coordination 

Nodal Point within the Component: Border Policing at the Division: Operational Response Service. 

 The Section Border Coordination Nodal Point collects Monthly Activity Reports from provinces and 

                                                           
27 Malfunction – includes power failures,  network coverage  
28 The Movement Control System or Enhanced Movement Control System is situated at the Department of Home Affairs. The hit printer is situated in the SAPS 

office. 
29 SAPS render immigration functions at the following ports: Onseepkans, Boesmansnek, Gemsbok and Ongeluksnek 
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verifies the reports against the MCS/EMCS. (Inconsistencies are being communicated with the 

provinces and ports of entry).  

 Information on the quarterly reports is recorded on a manual spreadsheet to constitute a national 

quarterly report supported by a detailed MCS/EMCS report for the Component: Border Policing.  

 Performance information is submitted to the Component Head: Border Policing for approval. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Section Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Operational Response Services for comparison with the supporting document 

and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and Strategic 

Planning at Operational Response Services for comparison with the supporting document and 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Services and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title 

Percentage of profiled vehicles/containers and cargo consignment searched for illicit drugs, 

firearms, stolen/robbed vehicles, consignment, smuggled persons, and counterfeit 

goods/contraband 

Short definition 

The performance indicator relates to the selection of suspicious profiled vehicles, containers and cargo 

consignment entering or leaving the RSA from identified high-risk countries and to search these vehicles, 

containers and cargo consignment for illicit drugs, illegal firearms, stolen/robbed vehicles, smuggled 

persons and counterfeit goods/contraband. 

Purpose/importance 

It is important to conduct searches on suspicious profiled vehicles, containers and cargo consignment 

entering or leaving the RSA from identified high-risk countries, are conducted to detect illegal cross 

border movement of persons and illegal goods for the purposes of effective border control. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial years. 

Type of indicator 
Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Cargo 

 Profile Register 

 Search Register 

 Monthly Activity Report 

Containers 

 Profile  Register 

 Search Register 

 Monthly Activity Report 

Vehicles 

 Profile Register 

 Search Register  

 Monthly Activity Report  

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual quarterly report template (Quarterly reports from Ports of Entry/Province and Nodal Point 

(Division: Operational Response Service) kept at divisional level, processed into a user-friendly table) 

 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Manual Database  

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of profiled vehicles /containers and cargo/ consignment profiled divided by searched, expressed 

as a percentage. 

 

Data limitations 
Lack of an integrated profiling system with other stake holders within the border environment. The 

systems of the Government department (role players) in the border environment are not linked 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually. 

Desired performance 100% of profiled vehicles/containers and cargo/ consignment searched. 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Operational Response Service 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Ports of Entry (land, sea and air), Provincial Commanders Border Policing and the Divisional Commissioner: 

Operational Response Service in terms of OR Tambo International Airport and Durban Harbour. 

 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

NI 2/2002, Police Act  68 of 1995 Section 13(6)   

Information flow 

      Airport (Cargo) 

 The applicable document e.g. flight roster, manifest, air waybill, etc. for the identified suspicious 

cargo/consignment is recorded in the Profiling Register and the outcome thereof in the Search 

Register and a file is opened.  

 The searcher peruses the file, conduct the search and record the outcome of the search in the Search 

Register: positive or negative.  
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 Record the outcome positive or negative: If positive open a docket and hand over to detectives.  

 The total number of cargo profiled and searched will be reflected in the Profile and Search Register. 

The result thereof will be reported in the weekly and monthly feedback reports.  

 After approval, the Unit Commander submits the Monthly Activity Reports to the Provincial 

Commander: Border Policing.  (OR Tambo report directly to the Division: Operational Response 

Services since they are National Sections). 

 The Provincial Commander: Border Policing will collect/receive, verify and consolidate the Monthly 

Activity Reports from all Ports of Entry within the province.  

 Inconsistencies are being communicated with the Unit Commander and rectified before consolidation.  

 The consolidated and signed Monthly Activity Reports will be submitted to the Section Border 

Coordination  within the Component: Border Policing at the Division: Operational Response Service 

 The Section Border Coordination within the Component Border Policing collects/receive the signed 

Monthly Activity Reports from provinces. Inconsistencies are being communicated with the relevant 

Provincial Commander: Border Policing.  

 Information on the quarterly reports is recorded on a manual spreadsheet and consolidated to 

constitute a national quarterly report for the Component: Border Policing.  

 Performance information is submitted to the Component Head: Border Policing for approval. 

 The Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning records the performance 

information in a spread sheet for the indicator by using the quarterly/annual reports from the 

respective Units and populate the performance in the Division’s quarterly/annual report template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Service and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  

 

 Sea Ports (Containers) 

 Recording applicable document e.g. manifests in the Profiling Register.  

 All profiled containers are recorded in the Profiling Register.  

 All documents that were used for profiling is then handed over to the admin profilers and signed for in 

the Profiling Register. 

 All stops are also recorded in the SAPS 5 Investigation Diary by the allocated Admin Profiling member. 

 Container documents are analysed to determine the type of search/inspections to be conducted 

(tailboard, tunneling, and full unpacking).  

 The container is then searched/inspected and the outcome is recorded on the container inspection 

report. The results as reflected on the container inspection report is then endorsed in the outcome 

column of the profiling register as either detained or released.  

 If the container is detained the file is transferred to an admin profiler to open an enquiry in the enquiry 

register for investigation. On completion of the investigation the file is either closed as negative or 

positive. The positive files are then converted to a criminal case docket and handed over to the 

Commercial Crime unit and a CAS No. is reflected in the result column of the enquiry register. 

 The profiling register and the enquiry register information is consolidated weekly to form part of the 

weekly and monthly activity reports. 

 After perusal approval of the weekly and monthly activity reports, the Unit Commander submits the 

Monthly Activity Report to the Provincial Commander: Border Policing.  (Durban Harbour reports are 

directly forwarded to the Section Border Co-ordination at the Component Border Policing:  Division: 

Operational Response Services as per approved structure as a National section). 

 The Provincial Commander: Border Policing will collect/receive, verify and consolidate the Monthly 

Activity Reports from all Ports of Entry within the province.  

 Inconsistencies are being communicated with the Unit Commander and rectified before consolidation.  

 The consolidated and signed Monthly Activity Reports will be submitted to the Section Border 

Coordination within the Component: Border Policing at the Division: Operational Response Services. 

 The Section Border Coordination within the Component Border Policing collects/receive the signed 
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Monthly Activity Reports from provinces. Inconsistencies are being communicated with the relevant 

Provincial Commander: Border Policing.  

 Information on the quarterly reports is recorded on a manual spreadsheet and consolidated to 

constitute a national quarterly report for the Component: Border Policing.  

 Performance information is submitted to the Component Head: Border Policing for approval. 

 The Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning records the performance 

information in a spread sheet for the indicator by using the quarterly/annual reports from the 

respective Units and populate the performance in the Division’s quarterly/annual report template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Service and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  

 

Land Ports (Vehicles) 

 The Profiler(s) is responsible for: 

 The profiling of vehicles are undertaken based on the crime threat analysis of stolen/robbed motor 

vehicles in the RSA as well as intelligence generated information. 

 All identified vehicles for profiling are recorded in the Profile Register. 

 The vehicle status is verified against the CAS Circulation system (Vehicles).  

 The outcome of the verification process will be captured in the Search Register as a positive
30 

or 

negative result. (A copy of circulation printout and relevant source documents must be available in the 

relevant file). 

 The Unit Commander submits the Monthly Activity Report to the Provincial Commander: Border 

Policing which includes all totals of profiled and searched vehicles.   

 The Provincial Commander: Border Policing will collect/receive, verify and consolidate the Monthly 

Activity Reports from all Ports of Entry within the province.  

 Inconsistencies are being communicated with the Unit Commander and rectified before consolidation.  

 The consolidated and signed Monthly Activity Reports will be submitted to the Section Border 

Coordination  within the Component: Border Policing at the Division: Operational Response Service 

 The Section Border Coordination Nodal Point collects Monthly Activity Reports from provinces. 

(Inconsistencies are being communicated with the provinces and ports).  

 Information on the quarterly reports is recorded on a manual spreadsheet and consolidated to 

constitute a national quarterly report for the Component: Border Policing.  

 Performance information is submitted to the Component Head: Border Policing for approval. 

 The Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning records the performance 

information in a spread sheet for the indicator by using the quarterly/annual reports from the 

respective Units and populate the performance in the Division’s quarterly/annual report template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Service and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
30 Positive comprises of – stolen/robbed and tampered of vehicles 
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Subprogramme: Specialised Interventions 

Indicator title 
Percentage of medium

31
 to high

32-
risk

33
 incidents responded

34
 to in relation to requests 

received by the following units: National Intervention Unit (NIU) and Special Task Force STF 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to medium to high-risk incidents responded to by STF and NIU where normal 

policing requires specialised tactical intervention: 
 

 Special Task Force: Incidents relating to hostage situations, interventions to combat terrorism, 

organised and/or serious and violent crime, protection of VIP and high-risk persons; and search and 

rescue operations; and providing specialised operational support to stations and other government 

departments.  

 National Intervention Units: Incidents relating to interventions in medium to high risk incidents, 

operational support, and protection provided for VIP’s and/or events, high-risk protection provided 

during the escorting of dangerous awaiting trial detainees or sentenced prisoners and national 

deployments. 

 

Purpose/importance 
The indicator relates to medium to high-risk incidents responded to by STF and NIU, where normal 

policing requires specialised tactical intervention, as per the approved mandates of the respective units. 

New indicator Revised  

Type of indicator Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

STF (Task Register and quarterly report),  

NIU (Task Register and quarterly report) 

Manual data dump template 

System used for 

performance 

information 

STF and NIU (manual Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template from Unit Commanders to the 

respective Section Heads)  

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

STF and NIU (table including the number of incidents responded to and Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template from the respective Unit Commanders to the respective Section Heads).  

 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of incidents responded to divided by the number of requests received, expressed as a percentage 

 STF: Hostage situations, interventions to combat terrorism, organised and/or serious and violent 

crime, protection of VIPs and high-risk persons; and search and rescue operations and providing 

specialised operational support to stations and other government departments 

 NIU: Specialised Operational support, protection provided for VIP’s and/or events, high-risk 

protection provided during the escorting of dangerous awaiting trial detainees or sentenced 

prisoners and National Deployments
35;

 (reflected as only one task number for the consecutive 

month of the deployment) (Only one request for a task can be received, but this request can be 

calculated as multiple tasking’s conducted over consecutive days resulting in separate 

activities/tasking’s on each day due to the allocation of resources). 

                                                           
31 Medium-risk threat: a situation where information indicates that serious bodily harm or death could be inflicted and which should be resolved by 
 employing tactical capabilities. 
32  High-risk threat: a situation where information dictates the probability that serious bodily harm or death will likely be inflicted and which has to  
 be resolved by deploying specialised tactical capabilities. 
33 Risk: a future incident that may affect the implementation of strategic or operational priorities and may emanate from either within or outside the  SAPS. 
34 Responded: when physical and human resources are activated or deployed and mobilise to respond to a specific medium to high risk tasking. 
35 National Deployments – when a Unit or Units are on a National Call-up Instruction for a specific task as mandated by a National, Provincial or Divisional 

identified risk or threat” 
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 All cancelled tasks excluded from method of calculation (all cancelled tasks - number of incidents 

responded to as well as number of requests received) 

Data limitations 
All cancelled tasks excluded from method of calculation (all cancelled tasks - number of incidents 

responded to as well as number of requests received) 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 
100%  National Intervention Unit 

100%  Special Task Force Unit 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Operational Response Service 

Implementation 

responsibility 

NIU Units (Cape Town, Pretoria, Durban, Mthatha and Operations), STF Units (Cape Town, Pretoria, Durban 

and Operations), Component Head: Specialised Operations and Divisional Commissioner: Operational 

Response Services 

 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

STF (National Instruction 9/2011) 

NIU (National Instruction 12/2016) 

Information flow 

National Intervention Units 

 A verbal, written, telephonic, (Short Message Service) SMS, email of fax request is received. 

 The request is recorded in the Task Register. 

 A task file is opened for each request received. 

 The request is attended to and the outcome thereof, is recorded in the Task Register. 

 Performance information (as recorded in the Task Register) is recorded in a Quarterly/Annual 

Performance Report template by the appointed MIC officer at the respective Unit.  

 Performance information in the Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template is verified by the 

Support/Operational Support Commander against the Task Register and approved by the 

respective Unit Commanders.  

 The Unit Commander submits the Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template (including the 

number of requests received and the number of incidents responded to) to the Section 

Commander: National Intervention Operations at the Division: Operational Response Services. 

 A designated MIC officer at the office of the Section Commander: National Intervention Operations 

receives the verified, approved Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template from all four Unit 

Commanders, validates and consolidates the information into a Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

 The consolidated Quarterly/Annual Performance Report is approved by the Section Head: National 

Interventions. 

 Quarterly/Annual Performance Report is submitted to the Component Head: Specialised 

Operations for submission to the Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at 

ORS. 

 The Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning records the performance 

information in a spread sheet for the indicator by using the Quarterly/Annual Performance Reports 

from the respective Units and populates the performance in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual 

Performance Report template.  

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and Strategic 

Planning at Operational Response Services for comparison with the supporting documents 

(verified unit quarterly reports) and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Services and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Special Task Force 

 A verbal, written, telephonic, SMS, email or fax request for assistance is received by the Unit 

Commander/Duty Officer (a rapid36 or pre-planned37 deployment). 

 The request is recorded in the Task Register. 

 A task file is opened for each request received. 

 The request is attended to and the outcome thereof is recorded in the Task Register 

 After the task is executed; a task report is compiled and filed in the task file. 

 Performance information (as recorded in the Task Register) is recorded in a Quarterly/Annual 

Performance Report template by the Support Commander.  

 The Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template is submitted to the Unit Commander for 

approval.  

 The Unit Commander submits the Quarterly/Annual Performance Report to the Section Head: 

Special Task Force at the Division: Operational Response Services. 

 The Section Head: Special Task Force receives the Quarterly/Annual Performance Report from the 

three Unit Commanders and submits an approved consolidated report to the Component Head: 

Specialised Operations for approval. 

 Approved Quarterly/Annual Performance Reports are submitted to the Commander: Management 

Information and Strategic Planning. 

 The Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning records the performance 

information in a performance spread sheet for the indicator by using the Quarterly/Annual 

Performance Reports from the respective Units and record the performance in the Division’s 

Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Services and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
36 Immediate response to a request received. Verbal, telephonic, SMS, email or fax. A rapid deployment plan will be completed and filed in the Task File. 
37 Pre-planned refers to request received allowing time to compile an operational plan. Verbal, written, telephonic, SMS, email or fax. An operational plan will 

be completed and filed in the Task File. 
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Indicator title Percentage of peaceful crowd management incidents policed 

Short definition 

Peaceful crowd management incidents that have been policed refers to the policing approach i.e. 

maintenance,  resulting in no damage to property, no injuries, no loss of life and all people are afforded an 

opportunity to exercise their democratic right. 

Purpose/importance 

To create a safe and secure environment for all people in the Republic of South Africa through affording 

them an opportunity to exercise their democratic right in a peaceful and non-violent manner. 

New indicator Revised indicator 

Type of indicator Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

POP Units (IRIS Register/Incident Reporting Information System (IRIS) 

System used for 

performance 

information 

POP Units (IRIS Register/Incident Reporting Information System (IRIS). 

 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

POP Units (Detail Report from the Incident Reporting Information System) 

  

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of peaceful crowd management incidents policed divided by the number of requests received, 

expressed as a percentage 

Data limitations All crowd-related incidents policed by VISPOL/Metro excluded from calculation rules 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 100%  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Operational Response Service  

Implementation 

responsibility 

POP Units, Provincial Heads: ORS, Component Head: Public Order Policing and Divisional Commissioner: 

Operational Response Services 

 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 4/2014 

Information flow 

 The verbal, written, telephonic, SMS, email or fax notice of a pre-planned crowd-related incident is 

received. 

 Upon receipt, the event/incident is captured in the IRIS Register and the IRIS (where available). At units 

where the electronic system is not available, a designated official captures the particulars of the 

event/incident on the IRIS Back-up Hand Incident Report and the IRIS Register and on the IRIS 

(electronic system) at the nearest place where the system is available (unit/police station). The IRIS 

operator/designated official must ensure that the information in the IRIS Register corresponds with 

the data recorded on the electronic system.  

 An operational plan is compiled by the Operational Commander and approved by the Unit 

Commander for a pre-planned incident and filed in the operational file.  

 Execution of the event/incident, are captured against the event/incident on the IRIS electronic system. 

 The office of the Component Head: Public Order Policing generates a ‘Detail Report’ from the IRIS on a 
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quarterly and annual basis. 

 The ‘Detail Report’ is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning. 

 The Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning records the performance 

information in a performance template for the indicator by using information in the ‘Detail Report’ and 

record it in the Division’s quarterly/annual report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Services and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title Percentage of unrest crowd management incidents stabilised
38

  

Short definition 

Unrest crowd management incidents which have been stabilised, refers to the policing approach i.e. 

restoration, reaching a stage where  there are no longer major challenges or problems to the extent that 

Public Order Policing, is no longer required and that it is unlikely that the situation will get worse and can 

be managed through normal day-to-day policing. 

Purpose/importance 

To create a safe and secure environment for all people in the Republic of South Africa by the restoration of 

public order. 

 

New indicator Revised indicator 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

POP Units (IRIS Register/Incident Reporting Information System (IRIS)) 

System used for 

performance 

information 

POP Units (IRIS Register/Incident Reporting Information System (IRIS)) 

 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

POP Units (Detail Report from the Incident Reporting Information System) 

  

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of incidents stabilised divided by the number of requests received, expressed as a percentage 

 

Data limitations None  

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance 100%  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Operational Response Service 

Implementation 

responsibility 

POP Units, Provincial Heads: ORS, Component Head: Public Order Policing and Divisional Commissioner: 

Operational Response Services 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 4/2014 

Information flow 

 The verbal, written, telephonic, SMS, email or fax notice of a spontaneous 
39

 crowd-related incident is 

received. 

 Upon receipt, the event/incident is captured in the IRIS Register and the IRIS (where available). At units 

where the electronic system is not available, a designated official captures the particulars of the 

event/incident on the IRIS Back-up Hand Incident Report and the IRIS Register and on the IRIS 

(electronic system) at the nearest place where the system is available (unit/police station). The IRIS 

operator/designated official must ensure that the information in the IRIS Register corresponds with 

                                                           
38 

Stabilise: to reach a state where there are no longer any major challenges or problems requiring specialised policing intervention by POP and which is 

unlikely to deteriorate, meaning that it can be managed through normal day-to-day policing 
39 Immediate response to a request received -  verbal, written, telephonic, SMS, email or fax notice 
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the data recorded on the electronic system. In a situation where spontaneous response is required, 

the first responder must contact the local POP Unit with the details for registration of the incident. 

 A tactical plan is compiled by the officer/member in command for spontaneous incidents and filed in 

the operational file.  

 Executions of the event/incident, successes are captured against the event/incident on the IRIS 

electronic system. 

 The office of the Component Head: Public Order Policing generates a ‘Detail Report’ from the IRIS on a 

quarterly and annual basis. 

 The Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning records the performance 

information in a performance template for the indicator by using information in the ‘Detail Report’ 

and record it in the Division’s quarterly/annual report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Services and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title 
Percentage of safe deliveries of valuable and/or dangerous cargo in relation to the number of 

cargo
40 

protection provided 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to the protection of valuable and or dangerous government cargo. Valuable cargo 

can be defined as a material or monetary value with considerable importance or quality such as cash 

currency, gold bullion and currency printing material. Dangerous cargo can be defined as cargo causing 

danger, risk or harm such as explosives and ammunition, nuclear material, firearms and drugs. 

Purpose/importance 

Theft or robbery of valuable cargo can lead to the funding of organised crime and/or terrorist activities 

and the undermining of government currency. If dangerous cargo are left unmonitored, it can fall into the 

hands of criminals and/or terrorists (contributing to serious and violent crime), which poses a threat to 

national security (human life, food and water sources, fauna and flora, etc.) 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Mobile Operations Index register and Detailed IRIS report – process into a user friendly (table spread 

sheet) 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual Incident Reporting Information System (IRIS)  

Detailed IRIS report – process into a user friendly (table spread sheet) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Quarterly/annual report from Units to the Sub-Section Commander: Mobile Operations at Divisional level, 

consolidated into a letter from the Section Head: Tactical Response Teams and Mobile Operations 

indicating the number of cargoes protected and the number of security breaches. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The total number of protection provided divided by the total number of requests received, expressed as a 

percentage  

Data limitations None  

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 100%  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Operational Response Service  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Pretoria and Cape Town Mobile Operations Units 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Instruction 11/2016 Establishment and functioning of Mobile Operations Units. (SOP) on safe 

guarding of valuable cargo and dangerous goods; and Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between 

the SAPS and South African Reserve Bank 

Information flow 

 A written, SMS, email or fax request for the protection of a valuable/dangerous cargo is received 

by the Unit Commander.  

 An operational plan is drafted by the Operational Commander. 

 A designated official opens a file and file the operational plan which was approved by the Unit 

                                                           
40 

 Cargo refers to valuable and/or dangerous assets from the South African Reserve Bank, South African Bank Notes, Denel, Koeberg, SAPS Forensic 

Science Laboratory, SAPS Supply Chain Management, Department of Environmental Affairs, Department of Education, National Treasury, Independent 

Electoral Commission and Parliament and others, which requires the protection duties performed by the National Mobile Operations Units in Cape Town 

and Pretoria. 
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Commander in the Index file. 

 On the day of the execution of the movement the information is recorded in the Index Register, 

IRIS - Back-up Hand Incident Report (SAPS 5 diary), and the IRIS. 

 While the movement of the cargo is in progress the IRIS operator/designated official updates the 

Back-up Hand Incident Report (SAPS 5 diary), and the IRIS. 

 The IRIS operator/designated official must ensure that the information recorded in the IRIS Back-

up Hand Incident Report (SAPS 5 diary) and Index Register corresponds with the data recorded 

on the IRIS system (electronic). 

 Performance information (as recorded in the IRIS System) is recorded in a monthly report 

template by the Unit Commander.  

 The monthly report is submitted to the Sub-Section Commander: Mobile Operations at Division: 

Operational Response Services. 

 The Sub-Section Commander: Mobile Operations receives the monthly report from the two units 

and submits a consolidated quarterly/annual report to the Section Head: TRT and Mobile 

Operations. 

 The Section Head: TRT and Mobile Operations compiles a letter relating to the number of 

valuable/dangerous cargo and breaches to the Component Head: Specialised Operations for 

approval. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Operational Response Services for comparison with the supporting 

document and inclusion in the Division’s quarterly/annual report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Operational Response Services and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Programme 3: Detective Service 
Purpose: Enable the investigative work of the South African Police Service, including providing support 

to investigators in terms of forensic evidence and the Criminal Records  

Strategic objective: To contribute to the successful prosecution of offenders by investigating, gathering 

and analysing evidence 

Subprogramme: Crime Investigation 

 Detection rate for serious crime 

 Conviction rate for serious crime 

 Detection rate for contact crime 

 Conviction rate for contact crime 

 Detection rate for crimes committed against women 18 years and above (Murder, Attempted Murder, 

All Sexual Offences, Common Assault and Assault GBH) 

 Conviction rate for crimes committed against women 18 years and above (Murder, Attempted 

Murder, All Sexual Offences, Common Assault and Assault GBH) 

 Detection rate for crimes committed against children under 18 years (Murder, Attempted Murder, All 

Sexual Offences, Common Assault and Assault GBH) 

 Conviction rate for crimes committed against children under 18 years (Murder, Attempted Murder, 

All Sexual Offences, Common Assault and Assault GBH) 

 Detection rate for contact-related crime 

 Conviction rate for contact-related crime 

 Detection rate for property-related crime 

 Conviction rate for property-related crime 

 Detection rate for other serious crime 

 Conviction rate for other serious crime 

 Detection rate for crimes dependent on police action for detection 

 Conviction rate for crimes dependent on police action for detection 

 

Subprogramme: Specialised Investigations 

 Percentage of trial-ready case dockets for fraud and corruption by individuals within the Justice, 

Crime Prevention and Security (JCPS) Cluster measured against the total fraud and corruption cases 

not finalised in court 

 Detection rate for serious commercial crime-related charges 

 Percentage of trial-ready case dockets for serious commercial crime-related charges 

 Percentage of registered serious organised crime project investigations successfully terminated 

 Percentage of identified clandestine laboratories dismantled 

 Number of serious corruption related trial-ready case dockets where officials are involved including 

procurement fraud and corruption 

 Detection rate for cybercrime-related cases 
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Subprogramme: Criminal Record Centre 

 Percentage of original previous conviction reports generated  

 Percentage of results of trial updated in respect of the following: Guilty verdict, not guilty verdict 

 

Subprogramme: Forensic Science Laboratory 

 Percentage of routine case exhibits (entries) finalised 

 Percentage of non-routine case exhibits (entries) Finalised 

 Percentage reduction in case exhibits (entries) exceeding the prescribed timeframe 

 Percentage of Ballistics (IBIS) Intelligence case exhibits (entries) finalised 

 Percentage of Biology Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Intelligence case exhibits (entries) finalised 
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Information Systems used to generate performance 

information on predetermined objectives 

Subprogramme: Crime Investigation 

Objective Statement Performance Indicators  System used for performance 

information  

Effective investigation of serious 

crime 

Detection rate for serious crime SAPS Efficiency Index (EIS) 

Detection rate for contact crimes 

Detection rate for crimes committed against women 18 

years and above (Murder, attempted murder, all sexual 

offences, common assault and assault GBH) 

Detection rate for crimes committed against children 

under 18 years (Murder, attempted murder, all sexual 

offences, common assault and assault GBH) 

Detection rate for contact-related crimes 

Detection rate for property-related crimes 

Detection rate for other serious crimes 

Detection rate for crimes dependant on police action for 

detection 

Conviction rate for serious crime 

Conviction rate for contact crimes 

Conviction rate for crimes committed against women 18 

years and above (Murder, attempted murder, all sexual 

offences, common assault and assault GBH) 

Conviction rate for crimes committed against children 

under 18 years (Murder, attempted murder, all sexual 

offences, common assault and assault GBH) 

Conviction rate for contact-related crimes 

Conviction rate for property-related crimes 

Conviction rate for other serious crimes 

Conviction rate for crimes dependant on police action for 

detection 

System Name  System Description  

SAPS Efficiency Index (EIS) The SAPS Efficiency Index is a performance monitoring system that extracts raw data from source 

systems and converts this data into performance information. 
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Subprogramme: Specialised Investigations 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Address serious corruption where 

officials are involved in procurement 

fraud and corruption related cases  

Percentage of trial-ready case dockets for 

fraud and corruption by individuals within 

the JCPS Cluster measured against the total 

fraud and corruption cases not finalised in 

court 

Manual database (information extracted from 

monthly Anti-Corruption Returns)  

System Name  System Description  

Manual database (information 

extracted from monthly Anti-

Corruption Returns)  

All Anti-Corruption Units register corruption related case dockets in a Case Control Register. 

Performance information, generated from the Case Control Register, is recorded in a monthly 

Anti-Corruption Unit Return under a specific crime category. These returns are submitted to 

the Provincial Commander: Anti-Corruption. The Crime Administration System (CAS) is used 

to acknowledge receipt of dockets and enquiries to verify information captured in the Case 

Control Register.  

Information recorded in monthly Anti-Corruption Returns (provincial consolidated returns) is 

captured on a database maintained by the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation which 

includes the number of enquiries and case dockets under investigation, the number of 

suspects arrested and the number of accused that are convicted. Information extracted from 

the database is used in the formula to determine the percentage of court ready case dockets.  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicators  System used for performance information  

Specialised investigation of serious 

commercial crime-related charges 

Detection rate for serious commercial crime-

related charges  

Crime Administration System (CAS)  

(Serious Commercial Crime(SCC) DPCI) 

Performance Information Report  

Generic Commercial Crime Return: 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Percentage of trial-ready case dockets for 

serious commercial crime-related charges 

System Name  System Description  

Crime Administration System (CAS)  The objective of the CAS is to: administer reported incidents, crime and persons involved in 

crime; to alleviate crime administration tasks; to supply in time crime management 

information and administer the flow of case dockets.  

The CAS provides assistance to command and control, in respect of the crime administration 

process, i.e. from the reporting of crime to the court process. It ensures that crime 

management information is made available at different management levels in order to ensure 

efficient crime prevention.  

SCC DPCI Performance Information 

Report  

A standard predefined Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with relevant performance information 

formulas embedded, used by all units and offices of Commercial Crime DPCI.  

Generic Commercial Crime Return: 

Directorate for Priority Crime 

Investigation  

A predefined Microsoft Word template where performance information is captured in 

accordance with the SCC DPCI Performance Information Report, and also used by all units 

and offices of Commercial Crime DPCI. The Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for 

Priority Crime Investigation is escalated from unit level upward to Provincial and divisional 

level, on a monthly basis.  
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Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Specialised investigation of serious 

organised crime  

Percentage of registered serious Organised 

Crime project investigations successfully 

terminated  

Organised Crime Threat Management 

(OCTM) system  

System Name  System Description  

Organised Crime Threat 

Management (OCTM) system  

Information on the OCTM database (electronic database) is obtained from the OCPI Project 

Plan. The OCTM database is part of the Global Access Control System (GACS). Information on 

the system includes the project name, operational province, crimes involved, target personal 

details (names, surnames, Identity (ID) numbers, addresses, vehicles, cell phones, etc.) if 

provided in the registration document, ISIS number of the targets, CAS numbers if the target 

has been arrested, sentence (if the target has been found guilty), the responsible unit and the 

project manager.  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Specialised investigation of serious 

organised crime  

Percentage of identified clandestine 

laboratories dismantled 

Independent Database  and GACS System 

System Name  System Description  

Independent Database &  GACS 

System 

Global Access Control System (GACS) information includes the operational province, crimes 

involved, target personal details (names, surnames, id numbers, addresses, vehicles, cell 

phones, etc.) and CAS numbers  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Address serious corruption in the 

private and public sector  

Number of serious corruption-related trial-

ready case dockets where officials are 

involved, including procurement fraud and 

corruption  

Monthly returns from National/Provincial 

Anti-Corruption Task Teams  

System Name  System Description  

Monthly returns from 

National/Provincial Anti-Corruption 

Task Teams  

 

All National/Provincial Anti-Corruption Task Teams register commercial crime-related case 

dockets in a Team Case Control Register. Performance information, generated from the Team 

Case Control Register and case dockets, is recorded in a monthly crime return. These returns 

are submitted to the Section Head: Anti-Corruption Task Team at the DPCI. The Crime 

Administration System (CAS) is used to acknowledge receipt of dockets and to verify 

information captured in the monthly returns.  

 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance information  

Investigation of cybercrime- related 

cases 

Detection rate for cybercrime-related cases  Crime Administration System (CAS)  

SCC DPCI Performance Information Report  

Generic Commercial Crime Return: 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  
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System Name  System Description  

Crime Administration System (CAS)  The objective of the CAS is to administer reported incidents on crime and persons involved in 

crime, to alleviate crime administration tasks, to supply in time crime management 

information and administer the flow of case dockets.  

The CAS provides assistance to command and control in respect of the crime administration 

process, i.e. from the reporting of crime to the court process. It ensures that crime 

management information is made available at different management levels in order to ensure 

efficient crime prevention.  

SCC DPCI Performance Information 

Report  

A standard predefined Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with relevant performance information 

formulas embedded, used by all units and offices of Commercial Crime DPCI.  

Generic Commercial Crime Return: 

Directorate for Priority Crime 

Investigation  

A predefined Microsoft Word template where performance information is captured in 

accordance with the SCC DPCI Performance Information Report and is used by all units and 

offices of Commercial Crime DPCI. The Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for 

Priority Crime Investigation is escalated from unit level upward to provincial and divisional 

level on a monthly basis.  

Subprogramme: Criminal Record Centre 

Objective Statement Performance Indicators  System used for performance information  

Improving the processing of 

fingerprint searches and 

maintenance of criminal records 

Percentage of original previous conviction 

reports generated  

Criminal Record Information Management 

System (CRIM) and Business Intelligence 

System (BI)
41

 

Percentage of results of 

trial updated in respect of 

the following: 

Guilty verdict 

Not guilty 

verdict 

System Name System Description 

Criminal Record Information 

Management System (CRIM) 

The CRIM captures the personal information of persons with criminal records, as well as 

fingerprint storage reference indicators (for AFIS), aliases, previous charges, convictions, etc. 

in order to provide courts with an individual’s previous convictions. 

Business Intelligence System (BIS) The aim of the BIS is to extract data from the source systems (CAS, CRIM, PERSAL, AVL, CMI, 

CIR, MDS) integrating the data into a single data store and presenting it in a user-friendly and 

technologically acceptable way from which strategic, operational and tactical decisions can be 

made. The following functions are included: crime statistics, offence deviations, profiling, 

special project questionnaires (a facility whereby additional data not carried in any source 

system may be added to any incident, offence or individual) and detailed reports (the 

presenting of a detail report on a specific committed offence). 

 

 

 

                                                           
41 The Business Intelligence System (reporting system) can interrogate almost all systems to collect data and then display it in management reports. 
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Subprogramme: Forensic Science Laboratory 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator  System used for performance 

information  

Enhance the processing of Forensic 

Evidence case exhibits (entries) 

Percentage of Routine case exhibits (entries) finalised Forensic Science Laboratory 

Administration System (FSL 

Admin) Percentage of Non-Routine case exhibits (entries) 

finalised 

Percentage reduction in case exhibits 

(entries)exceeding the prescribed timeframe  

Enhance the processing of Forensic 

intelligence case exhibits (entries) 

focusing on : 

 Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) 

 Integrated Ballistics Identification 

Systems (IBIS) 

Percentage of Ballistics (IBIS ) Intelligence case 

exhibits (entries) finalised (acquired) 

Percentage of Biology DNA Intelligence case exhibits 

(entries) finalised 

System Name System Description  

Forensic Science Laboratory 

Administration System (FSLAdmin) 

The FSL Administration System records performance and productivity-related information, 

as well as detailed case entry information in respect of the processing of case exhibits 

(entries) from the time that the request is registered until it is completed. 
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Technical Indicator Description and Information Flow 

Subprogramme: Crime Investigation 

Indicator title  Detection rate for serious crime 

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial, in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 crimes reported to the SAPS 

 active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

Serious crimes include: murder, attempted murder, assault GBH, assault common, *robbery with 

aggravating circumstances, *common robbery, sexual offences (*rape, sexual assault and contact 

sexual offences), arson, malicious damage to property, *burglary (houses), *burglary (business), *theft 

of motor vehicle and motor cycle, *theft from/off motor vehicle, *theft (other), theft of all stock, fraud, 

shoplifting, illegal possession of firearms and ammunition, drug-related crime, driving under the 

influence of alcohol/drugs, robbery with a weapon other than a firearm and sexual offences as a result 

of police action.   

*All attempts in respect of these crimes are included. 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M)  

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 
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Method of calculation  

 The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of charges unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the sum 

of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward (Column 

2) x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to decide whether to institute 

prosecution or not.  Due to the excessive workload of the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it can 

happen that dockets withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged that are referred 

to the NPA for decision, are kept for long periods and this can have a negative impact on the 

performance of SAPS. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  37%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/CAS/ICDMS 

operators/data typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC 

Commander/Relief Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander:  Detective Service Centre (DSC) acknowledge receipt for the 

docket on CAS/ICDMS, provides guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assigns the 

docket to a detective performing duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations.  

24 hour inspections will be conducted, if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigation were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. 

 Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the Detective on standby duty and the 

process mentioned supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at 

the DSC when he/she reports on duty. 

 The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, look at the content of the docket and 

verify the information on CAS/ICDMS.  He/she writes the necessary instruction and guidance in 

the SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket 

to a detective in the investigation section on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  The 

Detective acknowledges receipt of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  

Preliminary investigation is done and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 

hour inspection the following day. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5 in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS.  The result of the 

investigation can include either, a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn 

by the Senior Public Prosecutor, before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded where 

it was established that no crime was committed. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 
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 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head:  Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Conviction rate for serious crime 

Short definition  

Conviction rate is an indication of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court. 

Serious crimes includes: murder, attempted murder, assault GBH, assault common, *robbery with 

aggravating circumstances, *common robbery, sexual offences (*rape, sexual assault and contact 

sexual offences), arson, malicious damage to property, *burglary (houses), *burglary (business), *theft 

of motor vehicle and motor cycle, *theft from/off motor vehicle, *theft (other), theft of all stock, fraud, 

shoplifting, illegal possession of firearms and ammunition, drug-related crime, driving under the 

influence of alcohol/drugs, robbery with a weapon other than a firearm and sexual offences as a result 

of police action.   

*All attempts in respect of these crimes are included. 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty
42 

verdict (Column 

8.2) divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty
43 

verdicts (Column 8.3) x 100, 

expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The human factor as oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS.  South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty and if 

there is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will also go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge.  

Backlog of trial-ready cases on court roll and postponement of trial ready cases in court due to various 

                                                           
42 Where an accused has been trialled and convicted. 
43 Where an accused has been trialled and found not guilty. 
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reasons.  

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  88%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division:  Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of trial 

reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Detection rate for contact crime 

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 crimes reported to the SAPS 

 active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

Contact crimes include: murder, attempted murder, *robbery with aggravating circumstances, 

*common robbery, assault GBH and assault common, sexual offences (*rape, sexual assault and 

contact sexual offences) and robbery with a weapon other than a firearm.   

*All attempts in respect of these mentioned crimes are included. 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of charges unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the 

sum of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward 

(Column 2)  x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to decide whether to institute 

prosecution or not.  Due to the excessive workload of the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it can 

happen that dockets withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged, that are 

referred to the NPA for decision, are kept for long periods and this can have a negative impact on the 
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performance of SAPS. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  55%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division:  Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/S 

operators/data typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC 

Commander/Relief Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander:  Detective Service Centre (DSC) acknowledge receipt for the 

docket on CAS/ICDMS, provide guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assign the 

docket to a detective performing duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations.  

24 hour inspections will be conducted, if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigation were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. 

 Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the Detective on standby duties and the 

process mentioned, supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at 

the DSC when he/she reports on duty. 

 The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, looks at the content of the docket and 

verifies the information on CAS/ICDMS.  He/she writes the necessary instructions and guidance 

in the SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket 

to a Detective in the investigation section on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  The 

Detective acknowledges receipt of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  

Preliminary investigation is done and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 

hour inspection the following day. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5, in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS.  The result of the 

investigation can include, either a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn 

by the Senior Public Prosecutor before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded, where 

it was established that no crime was committed. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head:  Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Conviction rate for contact crime 

Short definition  

Conviction rate is an indication the number of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court. 

Contact crimes include: murder, attempted murder, *robbery with aggravating circumstances, 

*common robbery, assault GBH and assault common, sexual offences (*rape, sexual assault and 

contact sexual offences) and robbery with a weapon other than a firearm.   

*All attempts in respect of these mentioned crimes are included.. 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty
44

 verdict 

(Column 8.2) divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty
45

 verdicts (Column 

8.3) x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance 

Data limitations  

The human factor in the oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities, which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS. South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty. If there 

is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge.  Backlog of 

trial-ready cases on the court roll and postponement of trial ready cases in court, due to various 

reasons are also contributing factors.  

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

                                                           
44 Where an accused has been trialled and convicted. 
45 Where an accused has been trialled and found not guilty. 
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Desired performance  81%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division:  Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of 

trial reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service, for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head:  Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Detection rate for crimes committed against women 18 years and above  (murder, 

attempted murder, all sexual offences, common assault and assault GBH) 

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial, in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 crimes reported to the SAPS 

 active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

(Due to this indicator being complex, a principle decision was taken only to include the following 

crimes: murder, attempted murder, assault GBH, assault common and sexual offences (rape, attempted 

rape, sexual assault and contact sexual offences). 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M)   

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of charges  unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the sum 

of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward (Column 

2)  x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to decide whether to institute 

prosecution or not.  Due to the excessive workload of the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it 

could be that withdrawn dockets by the complainant before the charging of the perpetrator, may be 

referred to the NPA for a decision and are kept there for long periods, thereby having a negative 
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impact on the performance of SAPS. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  75%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division:  Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/CAS/ICDMS 

operators/data typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC 

Commander/Relief Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander:  Detective Service Centre (DSC) acknowledge receipt for the 

docket on CAS/ICDMS, provide guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assign the 

docket to a detective performing duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations.  

24 hour inspections will be conducted, if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigation were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the 

detective on standby duties and the process mentioned supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at 

the DSC when he/she reports on duty. 

 The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, looks at the content of the docket and 

verifies the information on CAS/ICDMS.  He/she writes the necessary instructions and guidance 

in the SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket 

to a Detective in the investigation section on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  The 

Detective acknowledges receipt of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  

Preliminary investigation is done and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 

hour inspection the following day. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5 in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS.  The result of the 

investigation can include, either a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn 

by the Senior Public Prosecutor before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded where 

it was established that no crime was committed. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service, for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Conviction rate for crimes committed against women 18 years and above (Murder, 

Attempted Murder, All Sexual Offences, Common Assault and Assault GBH) 

Short definition  

Conviction rate is an indication of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court. 

(Due to this indicator being complex a principle decision was taken only to include the following 

crimes:  murder, attempted murder, assault GBH, assault common and sexual offences (rape, 

attempted rape, sexual assault and contact sexual offences). 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS   

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty
46

 verdict (Column 

8.2) divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty
47

 verdicts (Column 8.3) x 100, 

expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance 

Data limitations  

The human factor in the oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities, which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS.  South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty.  If there 

is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge.  Backlog of 

trial ready cases on court roll and postponement of trial-ready cases in court due to various reasons 

are also contributing factors.   

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  83%   

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

                                                           
46 Where an accused has been trialled and convicted. 
47 Where an accused has been trialled and found not guilty. 
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Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division:  Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information is 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of trial 

reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Detection rate for crimes committed against children under 18 years (Murder, Attempted 

Murder, All Sexual Offences, Common Assault and Assault GBH) 

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed, as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 crimes reported to the SAPS. 

 active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

(Due to this indicator being complex a principle decision was taken only to include the following 

crimes:  murder, attempted murder, assault GBH, assault common and sexual offences (rape, 

attempted rape, sexual assault and contact sexual offences 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M)  

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of  charges  unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the 

sum of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward 

(Column 2)  x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

Annual data for the performance indicators are available only after the formal release thereof, (by the 

SAPS Crime Registrar office). The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to 

decide whether to institute prosecution or not. Due to the excessive workload of the National 

Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it could be that withdrawn dockets by the complainant before the 
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charging of the perpetrator, may be referred to the NPA for a decision and are kept there for long 

periods, thereby having a negative impact on the performance of SAPS. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  70%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division:  Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/operators/data 

typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC Commander/Relief 

Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander: Detective Service Centre (DSC) acknowledges receipt for the docket 

on CAS/ICDMS, provides guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assigns the docket to a 

detective performing duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations.  24 hour 

inspections will be conducted, if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigation were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. 

 Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the detective on standby duties and the 

process mentioned supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at the 

DSC when he/she reports on duty. 

 The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, looks at the content of the docket and 

verifies the information on CAS/ICDMS and writes the necessary instructions and guidance in the 

SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket to 

a Detective on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. The detective acknowledges receipt 

of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  Preliminary investigation is done 

and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 hour inspection. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5 in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS.  The result of the investigation 

can include, either a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn by the Senior 

Public Prosecutor before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded where it was 

established that no crime was committed. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Conviction rate for crime against children under 18 years  (murder, attempted murder, all 

sexual offences, common assault and assault GBH) 

Short definition  

Conviction rate is an indication of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court. 

(Due to this indicator being complex a principle decision was taken only to include the following 

crimes:  murder, attempted murder, assault GBH, assault common and sexual offences (rape, 

attempted rape, sexual assault and contact sexual offences). 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M)  

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty
48

 verdict (Column 

8.2) divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty
49

 verdicts (Column 8.3) x 100, 

expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The human factor in the oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities, which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS.  South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty. If there 

is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge. Backlog of 

trial ready cases on the court roll and postponement of trial-ready cases in court, due to various 

reasons are also contributing factors.  

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  78%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

                                                           
48 Where an accused has been trialled and convicted. 
49 Where an accused has been trialled and found not guilty. 
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responsibility  Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information is 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of trial 

reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Detection rate for contact-related crime 

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 crimes reported to the SAPS 

 active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

Contact related crimes include:  arson and malicious damage to property 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 months period 

Method of calculation  

 The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of  charges  unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the 

sum of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward 

(Column 2)  x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

Annual data for the performance indicators are available only after the formal release thereof (by the 

SAPS Crime Registrar office). The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to 

decide whether to institute prosecution or not. Due to the excessive workload of the National 

Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it could be that withdrawn dockets by the complainant before the 

charging of the perpetrator, may be referred to the NPA for a decision and are kept there for long 

periods, thereby having a negative impact on the performance of SAPS. 
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Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  47.10%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division:  Detective Service:  Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/ operators/data 

typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC Commander/Relief 

Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander:  Detective Service Centre (DSC) acknowledges receipt for the 

docket on CAS/ICDMS, provides guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assigns the 

docket to a detective performing duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations.  24 

hour inspections will be conducted, if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigation were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. 

 Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the detective on standby duties and the 

process mentioned supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at the 

DSC when he/she reports on duty. 

 The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, looks at the content of the docket and 

verifies the information on CAS/ICDMS.  He/she writes the necessary instructions and guidance in 

the SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket to 

a Detective in the investigation section on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary.  The 

Detective acknowledges receipt of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. 

Preliminary investigation is done and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 

hour inspection the following day. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5 in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS.  The result of the investigation 

can include either a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn by the Senior 

Public Prosecutor before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded where it was 

established that no crime was committed. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method.  Results are compared with the rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander:  Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Conviction rate for contact-related crime 

Short definition  
Conviction rate is an indication of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court. 

Contact related crimes include:  arson and malicious damage to property. 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty
50

 verdict     

(Column 8.2) divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty
51

 verdicts (Column 

8.3) x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The human factor in the oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities, which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS.  South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty. If there 

is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge.  Backlog of 

trial-ready cases on the court roll and postponement of trial ready cases in court, due to various 

reasons are also contributing factors.   

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  87% 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service: Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

                                                           
50 Where an accused has been trialled and convicted. 
51 Where an accused has been trialled and found not guilty. 
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Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS, by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of 

trial reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method. Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Detection rate for property-related crime 

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial, in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 Crimes reported to the SAPS 

 Active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

Property related crimes include:  *burglary (houses), *burglary (business), *theft of motor vehicle and 

motor cycle, *theft from/off motor vehicle and theft of all stock. 

*All attempts in respect of these mentioned crimes are included.   

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of charges unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the sum 

of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward (Column 

2) x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

Annual data for the performance indicators are available only after the formal release thereof (by the 

SAPS Crime Registrar office). The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to 

decide whether to institute prosecution or not. Due to the excessive workload of the National 
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Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it could be that withdrawn dockets by the complainant before the 

charging of the perpetrator, may be referred to the NPA for a decision and are kept there for long 

periods, thereby having a negative impact on the performance of SAPS. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  14%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service: Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commissioner, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/ operators/data 

typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC Commander/Relief 

Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander: DSC acknowledge receipt for the docket on CAS/ICDMS, provides 

guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assigns the docket to a detective performing 

duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations. 24 hour inspections will be 

conducted, if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigations were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the detective 

on standby duties and the process mentioned supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at the 

DSC when he/she reports on duty. The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, looks 

at the content of the docket and verify the information on CAS/ICDMS and writes the necessary 

instructions and guidance in the SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket to 

a Detective in the investigation section on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. The 

Detective acknowledges receipt of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. 

Preliminary investigation is done and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 

hour inspection. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5 in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS. The result of the investigation 

can include either a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn by the Senior 

Public Prosecutor before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded where it was 

established that no crime was committed.  

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. A designated 

official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service records the data on 

a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation method. Results are 

compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. Performance information is 

submitted to the Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at Detective 

Service for comparison with the supporting documents for inclusion in the Division’s 

Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. Performance is approved by the Divisional 

Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Conviction rate for property-related crime 

Short definition  

Conviction rate is an indication of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court. 

Property related crimes include:  *burglary (houses), *burglary (business), *theft of motor vehicle and 

motor cycle, *theft from/off motor vehicle and theft of all stock. 

*All attempts in respect of these mentioned crimes are included.   

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

 

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty
52

 verdict 

(Column 8.2) divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty
53

 verdicts (Column 

8.3) x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The human factor in the oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities, which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS. South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty. If there 

is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge. Backlog of 

trial ready cases on the court roll and postponement of trial-ready cases in court, due to various 

reasons are also contributing factors.  

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  88% 

                                                           
52 Where an accused has been trialled and convicted. 
53 Where an accused has been trialled and found not guilty. 
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Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service: Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS, by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of 

trial reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method. Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s quarterly/annual performance template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Detection rate for other serious crime 

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 crimes reported to the SAPS 

 active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

Other serious crimes include:  theft (other), attempted theft (other), fraud and shoplifting 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of charges unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the 

sum of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward 

(Column 2) x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

Annual data for the performance indicators are available only after the formal release thereof (by the 

SAPS Crime Registrar office). The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to 

decide whether to institute prosecution or not. Due to the excessive workload of the National 

Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it could be that withdrawn dockets by the complainant before the 

charging of the perpetrator, may be referred to the NPA for a decision and are kept there for long 

periods, thereby having a negative impact on the performance of SAPS. 
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Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  36%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service: Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/ operators/data 

typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC Commander/Relief 

Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander: Detective Service Centre (DSC) acknowledge receipt for the docket 

on CAS/ICDMS, provides guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assigns the docket to a 

detective performing duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations. 24 hour 

inspections will be conducted if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigation were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. 

 Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the detective on standby duties and the 

process mentioned supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at the 

DSC when he/she reports on duty. 

 The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, looks at the content of the docket and 

verifies the information on CAS/ICDMS. He/she writes the necessary instruction and guidance in 

the SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket to 

a Detective in the investigation section on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. The 

Detective acknowledges receipt of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. 

Preliminary investigation is done and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 

hour inspection the following day. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5 in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS. The result of the investigation 

can include, either a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn by the Senior 

Public Prosecutor before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded where it was 

established that no crime was committed. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method. Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Conviction rate for other serious crime 

Short definition  
Conviction rate is an indication of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court.  

Other serious crimes include:  theft (other), attempted theft (other), fraud and shoplifting.   

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M)  

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

 The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty
54

 verdict (Column 

8.2) divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty
55

 verdicts (Column 8.3) x 100, 

expressed as a percentage. 

 (Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The human factor in the oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities, which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS. South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty. If there 

is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge. Backlog of 

trial-ready cases on the court roll and postponement of trial ready cases in court, due to various 

reasons are also contributing factors.  

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  88% 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service: Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

                                                           
54 Where an accused has been trialled and convicted. 
55 Where an accused has been trialled and found not guilty. 
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Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of trial 

reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method. Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s quarterly/annual template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Detection rate for crimes dependent on police action for detection
56

  

Short definition  

Detection rate is an indication of successful investigations and withdrawals before trial, in relation to 

the active investigative workload. 

Successful investigations and withdrawals consist of: 

 the positive identification, arrest and charging of a perpetrator 

 investigations withdrawn by the complainant before the perpetrator is charged 

 investigations closed as unfounded. 

Active investigative workload consists of: 

 crimes reported to the SAPS 

 active investigations carried over from the previous financial year to the current financial year. 

Crimes dependent on police action for detection include:  illegal possession of firearms and 

ammunition, drug-related crime, driving under the influence of alcohol/drugs and sexual offences as a 

result of police action. 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M)  

CAS/ICDMS 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

• The sum of the number of charges referred to court (Column 3) + the number of charges 

withdrawn before court (Column 4) + the number of charges unfounded (Column 6) ÷ by the sum 

of the number of charges reported (Column 1) + the number of charges brought forward (Column 

2) x 100, expressed as a percentage. 

• (Column 3 + Column 4 + Column 6) ÷ (Column 1 + Column 2) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  Annual data for the performance indicators are available only after the formal release thereof (by the 

                                                           
56 Crimes dependent on police action include: illegal possession of firearms and ammunition, drug-related crime and driving under the influence of alcohol. 
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SAPS Crime Registrar office). The National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) has the sole mandate to 

decide whether to institute prosecution or not. Due to the excessive workload of the National 

Prosecuting Authority (NPA), it could be that withdrawn dockets by the complainant before the 

charging of the perpetrator, may be referred to the NPA for a decision and are kept there for long 

periods, thereby having a negative impact on the performance of SAPS. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  99%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 

Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service: Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 All charges in a case docket are registered on the CAS/ICDMS by CSC members/operators/data 

typists after the SAPS 6 checklist is certified and signed off by the CSC Commander/Relief 

Commander. 

 The Subsection Commander: Detective Service Centre (DSC) acknowledge receipt for the 

docket on CAS/ICDMS, provide guidance in the SAPS 5 (investigation diary) and assign the 

docket to a detective performing duties at the DSC to perform all preliminary investigations. 24 

hour inspections will be conducted if applicable (weekends). 

 Dockets on which investigation were fully completed, are physically closed off and correctly 

adjudicated on CAS/ICDMS. 

 Where no DSC exists, the docket must be allocated to the detective on standby duties and the 

process mentioned supra will be followed. 

 Dockets which need further investigation will be signed for by the Subsection Commander at 

the DSC when he/she reports on duty. 

 The Subsection Commander signs the SAPS 6 checklist, look at the content of the docket and 

verify the information on CAS/ICDMS. He/she writes the necessary instruction and guidance in 

the SAPS 5. 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander/Unit Commander allocates the case docket 

to a Detective in the investigation section on the CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. The 

Detective acknowledges receipt of the case docket on CAS/ICDMS and the investigation diary. 

Preliminary investigation is done and the docket is presented to the Section Commander for 24 

hour inspection the following day. 

 The Detective conducts the necessary investigation and the finalisation of the investigation is 

recorded in the SAPS 5 in the case docket and on the CAS/ICDMS. The result of the 

investigation can include either a first appearance of an accused in court, charges withdrawn by 

the Senior Public Prosecutor before it is referred to court, or closed off as unfounded where it 

was established that no crime was committed. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method. Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 
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 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s quarterly/annual template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Conviction rate for crimes dependent on police action for detection 

Short definition  

Conviction rate is an indication of perpetrators found guilty and sentenced in court. 

Crimes dependent on police action for detection include:  illegal possession of firearms and 

ammunition, drug-related crime, driving under the influence of alcohol/drugs and sexual offences as a 

result of police action 

Purpose/importance  

In support of Chapter 12: Building safer communities and Outcome 3 of the Medium Term Strategic 

Framework: 2014-2019, namely that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’. 

To ensure that criminals are brought to justice through quality driven investigations.  

Restore the trust and faith of the communities in the ability of SAPS to investigate crime, to deliver   

quality services and create a safe and secure environment for all people in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Outcome  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case docket (SAPS3M) 

CAS/ICDMS  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

SAPS Efficiency Index System  

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SAPS Efficiency Index System screen printouts 

Calculation type  Cumulative calculated over a 12 month period 

Method of calculation  

• The conviction rate is measured by the number of charges resulting in a guilty verdict (Column 8.2) 

divided by the sum of the guilty (Column 8.2) and not guilty verdicts (Column 8.3) x 100, expressed 

as a percentage. 

• Column 8.2) ÷ (Column 8.2 + Column 8.3) x 100 = Percentage Performance. 

Data limitations  

The human factor in the oral evidence of complainants and witnesses often contradict each other, 

resulting in the discharge of accused persons on legal technicalities, which is beyond the control of the 

SAPS. South African Law of Evidence is based on presumption of innocent until proven guilty. If there 

is a doubt, the benefit of the doubt will go to the accused person, resulting in a discharge. Backlog of 

trial ready cases on court roll and postponement of trial-ready cases in court, due to various reasons 

are also contributing factors.  

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  98%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Detective Service  

Implementation Divisional Commissioner: Detective Service, Provincial Commissioners, Deputy Provincial 
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responsibility  Commissioners: Crime Detection, Division: Detective Service: Component Heads, Provincial Heads: 

Detective Service, Cluster Commanders, Detective Cluster Coordinators, Police Station Commanders, 

Section Commanders: Detective Service, all Detective Unit Commanders and Detectives. 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Standing Orders 305, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 333, 342, 343, 344, 346, 381 and National 

Instructions 21/1998, 22/1998, 23/1998, 2/1999, 3/1999, 2/2001, 2/2002, 1/2007, 3/2008, 2/2010, 

3/2010, 3/2011, 2/2012 

Information flow 

 After the finalisation of the trial, the Detective/Data Typist updates the result of the trial on 

CAS/ICDMS (adjudication – guilty on all charges). 

 The Section Commander/Subsection Commander ensures the correctness of the information 

recorded on the CAS/ICDMS by comparing the information on CAS/ICDMS with the result of trial 

reflected on the case docket. 

 Calculated rates and raw data are drawn from the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 A designated official at Management Information and Strategic Planning: Detective Service 

records the data on a user-friendly spreadsheet and processes the data by using the calculation 

method. Results are compared with rates published on the SAPS Efficiency Index System. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at Detective Service for comparison with the supporting documents for 

inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner:  Detective Service and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Subprogramme: Specialised Investigations 

Indicator title  
Percentage of trial-ready case dockets for fraud and corruption by individuals within the 

JCPS Cluster measured against the total fraud and corruption cases not finalised in court 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to trial ready cases for corruption against individuals within the JCPS Cluster in 

terms of the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 2004). It refers to 

the provision of a fully investigated case docket, where it includes one or more charges (investigation 

finalised), which can be utilised by the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) for the prosecution of an 

offender(s) on charge(s) linked to the docket. Fully investigated means that there is no outstanding 

information which requires further investigation by a detective and that all evidence (e.g. statements, 

specialist reports, etc.) have been obtained.(refer to letter 3/1/8/6 dated 7 October 2010 for a detailed 

explanation on the definition on trial ready case dockets). 

A case docket is trial ready until it is finalised in court. 

Serious corruption includes the misuse of a public or private office or position or resources with a 

corrupt intent and may include an act of bribery, nepotism, extortion, fraud and theft. This includes but 

is not limited to, offences under the Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No. 

12 of 2004). 

Purpose/importance  

Trial ready case dockets are measured to establish the percentage of dockets that are finalised and 

that are currently in court, ready for trial by the National Prosecuting Authority. Reducing corruption 

within the JCPS Cluster is also a government priority, which is linked to Outcome 3 of the JCPS 

priorities namely; that ‘All people in South Africa are and feel safe’, Output 7.6 (1 000 convictions by 

2019) which refers to “Reduced Corruption” to ensure that corruption is combated to enhance its 

effectiveness and its ability to serve as a deterrent against crime.  

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Case Administration System (CAS) 

SAPS 3M Case docket 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Case Control register 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Case Control register (figures sourced from registers) 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  Trial-ready cases divided by cases not finalised in court , multiplied by 100  

Data limitations  ___ 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance  60% 

Reporting responsibility  Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation.  
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Implementation 

responsibility  
Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

SAPS Amendment Act, 2012 (Act No. 10 of 2012), Extradition Act, 1962 (Act No. 67 of 1962), 

Prevention and Combatting of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 2004,                                                                                                                  

Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 2001 (Act No. 38 of 2001), Prevention of Organised Crime Act, 1998 

(Act No. 121 of 1998) 

Information flow 

Enquiries: 

 A complaint is reported (whistle blowing, direct complaint, anonymously, informants etc.). 

 An enquiry is opened to verify and follow through the complaint through investigations 

 Once evidence is obtained, a docket is opened or a pre-project route is followed. 

 If there is no substance to the allegation, the enquiry is closed. 

 Case Dockets: 

 A case docket is opened and registered on the CAS. 

 Case referred to the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation (DPCI), registered on the Case 

Control Register (CCR) and allocated to the Detective (IO)  

 IO investigates and updates the CAS continuously. 

 The CAS Controller verifies the information against the CAS. Discrepancies are directed back to 

the IO for rectification.  

 The Provincial Serious Corruption Investigation (SCI) Return, certified as correct by the Provincial 

Commander: SCI is forwarded to the Head: SCI at the DPCI, Head Office.  

 Physical docket inspections are conducted on a quarterly and an ad hoc basis at Provincial and 

National level 

 A member specifically designated for this function receives all Monthly Provincial SCI Returns and 

verifies information against the CAS. Discrepancies are directed back to Provincial level, from 

where queries are directed to the relevant IO’s.  

 Information on the Monthly Crime Return is processed on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis 

which is then approved by the Head: SCI.  

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation for comparison with the 

supporting document and inclusion in the Directorate’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance is approved by the National Head of the DPCI and submitted to the Head: Strategic 

Management.  
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Indicator title  Detection rate for serious commercial crime-related charges 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the detection rate (the ability to solve charges) in respect of commercial crime-

related charges. Serious and priority commercial crime refers to serious and priority fraud, forgery and 

uttering, theft (such as the theft of trust funds), commercial crime that is of such extent or complexity 

that it requires the services of a chartered accountant or other specialist or expert during investigation, 

and contraventions of certain statutes relating to commercial crime (including statutes relating to, 

inter alia, companies, trusts and close corporations, long and short term insurance, the counterfeiting 

of currency, the counterfeiting and illicit trade in counterfeit products and goods, intellectual property 

rights, banks and the banking industry, exchange control, estate agents, serious corruption and 

computer-related/cyber-crime). 

Purpose/importance  
The detection rate is measured to establish the ability of the SAPS to solve serious commercial crime-

related charges. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous year  

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

SAPS 184: Finger Print Register (Cases to Court). 

Copies of Charge Sheets (New Additional Charges). 

Cover of SAPS 3M Case Dockets (Withdrawn; False/Unfounded Cases). 

SAPS 256: Crime Control Register (New Cases). 

Certified list of Brought forward cases still under investigation. 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Crime Administration System (CAS); Business Intelligence System (BI); SCC DPCI Performance 

Information Report; Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

SCC DPCI Performance Information Report; Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority 

Crime Investigation (Excel Spreadsheet) 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  

(Number of charges referred to court for the first time, where a case represents at least one charge) + 

(Number of additional verifiable charges referred to court for the first time) + (Number of complaints 

withdrawn out of court) + (Number of complaints unfounded)/ false)] divided by [(Number of 

cases/complaints reported, where a new case represents at least one charge) + (Number of additional 

verifiable charges referred to court for the first time) + (Number of charges brought forward, where a 

case represents at least one charge) x 100% 

Data limitations  

The indicator is directly influenced by the extent and complexity of serious and priority commercial 

crime cases, and the duration of the investigation. Large investment scheme fraud cases can take 

several years to finalise. Large caseloads will result in a lower detection rate. Large numbers of 

additional charges must be kept on a manual system, as it is too time-consuming and labour intensive 

to capture on CAS, e.g. a case with 800 charges – all 800 cannot be captured on CAS, it is impractical 

and CAS does not provide for it. New cases reported cannot be kept accurately in terms of charges, 

since charges added to an accused in practice are only formulated months, even years, after the case is 

initially received, therefore it is kept manually (in practice, charges are formulated when the 

investigation is completed and the state prosecutor formulates the charge sheet). While CAS is used as 

a primary computer database, data required for example charges which are referred to court for the 

first time cannot be obtained from CAS readily and manual registers are used for that. 
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Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  80%  

Reporting responsibility  Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

SAPS Amendment Act, 2012 (Act No. 10 of 2012), Extradition Act, 1962 (Act No. 67 of 1962), 

Prevention and Combatting of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 2004), Financial Intelligence 

Centre Act, 2001 (Act No. 38 of 2001), Prevention of Organised Crime Act, 1998 (Act No. 121 of 1998) 

Information flow 

 A case docket is registered on the Crime Administration System (CAS) at a SAPS Client Service 

Centre (CSC). 

 The Shift Commander/CSC Commander/Police Station Commander/other immediate 

commander/member specifically designated for this purpose verifies the captured information 

against the A1 statement, inspects the docket for completeness and ensures that the case is 

correctly registered on CAS.  

 In the event of matters of a sensitive nature, the docket will be registered and the correctness will 

be certified by the member concerned. 

 A relevant serious commercial crime-related docket is allocated on CAS to the member on 

standby for Commercial Crime DPCI for investigation.  

 The Commercial Crime DPCI standby member acknowledges receipt for the docket on CAS and 

proceeds with the preliminary investigation. 

 The Commercial Crime Unit DPCI Commander (or a member designated for this function) 

assesses the case docket and assigns it to a detective.  

 All cases are recorded on the Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime 

Investigation at the unit. The Unit Commander (or designated person) on a monthly basis 

withdraws performance information from CAS and compares and verifies the information 

captured on the Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation. 

Any discrepancies found are rectified by means of an audit of the physical docket/s and CAS.  

 At Unit level, the actual case dockets are used as a primary information source to capture and 

keep performance related information (including charges brought forward and carried over from 

and to reporting periods, new complaints/cases received for investigation, charges referred to 

court, complaints/ cases closed in different ways. The outcome of cases in court such as 

convictions obtained, not guilty verdicts, cases not yet completed in court that are brought 

forward and carried over from and to reporting periods, as well as the number of trial-ready 

cases).  

 The Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime are certified as correct by 

the Unit Commander and escalated from Unit level to the Provincial Commander as well as to the 

Provincial Head, thereafter it is then submitted to the component head after correctness has 

been verified by the Provincial Head. 

 The SEOU (Serious Economic Offences Unit) also submits a monthly Generic Commercial Crime 

Return directly to the Head: Commercial Crime DPCI.  

 At unit level physical docket inspections and audits of dockets, CAS are done on a monthly and 

ad hoc basis to ensure accuracy of performance information.  

 The Provincial Commander: Commercial Crime DPCI (or a member designated for this purpose) 

on a monthly basis verifies the information contained in the Generic Commercial Crime Return: 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation received from its units within the province. 

Information is verified by extracting information from CAS and comparing it with the reports 
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submitted. Any discrepancy found, is directed back to Unit level for rectification.  

 All unit SCC DPCI Performance Information Reports and unit Generic Commercial Crime Returns: 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation are consolidated to constitute a monthly provincial 

Generic Commercial Crime Return. 

 The monthly provincial Generic Commercial Crime Return, are certified as correct by the 

Provincial Commander: Commercial Crime DPCI and submitted to the Provincial Head DPCI. The 

Provincial Head will then peruse and certify the report and submit to Management Information 

and Strategic Planning (MISP) and Component Heads (Head Office of the Directorate for Priority 

Crime Investigation).  

 From Component and Provincial level, physical docket inspections and audits of dockets and CAS 

records are done on a quarterly and ad hoc basis at Unit level to ensure accuracy of performance 

information.  

 A member specifically designated for this function receives and processes all monthly unit and 

provincial SCC DPCI Performance Information Reports and all unit and provincial Generic 

Commercial Crime Returns: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation, and verifies the reported 

performance information against CAS. Discrepancies are directed back to Provincial level and 

followed up to ensure that same are addressed and rectified.  

 Performance information reported in the SCC DPCI Performance Information Reports and unit 

Generic Commercial Crime Returns are processed into a national DPCI Performance Information 

Report, using the same standard predefined spread sheet used by units and provincial offices as 

prescribed in the Head Office directive, on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis. The 

performance information is submitted to the Section Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation for comparison/verification 

with the supporting documents and inclusion in the Directorate’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template.  

 Performance is approved by the Head: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation and submitted 

to the Head: Monitoring and Evaluation.  
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Indicator title  Percentage of trial-ready case dockets for serious commercial crime-related charges 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the provision of a fully investigated case docket, if it includes one or more 

charges (investigation finalised), which can be utilised by the National Prosecuting Agency (NPA) for 

the prosecution of an offender(s) on the charge(s) linked to the docket. Fully investigated entails that 

where there is no outstanding information which requires further investigation by a detective and that 

all evidence (e.g. statements, specialist reports, etc.) has been obtained and the prosecutor has 

directed that the witness be summoned. (Refer to letter 3/1/8/6 dated 7 October 2010 for a detailed 

explanation on the definition on court ready case dockets).  

 

Serious Commercial Crime refers to serious fraud, forgery and uttering, theft (such as the theft of trust 

funds), commercial crime that is of such extent or complexity that it requires the services of a 

chartered accountant or other specialist or expert during investigation and contraventions of certain 

statutes relating to commercial crime (including statutes relating to, inter alia, companies, trusts and 

close corporations, long and short term insurance, the counterfeiting of currency, the counterfeiting 

and illicit trade in counterfeit products and goods, intellectual property rights, banks and the banking 

industry, exchange control, estate agents, serious corruption, and computer-related/cybercrime). 

Official directive with reference 3/1/8/6/2/1 over 26/2/4 dated 2013/08/02 from the Head: Commercial 

Crime DPCI has bearing. Note: (the term court ready refers to trial ready cases) 

 

Purpose/importance  

Trial ready case dockets are measured to establish the percentage of dockets on court roll in respect 

of which the investigation has been finalised and which are ready for prosecution by the National 

Prosecuting Authority. 

New indicator  
A continuation from the previous year (a case docket remains trial ready until it is finalised / withdrawn 

in court) 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

1. Monthly record of Trial Ready Cases reported for the reporting period. 

2. List of cases not yet finalised in court for the reporting period. 

3. Copies of Cover of SAPS 3M Case Dockets for 1 and 2. 

4. Crime Administration System (CAS) printouts.   

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Crime Administration System (CAS);); SCC DPCI Performance Information Report; and Generic 

Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Generic Commercial Crime return which includes the performance report 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  

Number of trial-ready cases divided by number of cases not yet finalised in court multiply by 100% 

A case docket must be included in the quarterly and annual calculation for the trial ready rate even 

though it could have been finalised at any time during the reporting period. 

Data limitations  

The indicator is directly influenced by the extent and complexity of serious and priority commercial 

crime cases and the duration of the investigation. Large investment scheme fraud cases can take 

several years to finalise. Large caseloads will result in a lower detection rate. Large numbers of 

additional charges must be kept on a manual system, as it is too time-consuming and labour intensive 
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to capture on CAS, e.g. a case with 1 000 plus charges – all 1 000 charges cannot be captured on CAS, 

it is impractical and CAS does not provide for it. New cases reported cannot be kept accurately in 

terms of charges, since charges added to an accused in practice are only formulated months, even 

years, after the case is initially received, therefore it is kept manually (in practice, charges are 

formulated when the investigation is completed and the state prosecutor formulates the charge 

sheet). While CAS is used as a primary computer database, data required for example charges referred 

to court for the first time cannot be obtained from CAS readily and manual registers are used for that. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  53%  

Reporting responsibility  Directorate for Priority Crime  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

SAPS Amendment Act, 2012 (Act No 10 of 2012), Extradition Act, 1962 (Act No 67 of 1962), Prevention 

and Combatting of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No 12 of 2004), Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 

2001 (Act No 38 of 2001), Prevention of Organised Crime Act, 1998 (Act No 121 of 1998) 3/1/8/6/2/1 

over 26/2/4 dated 2013/08/02 

Information flow 

 A case docket is registered on the Crime Administration System (CAS) at a SAPS Client Service 

Centre (CSC) 

 The Shift Commander/CSC Commander/Police Station Commander/other immediate 

commander/member specifically designated for this purpose verifies the captured information 

against the A1 statement, inspects the docket for completeness and ensures that the case is 

correctly registered on CAS  

 In the event of matters of a sensitive nature, the docket will be registered and the correctness will 

be certified by the member concerned. 

 A relevant serious commercial crime-related docket is allocated on CAS to the member on 

standby for Commercial Crime DPCI for investigation  

 The Commercial Crime DPCI standby member acknowledges receipt for the docket on CAS and 

proceeds with the preliminary investigation 

 The Commercial Crime Unit DPCI Commander (or a member designated for this function) 

assesses the case docket and assigns it to a detective 

 All cases are recorded on the Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime 

Investigation at the unit. The Unit Commander (or designated person) on a monthly basis 

withdraws performance information from CAS and compares and verifies the information 

captured on the Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation. 

Any discrepancies found are rectified by means of an audit of the physical docket/s and CAS  

 At Unit level, the actual case dockets are used as a primary information source to capture and 

keep performance related information (including charges brought forward and carried over from 

and to reporting periods, new complaints/cases received for investigation, charges referred to 

court, complaints/ cases closed in different ways, and the outcome of cases in court such as 

convictions obtained, not guilty verdicts, cases not yet completed in court brought forward and 

carried over from and to reporting periods, and the number of trial-ready cases).  

 The Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime are certified as correct by 

the Unit Commander and escalated from Unit level to the Provincial Commander as well as to the 

Provincial Head, thereafter then submitted to the component head after correctness has been 

verified by the Provincial Head. 

 The SEOU (Serious Economic Offences Unit) also submits a monthly Generic Commercial Crime 

Return directly to the Head: Commercial Crime DPCI  
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 At unit level physical docket inspections and audits of dockets, CAS are done on a monthly and 

ad hoc basis to ensure accuracy of performance information  

 The Provincial Commander: Commercial Crime DPCI (or a member designated for this purpose) 

on a monthly basis verifies the information contained in the Generic Commercial Crime Return: 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation received from its units within the province. 

Information is verified by extracting information from CAS and comparing it with the reports 

submitted. Any discrepancy found, is directed back to Unit level for rectification.  

 All unit Generic Commercial Crime Returns: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation are 

consolidated to constitute a monthly provincial Generic Commercial Crime Return 

 The monthly unit /provincial Generic Commercial Crime Return are certified as correct by the 

Provincial Commander: Commercial Crime DPCI and submitted to the Provincial Head DPCI. The 

Provincial Head will then peruse and certify the report and submit to MISP and Component 

Heads(Head Office of the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation)  

 From Component and Provincial level, physical docket inspections and audits of dockets and CAS 

records are done on a quarterly and ad hoc basis at Unit level to ensure accuracy of performance 

information  

 A member specifically designated for this function receives and processes all monthly unit and 

Generic Commercial Crime Returns: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation, and verifies the 

reported performance information against CAS. Discrepancies are directed back to Provincial 

level and followed up to ensure that same are addressed and rectified  

 Performance information reported in the unit Generic Commercial Crime Returns are processed 

into a national DPCI Performance Information Report, using the same standard predefined 

spread sheet used by units and provincial offices as prescribed in the Head Office directive, on a 

monthly, quarterly and annual basis. The performance information is submitted to the Section 

Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Directorate for Priority 

Crime Investigation for comparison/verification with the supporting documents and inclusion in 

the Directorate’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template.  

 Performance is approved by the National Head of the DPCI and submitted to the Head: Strategic 

Management.  
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Indicator title  
Percentage of registered serious organised crime project investigations successfully 

terminated 

Short definition  

The indicator refers to Organised Crime Project Investigation (OCPI) within the Component Serious 

Organised Crime, which is registered upon the identification of a criminal syndicate/organised criminal 

group committing serious crime in an organised fashion. An OCPI is registered to allow for the 

application of covert and overt investigation techniques during the investigation process in gathering 

sufficient evidence against the members of the criminal syndicate. The objective of the OCPI is to 

dismantle the function of the criminal syndicate by prosecuting its members and forfeiting assets 

obtained through illicit activities. 

Purpose/importance  
Organised Criminal Groups/Criminal Syndicates and their involvement in local, national and 

transnational crime are a significant contributory factor to the high crime rates in South Africa. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Project File 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

 

Organised Crime Threat Management (OCTM) system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Information source from the OCTM populated onto an excel spreadsheet 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  
The number of Organised Crime Project Driven Investigations successfully terminated divided by the 

number of registered Organised Crime Project Investigations 

Data limitations  
Does not allow for project tracking / monitoring / updating at certain stages of the investigative 

process 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance  43% 

Reporting responsibility  Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation: Component- Serious Organised Crime 

Implementation 

responsibility  
Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

SAPS Amendment Act, 2012 (Act No. 10 of 2012), The Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass 

Destruction Act, 1993 (Act No. 87 of 1993), Prevention of Organised Crime Act, 1998 (Act No. 121 of 

1998), Protection of Constitutional Democracy Against Terrorist and Related Activities Act, 2004 (Act 

No. 33 of 2004) POCDATARA, Prevention and Combatting of Corrupt Activities, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 

2004) 

Information flow  An enquiry is registered on CAS for the purpose of a preliminary investigation. 
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 Proof of existence of threat is gathered and statements are obtained.  

 A crime pattern analysis is performed (PCMC). 

 All relevant investigative aids are utilised.  

 All reasonable steps are taken to identify possible criminal groups or criminal high flyers.  

 A profile of the criminal group or criminal high flyer is compiled and analysis is done to determine 

association and linkages.  

 Possible disruptive operations are considered to enhance the investigation.  

 A threat risk assessment is conducted.  

 After taking into consideration the possible threat, the Unit Commander must consider the 

feasibility of a possible project investigation.  

 A project plan is prepared by the project manager indicating the intention to commence with the 

investigation of an OCPI and submitted to the Unit Commander for processing and consideration 

in conjunction with the Provincial PCMC.  

 The Unit Commander/ Project Manager present the proposed OCPI at the Provincial Project 

Committee (PPC) for their consideration and recommendation.  

 The PPC will then forward the project proposal to the National Project Committee (NPC) for 

consideration and approval.  

 After approval of the OCPI it is registered on the OCTM by the office of the Provincial 

Commander: Serious Organised Crime.  

 A copy of the approved project plan is forwarded to the Head: Serious Organised Crime. The 

approved project is then forwarded to the relevant unit for investigation. 

 The process for the termination of the project follows the same procedure as for the registration 

for an OCPI.  

 After the investigation is completed the Unit Commander/ Project Manager applies for 

termination, via a termination report (source) at the Provincial Project Committee (PPC) the  

 Provincial Committee recommends the termination of the project to the National Project 

Committee for the consideration and approval. 

 The National Project Committee will evaluate projects on a quarterly basis for the purposes of 

registration, extension and termination. 

 A designated official at the office of the Head: PCMC Crime receives the approved project 

plan/termination report and registers/terminates the OCPI on the OCTM database.  

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Commander: Management 

Information and Strategic Planning at the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation for 

comparison with the supporting document and inclusion in the Directorate’s Quarterly/Annual 

Performance Report.  

 Performance is approved by the National Head of the DPCI and submitted to the Head: Strategic 

Management.  
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Indicator title  Percentage of identified clandestine laboratories dismantled 

Short definition  

The indicator refers to Organised Crime linked to syndicate/organised criminal groups that create 

clandestine laboratories with the utilisation of illicit chemicals, equipment and natural products in the 

creation illicit drugs that are in high demand at a national and transnational level, which are carried 

out in secret. 

Purpose/importance  

Organised Criminal Groups/Criminal Syndicates and their involvement in manufacturing and supply of 

drugs 

 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 

Case Dockets, Enquiry Files, Project File & Database 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

 

Manual Independent database & GACS system 

 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Incidents Reports captured on Database 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  Number of clandestine laboratories dismantled from the registered enquiries 

Data limitations  Not yet accessible on systems, reliance is on manual system and reports. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  100% (20) 

Reporting responsibility  Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

SAPS Amendment Act, 2012 (Act No. 10 of 2012), The Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass 

Destruction Act, 1993 (Act No. 87 of 1993), Prevention of Organised Crime Act, 1998 (Act No. 121 of 

1998), Protection of Constitutional Democracy Against Terrorist and Related Activities Act, 2004 (Act 

No. 33 of 2004) POCDATARA, Prevention and Combatting of Corrupt Activities, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 

2004) 

Information flow 

 Information is received, and an enquiry is registered on CAS for the purpose of a preliminary 

investigation. 

 Crime Intelligence is then tasked to conduct observations and surveillance. Utilisation of 

informers and continuous meetings with intelligence driven stakeholders.  

 A search for background checks on suspects, vehicles and title deeds for the laboratory house. 

Search warrant is applied for in preparation for police action. Briefing is done and police action 
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the on dismantling of the clandestine laboratory follows. forensic laboratory science for chemical 

handling and a local criminal record centre for DNA and Finger prints are activated to process 

the laboratory scene of crime. Other stakeholders are activated e.g. DFL, FAFI and FIC. Case 

docket is registered. Processing of suspects by arresting, charging, taking of buccal swap and 

suspects taken to court. Crime scene gets cleaned up. 

  Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Directorate for Priority Crime 

Investigation for comparison with the supporting document and inclusion in the Directorate’s 

Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template.  

  Performance is approved by the National Head of the DPCI and submitted to the Head: Strategic 

Management.  
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Indicator title  
Number of serious corruption related trial-ready case dockets where officials are involved 

including procurement fraud and corruption 

Short definition  

The indicator refers to the provision of a fully investigated case docket, whether it includes one or 

more charges (investigations finalised), which can be finalised by the courts for the prosecution of an 

offender(s) on a charge(s) linked to the docket. Fully investigated entails that there is no outstanding 

information which requires further investigation by a detective, and that all evidence (e.g. Statements, 

specialist reports, etc.) has been obtained. 

Purpose/importance  
Trial ready case dockets are measured to establish the number of dockets that are finalised in a 

quarter and that are currently in court, in order to monitor progress. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 

Crime Administration System (CAS) 

SAPS 3M Case Docket 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

 

Crime Administration System (CAS) and ACTT Performance Info System (Spread sheet) 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Generic information captured on a database maintained by the DPCI 

 

Calculation type  

 

Cumulative 

 

Method of calculation  

 

Cumulative total number of investigations  

 

Data limitations  

The indicator is directly influenced by the extent and complexity of procurement fraud and corruption 

related cases and the duration of the investigation. Procurement fraud and corruption related cases 

can take several years to finalise. Large caseloads will result in a lower detection rate. Large numbers 

of additional charges must be kept on a manual system, as it is too time-consuming and labour 

intensive to capture on CAS, e.g. a case with 800 charges – all 800 cannot be captured on CAS, it is 

impractical and CAS does not provide for it. New cases reported cannot be kept accurately in terms of 

charges, since charges added to an accused in practice, are only formulated months, even years, after 

the case is initially received, therefore it is kept manually (in practice, charges are formulated when the 

investigation is completed and the state prosecutor formulates the charge sheet). While CAS is used as 

a primary computer database, data required; for example charges referred to court for the first time, 

cannot readily be obtained from CAS. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance  18 

Reporting responsibility  Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  
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Implementation 

responsibility  
Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

SAPS Amendment Act, 2012 (Act No. 10 of 2012), Extradition Act, 1962 (Act No. 67 of 1962), 

Prevention and Combatting of Corrupt Activities Act, 2004 (Act No. 12 of 2004), Financial Intelligence 

Centre Act, 2001 (Act No. 38 of 2001), Prevention of Organised Crime Act, 1998 (Act No. 121 of 1998) 

Information flow 

 A complaint is reported (whistle blowing, direct complaint, anonymously, informants etc.). 

 An enquiry is opened to verify and follow through the complaint through investigations 

 Once evidence is obtained, a docket is opened or a pre-project route is followed. 

 If there is no substance to the allegation, the enquiry is closed. 

 

Case Selection Process for ACTT 

 Incident Register (IR) Registration 

 Analysis by the Secretariat 

 Consideration for Priority Case (PC) by Selection Committee. 

 Approval and registration of PC. 

 

Case Dockets: 

 A case docket is opened and registered on the CAS  

 Case referred to the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation (DPCI), registered on the Case 

Control Register (CCR) and allocated to the Detective   

 The Detective investigates and updates the CAS continuously. 

 The CAS Controller verifies the information against the CAS. Discrepancies are directed back to 

the Detective for rectification.  

 The Provincial Serious Corruption Investigation (SCI) Return, certified as correct by the Provincial 

Commander: SCI is forwarded to the Head: SCI at the DPCI, Head Office.  

 Physical docket inspections are conducted on a quarterly and an ad hoc basis at provincial and 

national level 

 A member specifically designated for this function receives all Monthly Provincial SCI Returns and 

verifies information against the CAS. Discrepancies are directed back to provincial level, from 

where queries are directed to the relevant Detective  

 Information on the Monthly Crime Return is processed on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis 

which is then approved by the Head: SCI.  

 Performance information is submitted to the Commander: Management Information and 

Strategic Planning at the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation for comparison with the 

supporting document and inclusion in the Directorate’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance is approved by the National Head of the DPCI and submitted to the Head: Strategic 

Management.  
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Indicator title  Detection rate for cybercrime-related cases 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to detection rate in respect of cybercrime-related cases. The detection of crime is 

the process undertaken by the SAPS which extends from the time the SAPS becomes aware of a crime 

and where a case docket is subsequently opened for investigation. Until such time as a suspect has 

been arrested and charged on CAS/ICDMS or the case docket has been closed off as unfounded or as 

withdrawn before court. This process will include the utilisation of recognised investigative aids and 

the services of other SAPS divisions and role players. 

Purpose/importance  

The South African nature of cybercrime-related within the country reflects elements of transnational 

organised crime and has evolved into a sophisticated crime phenomenon. Organised crime syndicates, 

which display innovative criminal entrepreneurial tendencies and use the proceeds of cybercrime to 

finance other organised crime operations. The detection rate is measured in order to establish the 

ability of the South African Police Service (SAPS) to successfully address reported cybercrime criminal 

investigations, in as far as it relates to the commercial crime platform. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Monthly Internet Related Fraud Statistical Analyses Report 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Information generated from the Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime 

Investigation 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  

(Number of charges referred to court for the first time, where a case represents at least one charge)+ 

(Number of additional verifiable charges referred to court for the first time)+(Number of complaints 

withdrawn out of court)+(Number of complaints unfounded/false)] divided by [(Number of 

cases/complaints reported, where a new case represents at least one charge)+(Number of additional 

verifiable charges referred to court for the first time)+(Number of charges brought forward, where a 

case represents at least one charge)] multiply by a hundred percent. 

Data limitations  
The indicator is directly influenced by the extent and complexity of cybercrime cases, and the duration 

of such investigations. Large caseloads will necessarily result in a lower detection rate. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  34% 

Reporting responsibility  Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

Section 86 and 87 of the Electronic Communications and Transactions (ECT) Act, 2002 (Act No. 25 of 

2002), SAPS Amendment Act, 2012 (Act No. 10 of 2012)as far as it relates to cybercrime, Prevention of 
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instructions Organised Crime Act, 1998 (Act No. 121 of 1998), Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act, 

2004 (Act No. 12 of 2004) 

Information flow 

 A case docket is registered on the Crime Administration System (CAS) at a SAPS Client Service 

Centre (CSC)  

 The Shift Commander/CSC Commander/Station Commander/other immediate 

 commander/member specifically designated for this purpose verifies the captured information 

against the A1 statement, inspects the docket for completeness and ensures that the case is 

correctly registered on CAS 

 A relevant serious commercial crime-related docket is allocated on CAS to the member on 

standby for Commercial Crime DPCI for investigation 

 The Commercial Crime DPCI standby member acknowledges receipt for the docket on CAS and 

proceeds with the preliminary investigation 

 The Commercial Crime Unit DPCI Commander (or a member designated for this function) 

assesses the case docket and assigns it to a detective 

 All cases are recorded on the Serious Commercial Crime (SCC) DPCI Performance Information 

Report and the Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation at 

the unit. The Unit Commander (or designated person), on a monthly basis, withdraws 

performance information from CAS and Business Intelligence (BI), and compares and verifies the 

information captured on the SCC DPCI Performance Information Report and the Generic 

Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation. Any discrepancies found 

are rectified by means of an audit of the physical docket/s and CAS/ BI records  

 At unit level, the actual case dockets are used as a primary information source to capture and 

keep performance related information (including charges brought forward and carried over from 

and to reporting periods, new complaints/cases received for investigation, charges referred to 

court, complaints/cases closed in different ways and the outcome of cases in court such as 

convictions obtained, not guilty verdicts, cases not yet completed in court that are brought 

forward and carried over from and to reporting periods and the number of trial ready cases)  

 The SCC DPCI Performance Information Report and the Generic Commercial Crime Return: 

Directorate for Priority Crime are certified as correct by the Unit Commander and escalated from 

unit level to the Provincial Commander: Commercial Crime DPCI, as well as to the Head: 

Commercial Crime DPCI, the component head of Commercial Crime DPCI at divisional level at 

DPCI Head Office  

 The SEOU (Serious Economic Offences Unit) also submits a monthly Generic Commercial Crime 

Return directly to the Head: Commercial Crime DPCI  

 At unit level physical docket inspections and audits of dockets, CAS and BI records are done on a 

quarterly and ad hoc basis to ensure accuracy of performance information 

 The Provincial Commander: Commercial Crime DPCI (or a member designated for this purpose) 

on a monthly basis verifies the information contained in the SCC DPCI Performance Information 

Report and the Generic Commercial Crime Return: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation 

received from its units within the province. Information is verified by extracting information from 

CAS and BI and comparing it with the reports submitted. Any discrepancy found, is directed back 

to unit level for rectification  

 All unit SCC DPCI Performance Information Reports and unit Generic Commercial Crime Returns: 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation are consolidated to constitute a monthly provincial 

SCC DPCI Performance Information Report and Generic Commercial Crime Return 

 The monthly provincial SCC DPCI Performance Information Report and Generic Commercial 

Crime Return, are certified as correct by the Provincial Commander: Commercial Crime DPCI and 

are submitted to the component Head: Commercial Crime at divisional level (Head Office of the 

Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation)  

 From divisional and provincial level, physical docket inspections and audits of dockets, CAS and 
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BI records are done on a quarterly and ad hoc basis at unit level to ensure accuracy of 

performance information 

 A member specifically designated for this function receives and processes all monthly, unit and 

provincial, SCC DPCI Performance Information Reports and all unit and provincial Generic 

Commercial Crime Returns: Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation and verifies the reported 

performance information against CAS and BI. Discrepancies are directed  to provincial and unit 

level and followed up to ensure that some are addressed and rectified  

 Performance information reported in the unit SCC DPCI Performance Information Reports and 

unit Generic Commercial Crime Returns is processed into a national component SCC DPCI 

Performance Information Report, using the same standard predefined spread sheet used by units 

and provincial offices, as prescribed in the Head Office directive, on a monthly, quarterly and 

annual basis, which is then recommended by the component Head: Commercial Crime DPCI for 

submission to national level  

 The performance information is submitted onward from component level to the Section 

Commander: Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Directorate for Priority 

Crime Investigation for comparison/verification with the supporting documents and inclusion in 

the Directorate’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template  

 Performance is approved by the National Head of the DPCI and submitted to the Head: Strategic 

Management.  
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Subprogramme: Criminal Record Centre 

Indicator title  Percentage of original previous conviction reports generated 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to crime-related previous conviction reports which are generated for formally 

charged individuals by the processing of fingerprints received (SAPS76 forms) by the Component: 

Criminal Record and Crime Scene Management 

Purpose/importance  
To provide information on the criminal history (criminal profile) of an individual to a court of law for 

the purpose of sentencing 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source of the performance related data that is captured onto the CRIM system is the SAPS76 form, 

SAPS69 form and the results of trial received by the Component Criminal Record and Crime Scene 

Management. 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, 2010 [Act No. 6 of 2010] prescribes that source 

documents relating to “not guilty or withdrawn verdicts which have informed the capturing on the 

CRIM system must be physically destroyed within 30 days from the day that the Divisional 

Commissioner who is responsible for criminal records becomes aware, to ensure compliance with the 

legislative dictates. It is thus not possible to provide source documents that verify the system entry, as 

the source documents would have been destroyed.  

It may be possible to make audit arrangements in cases where audit samples have been determined 

and the source documents to be destroyed, are still available before physical destruction can take 

place, based upon an agreed schedule. 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

The performance related data is extracted by the Business Intelligence System from the CRIM system 

and published into a system generated report.  

Criminal Record System (CRIM) and Business Intelligence System (BI) are the systems used for 

performance information 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

System generated reports and a certificate of performance signed by the Component Head Criminal 

Record Centre and Crime Scene Management  

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of previous conviction reports (SAPS69’s) generated for formally charged individuals 

within 15 calendar days from the date of receipt at Division Forensic Services during the reporting 

period, divided by the total number of previous conviction reports generated during the same 

reporting period, expressed as a percentage.  

The calculation of the number of previous conviction reports generated in 15 calendar days is based 

on the number of SAPS76 in five day intervals which has a SAPS69 status of ready for production.  

SAPS76 source documents which resulted in SAPS69’s issued within and after 15 calendar days are 

both captured onto the CRIM system and included in the performance calculation. 

Data limitations  

It may be possible to make audit arrangements in cases whereby audit sample has been determined 

and the source documents which have to be destroyed are still available, before physical destruction 

can take place based upon an agreed schedule. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 
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Desired performance  95% of original previous conviction reports generated within 15 calendar days 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Component: Criminal Record and Crime Scene Management  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, 2010[Act No. 6 of 2010] section 36B (6) (a) (iii) 

National Instruction 2 of 2013 Chapter 8, Paragraph 27 (1) 

Divisional Directives 

Information flow 

• A police official and/or detective formally charges the arrested individual suspected of 

committing a crime and records the “charge” on the Case Administration System (CAS). 

• A SAPS 76 (Fingerprint form) for formally charged individuals' fingerprints is completed and 

recorded in the SAPS 184 Register (Fingerprint Register) by the detective or person designated 

for this function. Information recorded on the SAPS 76 form and in the SAPS 184 Register is 

verified for completeness by the Detective or Branch Commander and subsequently approved by 

the Station Commander. 

• The SAPS 76 form is sent to the Local Criminal Record Centre (LCRC,) within the respective 

provinces for processing to enable the generation of a SAPS69 (Previous Conviction Report). 

• SAPS76 is received at the LCRC, date stamped and captured on the Criminal Record System 

(CRIM), the Fingerprint Identification Management System (FIMS) and searched on the 

Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS). In case where AFIS is not implemented, the 

documents are sent to the servicing LCRC with AFIS capability.  

• Data captured is verified, manually against the SAPS 76 by LCRC personnel. 

• Previous Conviction Report (SAPS69) is issued for collection by the relevant station or unit. There 

are police stations that have the capability, after authorisation by the Component CR & CSM, to 

print the generated SAPS 69, at station level. 

• SAPS76 and SAPS69 are destroyed in compliance to the prescripts of the Criminal Law (Forensic 

Procedure) Amendment Act, 2010 in the event of “not guilty” and “withdrawn” verdicts. 

• A ‘SAPS 69’s ready for Production from Date SAPS 76 Received’ report for a specific period is 

requested on a quarterly basis from the Business Intelligence (BI) by a Management Information 

Official who, is responsible for the compilation of statistical reports.  

• Performance information is submitted to the Component Head: Criminal Record and Crime 

Scene Management, for verification. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at Division: Forensic Services for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template.  

• Performance information is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Percentage of results of trial updated in respect of the following: 

Guilty verdict 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to crime-related results of trial (SAPS 69 and other official documents) issued by 

the courts to the Component: Criminal Record and Crime Scene Management for updating of the 

criminal profile of a convicted person. 

Purpose/importance  To maintain the criminal record of the offenders. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source of the performance related data that is updated onto the CRIM system is the SAPS69 and 

any other official documents reflecting the outcome of the court received by the Component Criminal 

Record and Crime Scene Management. 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Criminal Record System (CRIM) and Business Intelligence System (BI) are the systems used for 

performance information. 

The performance related data is extracted by the Business Intelligence System from the CRIM system. 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

System generated reports and a certificate of performance signed by the Component Head: Criminal 

Record and Crime Scene Management 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of guilty result of trial documents finalised, per fingerprint/case number combination 

within 20 calendar days from the date of receipt at Division: Forensic Services during the reporting 

period measured, against the total number of guilty result of trial documents received during the 

same reporting period, expressed as a percentage.  

The calculation of the number of guilty result of trial documents finalised within 20 calendar days, is 

based on the number of SAPS69 and any other official documents, which have been received on the 

CRIM system. The report displays a total finalised in five days intervals. 

All guilty result of trial documents received and finalised within and beyond 20 calendar days are 

included in the performance calculation. 

Data limitations  

All source documents are stored at Criminal Record Archive, however, the documentation may not be 

available for auditing. They may be in transit within the Component: Criminal Record and Crime Scene 

Management. It may be possible to make audit arrangements in cases whereby audit samples have 

been determined and the result of trial documents are in transit. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  Guilty: 95% of results of trial updated within 20 calendar days 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services 

Implementation 

responsibility  

 

Component: Criminal Record and Crime Scene Management  
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Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, 2010[Act No. 6 of 2010] section 36B (6) (a) (i) 

Criminal Procedure Act, 1977(Act No. 51 of 1977) Section 57 

National Instruction 2 of 2013 The Management of Fingerprints, Body-prints and Photographic Images 

Par 19(1), (2) and (3) 

Divisional Directives 

Information flow 

 The SAPS 69 and any other official document depicting the results of trial is completed by the 

Court Official and handed to the Detectives. 

 The results of the trial document is recorded in the SAPS184 register by the Detectives or person 

designated for this function, where after the result of the trial document is sent to the LCRC for 

processing. 

 Designated personnel at the LCRC will manually and electronically receive the documents. The 

verdict and sentence is then updated on the CRIM system. 

 The results of the trial document are manually and electronically sent to the AFIS LCRCs, where 

source documents are stored for retrieval of corresponding SAPS76. This process of sending 

SAPS 69 and any other document, depicting the result of trial, will only be applicable in cases 

where the LCRC does not have AFIS capability.  

 The results of the trial document are manually and electronically sent to the respective Provincial 

CR & CSM. 

 The results of trial document are manually and electronically received at respective Provincial CR 

& CSM. 

 The information on the CRIM system is verified for correctness and completeness. 

 The results of trial document are manually and electronically sent to National CR & CSM for 

archiving. 

 A “First receive of guilty ROT till sent to CRC“ report for a specific period is requested on a 

quarterly basis from the Business Intelligence (BI) system by a management information official 

(MIC), who is responsible for the compilation of a statistical report. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Component Head CR & CSM for verification. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Forensic Services for 

comparison with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division: Forensic Services 

Quarter/Annual report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title  
Percentage of results of trial updated in respect of the following: 

Not guilty verdict 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to crime-related results of trial (SAPS 69 and other official documents) issued by 

the courts to the Component: Criminal Record and Crime Scene Management for updating of the 

criminal profile of a person.  

Purpose/importance  

To update the criminal profile of the accused and to destroy the fingerprints, as prescribed in the 

Criminal Law (Forensic procedure) Amendment Act, 2010 [Act No 6 of 2010], in relation to “not guilty 

or withdrawn” verdicts which have informed the capturing on the CRIM system. 

The document must be physically destroyed within 30 days from the day that the Divisional 

Commissioner responsible for criminal records becomes aware, this is to ensure compliance with the 

legislative dictates. It is thus, not possible to provide source documents that verify the system entry, as 

the source documents have been destroyed. 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source of the performance related data that is updated onto the CRIM system is the SAPS69 and 

any other official document, reflecting the outcome of the court, received by the Component Criminal 

Record and Crime Scene Management. 

 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Criminal Record System (CRIM) and Business Intelligence System (BI) are the systems used for 

performance information. 

The performance related data is extracted by the Business Intelligence System from the CRIM system. 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

System generated reports and a certificate of performance signed by the Component Head: Criminal 

Record and Crime Scene Management 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of Not guilty/Withdrawn result of trial documents finalised, per fingerprint/case number 

combination within 20 calendar days from the date of receipt at Division: Forensic Services, during the 

reporting period, measured against the total number of not guilty/withdrawn result of trial documents 

received during the same reporting period, expressed as a percentage.  

The calculation of the number of Not guilty/Withdrawn result of trial documents finalised, within 20 

calendar days, is based on the number of SAPS 69 and any other official documents, which were 

received on the CRIM system. The report displays a total finalised in five days intervals. 

All Not Guilty/ withdrawn result of trial documents received and finalised within and beyond 20 

calendar days, are included in the performance calculation. 

Data limitations  

The document must be physically destroyed within 30 days from the day that the Divisional 

Commissioner who is responsible for criminal records become aware, to ensure compliance with the 

legislative dictates. It is thus not possible to provide source documents that verify the system entry, as 

the source documents have been destroyed 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  Not Guilty/Withdrawn: 95% of results of trial updated within 20 calendar days 
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Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Component: Criminal Record and Crime Scene Management  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, 2010[Act No. 6 of 2010] section 36C  

National Instruction 2 of 2013 The Management of Fingerprints, Body-prints and Photographic Images 

Chapter 8, Paragraph 27 (1) 

Divisional Directives 

Information flow 

 The results of trial (SAPS 69 and any other official documents) depicting the results of trial 

documents is completed by the Court Official and handed to the Detectives. 

 The results of trial (SAPS 69 and any other official documents) depicting the result of trial 

documents is recorded in the SAPS184 register by the Detectives or person designated for this 

function. 

 The results of Trial (SAPS 69 and any other official document) depicting the result of trial is sent 

to the LCRC for processing. 

 Designated personnel at LCRC, will manually and electronically receive the documents.  

 The Not Guilty/ Withdrawn results are updated on the CRIM system. 

 The corresponding source document related to Not Guilty/ withdrawn Result of Trial document 

will be retrieved and attached together for verification.  

 The Not Guilty/ Withdrawn Results of Trial documents are manually and electronically sent to 

AFIS LCRCs where source documents are stored in the pending file for retrieval of corresponding 

SAPS 76. This process will only be followed in case the LCRC does not have AFIS capability.  

 The results of Trial (SAPS 69 and any other official documents) are manually and electronically 

received at respective Provincial CR & CSM. 

 The information on the CRIM system is verified for correctness and completeness. The original 

source documents related to the Not Guilty/ Withdrawn are physically destroyed. 

 A “First received ROT Not Guilty/ Withdrawn till verification“ report for a specific period is 

requested on a quarterly basis from the Business Intelligence (BI) system by a management 

information official (MIC) who is responsible for the compilation of statistical report 

 Performance information is submitted to the Component Head CR & CSM for verification. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at the Division: Forensic Services, for 

comparison with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division: Forensic Services 

Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Subprogramme: Forensic Science Laboratory 

Indicator title  Percentage of routine case exhibits (entries) finalised  

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of routine case-exhibits (entries) processed or forensic requests 

received by the Forensic Science Laboratory within 28 working days. An exhibit refers to any forensic 

requests which was received for forensic services or examination or evidence, found at a crime scene 

or brought to the laboratory for forensic processing. A case or exhibit or forensic requests can contain 

different types of evidence (entries), which are distributed to the relevant disciplines within the 

Forensic Science Laboratory, for processing. Forensic requests can also include forensic proficiency test 

case entries. 

Purpose/importance  
To measure how successful the Forensic Science Laboratory is in finalising case-exhibits (entries) or 

forensic requests from registration date to finalisation date, within the agreed timeframe  

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years.  

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source is the performance related data captured on the FSL Admin system for the routine case 

exhibits (entries).  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

The data is extracted from the FSL Admin system into a spreadsheet format. Performance calculations 

are based upon the data extracted into the spreadsheet. 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

System generated reports and a certificate of performance signed by the Component Head: Forensic 

Science Laboratory. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of routine case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised by the Forensic Science 

Laboratories within 28 working days from the date of registration at Forensic Science Laboratory 

during a reporting period, measured against the total number of routine case-exhibits (entries) or 

forensic requests finalised, from the date of registration during same reporting period, expressed as a 

percentage.  

35 Calendar days, as per the FSL Admin System, is used as the basis of calculating the 28 working days. 

The performance is measured from the date the routine case-exhibits (entries) are registered at the 

Forensic Science Laboratory for examination, to the date that the routine case-exhibit (entry) or 

forensic requests are finalised. 

Routine case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised after 28 working days form part of the 

total number of routine case-exhibits (entries) finalised, and are, therefore included in the performance 

calculation.  

This indicator is limited to routine entries or routine forensic requests and excludes non-routine, 

Ballistics (IBIS) and DNA intelligence entries 

Data limitations  

The FSL Admin System can only provide data in calendar days; therefore 35 calendar days will be 

regarded to be the same as 28 working days. It is critical to note that the data is drawn from a live 

system. The original raw data report must be utilised to do performance calculations, due to the fact 
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that the system is live and changes may occur from time to time. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  75% of routine case exhibits (entries) within 28 working days  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services 

Implementation 

responsibility  
Component: FSL to achieve the desired performance output 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, Act 37 of 2013.  

Divisional Directives, as recorded by Annual Performance Plan 

Information flow 

 Forensic requests are forwarded to the Forensic Science Laboratory for forensic processing. 

 Investigation Officers and Crime Scene Experts attend crime scenes in accordance to agreed and 

defined protocols and priorities. 

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts examine the crime scenes in order to detect exhibits 

which may contain evidence which will be useful in solving reported crimes.   

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts identify and collect exhibits from crime scenes.  

 The collected exhibits are packaged in tamper evident exhibit bags and marked according to 

relevant prescripts, aimed at preserving the chain of custody and to prevent contamination.  

 The tamper evident exhibit bags containing the exhibits are forwarded to pre-defined Forensic 

Science Laboratories.   

 Exhibit items accompanied by a covering letter/official documentation (containing the case 

details, content of the parcel, details of detective and investigation required) is delivered to Case 

Reception at the relevant Forensic Science Laboratory. 

 A forensic request for forensic processing and Acknowledgement of Receipt (where appropriate) 

is signed by Case Reception as proof that the evidence was handed in at the laboratory. 

 Case Registration or designated officials register the forensic request on the FSL Admin System 

to create a laboratory number. A physical case file is created to administrate the processing of 

the case through the laboratory, with exception of IBIS case-entries where supporting documents 

can be found in a separate file and DNA intelligence case-entries where the inventory form is 

utilised for administrative purposes. An automated procedure may transfer the case particulars to 

the FSL Admin System, where available. The exhibit item(s) and case file are also registered on 

the Property Control Exhibit Management (PCEM) system, where available.  

 Case Registration or a designated official forward the case files to the relevant section’s 

administration where the case entry is assigned to an examiner. 

 Peer review of the case file, as per the Quality Management System requirements is performed 

before the entry is finalised. 

 The finalisation of the entry is recorded on the FSL Admin system by a designated person in the 

FSL.  

 Raw data reports are generated from the FSL Admin System for a specific period by Division: 

TMS. 

 Raw data from the reports are processed into a user-friendly spreadsheet and checked for 

completeness by the Management Information Centre Official who is responsible for the 

compilation of statistical reports. 

 The report is forwarded to the Component Head: Forensic Science Laboratory for approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Strategic Planning and Management Information Center at Forensic Services for comparison with 

the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title  Percentage of non-routine case exhibits (entries) finalised 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of non-routine case-exhibits (entries) processed or forensic 

requests received by the Forensic Science Laboratory within 75 working days. An exhibit refers to any 

forensic requests received for forensic services or examination or evidence found at a crime scene or 

brought to the laboratory for forensic processing. A case or exhibit or forensic requests can contain 

different types of evidence (entries) which are distributed to the relevant disciplines within the Forensic 

Science Laboratory for processing. Forensic requests can also include forensic proficiency test case 

entries. 

Purpose/importance  

To measure how successful the Forensic Science Laboratory is in finalising case-exhibits (entries) or 

forensic requests from registration date to finalisation date within the agreed timeframe. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source is the performance related data captured on the FSL Admin system for the non-routine 

case exhibits (entries).  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

The data is extracted from the FSL Admin system into a spreadsheet format. Performance calculations 

are based upon the data extracted into the spreadsheet. 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

System generated reports and a certificate of performance signed by the Component Head: Forensic 

Science Laboratory. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of non-routine case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised by the Forensic 

Science Laboratories within 75 working days from the date of registration at Forensic Science 

Laboratory during a reporting period measured against the total number of non-routine case-exhibits 

(entries) or forensic requests finalised from the date of registration during same reporting period, 

expressed as a percentage.  

113 Calendar days, as per the FSL Admin System is used as the basis of calculating the 75 working 

days. 

The performance is measured from the date the non-routine case-exhibits (entries) are registered at 

the Forensic Science Laboratory for examination, to the date that the non-routine case-exhibit (entry) 

or forensic requests is finalised. 

Non-Routine case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised after 75 working days form part of 

the total number of non-routine case-exhibits (entries) finalised and are therefore included in the 

performance calculation.  

This indicator is limited to non-routine entries or non-routine forensic requests and excludes routine, 

Ballistics (IBIS) and DNA intelligence entries. 

Data limitations  

The FSL Admin System can only provide data in calendar days, therefore 113 calendar days will be 

regarded to be the same as 75 working days. It is critical to note that the data is drawn from a live 

system. The original raw data report must be utilised to do performance calculations, due to the fact 

that the system is live and changes may occur from time to time. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 
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Desired performance  70% of non-routine case exhibits (entries) processed within 75 working days  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Component: FSL to achieve the desired performance output 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, Act 37 of 2013.  

Divisional Directives, as recorded by Annual Performance Plan 

Information flow 

 Forensic requests are forwarded to the Forensic Science Laboratory for forensic processing. 

 Investigation Officers and Crime Scene Experts attend crime scenes in accordance to agreed and 

defined protocols and priorities. 

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts examine the crime scenes in order to detect exhibits 

which may contain evidence which is useful in solving reported crimes.   

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts identify and collect exhibits from crime scenes.  

 The collected exhibits are packaged in tamper evident exhibit bags and marked according to 

relevant prescripts, aimed at preserving the chain of custody and to prevent contamination.  

 The tamper evident exhibit bags containing the exhibits are forwarded to pre-defined Forensic 

Science Laboratories.   

 Exhibit items accompanied by a covering letter/official documentation (containing the case 

details, content of the parcel, details of detective and investigation required) is delivered to Case 

Reception at the relevant Forensic Science Laboratory. 

 A forensic request for forensic processing and Acknowledgement of Receipt (where appropriate) 

is signed by Case Reception, as proof that the evidence was handed in at the laboratory. 

 Case Registration or designated officials register the forensic request on the FSL Admin System 

to create a laboratory number. A physical case file is created to administrate the processing of 

the case through the laboratory, with exception of IBIS case-entries where supporting documents 

can be found in a separate file and DNA intelligence case-entries where the inventory form is 

utilised for administrative purposes. An automated procedure may transfer the case particulars to 

the FSL Admin System, where available. The exhibit item(s) and case file are also registered on 

the Property Control Exhibit Management (PCEM) system, where available. 

 Case Registration or designated official forward the case files to the relevant section’s 

administration where the case entry is assigned to an examiner. 

 Peer review of the case file, as per the Quality Management System requirements, is performed 

before the entry is finalised. 

 The finalisation of the entry is recorded on the FSL Admin system by a designated person in the 

FSL.  

 Raw data reports are generated from the FSL Admin System for a specific period by Division: 

TMS. 

 Raw data from the reports is processed into a user-friendly spreadsheet and checked for 

completeness by the Management Information Centre Official, who is responsible for the 

compilation of statistical reports. 

 The report is forwarded to the Component Head: Forensic Science Laboratory, for approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Strategic Planning and Management Information Center at Forensic Services for comparison with 

the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Percentage reduction in case exhibits (entries) exceeding the prescribed time frame 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of Backlog case-exhibits (entries), not yet finalised or forensic 

requests received by the Forensic Science Laboratory within prescribed timeframes. An exhibit refers 

to any forensic requests received for forensic services or examination or evidence found at a crime 

scene or brought to the laboratory for forensic processing. A case or exhibit or forensic request can 

contain different types of evidence (entries) which are distributed to the relevant disciplines within the 

Forensic Science Laboratory, for processing. Forensic requests can also include forensic proficiency test 

case entries. 

Purpose/importance  

To measure how successful the Forensic Science Laboratory is in reducing backlog case-exhibits 

(entries) within a prescribed timeframe for each type of category 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years  

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source is the performance related data captured on the FSL Admin system for the backlog case 

exhibits (entries).  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

The data is extracted from the FSL Admin system into a spreadsheet format. Performance calculations 

are based upon the data extracted into the spreadsheet. 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

System generated reports and a certificate of performance, signed by the Component Head: Forensic 

Science Laboratory. 

Calculation type  Cumulative 

Method of calculation  

Number of entries registered and not yet finalised, exceeding the prescribed timeframe for the 

following categories: 

 Booked out(unassigned) and non-categorised Case Exhibits (entries) – 28 working days (35 

calendar days, as per FSL Admin System) and 

 In process and categorised Case Exhibits (entries): 

 Routine Case Exhibits (entries) – 28 working days (35 calendar days, as per FSL Admin System) 

 Non Routine Case Exhibits (entries) – 75 Working days (113 calendar days, as per FSL Admin 

System) 

 DNA Intelligence Case Exhibits (entries) – 63 working days (90 calendar days, as per FSL 

Admin System) 

 Ballistics Case Exhibits (entries) – 28 working days (35 calendar days, as per FSL Admin 

System) 

Measured against the total number of entries registered over the accumulating reporting period. 

Accumulating reporting period commences from 1
st
 of April to the last date of the reporting period. 

Data limitations  

The FSL Admin System can only provide data in calendar days. It is critical to note that the data is 

drawn from a live system. The original raw data report must be utilised to do performance 

calculations, due to the fact that the system is live and changes may occur from time to time. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually  
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Desired performance  Backlog not exceeding 10% of case exhibits (entries) received 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Component: FSL to achieve the desired performance output 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, Act 37 of 2013.  

Divisional Directives, as recorded by Annual Performance Plan  

Information flow 

 Forensic requests are forwarded to the Forensic Science Laboratory for forensic processing. 

 Investigation Officers and Crime Scene Experts attend crime scenes in accordance to agreed and 

defined protocols and priorities. 

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts examine the crime scenes in order to detect exhibits 

which may contain evidence useful in solving reported crimes.   

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts identify and collect exhibits from crime scenes.  

 The collected exhibits are packaged in tamper evident exhibit bags and marked according to 

relevant prescripts, aimed at preserving the chain of custody and to prevent contamination.  

 The tamper evident exhibit bags containing the exhibits are forwarded to pre-defined Forensic 

Science Laboratories.   

 Exhibit items accompanied by a covering letter/official documentation (containing the case 

details, content of the parcel, details of detective and investigation required) is delivered to Case 

Reception at the relevant Forensic Science Laboratory. 

 A forensic request for forensic processing and Acknowledgement of Receipt (where appropriate), 

is signed by Case Reception as proof that the evidence was handed in at the laboratory. 

 Case Registration or designated officials register the forensic request on the FSL Admin System 

to create a laboratory number. A physical case file is created to administrate the processing of 

the case through the laboratory, with exception of IBIS case-entries where supporting documents 

can be found in a separate file and DNA intelligence case-entries where the inventory form is 

utilised for administrative purposes. An automated procedure may transfer the case particulars to 

the FSL Admin System, where available. The exhibit item(s) and case file are also registered on 

the Property Control Exhibit Management (PCEM) system, where available. 

 Case Registration or designated officials forward the case files to the relevant section’s 

administration where the case entry is assigned to an examiner. 

 Peer review of the case file, as per the Quality Management System requirements, is performed 

before the entry is finalised. 

 The finalisation of the entry is recorded on the FSL Admin system by a designated person in the 

FSL.  

 Raw data reports are generated from the FSL Admin System for a specific period by Division: 

TMS. 

 Raw data from the reports is processed into a user-friendly spreadsheet and checked for 

completeness by the Management Information Centre Official, who is responsible for the 

compilation of statistical reports. 

 The report is forwarded to the Component Head: Forensic Science Laboratory, for approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Strategic Planning and Management Information Center at Forensic Services for comparison with 

the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Percentage of Ballistics (IBIS) Intelligence case exhibits (entries) finalised 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of Ballistics (IBIS) intelligence case-exhibits (entries) processed or 

forensic requests received by the Forensic Science Laboratory within 28 working days. An exhibit refers 

to any forensic requests received for forensic services or examination or evidence found at a crime 

scene or brought to the laboratory for forensic processing. A case or exhibit or forensic requests can 

contain different types of evidence (entries) which are distributed to the relevant disciplines within the 

Forensic Science Laboratory for processing. Forensic requests can also include forensic proficiency test 

case entries. 

Purpose/importance  

To measure how successful the Forensic Science Laboratory is in finalising case-exhibits (entries) or 

forensic request from registration date to finalisation date, within the agreed time frame. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years. 

Type of indicator  Activity 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source is the performance related data, captured on the FSL Admin system for the Ballistics (IBIS) 

intelligence case exhibits (entries).  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

The data is extracted from the FSL Admin system into a spreadsheet format. Performance calculations 

are based upon the data extracted into the spreadsheet. 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly/annual 

reporting  

System generated reports and a certificate of performance signed by the Component Head: Forensic 

Science Laboratory. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of Ballistics (IBIS) intelligence case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised by the 

Forensic Science Laboratories, within 28 working days from the date of registration at Forensic Science 

Laboratory, during a reporting period, measured against the total number of Ballistics (IBIS) 

intelligence case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests, finalised from the date of registration during 

same reporting period, expressed as a percentage.  

35 Calendar days, as per the FSL Admin System is used as the basis of calculating the 28 working days. 

The performance is measured from the date the Ballistics (IBIS) intelligence case-exhibits (entries) are 

registered at the Forensic Science Laboratory for examination, to the date that the Ballistics (IBIS) 

intelligence case-exhibit (entry) or forensic requests are finalised. 

Ballistics (IBIS) intelligence case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised after 28 working days 

form part of the total number of Ballistics (IBIS) intelligence case-exhibits (entries) finalised and are, 

therefore included in the performance calculation.  

This indicator is limited to Ballistics (IBIS) intelligence entries or forensic requests and excludes routine, 

non-routine and DNA intelligence entries. 

Data limitations  

The FSL Admin System can only provide data in calendar days; therefore 35 calendar days will be 

regarded to be the same as 28 working days. It is critical to note that the data is drawn from a live 

system. The original raw data report must be utilised to do performance calculations, due to the fact 

that the system is live and changes may occur from time to time. 
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Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  95% of Ballistics (IBIS) intelligence case exhibits (entries) finalised within 28 working days 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Component: Forensic Science Laboratory  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Divisional Directives as recorded by Annual Performance Plan 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, 2013 [Act No. 37 of 2013] 

Information flow 

 Forensic requests are forwarded to the Forensic Science Laboratory for forensic processing. 

 Investigation Officers and Crime Scene Experts attend crime scenes in accordance to agreed and 

defined protocols and priorities. 

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts examine the crime scenes in order to detect exhibits, 

which may contain evidence useful in solving reported crimes.   

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts identify and collect exhibits from crime scenes.  

 The collected exhibits are packaged in tamper evident exhibit bags and marked according to 

relevant prescripts, aimed at preserving the chain of custody and to prevent contamination.  

 The tamper evident exhibit bags containing the exhibits are forwarded to pre-defined Forensic 

Science Laboratories.   

 Exhibit items, accompanied by a covering letter/official documentation (containing the case 

details, content of the parcel, details of detective and investigation required) is delivered to Case 

Reception at the relevant Forensic Science Laboratory. 

 A forensic request for forensic processing and Acknowledgement of Receipt (where appropriate) 

is signed by Case Reception as proof that the evidence was handed in at the laboratory. 

 Case Registration or designated officials register the forensic request on the FSL Admin System 

to create a laboratory number. A physical case file is created to administrate the processing of 

the case through the laboratory, with exception of IBIS case-entries where supporting documents 

can be found in a separate file and DNA intelligence case-entries where the inventory form is 

utilised for administrative purposes. An automated procedure may transfer the case particulars to 

the FSL Admin System, where available. The exhibit item(s) and case file are also registered on 

the Property Control Exhibit Management (PCEM) system, where available. 

 Case Registration or designated official forward the case files to the relevant section’s 

administration where the case entry is assigned to an examiner. 

 Peer review of the case file, as per the Quality Management System requirements are performed 

before the entry is finalised. 

 The finalisation of the entry is recorded on the FSL Admin system by a designated person in the 

FSL.  

 Raw data reports are generated from the FSL Admin System for a specific period by Division: 

TMS. 

 Raw data from the reports is processed into a user-friendly spreadsheet and checked for 

completeness by the Management Information Centre Official who is responsible for the 

compilation of statistical reports. 

 The report is forwarded to the Component Head: Forensic Science Laboratory for approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Strategic Planning and Management Information Center at Forensic Services for comparison with 

the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Percentage of Biology Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Intelligence case exhibits (entries) 

finalised 

Short definition  

The indicator relates to the number of DNA intelligence case-exhibits (entries) processed or forensic 

requests received by the Forensic Science Laboratory, within 63 working days. An exhibit refers to any 

forensic requests received for forensic services or examination or evidence found at a crime scene or 

brought to the laboratory for forensic processing. A case or exhibit or forensic requests can contain 

different types of evidence (entries) which are distributed to the relevant disciplines within the Forensic 

Science Laboratory for processing. Forensic requests can also include forensic proficiency test case 

entries. 

Purpose/importance  
To measure how successful the Forensic Science Laboratory is in finalising case-exhibits (entries) or 

forensic requests from registration date to finalisation date, within the agreed time frame. 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial years 

Type of indicator  Activity  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

The source is the performance related data captured on the FSL Admin system for the DNA 

intelligence case exhibits (entries).  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

The data is extracted from the FSL Admin system into a spreadsheet format. Performance calculations 

are based upon the data extracted into the spreadsheet. 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

System generated reports and a certificate of performance, signed by the Component Head: Forensic 

Science Laboratory. 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of DNA Intelligence exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised by the Forensic Science 

Laboratories within 63 working days from the date of registration at Forensic Science Laboratory 

during a reporting period, measured against the total number of DNA Intelligence case-exhibits 

(entries) or forensic requests, finalised from the date of registration during same reporting period, 

expressed as a percentage.  

90 Calendar days, as per the FSL Admin System is used as the basis of calculating the 63 working days. 

The performance is measured from the date the DNA Intelligence case-exhibits (entries) are registered 

at the Forensic Science Laboratory for examination, to the date that the DNA Intelligence case-exhibit 

(entry) or forensic requests, is finalised. 

DNA Intelligence case-exhibits (entries) or forensic requests finalised after 63 working days form part 

of the total number of DNA Intelligence case-exhibits (entries) finalised, and are, therefore included in 

the performance calculation.  

This indicator is limited to DNA Intelligence entries or DNA Intelligence forensic requests and excludes 

routine, Ballistics (IBIS) and non-routine entries. 

Data limitations  

The FSL Admin System can only provide data in calendar days; therefore 90 calendar days will be 

regarded to be the same as 63 working days. It is critical to note that the data is drawn from a live 

system. The original raw data report must be utilised to do performance calculations, due to the fact 

that the system is live and changes may occur from time to time. 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  70% of DNA intelligence case exhibits (entries) processed within 63 working days.  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Forensic Services 

Implementation 

responsibility  
Component: Forensic Science Laboratory 
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Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Divisional Directives as recorded by Annual Performance Plan 

Criminal Law [Forensic Procedure] Amendment Act, 2013 [Act No. 37 of 2013] 

Information flow 

 Forensic requests are forwarded to the Forensic Science Laboratory for forensic processing. 

 Investigation Officers and Crime Scene Experts attend crime scenes in accordance to agreed and 

defined protocols and priorities. 

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts examine the crime scenes in order to detect exhibits which 

may contain evidence which is useful in solving reported crimes.   

 Detectives and/or Crime Scene Experts identify and collect exhibits from crime scenes.  

 The collected exhibits are packaged in tamper evident exhibit bags and marked according to 

relevant prescripts, aimed at preserving the chain of custody and to prevent contamination.  

 The tamper evident exhibit bags containing the exhibits are forwarded to pre-defined Forensic 

Science Laboratories.   

 Exhibit items accompanied by a covering letter/official documentation (containing the case details, 

content of the parcel, details of detective and investigation required) is delivered to Case 

Reception, at the relevant Forensic Science Laboratory. 

 A forensic request for forensic processing and Acknowledgement of Receipt (where appropriate) is 

signed by Case Reception as proof that the evidence was handed in at the laboratory. 

 Case Registration or designated officials register the forensic request on the FSL Admin System to 

create a laboratory number. A physical case file is created to administrate the processing of the 

case through the laboratory, with exception of IBIS case-entries where supporting documents can be 

found in a separate file and DNA intelligence case-entries where the inventory form is utilised for 

administrative purposes. An automated procedure may transfer the case particulars to the FSL 

Admin System, where available. The exhibit item(s) and case file are also registered on the Property 

Control Exhibit Management (PCEM) system, where available. 

 Case Registration or designated officials forward the case files to the relevant section’s 

administration, where the case entry is assigned to an examiner. 

 Peer review of the case file, as per the Quality Management System requirements, is performed 

before the entry is finalised. 

 The finalisation of the entry is recorded on the FSL Admin system by a designated person in the 

FSL.  

 Raw data reports are generated from the FSL Admin System for a specific period by Division: TMS. 

 Raw data from the reports is processed into a user-friendly spreadsheet and checked for 

completeness by the Management Information Centre Official, who is responsible for the 

compilation of statistical reports. 

 The report is forwarded to the Component Head: Forensic Science Laboratory, for approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Strategic Planning and Management Information Center at Forensic Services for comparison with 

the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Forensic Services and submitted to the 

Head: Strategic Management. 
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Programme 4: Crime Intelligence 
Purpose: Manage crime intelligence, and analyse crime information, and provide technical support for 

investigations and crime prevention operations  

Strategic objective:  

 To gather crime intelligence in support of the prevention, combating and investigation of crime. 

 To collate, evaluate, analyse, coordinate and disseminate intelligence for the purpose of tactical, 

operational and strategic utilisation. 

 To supply intelligence products relating to national strategic intelligence to the National 

Intelligence Coordinating Committee (NICOC). 

 To institute counter-intelligence measures within the South African Police Service. 

 To prevent and fight crime through enhanced international cooperation and innovation on police 

and security matters 

Subprogramme: Crime Intelligence Operations 

 Number of network operations conducted 

 Number of vetting investigations finalised for prioritised environments in relation to applications 

received 

 Percentage of ICT security assessments finalised as per ICT Annual Assurance Schedule 

 Percentage of physical security assessments finalised as per Physical Security Annual Assurance 

Schedule 

 

Subprogramme: Intelligence and Information Management  

 Number of threat and risk assessment reports generated for proactive policing operations 

 Number of early warning reports generated for proactive policing operations 

 Percentage of proactive intelligence reports that were operationalised 

 Number of tactical intelligence reports generated for reactive SAPS operations in respect of profiles 

 Number of tactical intelligence reports generated for reactive SAPS operations in respect of 

Intelligence analysis reports 

 Percentage of reactive intelligence reports that were operationalised 

 Number of strategic intelligence reports generated to address NICOC priorities 

 Percentage of cross-border operations facilitated in relation to requests received 

 Percentage of arrests of identified transnational crime suspects facilitated in relation to requests 

received 

 Number of global threat assessment reports generated for SAPS operations  

 Number of persons of interest reports generated for SAPS operations 
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Information Systems used to generate performance 

information on predetermined objectives 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information 

Conduct intelligence 

operations to address 

prioritised crime threats 

Number of network operations conducted Manual system 

System Name System Description 

Manual performance 

information system  

The number of network operations conducted on a monthly basis, is captured on a manual 

Spreadsheet, by each province. The spreadsheet is generated from information captured in the 

Network Operation Control Register, kept by each collection office, which is then submitted for 

capturing on the national spreadsheet.  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information 

Provide intelligence 

reports in support of 

proactive SAPS 

operations relating to the 

following: 

• Threat and risk 

assessments; and 

• Early warning reports  

Number of threat and risk assessment 

reports generated for proactive policing 

operations 

Manual system 

Number of early warning reports generated 

for proactive policing operations 

Percentage of proactive intelligence reports 

that were operationalised  

System Name System Description 

Manual performance 

information system  

• The number of threat and risk assessment reports generated on a monthly basis, is captured 

on a manual Spreadsheet, by each component/province/cluster. The spreadsheet is 

generated from information captured in the Enquiry File Register, kept by each analysis 

office/center, which is then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

• The number of early warning reports generated on a monthly basis, is captured on a manual 

Spreadsheet, by each component/province/cluster. The spreadsheet is generated from 

information captured in the Enquiry File Register, kept by each analysis office/center, which is 

then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

• The percentage of proactive intelligence reports that were operationalised on a monthly basis 

is captured on a manual Spreadsheet, by each component/province/cluster. The spreadsheet 

is generated from information contained in Feedback Reports, received from operational 

clients, which is then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet.  

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information 

Provide intelligence reports in 

support of reactive SAPS 

operations relating to the 

following: 

• Profiles 

• Intelligence analysis 

reports  

Number of tactical 

intelligence reports 

generated for reactive 

SAPS operations in respect 

of the following: 

Profiles Manual system 

Intelligence 

analysis 

reports  

Percentage of reactive intelligence reports 

that were operationalised  
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System Name System Description 

Manual performance 

information system  

• The number of profiles generated on a monthly basis, is captured on a manual Spreadsheet, 

by each component/province/cluster. The spreadsheet is generated from information 

captured in the Enquiry File Register, kept by each analysis office/center, which is then 

submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

• The number of intelligence analysis reports generated on a monthly basis, is captured on a 

manual Spreadsheet, by each component/province/cluster. The spreadsheet is generated 

from information captured in the Enquiry File Register, kept by each analysis office/center, 

which is then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

• The percentage of reactive intelligence reports that were operationalised on a monthly basis 

is captured on a manual Spreadsheet, by each component/province/cluster. The spreadsheet 

is generated from information contained in Feedback Reports, received from operational 

clients, which is then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information 

Provide strategic 

intelligence products to 

the National Intelligence 

Coordinating Committee 

(NICOC). 

Number of strategic intelligence reports 

generated to address NICOC priorities  

Manual system 

System Name System Description 

Manual performance 

information system  

• The number of strategic intelligence products generated on a monthly basis, is captured on a 

manual Spreadsheet, by each analysis center at Head Office. The spreadsheet is generated 

from information captured in the Enquiry File Register, kept by each analysis center, which is 

then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information 

Conduct security assessments 

within SAPS relating to the 

following: 

• Vetting investigations 

finalised for prioritised 

environments;  

• ICT security assessments; 

and  

• Physical security 

assessments  

Number of vetting investigations finalised 

for prioritised environments in relation to 

applications received 

Manual system and online system 

Percentage of ICT security assessments 

finalised, as per ICT Annual Assurance 

Schedule  

Manual system 

Percentage of physical security 

assessments finalised, as per Physical 

Security Annual Assurance Schedule  

Manual system 

System Name System Description 

Manual performance 

information system  

• The number of vetting investigations finalised on a monthly basis, is captured on a manual 

Spreadsheet, by each Vetting Investigation office. The spreadsheet is generated from 

information captured in the Personnel Security Register and/or E-vetting System, kept or 

administered by Vetting Investigation offices, which is then submitted for capturing on the 

national spreadsheet. 

• The percentage of ICT security assessments finalised on a monthly basis is captured on a manual 
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Spreadsheet, by each Security Standards office. The spreadsheet is generated from information 

captured in the ICT Security Assessment Register, kept by Security Standards offices, which is 

then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

• The percentage of physical security assessments finalised on a monthly basis is captured on a 

manual Spreadsheet, by each Security Standards office. The spreadsheet is generated from 

information captured in the Physical Security Assessment Register, kept by Security Standards 

offices, which is then submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

 

Objective Statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information 

Promote mutual assistance 

and cooperation between the 

SAPS and other National and 

International Law Enforcement 

Agencies to reduce 

transnational crime by: 

• Facilitating cross-border 

operations; 

• Facilitating of arrests of 

identified transnational 

crime suspects;  

• Generating of global threat 

assessment reports; and 

• Generating of persons of 

interest reports.  

Percentage of cross-border operations 

facilitated in relation to requests received  

Manual system  

Percentage of arrests of identified 

transnational crime suspects facilitated in 

relation to requests received 

Number of global threat assessment 

reports generated for SAPS operations 

Number of persons of interest reports 

generated for SAPS operations 

System Name System Description  

• Manual performance 

information system  

• The percentage of cross-border operations facilitated on a monthly basis is captured on a 

manual Spreadsheet, by INTERPOL. The spreadsheet is generated from information captured in 

the Enquiry File System, kept/administered by INTERPOL, which is then submitted for capturing 

on the national spreadsheet. 

• The percentage of arrests of identified transnational crime suspects facilitated on a monthly 

basis, is captured on a manual Spreadsheet, by INTERPOL. The spreadsheet is generated from 

information captured in the Enquiry File System, kept/administered by INTERPOL, which is then 

submitted for capturing on the national spreadsheet. 

• The number of global threat assessments generated on a monthly basis, is captured on a manual 

Spreadsheet, by INTERPOL. The spreadsheet is generated from information captured in the 

Enquiry File System, kept/administered by INTERPOL, which is then submitted for capturing on 

the national spreadsheet. 

• The number of persons of interest reports generated on a monthly basis is captured on a manual 

Spreadsheet, by INTERPOL. The spreadsheet is generated from information captured in the 

Enquiry File System, kept/administered by INTERPOL, which is then submitted for capturing on 

the national spreadsheet. 
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Technical Indicator Description and information flow 

Subprogramme: Crime Intelligence Operations 

Indicator title  Number of network operations conducted 

Short definition  

Network operations are operations undertaken by Crime Intelligence on Provincial and Cluster level to 

gather intelligence/information so that a situation can be better understood or to generate 

intelligence/information on criminal organisations, groups or individuals that could be turned into 

evidence for use in a court of law 

Purpose/importance  
The purpose of network operation is to provide proactive and/or reactive actionable 

intelligence/information with the aim to affect arrests or to disrupt/neutralize crime threats 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year  

Type of indicator  Outputs 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Network operation file and network operation register 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  
The number of network operations registered and approved by the Provincial Network Operation 

Evaluation Committee is counted 

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual databases/network operation 

registers/performance reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  876  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence  

Implementation 

responsibility  
Provincial and Cluster level (intelligence collection environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994, as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Operational Management process for the Crime Intelligence Collection Environment approved in 2015 

Information flow 

 The Intelligence Analysis and Coordination Office (IAC) at Cluster level develops an analysis 

product based on information received and prepares an intelligence product/targeting 

document on an identified threat and presents it to the Crime Intelligence Cluster Commander. 
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(The Provincial Crime Intelligence Cluster Coordination and Overt Operations Office also conduct 

network operations after approval of the planning document by the Crime Intelligence Provincial 

Network Operation Evaluation Committee, based on the same methodology as cluster level.) 

 The Crime Intelligence Cluster Commander tasks the collection capacity to verify/enhance the 

information on the threat. 

 A planning document is compiled by the operational team and presented to the Provincial 

Network Operation Evaluation Committee at Provincial level, for approval. 

 All approved cluster and provincial network operations are registered at the Provincial Section: 

Crime Intelligence Cluster Coordination and Overt Operations, on a manual system. 

 After approval the network operation is executed, according to the operational plan. 

 The Provincial Section Head: Crime Intelligence Cluster Coordination and Overt Operations 

compile a quarterly report on the number of network operations which have been conducted 

and submit it to the Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence. 

 A designated Management Information and Strategic Planning (MISP) official at the Office of the 

Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence consolidates all quarterly reports which are received from 

Cluster and the Provincial offices, into a single quarterly report and submits it to the Provincial 

Head: Crime Intelligence, for approval. 

 The approved quarterly report is forwarded to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and 

Monitoring, Head Office for comparison with the supporting documentation and recording 

thereafter, into a user-friendly spreadsheet and the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance 

Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management, Head Office.  
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Indicator title  
Number of vetting investigations finalised for prioritised environments in relation to 

applications received 

Short definition  

Vetting investigation means the systematic investigation/examination process to determine a SAPS 

person’s security competence, that is, his or her loyalty to the Constitution of South Africa and his or 

her integrity and reliability, with regard to classified and confidential information 

Purpose/importance  

 Vetting is one of the most basic defensive measures in the protection of classified and 

confidential information 

 Security competence, refers to a person’s integrity and reliability, with regard to classified and 

confidential information and includes factors such as his or her susceptibility to extortion and 

bribery, as well as negligence in handling such information 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Activities 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

 

Vetting investigation file 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

 

Manual (where applicable)/E-vetting System 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

 

Manual excel database (where applicable)/system report 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of vetting investigations finalised (security competence certificates issued/denied) is 

counted 

Data limitations  

Manual applications (where applicable): The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of 

the manual database which can lead to a misstatement of performance data  

E-vetting applications: The E-vetting System is a live system and changes may occur from time-to-time 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  1 154 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division and Provincial level (vetting investigations environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

• National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994 as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

• Minimum Information Security Standards Policy approved by Cabinet in 1996 

• National Personnel Security Vetting Policy Guidelines approved by NICOC in 1999 

Information flow 

Provincial level 

 The Provincial Counter Intelligence office receives an application for security clearance in the 

form of a Z204 form/E-vetting online application. 

 The designated administrator conducts quality control checks to ensure that all necessary 

documents are attached. 
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 The application file is sent manually to the Section: Vetting Investigations at Head Office for 

capturing. After the file has been captured, Head Office sends it back electronically, to Province 

(manual system). 

 The Provincial Commander: Counter Intelligence allocates the file to a Vetting Officer for vetting 

investigation. 

 After the investigation is finalised the file will be send to the Vetting Investigations Section at 

Head Office for further finalisation of vetting the process (polygraph). 

 

National level 

 The Section Head: Vetting Investigations receives an application for security clearance in the 

form of a Z204 form/E-vetting online application. 

 The designated administrator conducts quality control checks to ensure that all necessary 

documents are attached. 

 The application file is captured (manual system). 

 The Section Head allocates the file to a Vetting Officer for vetting investigation. 

 After the investigation is finalised the file will be sent back to the Section Head: Vetting 

Investigations for quality control.  

 The file will be referred to the polygraph subsection.  

 After the polygraph examination the file is referred to an evaluator to conduct thorough 

evaluation and prepare the file for presentation to the Security Vetting Panel (SVP).  

 The SVP approves or denies the issuing of the security clearance.  

 If approved, the certificate is submitted to the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence for 

signature.  

 If denied, the applicant receives a letter from the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence 

stating that the clearance was denied. The applicant is given the opportunity to appeal the 

outcome of the vetting application.    

 A designated MISP official at the Office of the Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence/Vetting 

Investigation Section consolidate all quarterly reports received into a single quarterly report and 

submit it to the Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence/Head: Counter Intelligence Investigations, for 

approval. 

 The approved quarterly report is forwarded to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and 

Monitoring, Head Office, for comparison with the supporting documentation and recording 

thereof, into a user-friendly spreadsheet and the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title  Percentage of ICT security assessments finalised as per ICT Annual Assurance Schedule 

Short definition  
ICT assessments means a security assessment that is performed to identify the current security posture 

of relevant information systems of the SAPS 

Purpose/importance  
The assessment provides recommendations for improvement, which allows the SAPS to reach 

a security goal that mitigates risk and minimize security breaches 

New indicator  Continuation without change from the previous year 

Type of indicator  Outputs 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

ICT security assessment file 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  
The number of ICT security assessments finalised in relation to the Annual Assurance Schedule 

(number ICT security assessments finalised ÷ number of mandatory ICT security assessments x 100) 

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual databases/performance 

reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  100% 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  
Division and Provincial Level (security standards environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994 as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Minimum Information Security Standards Policy, approved by Cabinet in 1996 

Information flow 

Provincial level 

 The Provincial Counter Intelligence Office receives requests for ICT security threat/risk 

assessments/ investigation/configuration of system from various clients within SAPS (dealing 

with sensitive/classified information) or, as per the approved Annual Assurance Schedule. 

 A designated ICT security officer is assigned the task to conduct the ICT security threat/risk 

assessment/investigation/configuration of system. 

 A formal Security Assessment Report is compiled (which include existing security 

measures/security deficiencies/recommendations) which is forwarded to the Commander: 

Security Standards, for perusal and forwarding to the Provincial Commander: Counter 

Intelligence, for approval.  

 The Commander: Security Standards is responsible for the dissemination of the approved report 

to the client. 
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 The Commander: Security Standards must maintain a Security Threat/Risk Assessment file, 

wherein all client requests, formal security assessment and follow-up reports are recorded. 

 Every quarter the percentage of ICT security threat assessment finalised, per request/Annual 

Assurance Schedule, is calculated by the Commander: Security Standards and provided to the 

Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence, for inclusion by the designated MISP official, in the quarterly 

report required by the Section: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, Head Office.  

National level 

 The Head: Counter Intelligence Investigations receives requests for ICT security threat/risk 

assessments/investigation/configuration of system from various clients within SAPS (dealing with 

sensitive/classified information) or, as per the approved Annual Assurance Schedule.  

 The Component Head: Counter Intelligence Investigations direct the request to the Section Head: 

Security Standards for further attention. 

 The Section Head: Security Standards appoints a designated ICT security officer to conduct the 

ICT security threat/risk assessment. 

 A formal Security Assessment Report is compiled (which include existing security 

measures/security deficiencies/recommendations) and forwarded to the Section Head: Security 

Standards, for perusal and forwarding to the Component Head: Counter Intelligence 

Investigations, for approval.  

 The Section Head: Security Standards is responsible for the dissemination of the approved report, 

to the client. 

 The Section Head: Security Standards must maintain a Security Threat/Risk Assessment file 

wherein all client requests, formal security assessment and follow-up reports are recorded. 

 Every quarter the percentage of ICT security threat assessment finalised, per request/Annual 

Assurance Schedule, is calculated by the Section Head: Security Standards and provided to the 

Component Head: Counter Intelligence Investigations, for inclusion by the designated MISP 

official, in the quarterly report required by the Section: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, Head 

Office. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Percentage of physical security assessments finalised as per Physical Security Annual 

Assurance Schedule 

Short definition  
Physical security assessments means a security assessment that is performed to identify the current 

security posture of relevant facilities of the SAPS 

Purpose/importance  
The assessment provides recommendations for improvement, which allows the SAPS to a reach a 

security goal that mitigates risk and minimises security breaches 

New indicator  Continuation without change from the previous year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Physical security assessment file 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  

The number of physical security assessments finalised in relation to the Annual Assurance Schedule 

(number physical security assessments finalised ÷ number of mandatory physical security assessments 

x 100) 

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual databases/performance 

reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  100% 

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  
Division and Provincial Level (security standards environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994 as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Minimum Information Security Standards Policy approved by Cabinet in 1996 

Information flow 

Provincial level 

 The Provincial Counter Intelligence Office receives requests for physical security threat/risk 

assessments/ investigation from various clients within SAPS (dealing with sensitive/classified 

information) or, as per the approved Annual Assurance Schedule. 

 A designated physical security officer is assigned the task to conduct the physical security 

threat/risk assessment/investigation. 

 A formal Security Assessment Report is compiled (which includes existing security 

measures/security deficiencies/recommendations,) which is forwarded to the Commander: 

Security Standards, for perusal and forwarding to the Provincial Commander: Counter 

Intelligence for approval.  
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 The Commander: Security Standards is responsible for the dissemination of the approved report 

to the client. 

 The Commander: Security Standards must maintain a Security Threat/Risk Assessment file, 

wherein all client requests, formal security assessment and follow-up reports are recorded. 

 Every quarter the percentage of Physical Security threat assessment finalised, per request/Annual 

Assurance Schedule, is calculated by the Commander: Security Standards and provided to the 

Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence, for inclusion by the designated MISP official, in the quarterly 

report required by the Section: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, Head Office.  

National level 

 The Head: Counter Intelligence Investigations receives requests for physical security threat/risk 

assessments/investigation from various clients within SAPS (dealing with sensitive/classified 

information) or, as per the approved Annual Assurance Schedule.  

 The Component Head: Counter Intelligence Investigations direct the request to the Section Head: 

Security Standards for further attention. 

 The Section Head: Security Standards appoints a designated physical security officer to conduct 

the Physical security threat/risk assessment. 

 A formal Security Assessment Report is compiled (which include existing security 

measures/security deficiencies/recommendations) and forwarded to the Section Head: Security 

Standards, for perusal and forwarding to the Component Head: Counter Intelligence 

Investigations, for approval.  

 The Section Head: Security Standards is responsible for the dissemination of the approved report 

to the client. 

 The Section Head: Security Standards must maintain a Security Threat/Risk Assessment file 

wherein all client requests, formal security assessment and follow-up reports are recorded. 

 Every quarter the percentage of physical security threat assessment finalised, per request/Annual 

Assurance Schedule, is calculated by the Section Head: Security Standards and provided to the 

Component Head: Counter Intelligence Investigations, for inclusion by the designated MISP 

official, in the quarterly report required by the Section: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, Head 

Office. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Subprogramme: Intelligence and Information Management 

Indicator title  Number of threat and risk assessment reports generated for proactive policing operations 

Short definition  

A threat and risk assessment provides a holistic reflection of a given crime threat in a specified area 

and is the determining of priorities based on an analysis of the crime situation against a specific set of 

crime 

Purpose/importance  

The purpose of a threat and risk assessment is to provide intelligence/information to operational units 

for the purpose of preventing the perpetration of certain criminal acts. It is also used to determine the 

force and resources required for deployment to address identified crime threats/risks effectively  

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Threat and Risk Assessment Enquiry File and Enquiry Register 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  The number of threat and risk assessment reports generated is counted 

Data limitations  

The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

databases/registers/performance reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  14 480  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division, Provincial and Cluster Level (intelligence analysis environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994, as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Working Procedures for Intelligence Analysis and Coordination 

Information flow 

Provincial and Cluster level 

 A threat or risk is identified through analysis done by an analyst (based on 

information/intelligence that is received at the Cluster Nodal point or CIPOC (Provincial Nodal 

Point) or at a specific analysis centre on cluster or provincial level. 

 A threat or risk assessment is compiled and submitted for approval by a designated officer at 

IAC. 

 After approval, the threat or risk assessment is submitted to the relevant operational client 

through the Cluster Nodal point or CIPOC (Provincial Nodal Point) or from the relevant analysis 

centre. 
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 The number of threat and risk assessment reports compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of threat and risk assessment reports compiled, is submitted to 

the Provincial Section Head: IAC and Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence, for consolidation and 

approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of cluster and provincial threat and risk assessments compiled 

is submitted to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, at Head Office, for 

comparison with the supporting documentation and recording into a use- friendly spreadsheet, 

as well as the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template.  

National level 

 A threat or risk is identified through analysis done by an analyst (based on 

information/intelligence that is received at the CINOC (National Nodal point) or at a specific 

analysis centre at national level. 

 A threat or risk assessment is compiled and submitted for approval by a designated officer at 

IAC. 

 After approval, the threat or risk assessment is submitted to the relevant operational client 

through the CINOC or from the relevant analysis centre. 

 The number of threat and risk assessment reports compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of threat and risk assessment reports compiled is submitted to 

the Component Head: IAC, for consolidation and approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of component threat and risk assessments compiled is 

submitted to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring at Head Office for comparison 

with the supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  Number of early warning reports generated for proactive policing operations 

Short definition  
An early warning is a report containing proactive information of an imminent threat that is either 

being planned or is already emerging that requires policing intervention  

Purpose/importance  

The purpose of an early warning is to provide intelligence/information to operational units for the 

purpose of preventing an imminent threat or the perpetration of certain criminal acts. It is also used to 

determine the force and resources required for deployment to address the imminent threat or criminal 

act 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Early Warning Enquiry File and Enquiry Register  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  The number of early warning reports generated is counted 

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

databases/registers/performance reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  21 720  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division, Provincial and Cluster level (intelligence analysis environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994, as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Working Procedures for Intelligence Analysis and Coordination 

Information flow 

Provincial and Cluster level 

 A threat or eminent act that immediately needs to be communicated (early warning) to an 

operational unit is identified through analysis done by an analyst (based on 

information/intelligence that is received at the Cluster Nodal point or CIPOC (Provincial Nodal 

Point) or at a specific analysis centre on cluster or provincial level. 

 An early warning report is compiled and submitted for approval by a designated officer at IAC. 

 After approval, the early warning is submitted to the relevant operational client through the 

Cluster Nodal point or CIPOC (Provincial Nodal Point) or from the relevant analysis centre. 

 The number of early warning reports compiled, is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of early warning reports compiled, is submitted to the 

Provincial Section Head: IAC and Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence, for consolidation and 
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approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of cluster and provincial early warning reports compiled is, 

submitted to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, at Head Office, for comparison 

with the supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template.  

National level 

 A threat or eminent act is identified through analysis done by an analyst (based on 

information/intelligence that is received at the CINOC (National Nodal point) or at a specific 

analysis centre at national level. 

 An early warning is compiled and submitted for approval by a designated officer at IAC. 

 After approval, the early warning is submitted to the relevant operational client through the 

CINOC or from the relevant analysis centre. 

 The number of early warning reports compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of early warning reports compiled, is submitted to the 

Component Head: IAC for consolidation and approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of component early warning reports compiled is submitted to 

the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring at Head Office for comparison with the 

supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management at Head Office. 
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Indicator title  Percentage of proactive intelligence reports that were operationalised  

Short definition  

The percentage of proactive intelligence reports that led to either, the prevention of crime, arrest of 

suspects, disruption of criminal activities or the neutralisation of a crime threat. In other words all 

reports that led to a positive reaction by the SAPS 

Purpose/importance  

To assist with the determination of the quality, impact and value for money which a proactive 

intelligence report has on the prevention of crime 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Feedback reports from operational clients 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  Number of positive proactive intelligence reports operationalised ÷ number of reports provided x 100) 

Data limitations  

The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual databases/performance 

reports, which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  100%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence  

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division, Provincial and Cluster level (intelligence analysis environment)  

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Corporate Renewal Strategy of the Division: Crime Intelligence (April 2017) 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994, as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Working Procedures for Intelligence Analysis and Coordination 

Information flow 

National, Provincial and Cluster level 

 The Commander/Sub commanders of each IAC office on National, Provincial and Cluster level 

obtains feedback and evaluates all threat and risk assessment reports and early warning reports 

and indicates to the relevant MISP official on national and provincial level, how many of these 

reports were operationalised (in other words was it positive and of such a nature that it was used 

to engage in a follow-up action by either CI, Vispol, ORS, DS, DPCI, PSS or PPS).  

 The percentage of positive products/ reports out of the total number of products/reports 

generated is then consolidated and the consolidated percentages is then provided to the 

relevant MISP official, on national and provincial level.  

 A quarterly report on the percentage of proactive intelligence reports that are operationalised is 

submitted to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring at Head Office for comparison 
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with the supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management at Head Office. 
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Indicator title  
Number of tactical intelligence reports generated for reactive SAPS operations in respect of 

profiles  

Short definition  

A profile means a resume of information/intelligence gathered on a suspect to serve as an aid to the 

investigating/intelligence officer to locate the suspect and to identify him/her. It is an explicit 

representation of a person’s identity (a factual reflection of information/intelligence gathered on a 

suspect) 

Purpose/importance  

The purpose of a profile is to serve as an aid to the investigating/intelligence officer to locate the 

suspect and identify him/her, beyond reasonable doubt 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Profile Enquiry File and Enquiry Register  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  The number of profiles generated  

Data limitations  

The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

databases/registers/performance reports, which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  98 277  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division, Provincial and Cluster level (intelligence analysis environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994 as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Working Procedures for Intelligence Analysis and Coordination 

Information flow 

Provincial and Cluster level 

 A profile is compiled through analysis done by an analyst (based on information/intelligence that 

is received at the Cluster Nodal point or CIPOC (Provincial Nodal Point) or at a specific analysis 

centre on cluster or provincial level. 

 The profile is compiled and submitted for approval by a designated officer at IAC. 

 After approval, the profile is submitted to the relevant operational client through the Cluster 

Nodal point or CIPOC (Provincial Nodal Point) or from the relevant analysis centre. 

 The number of profiles compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of profiles compiled, is submitted to the Provincial Section 

Head: IAC and Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence, for consolidation and approval. 
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 A quarterly report on the number of cluster and provincial profiles compiled, is submitted to the 

Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, at Head Office, for comparison with the 

supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template.  

 National level 

 A profile is compiled through analysis done by an analyst (based on information/intelligence that 

is received at the CINOC (National Nodal point) or at a specific analysis centre at national level. 

 The profile is compiled and submitted for approval by a designated officer at IAC. 

 After approval, the profile is submitted to the relevant operational client through the CINOC or 

from the relevant analysis centre. 

 The number of profiles compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of profiles compiled is submitted to the Component Head: IAC, 

for consolidation and approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of profiles compiled is submitted to the Section Head: 

Intelligence Plan and Monitoring at Head Office, for comparison with the supporting 

documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the Division’s 

Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title  
Number of tactical intelligence reports generated for reactive SAPS operations in respect of 

intelligence analysis reports  

Short definition  

An intelligence analysis report means a factual report based on evaluated information/intelligence 

which identifies and explains specific individuals, criminal groups, suspects or trends, relevant 

premises, contact points, methods of communication and activities 

Purpose/importance  

The purpose of intelligence analysis reports is to assist operational units in decision-making on the 

identification of areas susceptible to criminal activity, the appropriate deployment of resources to 

address crime in identified areas and the identification of organised crime-related risks 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Intelligence Analysis Enquiry File and Enquiry Register 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  The number of intelligence analysis reports generated   

Data limitations  

The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

databases/registers/performance reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  141 423  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division, Provincial and Cluster level (intelligence analysis environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994, as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Working Procedures for Intelligence Analysis and Coordination 

Information Flow 

• The Intelligence Analysis and Coordination Office (IAC) at Cluster level develops an analysis 

product based on information received and prepares an intelligence product/targeting document 

on an identified threat and present it to the Crime Intelligence Cluster Commander. (The 

Provincial Crime Intelligence Cluster Coordination and Overt Operations Office also conduct 

network operations after approval of the planning document by the Crime Intelligence Provincial 

Network Operation Evaluation Committee, based on the same methodology as cluster level.) 

• The Crime Intelligence Cluster Commander tasks the collection capacity to verify/enhance 

information on the threat. 

• A planning document is compiled by the operational team and presented to the Provincial 

Network Operation Evaluation Committee at Provincial level, for approval. 

• All approved cluster and provincial network operations are registered at the Provincial Section: 

Crime Intelligence Cluster Coordination and Overt Operations, on a manual system. 
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• After approval the network operation is executed accordingly according to the operational plan. 

• The Provincial Section Head: Crime Intelligence Cluster Coordination and Overt Operations 

compile a quarterly report on the number of network operations conducted and submit it to the 

Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence. 

• A designated Management Information and Strategic Planning (MISP) official at the Office of the 

Provincial Head: Crime Intelligence consolidates all quarterly reports received from Cluster and 

the Provincial offices into a single quarterly report and submits it to the Provincial Head: Crime 

Intelligence for approval. 

• The approved quarterly report is forwarded to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, 

Head Office for comparison with the supporting documentation and recording thereof into a user 

friendly spreadsheet and the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance template. 

• Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title  Percentage of reactive intelligence reports that were operationalised  

Short definition  

The percentage of reactive intelligence reports that led to either, the arrest of suspects, disruption of 

criminal activities or the neutralisation of a crime threat. In other words, all reports that led to a 

positive reaction by the SAPS 

Purpose/importance  

To assist with the determination of the quality, impact and value for money which a reactive 

intelligence report has on the investigation of crime 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Feedback reports from operational clients 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual databases/performance reports 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  Number of positive reactive intelligence reports operationalised ÷ number of reports provided x 100 

Data limitations  

The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual databases/performance 

reports, which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  100%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division, Provincial and Cluster (intelligence analysis environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Corporate Renewal Strategy of the Division: Crime Intelligence (April 2017) 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994, as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Working Procedures for Intelligence Analysis and Coordination 

 

National, Provincial and Cluster level 

 The commander/sub commanders of each IAC office on National, Provincial and Cluster level 

obtains feedback and evaluate all profiles and intelligence analysis reports and indicates to the 

relevant MISP official on national and provincial level how many of these reports were 

operationalised (in other words was it positive and of such a nature that it was used to engage in 

a follow-up action by either CI, Vispol, ORS, DS, DPCI, PSS or PPS).  

 The percentage of positive products/reports out of the total number of products/reports 

generated is then consolidated and the consolidated percentages are then provided to the 

relevant MISP official on national and provincial level.  

 A quarterly report on the percentage of reactive intelligence reports operationalised is submitted 

to the Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring at Head Office for comparison with the 
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supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and submitted to 

the Head: Strategic Management at Head Office. 
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Indicator title  Number of strategic intelligence reports generated to address NICOC priorities  

Short definition  

A strategic intelligence report is a product that provides insight and understanding of crime and 

stability issues and contributes to broad strategies, policies and resources directed to achieve long 

term goals. The aim of strategic intelligence reports, is to identify the longer term issues, including 

projections of criminal activities 

Purpose/importance  

The basic purpose of strategic intelligence reports is to create knowledge to be used by decision-

makers for long term planning and allocation of resources. A strategic intelligence report is future 

orientated 

New indicator  New indicator 

Type of indicator  Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 
Strategic Intelligence Report Enquiry File and Enquiry Register  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative  

Method of calculation  The number of strategic intelligence reports generated  

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

databases/registers/performance reports, which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  22  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  
Division: (intelligence analysis environment) 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994, as amended (Act No 39 of 1994) 

Working Procedures for Intelligence Analysis and Coordination 

Information flow 

National level 

 A strategic intelligence report, on request of the National Intelligence Coordinating Committee 

(NICOC), is done by an analyst (based on information/intelligence that is received at the CINOC 

(National Nodal point) or at a specific analysis centre at national level. 

 The strategic analysis report is compiled and submitted for approval by a designated officer at 

IAC and the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence. 

 After approval, the strategic intelligence report is submitted to NICOC through the CINOC or 

from the relevant analysis centre. 

 The number of strategic intelligence reports compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 
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 A quarterly report on the number of strategic intelligence reports compiled, is submitted to the 

Component Head: IAC, for consolidation and approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of strategic intelligence reports compiled, is submitted to the 

Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, at Head Office, for comparison with the 

supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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Indicator title Percentage of cross-border operations facilitated in relation to requests received 

Short definition  
The facilitation of requests for assistance and participation in crime operations between SAPS and 

other National and International Law Enforcement agencies 

Purpose/importance  
Cross Border operations are conducted to neutralise transnational crime threats and to physically 

reduce transnational crimes committed in the countries of the participating law enforcement agencies 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

INTERPOL Case File and Case Register  

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  Number of cross border operations facilitated ÷ number of requests received x 100) 

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual database/performance 

reports, which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  100%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division: Crime Intelligence: [INTERPOL] 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Vade Mecum of INTERPOL 

Article 5 of the SARPCO Multi-Lateral Agreement signed by the Police Chiefs of SARPCO in October 

1996 and Article 3 of the SARPCO Constitution  

Working Procedures for INTERPOL NCB 

Information flow 

 A cross-border operation is first tabled for approval on the SARPCCO/INTERPOL Regional Bureau 

(IRB) Annual Action Plan. The action plan is approved by the SARPCCO Police Chiefs at the 

SARPCCO AGM.  

 The cross-border operation scheduled, as per SARPCCO/INTERPOL IRB Harare Annual Plan.  

 An invitation is extended for an operational planning meeting from INTERPOL IRB Harare to NCB 

Pretoria through I24/7 Secured Communication System.  

 An invitation is forwarded to Detective Services for nominations from the SAP, who will 

participate in the cross-border operation by NCB Pretoria via I24/7.  

 Details of nominees are forwarded to IRB Harare and host country through INTERPOL NCB 

Pretoria, via I24/7.  

 Coordination of operation is done, via INTERPOL NCB Pretoria through I24/7 relating to results 

and assistance.  

 Updates are done on Mobile Interpol Network Database (MIND) devices for operational 

members to conduct motor vehicle, wanted persons, as well as stolen and lost travel document 

checks.  

 NCB Pretoria coordinates all correspondence relating to movement of officers, vehicles and 

equipment that will be utilised during the operation.  

 Results of operations and post operation debriefing and further correspondences are 
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coordinated by NCB Pretoria through I24/7. Results are populated by NCB Pretoria on the 

Quarterly Country Report for submission to INTERPOL RB Harare through the I24/7 

communication system. Coordination of the repatriation of recovered stolen motor vehicles, 

seized during an operation, is facilitated through INTERPOL NCB Pretoria, via the I24/7.  

 Every quarter the percentage of cross border operations conducted, per request is calculated and 

provided to the admin officer who prepares it for inclusion in the quarterly report template.  

 The admin officer sent it to the Section Head: INTERPOL who peruse the percentages against the 

source documents. The Section Head: INTERPOL approves the quarterly report.  

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Head: Intelligence 

Plan and Monitoring, Head Office for comparison with the supporting documentation and 

recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the Division’s Quarterly/Annual 

Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title 
Percentage of arrests of identified transnational crime suspects facilitated in relation to 

requests received 

Short definition  

The facilitation of requests received from other National and International Law Enforcement agencies 

for the arrest of a transnational crime suspects, hiding in South Africa, for which a lawful warrant/s of 

arrest has been issued 

Purpose/importance  
To ensure that perpetrators are brought to book for crimes committed in the requesting country by 

arresting them in South Africa and extraditing them to stand trial in the requesting country 

New indicator  A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

INTERPOL Case File and Case Register 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  Number of arrests facilitated ÷ number of requests received x 100) 

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

database/register/performance reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  100%  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division: Crime Intelligence: [INTERPOL] 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Vade Mecum of INTERPOL 

South African Extradition Act 1962(Act No 67 of 1962); Criminal Procedure Act 1977 (Section 40 (1) (k)) 

(Act No 51 of 1977) as amended and Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (Section 5 (1) (a) (b)) (Act No 51 of 

1977) as amended  

Working Procedures for INTERPOL NCB 

Information flow 

 Information is received from INTERPOL member countries via, I24/7 global secure 

communication system, other law enforcement agencies, SAPS divisions, SAPS Liaison Officers 

and other government departments on identified transnational crime suspects.  

 The information is evaluated by the desk officer and disseminated to different INTERPOL desks, 

SAPS divisions and Liaison Officers responsible for investigating transnational crimes. The 

information is recorded in CAS enquiry files, project and general files.  

 The particulars of the identified transnational crime suspects are circulated on SAPS and 

INTERPOL databases.  

 This is done by means of Red Notices and circulation on the movement control system.  
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 Once an identified suspect is arrested, the arrest report is channeled back to the INTERPOL NCB 

Pretoria where the original file is updated with the arrest information.  

 Feedback on the arrest of the identified crime suspects is disseminated to all relevant 

stakeholders.  

 Every quarter the percentage of the arrested suspects is calculated and provided to the admin 

officer who prepares it for inclusion in the quarterly report template.  

 The admin officer sent it to the Section Head: INTERPOL who peruse the percentages against the 

source documents. The Section Head: INTERPOL approves the quarterly report.  

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Head: Intelligence 

Plan and Monitoring, Head Office for comparison with the supporting documentation and 

recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the Division’s Quarterly/Annual 

Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management at Head Office. 
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Indicator title Number of global threat assessments generated for SAPS operations 

Short definition  

The compiling, examining and dissemination of all available information concerning potential national 

and transnational threats, that may impact on the safety and security of South Africa and its 

inhabitants, for operationalisation or further analysis by SAPS 

Purpose/importance  

The purpose of global threat assessments is to prevent security threats, violence or crime, currently 

happening in another country, spilling over to or occurring in South Africa. Based on the assessment 

findings SAPS can put preventative measures in place 

New indicator  New indicator  

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

INTERPOL Enquiry File 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by Division: Crime Intelligence 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  The number of global threat assessments generated   

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

database/register/performance reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  4  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division: Crime Intelligence: [INTERPOL] 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Vade Mecum of INTERPOL 

Working Procedures for INTERPOL NCB 

Information flow 

 Regional threat assessments are received from SAPS Liaison Officers/INTERPOL member 

countries.  

 The assessments are evaluated and consolidated by a desk officer into a global threat 

assessment.  

 The global threat assessment is submitted for approval to the Section Head: INTERPOL.  

 After approval, the global threat assessment is disseminated to the relevant IAC centres for 

further analysis and all other relevant stakeholders.  

 The number of global threat assessments compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of global threat assessments compiled, is submitted to the 

Component Head: IAC, for consolidation and approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of global threat assessments compiled, is submitted to the 

Section Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, at Head Office, for comparison with the 

supporting documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the 

Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title Number of persons of interest reports generated for SAPS operations 

Short definition  

The compiling, examining and dissemination of all available information concerning persons of 

interest, in other countries, who have or may fled to South Africa and who pose a potential threat, that 

may impact on the safety and security of South Africa and its inhabitants, for operationalisation or 

further analysis by SAPS 

Purpose/importance  

The purpose of persons of interest reports is to make SAPS aware of any transnational 

criminals/suspects who may possibly flee/or has fled to South Africa, in order to put measures in place 

to track, locate and apprehend such criminals 

New indicator  New indicator  

Type of indicator  Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

INTERPOL Enquiry File 

Systems used for 

processing and reporting 

performance information  

Manual system 

Supporting evidence for 

quarterly & annual 

reporting 

Manual excel databases maintained by the CI Division 

Calculation type  Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation  The number of persons of interest reports generated   

Data limitations  
The accuracy of the information depends on the reliability of the manual 

database/register/performance reports which can lead to a misstatement of performance data 

Reporting cycle  Quarterly and annually 

Desired performance  4  

Reporting responsibility  Division: Crime Intelligence 

Implementation 

responsibility  

Division: Crime Intelligence: [INTERPOL] 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Vade Mecum of INTERPOL 

Working Procedures for INTERPOL NCB 

Information flow 

 Regional persons of interest reports are received from SAPS Liaison Officers/INTERPOL member 

countries.  

 The persons of interest reports are evaluated and consolidated by a desk officer.  

 The persons of interest reports are submitted for approval to the Section Head: INTERPOL.  

 After approval, the persons of interest reports are disseminated to the relevant IAC centres for 

further analysis and all other relevant stakeholders.  

 The number of persons of interest reports compiled is recorded in a relevant file/register. 

 A quarterly report on the number of persons of interest reports compiled is submitted to the 

Component Head: IAC, for consolidation and approval. 

 A quarterly report on the number of persons of interest compiled is submitted to the Section 

Head: Intelligence Plan and Monitoring, at Head Office, for comparison with the supporting 

documentation and recording into a user-friendly spreadsheet, as well as the Division’s 

Quarterly/Annual Performance Report template. 

 Performance reports are approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Crime Intelligence and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Programme 5: Protection and Security Services 
Purpose: Provide protection and security services to all identified dignitaries and government interests. 

Strategic objective: Minimise security violations by protecting foreign and local prominent people and 

securing strategic interests. 

Protection and Security Services 

Subprogramme: VIP Protection  

 Percentage of protection provided to VIPs without security breaches 

 Percentage of protection provided at identified government installations and identified VIP 

residences without security breaches  

 

Subprogramme: Static Protection  

 Percentage of protection provided at identified government installations and identified VIP 

residences without security breaches  

 

Subprogramme: Government Security Regulator 

 Percentage of National Key Points (NKPs) evaluated 

 Percentage of Strategic installations audited  

 

Presidential Protection Service 

Subprogramme: VIP Protection  

 Percentage of protection provided to VIPs without security breaches 

 

Subprogramme: Static Protection  

 Percentage of protection provided at identified government installations and identified VIP 

residences without security breaches  

 

Subprogramme: Physical Security Compliance 

 Percentage of National Key Points (NKPs) evaluated 
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Information Systems used to generate performance 

information on predetermined objectives 

Subprogramme: VIP Protection 

Objective statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information  

Provision of in transit 

protection 

Percentage of protection provided to VIP’s 

without security breaches 

Manual system – Incident Report 

System Name  System Description  

(PSS) 

Manual system – Incident 

Report 

 

An Incident Report is a manual system maintained on divisional level by the Section Head: In-

transit VIP Protection. Information regarding a security breach captured on the Incident Report: 

details of the unit reporting the security breach; date and time of the security breach; place of 

occurrence and particulars of the security breach. 

(PPS) 

Manual system – Incident 

Report 

 

An Incident Report is a manual system maintained at component level by the Section Commander: 

Operational Coordination, Presidential Protection Service.  

Information regarding a security breach captured on the Incident Report, includes details of the 

unit reporting the security breach; date and time of the security breach; place of occurrence and 

particulars of the security breach. 

Subprogramme: Static Protection 

Objective statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information  

Provision of static protection Percentage of protection provided at 

identified government installations and 

identified VIP residences without security 

breaches  

Manual system – Incident Report 

System Name  System Description  

(PSS) 

Manual system – Incident 

Report 

An Incident Report is a manual system maintained on divisional level by the Section Head: Static 

Protection.  

Information regarding a security breach captured on the Incident Report includes details of the 

unit reporting the security breach; date and time of the security breach; place of occurrence and 

particulars of the security breach. 

(PPS) 

Manual system – Incident 

Report 

An Incident Report is a manual system maintained at component level by the Section Commander: 

Operational Coordination, Presidential Protection Service. 

Information regarding a security breach captured on the Incident Report, includes details of the 

unit reporting the security breach; date and time of the security breach; place of occurrence and 

particulars of the security breach. 
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Subprogramme: Government Security Regulator (PSS) 

Objective statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information  

Regulation of physical security 

in identified government 

buildings and strategic 

installations  

 

Percentage of Strategic installations audited 

 

Manual system - Monthly Report 

(Strategic Installations) 

Percentage of National Key Points (NKPs) 

evaluated 

Manual matrix database (excel spreadsheet) 

System Name  System Description  

Manual system - Monthly 

Report. 

A monthly report is maintained on divisional level by the Section Head: National Key Points and 

Strategic Installations. Information included in the report includes name of the department; name 

of the province; details of the audit team; date conducted and identified major non-compliance 

aspects and recommendations. 

Manual matrix database (excel 

spreadsheet) 

 

(NKP’s) 

The matrix database is a manual system maintained on divisional level by the Section Head: 

National Key Points and Strategic Installations. Information included in the matrix database 

includes details of the NKP (province, NKP category, NKP name, classification status, NKP no); SAPS 

station (protection and response plan) responsible for the NKP; management information updated 

(Y/N); monthly NKP status report submitted (Y/N); Joint Planning Committee (JPC) date and 

attendance (date of last meeting, attendance by SAPS (Y/N), attendance by State Security Agency 

(SSA) (Y/N), JPC chair appointed (Y/N)); date of security evaluation report; emergency security 

plans (date of last emergency exercise, date of contingency plan, date of protection or response 

plan, date of security plan); date of security appreciation; visits (number of local SAPS visits, 

number of ad hoc visits) and date of Security Officers Liaison Forum attended. 

 

Subprogramme: Physical Security Compliance (PPS) 

Objective statement Performance Indicator System used for performance information  

Regulation of physical security 

in identified government 

buildings and private 

residences 

Percentage of National Key Points (NKPs) 

evaluated 

Manual Database  

System Name  System Description  

Manual Database- Security 

Evaluation questionnaire 

Report. 

The template is a manual system maintained at component level by the Subsection Commander 

Physical Security Compliance. Information included in the template are details of the NKP 

(province, NKP name); monthly NKP status report submitted (Y/N); Joint Planning Committee (JPC) 

date and attendance (date of last meeting), attendance by SAPS (South African Police Service) 

(Y/N), attendance by SSA (State Security Agency ) (Y/N); date of security evaluation report; 

emergency security plans (date of last emergency exercise, date of contingency plan); visits 

(number of local SAPS visits, number of ad hoc visits). 
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Technical Indicator Description and Information Flow 

Protection and Security Services 

Subprogramme: VIP Protection 

Indicator title Percentage of protection provided to VIPs without security breaches 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to the security breaches of the in-transit protection of all individuals identified as 

VIPs (refers to Ministers/Deputy Ministers/Premiers/Speakers/Deputy Speakers/MECs/Judge 

President/Ad-Hoc VIPs with regard to threats) in terms of the Risk Information Administration System 

(RIMAS) policy, as approved by cabinet, by virtue of their public office or strategic importance to the 

country (including foreign dignitaries). A security breach is any act that bypasses or contravenes security 

policies, practices or procedures resulting in physical harm, medical emergency or embarrassment of a VIP 

Purpose/importance 

Protection provided to VIPs in terms of the Constitution and RIMAS policy as approve d by Cabinet, is 

measured to ensure compliance to the in-transit protection of all individuals identified as VIPs, as it is of 

strategic importance to the country. 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial year 

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual system – Incident Report  

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The cumulative number of security breaches during the in-transit protection of all individuals identified as 

VIPs divided by number of protection operations (movements). [Example number of Security breaches in a 

quarter (1) ÷ total protection operations (movements) in a quarter (22 386) = 0,000045 X 100 = 0,0045% - 

100% = 99.99% protection provided] 

Data limitations 
Incidents incorrectly regarded as security breaches; e.g. Accidents involving VIPs which was not as a result 

of any act that bypasses or contravenes security policies, practices or procedures. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 100% protection provided without security breaches  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Protection and Security Services (excl PPS) 

Implementation 

responsibility 

National and Provincial VIP Protection Units; Section: In-transit VIP Protection at Provincial Level 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Ministerial Handbook, 2007, Risk Information Management Administration System (RIMAS), Powers, 

Privileges and Immunities of Parliament and Provincial Legislature Act, 2004 (Act No. 4 of 2004), 

Protection of Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000) 
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Information flow 

 In the case of a security breach, the breach is captured in the Incident/Security Breach Register. 

 The Unit Commander informs the Provincial Section Commander, telephonically of the security 

breach, where after, an incident report is completed stating the facts of the breach (date, time, and 

occurrence and the details of the members who reported the breach) for acknowledgement and 

further attention of the Provincial Section Commander. 

  A designated official at the office of the Provincial Head: Protection and Security Services captures 

the incident in the Incident Report Register and submits an incident report to the office of the 

Divisional Commissioner: Protection and Security Services and Incident Management Centre at 

divisional level. 

 The office of the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and Security Services and Incident 

Management Centre distributes the Incident Report to the Component Head: VIP Protection Services 

for acknowledgement and the attention of the Section Head: VIP Protection. 

 The office of the Provincial Section Commander: VIP consolidates all Incident Reports from unit level 

into a monthly report and submits it to the Provincial Head: Protection and Security Services for 

approval. 

 The approved report is submitted to the office of the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and 

Security Services for the attention of the Section Head: VIP Protection. 

  A designated officer at the office of the Section Head: VIP Protection verifies the provincial monthly 

reports with Incident Reports received and consolidates all monthly reports to compile a quarterly 

report and submits it to the Component Head: VIP Protection Services, for approval. 

  Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at Protection and Security Services for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template. 

 Performance information is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and Security 

Services and submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Subprogramme: Static Protection 

Indicator title 
Percentage of protection provided at identified government installations and identified VIP 

residences 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to security breaches at strategic sites and residences of all identified VIPs. A security 

breach is any unauthorised access into the protected installation or residence; any illegal and/or 

unauthorised item found on such premises. 

Purpose/importance 
Static security is measured to ensure compliance to the static protection of all strategic sites and 

residences of all identified VIPs 

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial years  

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual system – Incident Report  

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The number of days of protection, multiplied by the number of shifts, multiplied by the number of 

strategic sites (PSS) / venues and residences (PPS) of all identified VIPs protected. The number of security 

breaches which occurred during static protection is then divided by the sum of protection given and 

multiplied by 100 to get percentage. [Example days in a quarter (91) X shifts (2) X total residences + 

instillations (123) = total protection action (22 386). Security breaches in a quarter (1) ÷ protection action 

(22 386) = 0,000045 X 100 = 0,0045%] 

Data limitations The non-reporting of a breach by a VIP when it occurred inside the house and it involves a family member 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 100% protection provided without security breaches  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Protection and Security Services (excl PPS) 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Static Protection at Unit Level; Static Protection at Provincial Level; Static Protection at divisional level 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Presidential Handbook, Ministerial Handbook 2007, Risk Information Management Administration System 

(RIMAS), Powers, Privileges and Immunities of Parliament and Provincial Legislature Act, 2004 (Act No. 4 of 

2004), Protection of Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000), Presidential Protection Service Standard 

Operational Procedure (SOP) 

Information flow 

 In case of a security breach, the breach is captured in an Incident/Security Breach Register 

 The Unit Commander reports the breach to the office of the Provincial Section Commander: VIP & 

Static Protection for acknowledgement and further attention. 

 A designated official at the office of the Provincial Head: Protection and Security Services capture the 

incident in the Incident Report Register and submit a report to the office of the Divisional 

Commissioner: Protection and Security Services and the Incident Management Centre at the 
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divisional level. 

 The office of the Provincial Section Commander: VIP & Static Protection consolidates all Incident 

Reports from Unit Level into a monthly report and submits it to the Provincial Head: Protection and 

Security Services, for approval. 

 The approved report is submitted to the office of the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and 

Security Services for attention of the Section Head: Static Protection. 

 The office of the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and Security Services and Incident 

Management Centre distributes the Incident Report to the Component Head: VIP Protection Services 

for acknowledgement and attention of the Section Head: Static Protection 

 A designated officer at the office of the Section Head: Static Protection verifies the provincial 

monthly reports with Incident Reports received and consolidates all monthly reports to compile a 

quarterly report and submits it to the Component Head: VIP Protection Services, for approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at Protection and Security Services for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance information is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and Security 

Services and submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Subprogramme: Government Security Regulator 

Indicator title Percentage of National Key points evaluated 

Short definition 

The indicator relates the number of National Key Points evaluated in compliance with the National Key 

Points Act, 1980 to effectively manage security for all National Key Points by means of the NKP Act, 

directive and regulations 

Purpose/importance 

Measured to ensure compliance in terms of the NKP Act to prevent any incidents or occurrences that may 

cause damage or disruption at a NKP  

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial years  

Type of indicator Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Security Evaluation Questionnaire 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Matrix manual database  

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Excel Spreadsheet 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of National Key Points evaluated divided by the number of declared National Key Points (longer 

than 12 months), expressed as a percentage  

Data limitations 

The availability of NKP personnel at the Private Entity may have an influence on this indicator. Strike action 

at the NKP or Labour issues.  

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 100% (196)  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Protection and Security Services 

Implementation 

responsibility 

National Key Points at Provincial Level; National Key Points at divisional level 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Cabinet Memorandum of 2003, Minimum Physical Security Standards (MPSS), National Key Points Acts, 

1980 (Act No. 102 of 1980), The Private Security Industry Regulation Act, 2001 (Act No. 56 of 2001), 

Minimum Information Security Standards (MISS) 

Information flow 

 The evaluation of a National Key Point (NKP) is conducted and a Security Evaluation Questionnaire 

(source), which covers all aspects of compliance, as prescribed in terms of the NKP Act, is completed.  

 An electronic copy of the Security Evaluation Questionnaire is forwarded to the Section Head: 

National Key Points and Strategic Installations at divisional level (for controlling purposes only).  

 A Summary report and the Security Evaluation Questionnaire are submitted to the Joint Planning 

Committee, for approval.  

 A copy of the summary report and the Security Evaluation Questionnaire is filed on the specific NKP 

file.  

 A report is submitted to the Section Head: National Key Points and Strategic Installations on a 

monthly basis to report the number of evaluations conducted.  
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 Information on the Security Evaluation Questionnaire is captured on a matrix system (a management 

tool to ensure that National Key Points are evaluated).  

 All NKP & SI performance information are compiled into a monthly report and forwarded to the 

Component Head: Government Security Regulator, for acknowledgement. 

 Monthly reports from provincial level are consolidated to constitute a quarterly report which is 

forwarded to the Component Head: Government Security Regulator, for approval. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the Section Commander: 

Management Information and Strategic Planning at Protection and Security Services for comparison 

with the supporting document and inclusion in the Division’s Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Performance information is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and Security 

Services and submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Indicator title Percentage of Strategic installations audited 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to identified Strategic Installations audited to effectively manage security for all 

authorities in the government, parastatals, National Key Points and other government installations by 

means of a relevant regulatory framework  

Purpose/importance 
Measured to ensure compliance in terms of the minimum standard as derived from the Minimum Physical 

Security Standard (MPSS)  

New indicator A continuation from the previous financial years  

Type of indicator Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Audit questionnaire 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual system 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Monthly report 

Calculation type Cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of Strategic Installations audited divided by the number of identified Strategic Installations, 

expressed as a percentage  

Data limitations 

The availability of the Security Managers at Strategic Installations may influence the outcome of this 

indicator 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 49, 0% (125 from a total of 255) 

Reporting 

responsibility 

Division: Protection and Security Services 

Implementation 

responsibility 

Strategic Installations at Divisional Level 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Cabinet decision on the establishment of the Government Security Regulator in the Division: Protection 

and Security Services, Minimum Physical Security Standards (MPSS), Strategic Installations Audit 

Questionnaire, The Private Security Industry Regulation Act, 2001 (Act No. 56 of 2001) 

Information flow 

 Auditors at the office of the Section Head: National Key Points and Strategic Installations conduct an 

audit at the Strategic Installation, complete an Audit Questionnaire and compile an Audit Report 

based on the completed Audit Questionnaire.  

 The Section Head: National Key Points and Strategic Installations peruse the Audit Reports and 

forward it to the Component Head: Government Security Regulator and PSS Divisional 

Commissioner/National Commissioner for signature.  

 The Audit Reports are submitted to the Security Manager/HOD/DG at the Strategic Installation to 

implement corrective measures in terms of the minimum physical security standards. 

 A monthly report is submitted to the Section Head: National Key Points and Strategic Installations by 

the Subsection Commander: Regulatory on the number of audits conducted. 

 All National Key Points and Strategic Installation audits are recorded in a monthly report which is 

forwarded to the Component Head: Government Security Regulator for acknowledgement.  
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 The Section Head: National Key Points and Strategic Installations consolidate the monthly reports to 

constitute a quarterly report and forward it to the Component Head: Government Security Regulator, 

for approval.  

 Performance information is approved by the Divisional Commissioner: Protection and Security 

Services and submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Presidential Protection Service 

Subprogramme: VIP Protection 

Indicator title Percentage of protection provided to VIPs without security breaches 

Short definition 

The indicator relates to security breaches during the in-transit protection (movements) of all individuals 

identified as VIPs in terms of the Risk Management Support System (RIMAS) and policy as approved by 

Cabinet, by virtue of their public office or strategic importance to the country (including foreign 

dignitaries). A security breach is any act that bypasses or contravenes security policies, practices or 

procedures, resulting in physical harm, medical emergency or embarrassment of a VIP. 

Purpose/importance 
In-transit protection provided to VIPs is measured to ensure the protection and safe transport from one 

point to another, as the safety of these individuals is of strategic importance to the country 

New indicator The indicator title is a continuation without change from the previous year  

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual system (Incident Report file) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The cumulative number of security breaches during the in-transit protection of VIPs divided by number of 

in-transit protection operations (movements), expressed as a percentage, [e.g. 

breach (1) divided by SA movements (2 537) = 0.000394 x 100 = 0.0394%] Then take 100 subtract 0.0394 

= 99.96% protection provided 

Data limitations - 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 100%  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Component: Presidential Protection Service  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Unit Level (Nationally and Provincially); -Provincial Level; -Component Level 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Presidential Handbook, Ministerial Handbook 2007, Risk Management Support System (RIMAS), Powers, 

Privileges and Immunities of Parliament and Provincial Legislature Act, 2004 (Act No. 4 of 2004), Protection 

of Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000), In-transit Protection Standard Operational Procedure (SOP) 

Information Flow 

 In case of a security breach relevant to VIPs the team leader (The senior officer in-charge of the 

security detail at that given time) reports the breach immediately to the Provincial Commander/ 

Detail Leader and Incident Management Centre (IMC). 

 The Provincial Commander/ Detail Leader reports the security breach to the Section Head: In-transit 

Protection who informs the Component Head: PPS. 

 The Control Point receives and captures the security breach in the OB and submits the incident 

report to the Incident Management Centre (IMC) office. 

 The IMC submits a report to the Provincial Commander and the office of the Section Commander: 

Operational Coordination Head Office.  

 The office of the Section Commander Operational Coordination distributes the Incident Report to the 

National Duty Officer for acknowledgment and further attention.  
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 National Duty Officer submits the report to the Section Head: In-transit Protection for 

acknowledgment and further attention.  

 The approved report is submitted to the office of the Component Head: Presidential Protection 

Service for further acknowledgement and further attention. 

 Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the office of the Section 

Commander: Operation Coordination Presidential Protection Service for comparison with the 

supporting document and inclusion in the Component Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 A designated officer at the office of the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service verifies the 

provincial monthly reports with Incident Reports received from all the provinces and consolidates all 

monthly reports into a quarterly report and submits to the Component Head: Presidential Protection 

Service, for approval. 

 Performance information is approved by the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Subprogramme: Static Protection 

Indicator title 
Percentage of protection provided at identified government installations and identified VIP 

residences: Static Protection  

Short definition 

The indicator relates to security breaches at identified strategic sites and residences of VIPs where static 

protection is provided. A security breach is any unauthorised access into the protected installation or 

residence; any illegal and/or unauthorised item that went through the system undetected on such 

premises (This excludes access onto the premises when a person went through the system as a result of 

lack of or inadequate physical security measures. This will be seen as an incident.) 

Purpose/importance 

Static protection is measured to ensure compliance to the protection of identified strategic sites and 

residences of VIPs on a 24-hour basis. Static protection aims to create a sterile/security zone around 

identified VIPs at areas identified in the policy, such as residences and strategic government installations, 

to protect the lives, dignity and property of the identified VIPs. 

New indicator The indicator title is a continuation without change from the previous year  

Type of indicator Output 

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual system (Incident Report file) 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Incident Report in case of a breach 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

The cumulative number of security breaches during the static protection of identified strategic sites and 

residences of VIPs divided by the number of protection operations (number of days of protection X the 

number of shifts X the number of identified strategic sites and residences of VIPs protected), expressed as 

a percentage, [e.g. security breach (1) divided by protection action (3 864) = 0.000258 x 100 = 0.0258%] 

Then take 100 subtract 0.0258 = 99.97% protection provided 

Data limitations 
The non-reporting of a breach by a VIP when it occurred inside the residence and it involves a family 

member 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 100%  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Component: Presidential Protection Service  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Unit- (Nationally and Provincially), Provincial- and Component Level 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Powers, Privileges and Immunities of Parliament and Provincial Legislature Act, 2004 (Act No. 4 of 2004), 

National Key Points Act, 1980 (Act No. 12 of 1980) Section 5 and applicable National Key Points 

Regulations, Protection of Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000), Cabinet Memorandum 2004, PPS 

Static Protection SOP 

Information flow 

• In case of a security breach, it must be reported immediately to the Section Commander: Static 

Protection (PPS) by the Unit Commander and from there to the Provincial Commander: PPS (where 

applicable) and to the Incident Management Centre (IMC). 

• The Provincial Commander (where applicable) reports the security breach to the Section Head: Static 

Protection who informs the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service (PPS). 

• The Control Point at the Unit receives and captures the security breach in the OB and submits the 

incident report to the IMC. 
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• The IMC submits an incident report to the Provincial Commander: PPS and the office of the Section 

Commander: Operational Coordination Head Office.  

• The office of the Section Commander: Operational Coordination distributes the Incident Report to 

the National Duty Officer for acknowledgment and further attention.  

• The National Duty Officer submits the incident report to the Section Head: Static Protection for 

acknowledgment and further attention.  

• The approved incident report is submitted to the office of the Component Head: Presidential 

Protection Service for further acknowledgement and attention. 

• Performance information and supporting evidence is submitted to the office of the Section 

Commander: Operation Coordination: Presidential Protection Service for comparison with the 

supporting document and inclusion in the Component Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

• A designated officer at the office of the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service verifies the 

provincial monthly reports with Incident Reports received from all the provinces and consolidates all 

monthly reports into quarterly reports and submits it to the Component Head: Presidential 

Protection Service, for approval. 

• Performance information is approved by the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service and 

submitted to the Head: Strategic Management. 
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Subprogramme: Physical Security Compliance 

Indicator title Percentage of National Key Points (NKPs) evaluated  

Short definition 

The indicator relates the number of National Key Points (NKPs) evaluated in compliance with the National 

Key Points Act, 1980 (Act No. 102 of 1980) to effectively manage security for all National Key Points by 

means of the NKP Act, directives and regulations 

Purpose/importance 
The evaluation of NKPs is measured to ensure compliance in terms of the NKP Act to prevent any incidents 

or occurrences that may cause damage or disruption at a NKP 

New indicator The indicator title is a continuation without change from the previous year  

Type of indicator Output  

Source (document for 

audit purpose) 

Security Evaluation Questionnaire 

System used for 

performance 

information 

Manual Matrix database 

Supporting evidence 

for quarterly/annual 

reporting 

Information generated from the Security Evaluation Questionnaire is recorded on a Word document 

(National/ Provincial Physical Security Compliance offices) 

Calculation type Non-cumulative 

Method of calculation 

(formula) 

Number of National Key Points (NKP) evaluated divided by the number of declared National Key Points 

(for longer than 12 months), expressed as a percentage  

Data limitations 

 The availability of NKP personnel at the private entity may have an influence on this indicator. 

 Strike action at the NKP or labour issues. 

 The NKP is not declared for longer than 12 months. 

 When the NKP is deregistered. 

Reporting cycle Quarterly and annually  

Desired performance 100% (11)  

Reporting 

responsibility 

Component: Presidential Protection Service  

Implementation 

responsibility 

Physical Security Compliance at Provincial- and Component Level 

Official directives, 

guidelines and 

instructions 

Presidential Handbook, Cabinet Memorandum of 2003, Minimum Physical Security Standards (MPSS), 

National Key Points Acts, 1980 (Act No. 102 of 1980), Minimum Information Security Standards (MISS), 

South African National Standard (SANS), National Building Regulation 103 of 1977 

Information Flow 

 The evaluation/ audit of a National Key Point (NKP) is conducted and a Security Evaluation 

Questionnaire, which covers all aspects of compliance as prescribed in terms of the NKP Act, is 

completed.  

 The office of Physical Security Compliance compiles the assessment and audit reports generated 

from the Security Evaluation Questionnaire which are forwarded to the Section Head: Management 

Centre & Rapid Deployment. 

 The office of the Section Head: Management Centre & Rapid Deployment peruses the assessment 

and audit reports and forwards it to the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service for 

approval. 

 The reports for all residences and offices declared as National Key Points under Presidential 

Protection Service will be compiled into a monthly report by the Subsection Commander: Physical 

Security Compliance and forwarded to the office of the Section Head: Management Centre & Rapid 

Deployment for acknowledgement. 

 The Subsection Commander: Physical Security Compliance will consolidate the monthly reports to 
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constitute a quarterly report and forward it to the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service 

for approval. 

 Performance information is submitted to the office of the Section Commander: Specialised Support 

Presidential Protection Service for inclusion in the Component Quarterly/Annual Performance Report 

template.  

 Monthly reports on the evaluations conducted and/or “Nil” returns from provincial level are received, 

confirmed against supporting evidence and consolidated to constitute a quarterly report. The 

quarterly report is submitted to the Component Head: Presidential Protection Service, for approval. 

 Performance information is submitted to the Head: Strategic Management.  
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